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Introduction: My Opening Speech

‘And so that is your defence, is it, Mr Tuttle?’
A pause. His eyes dart to his girlfriend in the public gallery and back to

me – a micro-glance, no more – but enough, I’m hopeful, for the jury to
have clocked. I turn my head just slightly, crossing gazes with the lady on
the front row at the far end. She’s noticed. She’s folded her arms. In fact,
several of them have. The elderly chap in the navy blazer and beige slacks
nudges the gingham-shirted, fabulously bearded fellow to his left, and they
trade conspiratorial grins.

The body language is not good for Mr Tuttle.
He digs his fingers into the sides of the witness box, groping for the right

response, oblivious that there isn’t one. As his cheeks flush and he shuffles
his feet, he appears to look longingly at the dock at the back of court, stung
with regret at his decision to leave the safety of its perspex confines and
walk the long fifteen feet to give evidence in his own defence. He had to, of
course. It is near-impossible to successfully run self-defence without giving
your own account on oath as to why you brought fisty justice to bear upon
the man next door. But it is obvious that, if Mr Tuttle could turn back time,
he’d give serious consideration to exercising his right to silence.

The double doors to my right groan. The usher slides in cradling his
clipboard, pursued by a crash of law students, who are silently urged
towards the public gallery. The only thing a barrister enjoys more than an
audience is a bigger, more impressible audience. So I wait for them to
squeeze themselves into the narrow oak pews in the back right corner. The
lengthy pause, as Mr Tuttle weighs up how to answer my semi-rhetorical
question, helps build the suspense. I savour it. I calmly top up my plastic
cup from the water jug, and take an insouciant sip of water.



As I do, I notice that all eyes in the courtroom are momentarily trained on
a trailing undergrad who, having entered last, has managed to clout Mr
Tuttle’s partner with his manbag as he climbs over her to the last space on
the front row.

She audibly mutters some choice expletives as the student removes
himself from her lap. The clerk of the court, hitherto tap-tap-tapping away
at her computer, looks up and stares.

‘What? He hit me in the face! Could have had my fucking eye out.’
‘Shhhh!’ the clerk hisses, waving a gowned arm towards the usher, who

duly trots to the public gallery to administer a further, entirely superfluous,
shhhh.

I look up behind the clerk towards the judge, expecting some sort of
judicial admonishment for these noises off, but Her Honour Judge Kerrigan
QC is still leaning back in her chair and staring longingly at a fixed point on
the ceiling. Now the casual observer may, quite wrongly, think this an
indication that Judge Kerrigan is bored by the pedestrian advocacy of a
twenty-something upstart apparently channelling an unholy trinity of the
Jeremies Paxman, Clarkson and Kyle as they superciliously showboat their
intellectual advantage over the bewildered Mr Tuttle. The same observer
may, equally mistakenly, bolster this conclusion by reference to the way in
which Her Honour appears to have been, at various stages during the
twenty-six laboured minutes of questioning leading up to this point, closing
her eyes and dropping her head, before jolting alert again with a quiet snort.

But I know better. The Learned Judge is, quite plainly, bowled over by
my oratory skill; no doubt mentally formulating the letter of praise that she
will be sending to my Head of Chambers immediately the trial concludes.
Advocacy, she will surely write, has a new champion. A golden age of
justice is upon us.

Everyone now seated and hushed, I can resume my sparring. Mr Tuttle
again glances for reassurance to his girlfriend.

‘You won’t find the answer in the public gallery, Mr Tuttle.’ I
obnoxiously smile at him.

‘It’s a very simple question. What you have said is what you’re honestly
asking this jury to believe, yes?’

This is an appallingly phrased, and wholly improper, question. Questions
in cross-examination should strictly only be aimed at eliciting facts, not
providing an opportunity for the advocate to comment. Closing speeches



are where we get to make plain how preposterous we think the other side’s
case is. And clearly Mr Tuttle is asking the jury to believe what he said,
otherwise he wouldn’t have said it. But I’m feeling good, this is my first
jury trial, and no one yet has interrupted to stop me. So I wait for Mr
Tuttle’s response.

He delivers another flick of the eyes to the gallery, and back. ‘Yes,’ he
nods, any defiance long since melted.

‘How tall are you, Mr Tuttle?’
‘Dunno.’
‘Would you agree that you’re over six foot?’
‘Probably.’
‘And how much do you weigh?’
It doesn’t matter what his answer is. Mr Tuttle is, at a conservative

estimate, roughly the size of a supertanker, and, by obligingly wearing a
skinny fit, short-sleeved white shirt, is displaying to marvellous effect every
square inch of his tattooed mega-roided biceps. These questions are simply
to hammer home the point.

As he mutters estimates, I yank my black gown straight. Posturing with
faux furrows, I turn to the jury and look towards crossed-arms woman. I
catch her eye. She raises an eyebrow. She knows where we’re going.

‘And,’ I say, looking straight at the jury so as to maximize my apparent
disbelief, ‘you are telling this jury that the blind man on crutches hit you
first?’

I swivel to him at those last three words and release them as slowly as
melodrama allows. An audible snigger from my left tells me that Mr
Tuttle’s goose is cooked.

There is nothing he can now say to make his position seem less
ridiculous. At this point in a boxing match, he would be hurried out of the
ring by minders to avoid him doing himself any more damage. No answer
can improve his position. One response, however, could take the goose out
of the oven, elegantly carve it and serve it to the grateful cheers of the
prosecution. And Mr Tuttle obliges.

‘It wasn’t how you’re making it sound, yeah?’
The joy. I hear a stifled snort from the Crown Prosecution Service

paralegal sitting on the row in front of me. My cross-examination, as
written out neatly in the standard-issue blue counsel’s notebook perched on
my lectern, was going to end on that last, over-gestated question. But now,



not only is Mr Tuttle giving the jury an implausible story, he’s trying to
wriggle out of it. The one thing worse than a liar is a liar lying about being
a liar. So I treat myself to an encore.

‘It wasn’t how I made it sound?’
‘Nah.’
‘Well, we know Mr Martins is blind, yes?’
‘Yes.’
‘And you agree he was on crutches?’
‘Yes.’
‘And you say that he hit you first?
‘Yeah.’
‘Right. So, let’s try again. You’re saying that the blind man on crutches

hit you first, aren’t you?’
‘Umm . . . yeah.’
‘Right.’
As I take a beat to work out how best to gracefully conclude, there’s a

frantic scrabbling noise from the end of Counsel’s Row – the long wooden
bench at the front of court, facing the judge – as Tuttle’s defence barrister,
Mr Rallings, a surly old hack of forty years’ call, furiously scribbles
something on a scrap of paper and thrusts it with force along the bench
towards me. Up until this point, Rallings has done his best to maintain a
rictus poker frown as his client merrily yanks pins out of grenades and
stuffs them down his trousers. But now he’s stirring.

I take it. This is unnerving. Why a note, mid-cross-examination? Have I
done something wrong? Is he pointing out that I’ve said something that
breaches a vital rule of evidence or court etiquette? The blood rushes to my
face as the panic takes hold. I have not been doing this long. I don’t know
what I’m doing. I’m a Crown Court virgin – no, a baby, a zygote. What
fatal sin have I committed? I’ve blown it. I must have. Lord knows how, but
the look on Rallings’ wizened face – that cocksure lip-curl-cum-snarl – tells
me all I need to know. Carried away with the myth of my own brilliance, I
have somehow fluffed it all up. I have flown too close to the sun on wings
forged of a misplaced confidence in my plainly meagre ability. I’ve kicked
off my Crown Court career by losing the unlosable trial, and this scrumpled
grey leaf of A5 bears my epitaph.

I try to feign composure as I unscrunch the note. Whatever it is, I silently
counsel, it will be OK. I have my Archbold – the criminal lawyer’s bible –



to extricate me from any legal problem. I have the warm embrace of a four-
legged friend waiting at home if I’m ultimately disbarred. Things will be
OK.

I glance down at what Rallings has to tell me.
On the paper is a really rather good drawing of a stick man in a wig. He’s

sobbing into his arms. He has a little goatee like Rallings. Below the
impression, Rallings has simply written: THIS IS A FUCKING TURKEY
SHOOT.

He nods grimly, leans back and looks at the jury. And, then, with an
almost imperceptible glint in his eye – a comradely tell of shared ownership
of a moment, a sinking defendant setting fire to his own lifeboat, that we’ll
both remember for years – he turns to me, angling his head out of the line of
sight of the jury. And winks.

This, ladies and gentlemen, is the English and Welsh criminal justice
system in action. I don’t suggest it is the finest example, but it serves as a
rough extract of how contested matters of criminal law are settled. And it
probably broadly conforms to the picture most of us in the UK immediately
summon to mind when we think about justice. Whether learned from first-
hand experience or absorbed from pop culture, we all share a conception of
criminal justice that we have come to accept as representing the way things
are done, and the way things should be done. It’s culturally embedded, like
apologizing when someone else bumps into you, or avoiding eye contact in
a lift.

For some of us – if my non-lawyer friends are a reliable barometer – this
mental portrait of English criminal justice fuses Judge Judy unholily with
that scene from A Few Good Men. Others fall back on the home-grown
motifs of Rumpole, Kavanagh QC or, lord help us, All Rise for Julian
Clary.1 But whatever variants we visualize, we probably all agree on the
basics: an adversarial battle – adversarialism being a loose term for the
model pitting the state against the accused in a lawyer-driven skirmish for
victory played out before an impartial body of assessors – comprising a
courtroom, judge, jury, accused, lawyers, witnesses, questions and speeches
in some sort of configuration. And plenty of wigs.

That, for most people though, is possibly where contemplations on
criminal justice end. I imagine few of us devote much, if any, time to
thinking critically about our criminal justice system; to considering how



and why we have this particular way of doing justice, or reflecting on the
impact it has upon the hundreds of thousands of people – defendants,
witnesses and victims – who pass through the system every year. Not in the
way that most of us form and gladly share opinions on the way we
administer or fund healthcare, say, or the merits or demerits of types of
schools. And this I find odd; because criminal justice affects us all.

We are yet to find a society that does not have rules surrounding the
behaviour of its members and sanctions for their transgression. Agreeing
social imperatives and taboos, and enforcing them through shunning,
appears to be instinctual behaviour in cooperative primates2, and the notion
of a codified criminal law can be traced back to Bronze Age Mesopotamia
and the Code of Ur-Nammu in 2050 BC. The precise rules have since
differed across time and geography, but a mechanism for administering
criminal justice always exists. To commit a crime is to break a law that
offends not just those directly affected, but strikes at the heart of our
communal values so deeply that we agree that organized, coercive action is
required to mark the affront. Crimes are marked as the gravest breaches of
our social codes which, unlike civil wrongs such as breach of contract, the
state cannot leave to individuals to privately arbitrate.

The criminal law establishes the boundaries of our humanity by
identifying the no-go zones and endowing the state with unique powers of
correction intended to punish, deter, protect and rehabilitate. Crimes are the
legal disputes that evoke primeval, visceral reactions in people with no
stake in the fight, intruding through screens and leaping off pages and into
our core identity, pinching and testing the standards by which we define
ourselves. If crimes are permitted to occur unaddressed, or are attributed to
the wrong person, the harm extends beyond those directly involved. It
means that our streets are less safe, our values are undermined and our
personal liberty is at risk. A fundamental term of our social contract is that
the rules are enforced fairly against us all; a breach of this term offends our
innate sense of fairness like little else.

And it is not merely theoretical. While we may not wish to think about it,
for most of us the impact of criminal justice will someday be immediate and
all too tangible. It is certain that at one point in your life, you or someone
you love will be in a criminal courtroom; whether it is as a juror, a victim of
crime, a witness or locked behind that perspex screen at the back of court,



screaming your innocence and flanked by bruising security guards dragging
you down to the cells.

I can understand why people might only think of criminal justice in the
abstract. Without first-hand experience of the system, it is easy to not give
its impenetrable workings much of a second thought. But that first direct
contact changes everything. At this point it is brought home, vividly and
viscerally, what criminal justice means in practice; not abstract concepts in
dusty textbooks, but a suffusion of humanity – tears, blood, anger, loss,
redemption and despair. ‘Dispensing criminal justice’ means changing lives
forever. The trial process and court’s judgment can tear a life apart.
Families can be broken, children separated from their parents and people
locked up for decades. A miscarriage of justice can leave the aggrieved
confined, metaphorically or literally, in a prison from which there appears
to be no escape. While in the UK the state no longer has the power to kill at
the end of a criminal trial, functioning justice can still ultimately be a matter
of life and death.

Furthermore, until that first contact, you may take for granted that, much
like other inscrutable fundamentals of our society such as intelligence-
gathering, refuse collection or library cataloguing, when required the
system will broadly, allowing for the margin of error common to all state-
delivered services, work as it should, and that the right outcome will be
delivered in the end. This entirely understandable complacency is, for many
people I meet, what makes that first immersion in the criminal justice
system so shocking, as they realize not only how strongly they disagree
with the way in which our society prioritizes and dispenses justice, but how,
quivering outside the courtroom door, it is now too late to do anything
about it.

As someone immersed in the fog of the criminal courts, my fear is that
the public’s lack of insight into our secretive, opaque system is allowing the
consecration of a way of dealing with crime that bears little resemblance to
what we understand by criminal justice. That defendants, victims and,
ultimately, society are being failed daily by an entrenched disregard for
fundamental principles of fairness. That we are moving from a criminal
justice system to simply a criminal system.

When you have sat in as many decrepit court cells or tired, coffee-stained
witness suites as I have, looking into the eyes of someone whose most basic
sense of what is ‘fair’ and what is ‘right’ has been entirely crushed by their



exposure to the criminal justice system, you can either slink into jaundiced
defeatism, or you can sound an alarm.

This is what I want to talk about: to explore why criminal justice matters,
and to show how I think we are getting it so wrong.

But first, a bit about me. I’m a criminal barrister. Not a particularly special
one. My cases, by and large, aren’t the ones you’ll see on the news. I am the
kind of jobbing, workaday junior practitioner whom you may find
representing you if you suffer the twin misfortunes of being accused of an
everyday criminal offence, and of not having available to you someone a
little bit better.

I’m a ‘junior’ barrister in a similar way that the term is applied to junior
doctors. It is not a signifier of youth, rather a catch-all for any barrister,
from trainee (or ‘pupil’, in the legalese) up to grizzled old warhorse, who
has not been appointed Queen’s Counsel (the honour bestowed upon the
most impressive in our ranks).

Hopefully, our paths will never cross. But if they do, I can guarantee that,
like an undertaker or a clinician at an STD clinic brandishing a cotton bud,
it will be at one of the lowest points of your life. Ours is the trade in human
misery; the grotty little cousin of the finer, more civilized, more commercial
tributaries of the law.

The role of barristers in this misery is, I have learned, not widely
understood. Mostly the fault for that lies with us. For professional
advocates, we do a strikingly bad job of explaining what we do, or why it
matters. In a nutshell, criminal barristers are first and foremost advocates,
presenting cases in court, usually the Crown Court, on behalf of either the
prosecution or the defence. In practice, the job also requires the skills of a
social worker, relationship counsellor, arm-twister, hostage negotiator,
named driver, bus fare-provider, accountant, suicide-watchman, coffee
supplier, surrogate parent and, on one memorable occasion, whatever the
official term is for someone tasked with breaking the news to a prisoner that
his girlfriend has been diagnosed with gonorrhoea.

My daily fare is eclectic and erratic. Usually I will be prosecuting or
defending in jury trials, but some days are peppered with other, shorter
hearings: opposing a bail application for an alleged arsonist here; advancing
mitigation at the sentence hearing of a heroin dealer there. Sometimes I’ll



be doing my own cases, sometimes covering for colleagues who are stuck
elsewhere.

It is unpredictable, irrational, adrenaline-infused mayhem every second
of every day, where the only certainty is uncertainty. Hearings and trials
overrun, find themselves suddenly adjourned or are listed immediately
without warning, making it impossible to say with confidence what you will
be doing or where you will be in four hours’ time. Your bones ache, your
shoe leather disintegrates bi-monthly and your shoulder creaks from
dragging your suitcase laden with papers, books, wig and gown between
courts and cities. You can become inured to the blood-spattered underbelly
of the human condition; unmoved by the mundanity of yet another ‘bog
standard’ stabbing, or desensitized by the unending parade of sexual abuse.
You are at best a part-time family member and a fair-weather friend,
expected by the courts to abandon holidays, weddings and funerals at a
judge’s command. An early night sees me home at 8 p.m. A late night is the
following morning. Throw in the industry-wide ‘perks’ of self-employment
– the perennial insecurity, the fear of work drying up, the absence of sick
pay, holiday pay or pension, the fact that legal aid rates can work out at
below minimum wage – and the criminal Bar is in many ways an
intolerable existence.

But it is also irresistibly special.
In an age where juries have all but disappeared from civil courtrooms,

criminal law is the last vestige of the pure advocacy tradition, where the
power of persuasion and force of rational argument, its significance
augmented by the historical trappings – the mode of speech, the splendour
of the courtroom, the ridiculous Restoration-hangover horsehair wigs – is
the tool by which liberty is spared or removed. The attraction to an egotist
with an insatiable desire to hold centre stage – a description applicable to
the near-entirety of the Bar – is plain; but for me, and most criminal
barristers I know, there is a greater, overarching reason for choosing this
path: crime is where the stakes are highest.

The worst that happens if you lose a case in civil or commercial law is
that you lose a lot of money, or fail to win money. If you lose a family law
case, you might lose your children. In a repossession case, you could lose
your home. These are all significant, sometimes life-changing events. But if
you lost a criminal case, up until 1965, you could lose your life. And while
we have left behind our tradition of sanctioned bodily violations,



dismemberment and killing, we have supplanted it with the deprivation of
liberty, a punishment capable of encompassing all of the losses above and
far more beyond. Loss of the freedom to live with those you love, to work
in your job, to provide for your family; the abrogation of the pursuit of
happiness, the pausing of your existence, for a period determined by the
overbearing power of a state largely uninterested in the consequences for
you or your family, is a price whose value only those who have paid it truly
know.

And those of us criminal hacks who hawk our wigs and gowns from
court to court across the land do so, spending long hours sifting through the
very worst of the human condition, because of a fervent, some might say
naive, faith in the rule of law and our role in upholding it. If criminals avoid
justice, the loss is not only felt by the victim. The danger created by
harmful behaviours going uncorrected presents a significant threat to the
individual liberty of us all. If there are too many wrongful convictions, or
too few criminals getting their just deserts, the delicate social contract
bonding us all to each other and to the state can swiftly disintegrate. Simply
put, if enough people don’t believe the state to be capable of dispensing
justice, they may start to dispense it themselves.

It is for these reasons that it is not hyperbolic, I honestly believe, to
suggest that working criminal justice, and our role prosecuting and
defending criminal allegations, is essential to peaceable democratic society.
It is when people feel that justice is denied that they are at their most
indignant and rage-filled; it is in the gaps between justice that
antidemocratic, subversive urges can take root.

This is why I consider what I do on a day-to-day basis to be not just a
privilege but a civic responsibility. And it is for the same reasons that the
current state of our criminal justice system should terrify us.

Because despite the noble principles underpinning the system, despite its
international prestige, its intellectual craftsmanship and the very real blood,
sweat and tears spilt in its ponderous cultivation, my still-tender years
exposed to the grim reality have taught me that the criminal justice system
is close to breaking point.

Access to justice, the rule of law, fairness to defendants, justice for
victims – these fine emblems which we purport to hold so dear – are each
day incarnated in effigy, rolled out in the Crown and magistrates’ courts and
ritually torched.



Serious criminal cases collapse on a daily basis because of eminently
avoidable failings by underfunded and understaffed police and prosecution
services. The accused and the alleged victim can wait years for a trial, told
their cases are ‘adjourned for lack of court time’ for a second, third or
fourth time, notwithstanding the brand new courtroom, built at significant
public expense, sitting empty down the corridor due to slashed court
budgets. The wrongly accused wait until the day of trial, or perhaps for
eternity, for the state to disclose material that fatally undermines the
prosecution case. Defendants can find themselves represented by exhausted
lawyers able to devote only a fraction of the required time to their case, due
to the need to stack cheap cases high to absorb government cuts. Some
defendants are excluded from publicly funded representation altogether,
forced to scrape together savings or loans to meet legal aid ‘contributions’
or private legal fees, failing which they represent themselves in DIY
proceedings in which the endgame is a prison sentence. The bottom line is
that victims of crime are denied justice, and people who are not guilty find
themselves in prison.

And what astounds me is that most people don’t seem to care. Or even
know.

On the day after a parliamentary report published in May 20163 began
with those nine damning words – the criminal justice system is close to
breaking point – not one single newspaper thought it more newsworthy than
repetitive scare stories about migration or, in one case, a confected ‘scandal’
over Britain’s Got Talent.

When Karl Turner MP tabled a parliamentary debate over the parlous
underfunding of the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) in January 2017, his
litany of sobbing CPS staff and collapsing prosecutions – the things that we
in the courts see every day – was attended by a meagre handful of MPs, and
met by a virtual media blackout.4 When the courts upheld government
initiatives to deprive the wrongly accused of their legal fees,5 there was no
clamour. Just deafening silence.

If the criminal justice system were the NHS, it would never be off the
front pages.

I find it impossible to reconcile this collective indifference, because it is
plain that innately we all do care. We know that from the green ink letters to
the editor when a paedophile gets a ‘soft sentence’ or ‘early release’ from
prison, or the police fail to investigate serious allegations of sexual abuse



or, worst of all, when the wrong person is convicted. We know from
popular culture – from our Serials and Making a Murderers and our
Innocence Projects – that the ideal of justice, and in particular criminal
justice, can be perhaps our greatest unifier. But something somewhere has
clearly gone wrong.

I think it’s traceable to the failure of the establishment – and us, the
professionals in the system – to properly explain to the wider public how
the criminal courts work, why they work the way they do, and why that is a
good or bad thing, which has led to a catastrophic dissonance in public
understanding. What a jury, or what the public, gets to see is but a pinhole
view of the system. There is far more happening behind the scenes, or
unreported in magistrates’ and Crown courtrooms, closeted in comfortable
anonymity and about which the people we serve simply don’t know.

This is why I have written this book. I want to shine a light on what
really goes on, to take you into the rooms you never get to enter; but more
than that I want to explore why we should care, and to illustrate what
happens when we don’t.

I’m probably not the sort of barrister usually invited to publish a book. I
am not reliving a CV bursting with the great and weighty cases of our time.
I profess no particular specialism or expertise in my field. I am not an
academic. I am not a jurist, a philosopher, an historian or a scholar. I am as
much a stranger to the gilded upper echelons of the legal system as they are
to me. But I have spent the best part of a decade prosecuting, defending and
advising on behalf of my fellow citizens, and I wanted to write this book
while I am still a relatively fresh face to this warped game, before the
delicate balance between idealism and cynicism tips too far. I write
anonymously because it buys the freedom to be candid; to call upon my
own personal experiences, and those of others, to illustrate the first-hand
tales of justice and injustice that play out every day in courts throughout the
land.

This book is loosely structured following the life of a criminal case, from
the first appearance before a magistrates’ court, through to trial in the
Crown Court, sentence and appeal. And it considers, at each stage, how
justice works, and, more importantly, how it often doesn’t.

I will also do my best to explore some of the questions raised along the
way; in particular common public concerns that we in the system should
perhaps be better at answering. Why should the taxpayer fund legal aid for



career criminals? How can you defend someone who you believe has raped
their own child? Does our system of adversarial justice, pitting the state
against the accused in a winner-takes-all war of attrition, do more harm than
good? Is the sentencing of criminals just a giant con on the public? And the
one overarching question of my own: how, if we truly value criminal
justice, have we allowed our system to degrade to its current state?

Certain details of the cases that follow have been changed to preserve the
identities of those concerned; however the core of each reconstruction – the
incompetence, the error and the malice – is all too true. The examples cited
are not special. They are not the stories that make the news. They are not
the miscarriages of justice that engender Twitter storms or provoke
magazine confessionals or inspire true-life cinema. They are the ordinary
tales of injustice that stalk the criminal courts; the fleeting, repetitive
diminishment of human dignity that crosses the path of the jobbing criminal
hack.

My perspective is necessarily limited, and my role entirely incidental; but
I hope it is nevertheless of value.

A working criminal justice system, properly resourced and staffed by
dedicated professionals each performing their invaluable civic functions, for
the prosecution and the defence, serves to protect the innocent, protect the
public and protect the integrity, decency and humanity of our society. This
should be a societal baseline. Not a luxury.

Most of you reading this will never expect to be plunged into a criminal
courtroom – never expect to hear the constabulary knock on the front door,
never expect to be a victim of crime, never expect to be accused of a crime
you didn’t commit. But the one thing I have learned about criminal justice
is that it doesn’t discriminate. Anyone can be reeled in. And if you are,
whether you’re giving evidence against the man who hurt your child, or
swearing blind to a jury that that pedestrian stepped out in front of your car
without looking, you want the system to work.

When it doesn’t, the consequences can be unthinkable.



1. Welcome to the Criminal Courtroom

‘It is a fair summary of history to say that the safeguards of liberty have frequently been
forged in controversies involving not very nice people.’

Mr Justice Frankfurter,
United States Supreme Court, 19501

To an extra-terrestrial touching down outside a city Crown Court, our way
of resolving disputes where an individual is alleged to have breached our
central social code would be unfathomable. Get two people with plummy
accents, stick them in black capes, shove horsehair wigs on their heads, arm
them with books of rules weighing as much as a grown pig and use them as
proxies to verbally joust in front of a bewigged sexagenarian in a big purple
gown, while twelve people yanked off the street sit and watch and try to
make sense of it all and decide who’s in the right. The winner gets nothing.
The loser gets locked up in a concrete box.

To those earthlings not intimately acquainted with the English and Welsh
criminal justice system, this spectacle is probably only marginally less
bizarre. At this stage, it is therefore worth taking a moment to examine it a
little closer. Before looking at how and why criminal justice may not be
working, we need to explore how it should be working. Let’s go back to
that opening scene with our enormous-bicepped Mr Tuttle and quickly
consider the elements within the courtroom. What exactly is taking place?
How did we come to choose this ostensibly absurd routine as our vehicle
for crime and punishment?

Let’s start with the accused himself, slouched stony-faced in the dock.

The Accused



Mr Tuttle punched his neighbour in the face after a disagreement about a
border between their properties, something that happens all over the world
and has happened throughout history, and which means under current
English and Welsh law he stands charged with ‘assault occasioning actual
bodily harm’. He was arrested by the police following the neighbour’s
complaint, interviewed in a police station with a solicitor and, after the
police investigation produced sufficient evidence for the Crown Prosecution
Service to authorize a charge, was charged. As he denies that he is guilty, he
is being tried.

This particular offence can be tried in either a magistrates’ court or a
Crown Court. We’ll come back to this distinction later, but what’s important
at this point is that Mr Tuttle has exercised his right to have his guilt
determined in a Crown Court by an independent jury of his peers, who will
know nothing of the case before coming to it. The twelve jurors will
observe and listen to the evidence and arguments presented by the two
competing sides, prosecution and defence, and will be directed by the judge
on the applicable law, before retiring to consider one question: can they be
sure that on the evidence the offence is proved beyond reasonable doubt? If
guilt is proved, the maximum penalty the state can impose is a period of
imprisonment, in this case up to five years.

As discussed, although culturally ingrained as the default mode of trying
alleged crimes, this process is far from universal.2 While we have exported
our treasured form of adversarial, state-versus-defendant justice around the
world, usually at the end of the barrel of a colonial musket, many other
countries do things very differently. The most commonly cited distinction is
the rough divide between Anglo-American adversarial proceedings, and
Continental, Napoleonic-inspired inquisitorial proceedings.

If Mr Tuttle were being tried in Belgium, for example, he would find that
he was party to what felt like an inquiry rather than a contest. As this is not
a particularly serious allegation, he would fall under the jurisdiction of the
middle ‘tier’ of the court system where the investigation is often placed in
the hands of an investigating judge, who directs the police to gather
evidence and then assesses it in a mostly paper-based trial process. Mr
Tuttle’s lawyer’s role in challenging the prosecution witnesses would be
minimal, with any questioning being conducted through the judge. There
would be no jury, and he would have to wait a month following his trial for
the judge’s decision.3



If he were being tried in Saudi Arabia, he could expect to find himself in
a closed courtroom, with no lawyer, charged with a qisas (‘retaliation-in-
kind’) category of Sharia crime for which a judge might order an unpleasant
form of physical retribution. Had Mr Tuttle’s victim been unfortunate
enough to lose an eye in the assault, the court could order that Mr Tuttle’s
eye be gouged out.4 On the plus side, had this been a capital case of
homicide, Mr Tuttle could evade execution by paying diya, or blood money,
to the victim’s family.5

In our courts, Mr Tuttle could have avoided the stress of a trial by
pleading guilty. Even if there was no other evidence against him, his
confession to a criminal offence would be gladly banked by the English
courts. However in Japan, unless the state had corroborative evidence,
Article 38 of the constitution would prevent him being convicted even if he
gave a full and frank confession.6

Put simply, without diving into a full-blown international comparative
analysis, our familiar system is not the only way to deal with Mr Tuttle. Nor
has it been the way our country has always tried the Tuttles throughout
history.

In Anglo-Saxon England, the notion of trying a criminal allegation on the
evidence simply did not exist. Until the tenth century there were no formal
courts; instead wronged parties were encouraged to settle blood feuds with
the accused by payment of wergild – blood money. From the mid-sixth
century, the king handed down laws, or ‘dooms’, supplemented by local
customary law. As Saxon kings gradually took a greater interest in
enforcing the law, certain offences, such as treason, homicide and theft,
were taken out of the scope of private settlement between the parties and
into the hands of the king. Come the tenth century, if a citizen were accused
of breaching either the king’s law or local custom, he would be dragged by
his accuser before a monthly community court and, unless he could find
sufficient ‘oath-swearers’ to attest to his innocence, would have his guilt
determined by trial by ordeal.

This would take either the form of trial by hot water, requiring Mr Tuttle
to plunge his hand into a cauldron of boiling water to retrieve a stone; or
trial by cold water whereby the accused would be trussed up and hurled into
a lake. If his injuries healed within three days, in the case of the former, or
if he sank, in the case of the latter, God had deemed him an innocent, if
slightly burned/drowned, man. If his seared palm still appeared a bit bloody



and charred, or if he floated (as many defendants did, simply because the
way in which they were tied up created a buoyancy effect), this was God
delivering a guilty verdict.

Following the Norman Conquest, Mr Tuttle would have had the option of
trial by combat (which from the looks of him, he would be sensible to take),
with his accuser or their proxies; but it was not until the thirteenth century
that something approaching a trial based on evidence, rather than wanton
violence, emerged. We’ll turn to that shortly.

In the meantime, before we move away from the accused, we should say
a word about his fate upon (inevitable) conviction. A period of custody in
one of Her Majesty’s prisons is the most severe sentence the court can pass.
Yet, the idea of deprivation of liberty as punishment is relatively modern.
Anglo-Saxon and Norman sentencing offered a buffet of hanging, eye-
gouging, testicle-extraction, nose-and-ear removal (a favourite of King
Canute for female adulterers), fines, reparations and other creative facial
and bodily mutilation. By the dawn of the Plantagenets and the reign of
Henry II (1133–89), punishment for many crimes was standardized as the
lopping off of the right hand and foot and banishment from the realm.7

Bodily mutilation of various grisly forms persisted through Tudor times,
usually culminating in death. Public humiliation, including pillories and
public whippings, were available for less serious matters until the late
nineteenth century. Meanwhile prisons, first built in the twelfth century,
were mainly used to hold prisoners awaiting trial or to detain debtors. From
the early sixteenth century, houses of correction fell into fashion for
vagrants, combining confinement with forced labour, but it was not until the
1800s that imprisonment took over from executions and transportation to
the colonies as the favoured mode of punishing offenders. Although Mr
Tuttle’s offence would not then have cast him in the shadow of the noose,
hanging remained for murder and treason until the abolition of the death
penalty in 1965. Nowadays the courts also have an array of sentencing
disposals aside from prison, including powers to impose, for example, a
community order with unpaid work and an alcohol rehabilitation
programme, and a compensation order. As was ultimately imposed upon Mr
Tuttle back in twenty-first-century England by our possibly only
semiconscious judge, whom we should probably take a look at.



The Judge

Turning our heads away from Mr Tuttle and towards the raised bench at the
back, we can see the judge. The first thing to note is that she does not have
a gavel. Gavels have never been used in English and Welsh courtrooms.
The one way guaranteed to provoke the pedant in a British lawyer is to
illustrate a legal story with a stock photo of a gavel. What Her Honour
Judge Kerrigan QC does have is a fetching black and purple robe with a red
sash and a short, frizzy horsehair wig; the working court dress of a Circuit
Judge. She also has a relatively fixed sense of what the law is and how that
should impact upon the directions she gives the jury and the sentence she
bestows, which as we’ll see hasn’t always been the case.

The term ‘Circuit Judge’ refers to the six legal circuits or regions into
which England and Wales have been traditionally divided – Northern,
North-Eastern, Western, Midlands, South-Eastern, and Wales and Chester.
Prior to 1166, justice was mostly administered in London by the king and
his advisors sitting in the King’s Court (the Curia Regis) in Westminster,
while out in the country justice was dispensed by smaller local courts,
presided over by lords or stewards applying whatever kooky parochial
customs took their fancy. It would mean that Tuttle would have received
different treatment depending on where he lived. This created obvious
inconsistencies in how the law was applied across the land, so at the Assize
of Clarendon in 1166, Henry II sought to introduce a ‘common law’
applicable nationwide, by establishing a cadre of judges who roamed the
circuits, sitting in pop-up courts (‘assizes’) and applying the new common
law. A key feature of the so-called ‘common law tradition’ is that where
legislation has gaps or ambiguities, or calls for clarifying interpretation by
judges hearing cases, the rulings of the most senior courts (today the High
Court, Court of Appeal and Supreme Court) have the force of binding law,
and must be followed by lower courts. This means that if you want to know
the law on a given topic, the statute alone only tells you half the story; you
will need to know what gloss has been slapped over it by court precedents.8

In the criminal sphere, there gradually developed three tiers of court: the
least serious matters were handled by non-legally qualified Justices of the
Peace, or magistrates (about which more later); middling crimes were heard
at Quarter Sessions, in which magistrates presided over jury trials; and the
assizes, with their professional judges and juries, reserved for heavyweight



felonies. In 1971, the Crown Court was created and absorbed the work of
the assizes and the Quarter Sessions, leaving us with a two-tier court system
for criminal trials – Crown Court and magistrates’ court. There are now
around ninety Crown Courts nationwide, the most famous of which sits at
the Central Criminal Court in London – the Old Bailey.

Initially, knights, clergy, ealdormen and lords were appointed as judges
by the king. By the thirteenth century, the judiciary began to professionalize
as lawyers took up the robes. In the modern day, almost all judges are
former practising solicitors or barristers, appointed through an independent
selection process (the Judicial Appointments Commission).

When Henry II came to the throne there were eighteen judges. Now there
are over 35,000,9 including magistrates, District Judges, Circuit Judges,
High Court judges, Lord Justices of Appeal and Supreme Court Justices,
and all manner of part-time and specialist tribunal judges in between.

The role of the judge in the Crown Court remains strictly legal; the judge
directs the jury as to what the relevant law is, and the jury applies the law as
directed to the facts as the jury finds them to be. Upon a guilty verdict, the
judge will pass sentence, but otherwise the power lies with the jury. The
judge is not supposed to express any views about the factual merits of a
case, even one as obviously open and shut as Mr Tuttle’s. So precious are
we about the separation of functions that whenever an advocate wishes to
argue a point of law during a trial – for example, to apply to ask a witness
about their previous convictions – the jury is sent scurrying out of court so
as not to be contaminated by anything that might be said during the legal
argument between the advocates and judge.

The Jury

Craning our necks to the judge’s left reveals two benches of six attentive
citizens – our iconic jury. Mr Tuttle’s jury, like any other, is a ragtag
assortment of twelve randomly plucked justice-dispensers. Try as we
always do to read the jury out of the corner of our eye, it is as reliable a
science as tasseography. The only proven maxim for barristers is Beware
the Nodding Juror, as a juror who bobs and smiles enthusiastically as you
hammer out your closing speech will invariably be the one who delivers the
verdict that crushes your case.



Every trial in the Crown Court10 calls upon twelve randomly selected
members of the public aged between eighteen and seventy-five to hear the
evidence and to unanimously (or, in certain circumstances, by a majority of
ten to two) agree on whether a defendant is guilty or not guilty. Unless you
have a criminal record or are seriously mentally unwell, anyone is
eligible,11 and most of us will at some point be called to serve on a jury.
However, notwithstanding its unchallenged position as the defining emblem
of our justice system, the modern jury is also a product of a long process of
evolution.

Around the same time as laying the foundations for the common law,
Henry II also promoted the concept of a twelve-man jury to arbitrate land
disputes, which in 1166 he extended into the criminal sphere in the guise of
the ‘grand’ or ‘presenting’ jury. Despite the name, this jury performed a
vastly different function to the modern jury; investigative rather than
adjudicative. Whenever a judge rocked up on Circuit to preside over a pop-
up court, twelve free men were summoned and charged with reporting,
under oath, any felony (serious crime, including murder, robbery and theft)
that they knew of or suspected. Having pointed the finger and presented
inculpatory evidence, the squealing grand jury would then sit back as God
rolled up his sleeves and mucked in with trial by ordeal.

This persisted until 1215, when Pope Innocent III and the Fourth Lateran
Council belatedly realized the dubious godliness of trial by ordeal and
forbade clerics presiding over it. Instead, local men likely to know the
circumstances of a crime were engaged as a fact-finding band of
investigators who would assemble at court, pool their knowledge and
determine guilt. In this model, the ‘grand’ jury – which over time grew to
twenty-three members – were still responsible for ‘presenting’ the accused
– agreeing that there was a case for him to answer – with the smaller, ‘petit’
twelve-man jury then proceeding to hear the evidence at trial.

The idea of a grand jury acting as a filter to determine whether someone
should face trial died out in England and Wales in 193312 (although is still
alive in American criminal proceedings); but the twelve-strong jury remains
our touchstone. Originally deployed to settle civil disputes as well, juries
are now the near-exclusive property of the criminal courts. The nature of a
jury has morphed over the centuries from a gaggle of local Poirots expected
to have first-hand knowledge of the allegation they were trying, to a
disinterested body of strangers receiving evidence from sworn witnesses. In



stark contrast to the thirteenth century, today’s jurors are expressly
prohibited from conducting any investigations or having any prior
knowledge of the parties involved in, or the circumstances of, a criminal
case. None of these twelve know Mr Tuttle, or, prior to the start of the trial,
knew how strongly he felt about the encroachment of his neighbour’s
weeping willow over the boundary fence.

As a juror, you can often feel like a spare part, waiting backstage for
days, called into court hours after you arrive and shunted out again
whenever a lawyer stands up to boom, ‘Your Honour, a matter of law has
arisen.’ It would be easy to gain the impression that jurors are the least
important people in the courtroom, rather than central to the entire process,
so it is probably worth considering for a moment why we still cling to the
ideal of the jury.

The first reason usually offered is the jury’s independence from the state.
The signing of Magna Carta at Runnymede on 15 June 1215 is often cited
as fundamental in this regard. The best-known constitutional landmark in
English and Welsh legal history marked the denouement of an entrenched
dispute between King John I and some seditious land barons plotting his
overthrow. In reaching an uneasy accord, the king agreed to cede the
monarch’s absolute power and become bound by common law. Among the
sixty-three chapters initially enacted in the treaty, numbers thirty-nine and
forty stand as the two with which people today will be most familiar:

No free man shall be seized or imprisoned, or stripped of his rights or possessions, or outlawed or
exiled. Nor will we proceed with force against him except by the lawful judgment of his equals or
by the law of the land. To no one will we sell, to no one deny or delay right or justice.

Popular re-telling of Magna Carta tends to gloss over the fact that within
three months of it being signed both sides had reneged on their obligations
and the king had persuaded Pope Innocent III to annul the charter
altogether. It was only the following year, when John I died and was
succeeded by nine-year-old Henry III, that Magna Carta was reissued as a
sincere royal acknowledgement of the people’s rights, sowing the seeds for
democratic government, the rule of law and freedom of expression.

So, in chapters thirty-nine and forty, we see a grounding for jury trial, or
‘lawful judgment by one’s equals’. In reality, the land barons were keen on
these clauses because injecting their own people into the adjudication
process increased their chances of future land disputes with the king being



settled in their favour. However, this self-interest should not detract from
the underlying merit: in a battle with the state, the inclusion of an
independent, non-state actor in the adjudication process is a necessary
safeguard against oppression.

And so it has proved with criminal trials. No matter the perceived
strength of the prosecution case, if the jury has a feeling that something is
not quite right – if the prosecution seems oppressive or unjustified, or the
jurors don’t share the judge’s apparent faith in the bona fides of the
prosecution witnesses – no one can stop them acquitting the defendant. This
was the take-home lesson from a famous 1670 Old Bailey trial of two
Quakers, William Penn and William Mead, for ‘unlawfully and
tumultuously’ preaching outside a church. When a rebellious jury led by a
man called Edward Bushel refused to return guilty verdicts in the face of a
strong prosecution case, the judge’s response was:

Gentlemen, You shall not be dismissed till we have a verdict that the court will accept; and you
shall be locked up, without meat, drink, fire, and tobacco; you shall not think thus to abuse the
court; we will have a verdict, by the help of God, or you shall starve for it.13

Any modern juror forced to sit through an afternoon of interminably dull
evidence, waiting pained for a judicially sanctioned smoking break, will no
doubt sympathize. After the tobacco-and-fire-starved jurors were duly
imprisoned for contempt of court, Bushel took his plight before Chief
Justice John Vaughan, who ruled that jurors could not be punished for
acquitting according to their conscience, thereby consecrating the jury’s
hallowed reputation as the bulwark of individual liberties. While the jury
has to accept the judge’s directions as to what the law is and how it applies,
the verdict is entirely a matter for the twelve angry laypeople.14 In the
eighteenth century, many juries fought back against the widespread use of
the death penalty by committing what was known as ‘pious perjury’, and
returning verdicts deliberately designed to circumvent capital punishment
(for example by undervaluing stolen goods to render an offence of theft a
non-capital crime).15 In the famous articulation of Lord Devlin: ‘Trial by
jury is more than an instrument of justice and more than one wheel of the
constitution: it is the lamp that shows that freedom lives.’16

The second popular justification for juries is an appeal to democracy.
Bringing the life experience and oft-acclaimed ‘common sense’ of twelve
ordinary people to bear on the fact-finding process is important not just in



adjudicating disputed matters of fact (i.e. which witness is lying), but also
in determining questions of contemporary mores. If criminal law sets the
boundaries of interpersonal behaviour, democracy arguably demands that
the interpretation of those boundaries meets with public consent. For
example, a key ingredient to proving offences under the Theft Act is
dishonesty, the legal test for which requires that the defendant acted in a
way that was dishonest ‘according to the ordinary standards of reasonable
and honest people’, and that the defendant knew that his conduct was
dishonest by those standards.17 So pooling their respective experience and
values, the jury firstly determines the moral question – what is dishonesty
here? – and then the factual question – did young Steve McThief know he
was being dishonest? A trial I prosecuted early on in my career centred on
whether a young beauty therapist, Chantelle, who had picked up a mobile
phone dropped in Asda and flogged it in the pub, had acted dishonestly. She
insisted with wide eyes that it was not dishonest – finders keepers, losers
weepers. The jury disagreed – this was blatantly dishonest by the standards
of upstanding Bristolians, and it was clear from her unimpressive answers
under cross-examination that Chantelle knew as much.

Mr Tuttle’s case itself stands as a further case in point. He claimed that
he had used reasonable force acting in self-defence. If the jury accepted that
the blind complainant had indeed swung for the ginormous Tuttle, they
would need to consider whether Mr Tuttle’s response – two jabs to the
mouth topped off with a slap – was ‘reasonable’ in the circumstances as
Tuttle honestly perceived it to be. What is ‘reasonable’ in these cases is a
value judgment entirely for the jury.

As it happened, the jury either disbelieved his account entirely, or
believed it but were sure that he was not using reasonable force against his
blind opponent. We will never know which; juries cannot be asked about
their verdicts nor do they give reasons. When the jury finishes deliberating
and returns to court to be asked by the court clerk for the verdict, the
defendant hears the foreman deliver only a one- or two-word verdict sealing
his fate.

Of course, the jurors could only reach their verdict having heard evidence
from the various parties who witnessed the alleged crime.

The Witnesses



Opposite the jury stands the witness box. Each witness, including Mr Tuttle
if he so chooses, will enter the witness box – they do not, in the American,
‘take the stand’ – swear an oath or affirmation to tell the truth and give their
evidence orally in the form of answering questions put to them by the
advocates for each side. The prosecution witnesses go first. The prosecution
advocate examines the witness ‘in-chief’, asking the witness open questions
to elicit their evidence, before the defence cross-examine the witness
through a series of short closed questions designed to undermine the
prosecution case and lead the witness to the desired answer. The
prosecution is permitted to ask brief clarifying questions in ‘re-
examination’. When it is time for the defence witnesses, the sequence is
reversed.

The full spectrum of human behaviour is exhibited from this small, boxy
wooden platform. Some witnesses are accomplished performers; others
have to be reminded repeatedly, and in increasingly impatient judicial tones,
to speak loud enough for the jury to hear. Some are captivating in their
believability; one man I cross-examined looked towards someone in the
public gallery before answering each question I put to him. When, for the
benefit of the jury, I asked him why he kept glancing to his left before
answering, and whether it was because his answers were being prompted,
he unwittingly sparked hilarity among the jurors by looking to his left
before replying, nervously, ‘No.’

Save for exceptions, such as complainants in sexual allegations whom the
judge can allow to testify over a video-link from outside the courtroom, it is
from the witness box that live evidence in a trial emerges. Uncontroversial
witnesses can have the witness statements that they made to the police read
to the jury, saving them the hassle of attending court. But the main evidence
will be given live. It will often be supplemented by exhibits, such as
documents and photographs, and the parties may produce a list of ‘agreed
facts’ to fill in the background, but the hallmark of criminal trials is the oral
tradition.

Oral evidence is assumed to be intrinsically superior to written evidence.
The idea is that a living, breathing, sweating witness standing a few feet
away from the jury and testifying in their own words to what they have
personally seen or heard affords the jurors the best chance to get the
measure of a witness. It is far easier to embellish, lie or commit to a mistake
in a written statement; having your words forensically jabbed and teased as



they fall from your lips is apt, the theory runs, to bleed out the
inconsistencies and half-truths.

The value attached to oral evidence is such that this alone can prove
someone guilty. Unlike in Scotland, where the rule of ‘corroboration’
requires two independent sources of evidence before a jury can convict, the
word of one witness will suffice (except, curiously, in prosecutions for
perjury and speeding). Often defendants will complain that there is ‘no
evidence’ against them. What they usually mean is that there is no evidence
to corroborate what a witness says. A single sworn oral account is itself
evidence, and if the jury are sure that it is true and accurate, it can be
decisive.

It should be emphasized that all sworn evidence, whether given by
prosecution witnesses, the defendant or defence witnesses, carries equal
weight: just because the defendant stands accused, his evidence and that of
his witnesses is not automatically worth any less (although it may be after it
has been shredded in cross-examination).18

The CPS

Sitting at the long bench directly in front of me is Megan, the Crown
Prosecution Service caseworker, who is the incourt representative of the
prosecuting agency instructing me as their advocate to take down Mr Tuttle.
Once upon a time this would have been a CPS lawyer, but repeated budget
cuts mean that there is now usually a single administrative caseworker
covering multiple courtrooms and rushing around to tend to the demands of
multiple barristers and multiple judges.

The CPS is a relatively modern invention. Until 1880, there was no
public prosecutor; a victim of a criminal offence seeking to prosecute had to
either pay their own lawyers or present the prosecution case themselves,
save for the most serious cases in which the Crown would take the lead and
instruct counsel.19 Between 1880 and 1986, the state took control of
prosecutions, with nearly all decisions made by the local investigating
police force. However, nationwide inconsistency and a succession of weak
cases being booted out of court by judges raised questions over whether
police officers were best placed to make fair and objective calls on whether
cases they had painstakingly investigated and glued together should be



prosecuted or binned. So it was that 106 years and two Royal Commissions
later,20 the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 gave us the Crown
Prosecution Service; an independent authority headed by the Director of
Public Prosecutions, which would be split into geographical regions and
provide independent, expert legal advice to the police, and take charging
decisions – that is the decision whether to charge a suspect and, if so, with
which offences – in all but the most straightforward, minor cases with
which the police could be trusted. This would theoretically lead to
uniformity of charging decisions, improve the quality of the decisions taken
and ensure that prosecutions were prepared fully and efficiently for court.
We’ll look in due course at how those good intentions are playing out in
practice.

The Solicitor

Further along the same row as the CPS caseworker, perched in front of Mr
Rallings, a pin-striped young man with glasses and designer stubble takes
notes. This is Mr Tuttle’s solicitor. In most Crown Court trials, a defendant
has a solicitor responsible for the conduct of litigation – trial preparation,
management and client care, put very loosely – with the barrister instructed
by the solicitor to provide specialist advice and present the case in court.
The common, if slightly tortured, analogy of the solicitor–barrister
relationship is that of the relationship between a general practitioner and a
consultant surgeon. With which solicitors would probably agree, if the GP
diagnoses the problem, tells the surgeon exactly what needs doing and sits
forbearingly in silence as the surgeon brags to the patient about how his
surgical skills have saved the day.

The distinction has existed since the fourteenth century, when lawyers
were categorized as either behind-the-scenes ‘attorneys’ or courtroom
advocate ‘pleaders’. Today, barristers automatically enjoy full ‘rights of
audience’, which permit us to appear in any court in the land, from
magistrates’ courts through to the United Kingdom Supreme Court. By
contrast, solicitors are only permitted to appear in the ‘inferior courts’, as
they are (supposedly non-pejoratively) called – magistrates’ and county
courts – unless they undertake specialist courses and qualify as ‘solicitor-
advocates’.



The importance of a good criminal solicitor cannot be oversold. Not just
because their faith in my limited abilities pays my mortgage, but because
their role, unlike the aloof barrister who will rarely even speak to you
directly, except at intimidating ‘conferences’ in their chambers where you
sit around an antique table sipping Assam tea from bone china, infiltrates
every part of the criminal process. The solicitor will be squatting in your
stinking police cell post-arrest, advising you on your rights, the nature and
strength of the allegations against you and how you should approach the
impending police interview, during which they’ll sit dutifully alongside,
barking at any sneaky trick questions from the officers. After you are
charged, your solicitor will usually be the one representing you at the first
appearance before the magistrates, advising you on the initial evidence, the
appropriate plea and whether to opt for trial before magistrates or jury. If
it’s a Crown Court case, they will handle the heavy-duty defence evidence-
gathering: taking witness statements, pursuing lines of inquiry, demanding
undermining disclosable material from the CPS. They will instruct an
expert to challenge the Crown’s mistaken DNA evidence, prepare the
various administrative documents that the court requires and ensure that
you get as much face-to-face contact as you desire, whether at their offices
or in one of Her Majesty’s salubrious remand prisons. They will analyse the
evidence and devise strategy, tactics and presentation with the barrister, or if
the case is a magistrates’ trial, they will usually do all the courtroom
advocacy themselves as well. In the Crown Court, the best solicitors will
attend throughout your trial to offer moral and practical support to you and
your barrister. They will help you get your belongings back from the police
if you win your trial, and will visit you in prison to advise on your appeal if
you finish runner up. Good solicitors will be your first and last point of
contact, on call twenty-four hours a day; their raison d’être being to protect
you from the merciless swing of the prosecution scythe.

The Barrister

Standing up and engaged in polite, overly formalized exchanges with the
judge are myself and Mr Rallings – the barristers. Our role is to present our
respective clients’ cases as persuasively as possible, by adducing evidence,
arguing over the applicable law, questioning witnesses and persuading the



jury of the virtue of our cause in chest-beating speeches. This is the nub of
the adversarial criminal trial.

For many, an air of mystery hangs over what we actually do. Partly this is
because many people’s experience of lawyers will be limited to civil, as
distinct from criminal, law. In its very loosest sense, civil law encompasses
a broad range of legal services from non-contentious – such as the
conveyancing when you buy or sell a property, or wills and probate – to
contentious, including personal injury claims, contract disputes,
employment law, divorce and commercial litigation. If this is all you have
encountered of the legal system, you will invariably be dependent on
second-hand accounts, TV shows and guesswork to cobble together an
understanding of the alien world of criminal litigation. Public unfamiliarity
may also be because the Bar is traditionally a ‘referral profession’;
individuals have to go through a solicitor to instruct a barrister, meaning
most contact is at arm’s length.21

But mostly, it’s our fault that the public doesn’t know what we do. We
glide by, certain that our professional heritage gives us a self-evident
importance requiring no introduction, with the result that not many ordinary
people know much about us. No one needs a primer explaining the
difference between a GP and a surgeon. But ask your average jury to
delineate titles tossed around by the legal industry, and most would fumble
in an indistinct haze of barristers, solicitors, lawyers, advocates, attorneys,
paralegals and briefs, before volunteering a tentative jumble of words
ending with a rising inflexion on the word ‘Rumpole’.

Put into the criminal context, our adversarial justice system pits the state
against the accused. A publicly funded prosecutorial office (usually the
Crown Prosecution Service) instructs a barrister to prosecute those accused
of criminal offences to persuade a jury that the case is proved on evidence
beyond reasonable doubt. The prosecuting barrister will advise the CPS on
what further evidence is required and on any complex legal matters arising,
and will present the prosecution case at trial. The accused is in turn
defended by (theoretically) equally competent legal counsel, instructed by
defence solicitors, advising the client on the evidence against him and, if
the client denies guilt, fighting to ensure that the law is applied in the
client’s favour, cross-examining the prosecution witnesses and trying to
persuade the jury that the prosecution case has not been made out. If the



client pleads guilty or is convicted, the defence barrister will present his
mitigation at the sentence hearing before a judge.

Out of the 15,000 barristers in England and Wales, around 4,000 of us are
criminal practitioners, assuming one of these diametric roles in Crown
Court (and occasionally magistrates’ court) cases across the country. Most
of us are self-employed; hired guns, ethically obliged by the ‘cab rank rule’
to take the first case that comes calling to our clerks, regardless of its merit
or our personal feelings about the parties or principles involved. And in
crime, this means that most barristers both prosecute and defend (although
not, obviously, in the same case). And my view has always been that doing
a bit of both is good for the soul. It reinforces your independence. It
sharpens your objectivity. And it helps you, in any given case, to know your
enemy.

As for what causes a law graduate to swallow the red pill marked
‘Barrister’, we all have our official stock answers gathering dust from our
days interviewing for pupillages. A thirst for justice. A passion for
advocacy. A need to help the helpless, voice the voiceless and improve the
unimprovable. (If you think that last one is particularly cringeworthy, you’d
be right. But, believe it or not, for my first five interviews, I actually
thought it sounded impressive.) Sentiments which are all, in their essence,
both necessary and true. But most applicants are too timid to admit the core
motivation that lures someone to the Bar: the cry for attention, the desperate
need to be centre stage in the climactic scenes of people’s lives. A
combination of sated vanity and, buried deep below the affectations of
brash nonchalance, a quiet but sincere desire to help people tends to be the
unifier among most criminal hacks.

Up until the eighteenth century, however, Mr Tuttle would not have had
the advantage of an advocate to plead his case to the jury.22 Despite the
legal profession having been recognized in law since 1275,23 it was simply
not the practice, until the 1700s, to sully us with the criminal process, with
pleaders confined to civil proceedings. Instead, the ‘altercation trial’ that
emerged in the sixteenth century pitted the alleged victim, who was also the
prosecutor, directly against the defendant in a daytime TV-inspiring
confrontation, while a jury determined guilt according to the defendant’s
often-inarticulate responses to the prosecution’s allegations. It was
something of a free-for-all, with no rules of evidence, and no lawyers.



Barristers first started traipsing into criminal courts towards the
beginning of the eighteenth century, when the Crown, having up until now
nominally prosecuted in the king’s name but outsourced the grubby work to
the complainant, decided to instruct lawyers to prepare and prosecute their
cases in court. However, there persisted an institutional, judge-bolstered
resistance to allowing the defendant to be legally represented. This was,
rather splendidly, justified in terms of concern for the defendant, who, it
was considered, would make a much better fist of telling a court about
matters that he had witnessed first-hand than if he had some stuffed shirt
distilling his words for him. The defendant’s interests, it was said, could be
adequately protected by the judge ensuring that the trial was conducted
fairly.

Such was the ‘disadvantage’ of being legally represented, that, by the
early seventeenth century, though it was not uncommon for defence lawyers
to be permitted to act for people accused of trivial misdemeanours, judges
insisted that their courtrooms remain defence-lawyer free in serious felony
cases of life and limb, purely for the defendant’s own benefit. Cynics of the
age suggested that the prohibition on defence lawyers was simply to make it
easy for a bumbling, vulnerable accused to unwittingly inculpate himself. It
simply wouldn’t do to have lawyers distracting the jury when the ‘truth’
could so easily be extracted from an unrepresented defendant.

To an extent, judges were right. Once the Treason Trial Act of 1696,
which guaranteed the right to defence representation in treason cases,
nudged the door ajar, beseeching lawyers persuaded judges to incrementally
extend the right to representation in other, serious trials, until, by the end of
the eighteenth century, defence advocates were a regular presence in the
criminal courts. And, as feared, they ran riot over the settled production line
of convicting miscreants. At first the barrister’s role was strictly limited: he
(for it was always ‘he’ until Helena Normanton smashed the glass ceiling in
1922) could address the court on matters of law. And he could cross-
examine the prosecution witnesses. He was not permitted to assist in the
presentation of the defence evidence, and was not allowed to address the
jury. The theory was that defendants would continue to be obliged to speak
in their own defence, from which the truth would emerge.

Inevitably, lawyers pushed the envelope. Matters of facts were spuriously
recast as matters of law. They used cross-examination to indirectly address
the jury. Some of them resorted to outrageous acts of intellectual – and



actual – dishonesty to save their clients. But, most importantly, it was
thanks to their ingenious arguments that courts found themselves railroaded
into developing laws of evidence – such as the rule against hearsay (things
said out of court being relied on as evidence in court), designed to protect
defendants from being convicted on the basis of untested second-hand
gossip.

In 1791, in a trial at the Old Bailey, celebrity barrister du jour William
Garrow sternly told the judge that ‘every man is presumed to be innocent
until proved guilty’. This was the first formal articulation of what would, in
1935, be described by the Court of Appeal as ‘the golden thread’ running
through the web of English criminal law24 – the presumption of innocence,
and the burden of proof. Its application in practice – that the prosecution
must prove its case beyond reasonable doubt (or, as it is nowadays phrased
for juries, proved so that they are ‘sure’ of guilt) – is without question, as
you will hear in every defence advocate’s closing speech to the jury, the
greatest protection our system offers. No one shall have their liberty
infringed on the basis of guesswork or supposition.

The Trials for Felony Act 1836 gave all prisoners on trial for felony the
right to be represented by defence counsel, and granted defence counsel the
same right as the prosecution to address the jury on matters of fact. That
was the final piece of the jigsaw. Belatedly, we had arrived. Complainant-
led altercation had given way to lawyer-dominated adversarialism.

It should be said that professional ethics have improved since the
nineteenth century. Many people today might assume from popular culture
that the famous complaint from the Law Times in 1844 that ‘An Old Bailey
Practitioner is a byword for disgrace and infamy’ still holds true, and there
undoubtedly persists a media-reinforced image of defence lawyers breaking
whatever codes of morality or law are required to secure the acquittal of
clients whom they know are guilty. But in reality, our professional
obligations are strictly prescribed.

The Bar Code of Conduct imposes a duty on the barrister to ‘promote and
protect fearlessly and by all proper and lawful means his lay client’s best
interests and do so without regard to his own interests or to any
consequences to himself or to any other person’; but the key is ‘proper and
lawful’. Our overriding duty is to the court. We cannot mislead the court by
saying something that we know to be untrue. So, for example, if my client
tells me he scrumped an apple, I can’t stand up and suggest to a jury that he



didn’t, or that the witnesses who saw him scrumping are lying. But if he
insists that, notwithstanding the compelling testimony of the two hundred
witnesses in the orchard, he is an innocent man, I roll away my personal
views on the veracity of his tale, put on my wig and get ready for battle. We
do not judge. We don’t know the truth of our clients’ situations, and it’s not
for us to guess. All we can do is advise and advance their instructions as
best we can, even where, as with Mr Tuttle, it might appear obvious that the
client is as guilty as original sin.

This feeds into the core identity of the Bar: its independence. The
majority of criminal barristers are self-employed practitioners operating out
of clusters of offices known as ‘chambers’ (or ‘sets’), originally in the
fifteenth century housed in the Inns of Court in London, but nowadays
spread throughout the country. The Inns of Court – Lincoln’s Inn, Inner
Temple, Middle Temple and Gray’s Inn – are our professional associations.
A barrister must be a member of one, and it is at the Inns’ ceremonies that
Bar school graduates are ‘called to the Bar’. Standing in the heart of
London’s legal district, sweeping across the west boundary of the City of
London from Holborn through to Temple, the Inns are, for the uninitiated,
perhaps best described as a cross between an Oxbridge college and
Hogwarts. Great vaulted gothic halls, libraries and chapels, and sprawling
acres of rare, capital green squares have evolved from monopolistic
providers of barristerial training and accommodation to a softer hybrid of
continuing education and administering professional discipline. And, of
course, dining. Which is important, because, believe it or not, in order to
qualify as a barrister in this country, a condition is that, as a student on the
postgraduate £20,000-a-pop Bar Practical Training Course (as it now is),
you have to attend your Inn and eat twelve meals. I kid you not. A
fundamental requirement of membership of the oldest advocacy tradition in
our legal history is that having ploughed yourself into a £32k professional
loan (including interest),25 you must ingest heavily subsidized haute cuisine
twelve times.26 And people say we’re out of touch with the modern world.

Chambers house anything from half a dozen to several hundred self-
employed barristers, and are designed to allow sole practitioners to pool
knowledge, wisdom and overheads, such as rent and staff. The most
important of these are the clerks. Clerks are our pimps. They get the work
in to chambers, schmoozing solicitors and prostituting barristers to ensure
that everyone’s diaries remain full, and that cases are covered. And the



chambers system underpins that fulcrum of independence. The theory is
that barristers are beholden to no one. Our advice to our clients can be
objective and robust, and we are not dependent on favour or goodwill, least
of all that of the state, in dispatching our duties. If you are accused of a
crime, or if the state wishes to prosecute someone accused of a crime, there
is a cadre of independent advocates and consultants always available to
help.

Oh, and the horsehair wigs? They, like the black gowns which barristers
adopted when mourning the passing of Charles II, are simply a relic of
Restoration fashion. While wigs and gowns have been removed from civil
and family courts and the Supreme Court in the name of modernity, the
criminal courts cling on. For my part, I rather like court dress as a social
leveller, a sort of school uniform. It also offers a veneer of disguise in those
rare but unsettling cases where a defendant you have spent an afternoon
dismantling in cross-examination decides to wait outside the court building
to offer a review of your performance.

Taking a step back and surveying the courtroom from above, trying to be as
disinterested as I can, when these constituent elements are all pieced
together, I think we have something special. Lying beneath each fragment,
each procedural development and each incremental extension of the
accused’s legal rights, is what, for me, the notion of justice is about. And
that is fairness. To me, fairness is rooted intractably within what we mean
when we talk about criminal justice. Fairness to the defendant. Fairness to
the victim. Fairness to the witnesses. And fairness to the public. When we
cry that an outcome or a procedure is unjust, we tend to mean that it’s not
fair. I shall neatly sidestep the approaching criticism that, in so defining, I
am guilty of substituting one abstract, indefinable concept for another, by
appealing to what I hope we would all agree are shared understandings of
the overlapping terms.

The Rule of Law27 is fairness. It is fair that, as declared by Magna Carta,
everybody from kings to gentry to peasants are equally bound by the law.
It’s fair that the rules are agreed by democratically elected representatives
and not imposed arbitrarily by the monarch. It’s fair to know the rules
before you’re punished for breaking them. It’s fair that, if you’re accused of
breaking them, the procedure is the same fair procedure available to
everyone else, and that you’re judged independently and by the same



standards as your peers. It’s fair that you have access to an unbiased court,
refereed by an independent, highly qualified judge, who ensures that the
law is correctly applied. It’s fair that those judging you are unbiased
ordinary men and women, unconnected to the case, at liberty to return
whatever verdict they see fit.

It’s fair that a public prosecutor, shielded from the heat of the
complainant’s grievance, brings a case where law and public policy dictate
that it should, not simply where an aggrieved party can afford to prosecute.
It is fair that a defendant has access to legal advice and representation of
equal calibre to the Crown, including a fearless, independent advocate to
ensure that his case is not diminished for want of his own eloquence,
education or other social capital; and, where he says that he is innocent, to
fight using all lawful means to persuade a court that the case against that
man is not proven.

It is fair, given the highest of stakes at play, that we presume that all
persons accused are innocent, and do not convict, and subject them to life-
changing punishment, unless we are sure that they committed the crime. It’s
fair that those who are convicted of causing harm to others are properly
punished and, wherever possible, rehabilitated. It’s fair that the jury should
base their verdicts on sound evidential bases, rather than prejudice,
speculation or rumour. It’s fair, ultimately, that the guilty should be
convicted, and the innocent acquitted, but, where doubt prevails, that we
exercise it in favour of the accused.

Our adversarial system, when it works, is perhaps the greatest guarantor
of individual liberty there is. The miscarriages of justice that have been
avoided and righted over the last century have almost without exception
been so as a consequence of fearless, independent advocates and litigators
relentlessly challenging the power-laden assumptions of the state in the
service of their client’s cause: the barrister who exposes, through forensic
cross-examination, the conspiracy of corrupt police officers fitting up their
client; the solicitor who pursues the DNA analysis that proves the state has
got the wrong man; the prosecutor who reviews the unused material during
a trial and honourably discloses to the defence the key that sets the
defendant free. There’s a reason why ascending tyrants always round up the
lawyers first.

I really can see why our criminal justice system, as curiously evolved a
mongrel of a system as one might hope to find – one which, even the



official website of the English and Welsh Judiciary admits, is
‘contradictory’, ‘confusing’ and which ‘it is doubtful [. . .] anyone asked to
design a justice system would choose to copy’28 – is still widely regarded as
one of the best in the world. When it works, I would tend to agree.

The problem is that often it doesn’t. As we shall see, despite the grand
principles at its heart, at nearly every stage of our prized system of criminal
justice we see things going badly, and preventably, wrong.

Let’s begin where all criminal prosecutions start their lives. To do so, we
need to rewind from the Crown Court setting. For the first station in the
voyage of every criminal case lies in a far less grandiloquent location: the
Magistrates’ Court.



2. The Wild West: The Magistrates’ Court

‘There is, I verily believe, no people’s court on either side of the Iron Curtain or anywhere in
the world which is as representative of the responsible elements of society as the lay bench of
England and Wales.’

Lord Hailsham, 1984 AGM of the Magistrates’ Association1

Kyle slumped amidst the swelling noise of the waiting area and impatiently
banged the split rubber of his soles against the backrest of the chair in front.
This had the unintended result of awaking its slumbering, but invisible,
occupant, who, cuddling his tin of Special Brew in his anorak and reeking
potently of urine, had been sprawled across three seats, apparently sleeping
off the effects of the previous night.

Whether this man had a case listed before the magistrates that morning,
or was accompanying a friend or simply enjoyed the hospitality of the one
public space where society’s unwelcome can pass a day, sheltered from the
elements, without interrogation or risk of being moved on, was not
immediately clear. At some point that morning, a harried usher would pop
out of Court 4, ask the gentleman which case he was here for, and, upon
getting no coherent reply, would swiftly move on under the assumption that,
whoever he was, he was not her court’s problem, and his implicit leave to
doze would be extended.

Three police officers, their radios buzzing, strode past cradling
polystyrene-clad coffee, negotiating the scores of recognizable ne’er-do-
wells spilling out of the rows of screwed-down seating. One officer swerved
to avoid a woman swinging a bulging Morrisons carrier bag over her head
as she directed imaginary sky traffic with gusto, and the constables darted
into the safety of the police room at the far end of the lobby, where they
could sip Americanos in peace until troubled by the prosecutor to give
evidence in their trial.



The hubbub of gathering souls was getting too loud for Kyle to think. An
indecipherable tannoy directed someone of some name to go immediately
to see someone else of another name at the cells. Solicitors bearing chunky
files swept past the rows of chairs, calling out the familiar names, which
were quickly matched to the familiar faces, that they would be representing
that morning. These shouted names were harmonized by the chorus of the
ushers, springing out of their respective courtrooms like cuckoos to
summon the next unfortunate on the list.

A man with a gleaming head, zipped-up tracksuit and giant curved scar
stretching from his forehead over his scalp and ceasing just below his nape,
was accosting each suit that walked by: ‘Are you the duty?’ ‘’Scuze mate,
are you the duty?’ ‘Love, you ain’t the duty, are ya?’ A probation officer,
starting her delayed 9 a.m. appointments for pre-sentence reports, squeezed
past him and into the Probation Office, followed by a candid youth bravely
wearing a fashion T-shirt bearing the slogan, ‘Weekend Offender’.

At the furthest corner of the lobby, an ostensibly more respectable crowd
assembled outside the door to the traffic court; a businessman in Armani,
flanked by his privately paid road traffic solicitors, fidgeted nervously, the
soundness of his multi-thousand-pound investment about to be tested to
destruction before a foul-tempered District Judge.

Kyle gazed around for his solicitor and absent-mindedly dragged his
bulging Adidas carrier bag back and forth along the floor by its drawcord.
Inside were the bare essentials – tracky bottoms, T-shirt, underwear,
deodorant, family photos – that his brothers said he would need at the
Young Offender Institution to which he was heading after today’s hearing.
At only nineteen years old, Kyle now appeared at the magistrates’ court
with the same regularity as he had at the Youth Court up to the age of
eighteen, and well knew the score. The magistrates had taken pity on him
after his last car radio theft – the sixth of his career – and had imposed a
community order with eighty hours of unpaid work six weeks ago. Having
been found in the passenger seat of a ‘borrowed’ VW Golf barely a month
later, Kyle was prepared for the spell in custody that was now looming. He
just wanted the hearing over and done with, so he could check out of this
human zoo, excuse himself from the present company of junkies, wife-
beaters, drink-drivers and the otherwise socially dispossessed and meet up
with his mates on the inside.



A man from British Gas flashed his identity card at the usher outside
Court 2, and was promptly escorted straight inside, his application to the
magistrates for warrants to disconnect the energy supplies of errant non-
payers taking precedence as first order of business. As he stepped through
the doorway, his escorting usher waved away a perspiring, onrushing
barrister staggering under the weight of a dozen double-stuffed files, who
was pleading to nil effect that they were the prosecutor allocated to this
courtroom and simply had to get into court. Their desperation was palpable,
as if they were being chased by a swarm of flying deathmonkeys, salvation
from which lay just beyond the threshold.

This prosecutor was me. And I was desperate. I was the junior gopher
instructed to prosecute all the cases listed in Court 2 that day – the so-called
‘prosecution list’ – and, having had the four-foot stack of files comprising
the papers for today’s seven listed trials in my custody for less than ten
minutes, was seeking refuge from the attentions of the seven defence
solicitors vying for my attention and demanding answers which may, or,
more likely, may not, lie within these unread, disordered Crown Prosecution
Service files. I knew that, in fifteen minutes’ time, I would be summoned
into court before three magistrates expecting me to be in a position to start
the first trial, and as yet I didn’t even know what any of the cases were even
about, let alone what my questions for the witnesses would be. With every
pokey meeting room in the building either arbitrarily locked or occupied by
defendants giving instructions to their briefs, the courtroom itself was my
best and last bet for a few uninterrupted moments to read the damn files.
Denied, I’d have to wing it. Somehow I was going to have to stand up in
court and prosecute trial after trial, examining and crossexamining
witnesses and making devastatingly persuasive arguments of fact and law,
without knowing what the hell I was talking about.

I soon learned that I’d fit right in.

Welcome, ladies and gentlemen, to the magistrates’ court. This, the lowest
court on the criminal rungs, is where all2 criminal cases start their lives. If
you are charged with a criminal offence, this apparent replica of an inner-
city A&E department on a Saturday night is where your journey begins. If
your case is sufficiently serious, it will be dispatched from here to the more
civilized and structured Crown Court to live out its days in front of a jury
(assuming you do not plead guilty), and your sojourn before the magistrates



will not extend beyond a single, brief ‘first appearance’. Those offences
deemed fit for summary (magistrates’) trial – your low-level assaults, thefts
and driving offences – remain in the lower court to be case-managed and, at
some point in the future, tried before the magistrates, or, as they are referred
to interchangeably, Justices of the Peace (JPs).

While most of us probably think of jury trial as our most common
criminal tribunal, 94 per cent of the 1.46 million individuals brought before
the magistrates each year3 will never see the inside of a Crown Court. Their
cases, from first appearance through to – if they plead guilty or are
convicted after trial – their sentence, will be dealt with at one of
approximately 150 magistrates’ courts dotted across the land, and their fate
determined most likely by three out of 17,500 serving magistrates;4
volunteers with no formal legal qualifications but the power to determine
both rulings of law and findings of fact, and to send their fellow citizens to
prison for up to a year.

That last sentence may have taken you by surprise. Unqualified
volunteers in charge of law and justice? A little history is probably needed
for context.

In 1195, Richard I decided to commission good and lawful men to act as
custodes pacis and keep the local peace. Since that time, volunteers from
the landed gentry have sat in judgment over the lower orders, their office
later formalized in law by the Statute of Westminster 1361. These Justices
of the Peace were not expected to be learned in the law, in contrast to the
judges who sat in the King’s Court and the assizes on the Circuits and
presided over serious criminal trials with juries; rather, JPs would knock
heads together and dish out plain speaking and patrician overbearing to the
local riff-raff, as well as administering the smorgasbord of eclectic local
governmental duties they accumulated over the centuries.

JPs’ original peace-keeping obligations restricted their involvement in
the criminal law to restraining, chastising and imprisoning ‘offenders,
rioters and all other barrators [frauds]’ who in their judgment had disturbed
the king’s peace. But incrementally their powers increased.

From the fourteenth century, JPs began to preside over an emerging
second tier of criminal court, known as Quarter Sessions (so-called because
it sat in the locality four times a year). Quarter Sessions tried
‘misdemeanours’ – less serious offences – to alleviate the burden on
professional judges sitting with juries in the assizes. Like the assizes,



allegations in the Quarter Sessions were tried by a jury, but JPs, rather than
professional judges, chaired proceedings. The assizes and Quarter Sessions
were combined to form the modern Crown Court in 1971.

From around the 1730s, a third tier of criminal courts emerged: the Petty
Sessions, where JPs formally sat to deal with, among other things, peace-
breakers, fine-defaulters and bastardy examinations. ‘Formally’ is probably
putting it a little strong; until the beginning of the nineteenth century it was
not uncommon for the ‘court’ to be held in a magistrate’s living room. It
was at that time, however, that the extension of magistrates’ powers kicked
in. From the 1820s, magistrates found themselves subject to a procession of
new laws formalizing, recording and regulating summary proceedings, and,
in return, the jurisdiction of the Petty Sessions was expanded to take some
of the work of the Quarter Sessions. Criminal offences that could only
previously have been tried in front of a jury, such as larceny, could now be
tried by magistrates alone, with the consent of the accused (consent would
often be given due to the magistrates having lower sentencing powers than
the Quarter Sessions).

Throughout the nineteenth century, as industrialization swept in and the
volume of criminal work increased, the list of offences which could be tried
swiftly and inexpensively by magistrates grew. In the twentieth century, not
only were more offences reclassified as ‘triable either way’ – suitable for
either summary trial or jury trial – but some were made mandatorily
‘summary only’ and so the defendant’s right to elect trial by jury was
removed altogether.

So it is that today, criminal offences are divided into three categories. The
least serious ‘summary only’ offences – motoring offences, common
assault, minor public disorder – can only5 be tried in the magistrates’ court.
The most serious ‘indictable only’ offences – murder, rape, possessing
firearms, serious violence and so forth6 – can only be tried in the Crown
Court. The meaty filling of ‘triable either way’ crimes in between those two
extremes – your burglaries, drug transactions, semi-serious violence and
garden-variety sexual offending – can be heard either in the magistrates’
court or the Crown Court, and the first appearance is used to determine
which venue is most suitable (the ‘allocation’ procedure). To do this, the
magistrates look at the facts of the allegations and the relevant Sentencing
Guidelines, and consider whether, if the defendant were to be convicted, the
magistrates’ powers of sentence (a maximum of six months’ imprisonment



for a single offence, or a maximum of twelve months’ imprisonment for
two or more ‘either way’ offences) would be sufficient. If so, they will
deem the case suitable for summary trial. If not, or if the case is unusually
legally or factually complex, they’ll send it to the Crown Court.

The bottom line though is that, whatever view the magistrates take on
venue, the defendant has the right in all ‘triable either way’ cases to elect to
go before a jury in the Crown Court.

So that is the historical explanation for magistrates’ courts. The
justification for their continued existence takes us back a chapter to the
feting of jury trial – Magna Carta, participative democracy and all that jazz.
Magistrates’ courts, it is submitted, root criminal justice in the community,
satisfying our constitutional craving for judgment by our peers. The Kyles
of England and Wales will be judged by unpaid locals who can empathize
with their backgrounds while reflecting the diversity of modern society, in
the same way that we trust that juries do. Of course, the cost of securing and
accommodating twelve laypeople to decide every contested criminal
allegation would be frankly astronomical. Only 1 per cent of criminal cases
are resolved by jury trial,7 and the cost of that, the Ministry of Justice
insists, is already too high. Accordingly, for all but the most serious
offences, the magistrates’ court offers a compromise. Three volunteer JPs –
an experienced ‘chair’ sitting in between two ‘wingers’ – assisted by a
qualified ‘legal advisor’ to parse the relevant law, offer a scaled-down
version of the judge-and-jury trial, preserving its essential democratic
goodness, while diluting the formality, delay and expense of Crown Court
proceedings. The law, trial procedure and rules of evidence are basically the
same as in the Crown Court; the primary distinctions are the body
determining guilt, the level of formality – there are no wigs, gowns or
judicial robes, for example8 – and the fact that solicitors, not just barristers,
have rights of audience and so handle the bulk of the courtroom advocacy.
Due to the dialled-down formality and absence of a jury, magistrates’ trials
are far quicker than Crown Court trials; trials last half a day in the mags, on
average, compared to days, if not weeks, in the Crown. And, of course,
there’s the cost: £1,150 a day to run a magistrates’ court, compared with an
average £1,900 per day for a Crown Court.9

A further advantage is that magistrates are multipurpose, and as mini-
judge-cum-juries are able to deal with matters of law which Crown Court
juries are forbidden from touching. For instance, magistrates can run case



management hearings, at which pre-trial issues – such as whether the
parties are ready for trial, or defence applications for the prosecution to
disclose relevant material – are thrashed out between the parties. They can
determine legal applications, for example arguments over whether a piece
of evidence is admissible at trial. Unlike juries, magistrates, having returned
a guilty verdict, can go on to sentence the defendant. And there are scores
of ancillary functions, including issuing search warrants to the police and
authorizing utility companies to disconnect households defaulting on bills.
Outside the adult criminal courts, magistrates can undertake special training
to qualify to sit in the Youth Court, which deals with children aged between
ten and seventeen, and the Family Court.

What we have, in summary, is a system designed to deliver affordable,
speedy, summary justice for high-volume, less serious crime. Over the past
ten years, various initiatives10 have popped up to streamline proceedings,
the aim now being that all magistrates’ cases be reduced to two hearings –
the first appearance and, as soon as possible thereafter, trial and/or sentence.
Two hearings, boom. The best bits of the jury system, only a fraction of the
cost. All topped off with an infusion of a near millennium of hardy English
tradition, which in the law is nearly always A Good Thing.

That, I am afraid, is as favourable a gloss as I am able to put on magistrates’
court justice.

I did my best over the previous pages. Honestly I did. I emptied out my
bag of rhetorical tricks; I gave you statistics, forced whimsy, a whistle-stop
history lesson and exploited the virtues of the jury system in the hope that
you might overlook how poorly the same arguments transfer to magistrates.

The truth is that the entire case in favour of magistrates’ courts, as we
currently run them, is a sham. There is little sustainable rationale for their
existence in principle, and no justification whatsoever for the way in which
these courts operate in practice. There is no excuse for the amateur,
sausage-factory paradigm of justice and ‘that’ll do’ complacency that
pervades 94 per cent of criminal cases, other than that most cynical political
trinity: it’s cheap, it’s the way we’ve always done it and no one who votes
either knows or cares. And the more you experience magistrates’ court
justice, and interrogate the base assumptions of this system, the less
explicable the whole pantomime becomes.



Let’s rewind to Kyle, kicking his heels in the lobby and waiting for his
brief. Kyle’s brief is Rachael, the same fearless, no-shit-taking solicitor who
has represented Kyle from his early days in the Youth Court, and has
watched with weary familiarity as, in spite of her best efforts, her thirteen-
year-old client has carved out the same career path as his older brothers.
Rachael also represented Kyle during his interview at the police station
following his arrest, so is already familiar with his latest snafu, but this isn’t
always the case. Sometimes defendants will be represented at the police
station by the duty solicitor, but select a different firm, or the court duty
solicitor, to act for them at court. Assuming they satisfy a strict means test,
defendants will usually be represented before the magistrates by solicitors
from legal aid firms. Meanwhile the prosecution is handled either by in-
house CPS lawyers, or by external solicitors or junior barristers, like me,
instructed for the day as ‘agents’.

When Rachael arrives, Kyle will confirm his instructions, admitting that
he took a ride in the car knowing that it was nicked, and upon being advised
on the sensible course will follow Rachael into court to enter his guilty plea.

The first thing to note is that the figures on the bench are unlikely to
conform to Kyle’s, or indeed many defendants’, definition of peers or
equals. The demographic of most defendants in these courts is
homogeneous; society’s lost boys and girls, a sorry parade of abused
children turned drug-abusing adults. Sliding on and off the bottom rung of
social functioning, in and out of homelessness, joblessness and wretched
worthlessness, their histories are scabbed with violence, mental ill-health
and chaos, and their present lies in a parallel universe where the middle-
class ambition of the Good Life is replaced with a desperate scrapping for
daily survival.

As I say, those sitting in judgment will invariably not be of the same
stock.

For a start, it is possible that the ‘mini-jury’ in his courtroom won’t even
feature lay magistrates, but will instead comprise a single professional
District Judge. DJs, as they’re known in the trade, are legally qualified full-
time judges who sit alone in magistrates’ courts. Their powers and
functions are largely the same as lay magistrates; they hear trials and case
management hearings and pass sentence. The only formal difference is their
professionalism. DJs first emerged around 1740 in the shape of ‘stipendiary
magistrates’, salaried Justices of the Peace appointed as a response to



rampant corruption among lay justices in London.11 Now there are around
130 District Judges nationwide splitting the workload with around 100 part-
time ‘deputy’ DJs and 17,500 magistrates. DJs are experienced legal
practitioners – usually solicitors or barristers – appointed on the
recommendation of the Lord Chancellor upon demonstration of, among
other qualities, their knowledge and understanding of the law. Whatever the
advantages of DJs (and we’ll come to those shortly), a single legal expert
appointed by the state is hardly a diverse, independent exemplar of
participative democracy. If it’s a scaled-down version of the jury, it’s scaled
down by 12:1. Where that 1 is a state-salaried solicitor. Given that Kyle has
no say over whether his case is heard by a District Judge or by JPs, it is
clear that the noble principle of lay participation is not inviolable.

But even if, as was the case on this day, Kyle found himself before a lay
bench, it is obvious that magistrates too are anything but a mini-jury. Jurors
are randomly selected from the electoral register, and anyone aged between
eighteen and seventy-five (save for those with serious criminal convictions
or severe mental illness) can be compelled to sit on a jury. Students, stay-at-
home parents, police officers, judges, MPs, the employed, the self-
employed, the unemployed, the retired, the obscenely wealthy, the
desperately poor, big business owners, small business owners, zero-hours
workers, conservatives, trade unionists, neoliberals, Marxists, the disabled,
the abled and the full gamut of racial, cultural, class and religious identities
are impanelled as jurors, whether they like it or not. Jurors do not self-select
(and, unlike in the US, cannot be strategically chosen to suit the parties).
Jurors don’t put themselves forward as Solomons walking among us. It
takes a certain type of character to volunteer to sit in judgment over one’s
fellow citizens as a hobby. And it so happens that, to the present day, that
type of character has uniformly been white, middle aged and middle class,
with a traditionally conservative leaning.

Geoffrey Robertson QC offered a withering description of magistrates in
his evidence to the House of Commons Home Affairs Committee in 1995,
painting them as:

Ladies and gentlemen bountiful, politically imbalanced, unrepresentative of ethnic minority
groups and women, who slow down the system and cost a fortune.12

In fairness, we have seen slight improvements since 1995, a time when
JPs were recruited sans interview by a tap on the shoulder from an old



chum. But the unsurprising legacy of an institution which, until 1906,
jealously restricted membership to the landed gentry, and until the 1990s
was still dominated by freemasons,13 is that today with your average bench,
you’re not entrusting your liberty to the collective wisdom of twelve
everymen; the butcher, baker, candle-stick emporium televangelist etc.
You’re often pitching to the admissions board of a 1980s country club.

While I have only once been treated to a demonstration of explicit
magisterial racism – a white chairwoman musing, apropos of nothing, in
front of me as prosecutor and her embarrassed colleagues: ‘Mohammed is
now the most popular boys’ name, apparently. Isn’t that terrifying?’ – it is
the subtler expressions of privilege and prejudice that pervade.

‘We understand that your upbringing was difficult,’ I’ve heard countless
well-heeled chairs tell nineteen-year-old heroin addicts, graduates of the
council-estate-to-care-home-to-streets pathway, moments before they’re
given eight weeks because (reading rote from the mags’ pro forma
sentencing remarks), ‘You must learn that shoplifting is a very serious
offence and you must stop committing serious offences of shoplifting.’
More times than I can recall have I heard the same monotone chiding of
homeless alcoholics who have breached a court order, usually obtained at
great public expense by the local authority, banning them from begging for
money. ‘Breaching a court order is a very serious offence . . .’, the chair’s
finger wags at the wretch in the dock, making little effort to hide his
incredulity at why this man doesn’t just stop begging, put on a decent suit
and get a job.

This is not, I hasten to add, the attitude of all magistrates. A number
bring to the bench invaluable, real-world experience of the underbelly of
society. Community outreach workers, youth workers, social workers,
teachers, medics and people who know the daily reality of the Kyles living
hand-to-mouth, growing up in abject, abusive poverty and being trapped
from a young age between disjointed education and peers and family
members dragging them into criminal lifestyles. I’ve met these magistrates
outside the courtroom, and their broad independent-mindedness and hunger
for social justice represent beautifully the ideal to which the institution
aspires.

But in my experience they remain a minority.
Despite a conscious push in the mid-2000s to diversify the magistracy

following a series of critical reviews and reports,14 decreasing numbers of



volunteers in recent years – a drop of nearly 50 per cent since 2006 – has in
fact had the opposite effect. In 2016, 57 per cent of magistrates were over
sixty, as opposed to 32 per cent in 1999. Anyone aged eighteen or over can
apply to be a magistrate, but less than 1 per cent are under thirty. While
14.1 per cent of the population identify as Black and Minority Ethnic
(BAME), the declared figure is only 10 per cent among magistrates, and
some courts have no BAME representation at all. Only 4 per cent of
magistrates identify as disabled, compared to 16 per cent of working age
adults and 45 per cent of adults over state pension age. What official figures
there are – and this will be supported qualitatively by any criminal
practitioner – indicate that magistrates present as mostly middle class. And
equal representation by sexuality, reports suggest, is also some way off.15

There is a longstanding, and often greater, chasm in representativeness
visible in the judiciary too (although DJs are on average significantly
younger than magistrates); however, judges don’t justify their existence on
the basis that they are the modern-day heirs to Magna Carta, drawn from
the same stock as those upon whom they sit in judgment and enriching the
criminal process with the breadth of their worldliness and unerring feel for
the lot of the common man. When your official raison d’être is to reflect the
local community, it becomes a problem if case after case looks to the
outside world like old, white, middle-class people lording it over young,
working-class, BAME defendants.

And it is not merely a matter of presentation. A socially, culturally and
ethnically homogeneous lay judiciary leads inevitably to a narrower and
more entrenched set of beliefs and presumptions, as betrayed by questions
and off-the-cuff comments that we hear from the bench.

The decisions that are handed down in magistrates’ courts too rarely
deviate from the predictable. This is demonstrated most glaringly by the
statistically suggested pro-prosecution attitudes on display.

Earlier, we touched upon a defendant’s right to elect jury trial in either-
way offences. This decision is one of the earliest on which defence lawyers
have to advise the client: do you stick in the magistrates’ court, where the
maximum sentence for a single offence is six months, or twist and go to the
Crown Court, where the maximum sentence will be measured in years?

Why, you might ask, would a defendant opt for the Crown Court and the
risk of a much higher sentence? The answer lies in the statistics. Trials in
the magistrates’ court are far more likely to result in a win for the Crown. In



2016/17, the Crown Prosecution Service prosecuted 52,140 trials in the
magistrates’ court. Of these, 33,371 resulted in conviction, a conviction rate
of 64 per cent. Over the same period, the CPS prosecuted 14,967 trials in
the Crown Court, of which 7,806 ended in conviction. A conviction rate of
52.2 per cent. That is a disparity of nearly fourteen percentage points, or,
put another way, you have a 25 per cent better chance of being acquitted in
the Crown Court.16

Twenty-five per cent.
Possibly this can be explained as another vestige of history. In the

sixteenth century,17 JPs, who were not yet trying criminal cases by
themselves, nevertheless played a vital role in prosecutions. As there was
no police force or public prosecutor, and most prosecutions were brought by
the complainant, magistrates were commanded to help investigate and build
the prosecution case. They took depositions from prosecution witnesses
(and stoutly refused to depose anyone who might assist the defence), and
compelled those witnesses to attend trial. Through interrogation magistrates
extracted ‘confessions’ from defendants, and then appeared at trial to give
evidence for the prosecution, in the same way that a modern police officer
in charge of a case gives evidence about the investigation. Don’t mistake
this for a balanced inquisitorial procedure such as we see on the Continent;
these partisan mags were explicitly told that they should do everything in
their power to secure ‘anything material to prove the felony against [the
defendant]’.18

Although by the twentieth century incremental recalibrations had tilted
magistrates towards a disinterested judicial role, magistrates’ courts were
until 1949 formally referred to as ‘police courts’. And that is what they
were; the courts were (and many still are) physically attached to the local
police station. The police guarded the doors, brought the prisoners to court,
put prisoners in the dock and were the primary state prosecution agency
until the Crown Prosecution Service was created in 1985.

Even now, you will still hear old-school mags occasionally slip into
possessive determiners when referring to the prosecution: ‘our officer’ or
‘our prosecutor’. Indeed, as I crash into court laden with my files, before I
can catch my breath the chair peers up from behind her spectacles to score a
double whammy: ‘Ah finally, our prosecutor. Now, is our policeman here
for the first trial?’



It’s a cliché in legal circles, but no less true for so being, that if it’s the
word of a police officer against your client, it’s usually game over before
you’ve begun. You’re normally facing a combination of General Melchett
starting Captain Blackadder’s trial by commanding, ‘Pass me the black cap,
I’ll be needing that,’ and Alan Partridge suggesting to a lawyer interviewee
that ‘with the greatest respect, the police are hardly likely to arrest a man if
he’s innocent, are they?’ Or, in the historic words of the magistrates
themselves:

Quite the most unpleasant cases that we have to decide are those where the evidence is a direct
conflict between a police officer and a member of the public. My principle in such cases has
always been to believe the evidence of the police officer, and therefore we find the case proved.19

Don’t assume that the bias operates solely against the Kyles of our
society. The angriest defendants I’ve seen at the magistrates’ courts have
been those of impeccable reputation from comfortable backgrounds who are
charged with an offence based on the word of a police officer. Assaulting a
police constable during a neighbourhood dispute by allegedly jabbing a
finger in the officer’s face, for instance. Or being accused of driving while
using a mobile phone. They turn their heads, eyes wide in burning disbelief
as the magistrates unquestioningly accept the hesitant officer’s account, and
reject the evidence of the defendant and his two witnesses.

‘But . . . that police officer lied!’ they splutter, purple-faced as they leave
the courtroom. The family join in: ‘How can the magistrates not see that?’
And the defence lawyer can only nod as they fill out the appeal form. ‘I
know.’

Maybe the disparity in conviction rates is attributable to jury fallibility.
They are less case-hardened than magistrates and DJs, ingrained cynicism
at the ‘usual defences’ having not set in. They are perhaps overly cautious
at branding someone with a criminal conviction. Perhaps even gullible. I
have seen some ludicrous acquittals by juries. More than once have I
enjoyed the post-trial scorn of the acquitted client whom I have advised
throughout will almost certainly be convicted, or skulked out of court in
shame having lost the unlosable prosecution.

But my fear is that it goes deeper. It is rooted in a recruitment and
training system which not only continues to embed a lack of diversity, but
permits a quality of decision-making which is too often inconsistent,
irrational and, at times, plainly unlawful.



Let’s start with the latter, as it is on its face the least justifiable dimension of
the magistrates’ court. In twenty-first-century criminal litigation where
liberty is on the line, matters of law, not just fact, are decided by volunteers
armed with absolutely no formal legal knowledge or training.

The most complex legal principles and judgments, handed down by
Lords, Ladies and Justices of Appeal over scores of pages ruminating on the
most technical nuances of the application or meaning of the law, which will
often have been argued before the Court of Appeal or Supreme Court (or its
predecessor the House of Lords) over many days by the finest Queen’s
Counsel in the realm, and whose ambiguities and intricacies form the
subject of ferocious academic debate among the most learned legal
scholars, are interpreted and applied by, using the term as neutrally as
possible, amateurs. People who fancy a go. All the decisions taken in
Crown Court proceedings by experienced judges – such as applications for
bail, applications to adjourn hearings to obtain evidence, applications to
admit or to exclude certain evidence (e.g. hearsay or previous convictions),
applications to have prosecutions ‘stayed’ (struck out) for abusing the
process of the court, submissions of no case to answer and sentencing
convicted defendants – magistrates can try their hand at the lot. Although
particularly complex legal applications and argument will, wherever
possible, be shoved under the beak of a District Judge, if none is available,
or if a point of law arises mid-trial, magistrates get to roll up their sleeves
and make rulings of law carrying exactly the same force and weight as DJs.

It’s easy to understand why tension is reported between mags and DJs,
arising in part out of magisterial umbrage at DJs being ‘allocated the best
work’ and perceived as ‘more highly rated’.20 In order to become a District
Judge, you need to have amassed a law degree, a postgraduate legal
qualification, vocational training, at least five years’ legal practice as a
solicitor or barrister, plus usually two years of sitting as a deputy (part-time)
District Judge. This adds up to at least ten to twelve years of experience in
the law, which is vital; magistrates’ court law and procedure is rammed full
of quirks and technicalities – many of which, incidentally, don’t apply in the
Crown Court – and DJs are often drawn from the shrewdest, sharpest
solicitors familiar with obscure legal technicalities that baffle day-tripper
barristers visiting the magistrates’ court. The application process for DJs is
protracted and punishing, comprising an examination paper traversing the
darkest, most technically fiendish plains of criminal law and procedure; a



panel interview, where an experienced judge will mercilessly scrutinize
your powers of critical reasoning, logic, deduction and legal analysis; and a
role play simulating a courtroom environment to assess your temperament,
judgment and ability to cope with the chaos of the unexpected. You will
also require professional references attesting to how splendid a lawyer you
are. Experienced solicitors and barristers often have to go through the
process multiple times, over many years, before they are deemed ready to
exercise the judicial responsibilities that accompany the office.

To become a magistrate, exercising the same powers in criminal cases,
you need to fill in a form, attend an interview, demonstrate that you’ve done
some charity work and show willing to sit for thirteen days a year. If you
make it through the interview, you receive eighteen hours’ ‘induction and
core training’, during which the rudiments of magistrates’ court procedure
and the art of judging are explained, and then after three visits to watch a
mags’ court in action, you’re away. Your performance will be appraised
once every three years, and this appraisal is limited to a single day’s
observation, often by someone you know. This was unsurprisingly
condemned by the House of Commons Justice Committee in 2016 as
‘inadequate’, and by magistrates themselves as ‘woeful’ and ‘unfit for
purpose’.21 Continued ‘essential training’ applies once you’ve started
sitting, albeit a minimum of only six hours every three years, and its quality
is reportedly dubious. As budgets are shorn, the spending by the Judicial
College on magistrates’ training decreased from £110 per magistrate in
2008/9 to £36 in 201522 (as contrasted to £629 per District Judge). One
magistrate told charity Transform Justice in 2014: ‘As somebody who has
been involved in education all her life, I am truly shocked by the lack of
professional training in what should be a professional role.’23

The theoretical supplement to the legal anaemia on the bench is the
magistrates’ legal advisor, although this is only a recent, twenty-first-
century development. Each local justice area has a justices’ clerk, a
qualified and experienced solicitor or barrister with responsibility for
providing legal advice, support and training to magistrates. Their powers
are delegated to ‘assistant justices’ clerks’ or ‘legal advisors’, one of whom
sits in each courtroom and provides legal advice to the magistrates. The
legal advisor must be a qualified solicitor or barrister (although they do not
need to have actually practised), and has various delegated powers of case
management that they can exercise on the magistrates’ behalf. Good legal



advisors effectively run the courtroom. If you inveigle yourself into their
good graces, they can make your day a lot easier, and shepherd the
magistrates towards a sensible way of operating. But their powers are
ultimately only advisory. By contrast, in the Crown Court legal decisions
are made by the judge, and the jury is told it has to accept the judge’s
directions as to how the law applies. In the mags, JPs can – and often do –
disregard or misunderstand the entreaties of their learned colleagues with
abandon. I’ve lost count of the times I’ve locked eyes with a legal advisor
and watched their eyebrows ascend to the heavens as a magistrate reads out
a decision wildly ignoring the legal advice patiently explained to them just
moments before.

In Kyle’s court, for example, on just one morning we enjoy a parade of
errors. The first trial on my list is prosecuting a man, John, who was
stopped on the street late at night carrying a baseball bat, and has been
charged with possessing an offensive weapon in a public place. His defence
is that the bat was being carried only to scare off some youths who had been
causing trouble outside his home. In law, a baseball bat only qualifies as an
‘offensive weapon’ if the holder intends to use it to cause injury – using it
to scare is not enough. But one of the magistrates thinks he knows
otherwise, and tries to persuade John’s solicitor that John should be
pleading guilty as ‘that’s definitely not a defence’. Fortunately, the solicitor
and I stand our ground until the legal advisor checks the law, realizes the
error and reins the magistrate in. But had John been unrepresented – as
many people in the magistrates are due to severe restrictions on legal aid – a
guilty plea might well have been extorted from him. He could have gone to
prison for something that was simply not a crime.

At the other extreme, an unrepresented defendant attends and pleads
guilty to a motoring offence. The legal advisor looks at the form that the
defendant has filled out and wrongly muses that he may in fact have a
defence in law. It falls on me to point out that the defence he is thinking of
was repealed by Parliament over a year ago.

Another trial later in the day involves an assault on a girl in a nightclub.
At the start of the trial, the defence solicitor applies to adduce evidence of,
and question the complainant about, a caution that she was given for theft
years ago. The legal test for introducing ‘bad character evidence’ of a
complainant is stringent: the court must be satisfied either that it is
important explanatory evidence, without which the court would find it



impossible or difficult to understand other evidence in the case; or the
evidence must have substantial probative value in relation to a matter
which is of substantial importance in the context of the case. In other
words, the evidence has to be especially relevant and especially important.
The rationale is obvious – witnesses should not be cross-examined about
matters having nothing to do with the instant allegation where there is
minimal or no relevance. As I tell the magistrates, an aged caution for
shoplifting falls several miles short of either of these tests. Nevertheless, as
the bench huddle together to deliberate, an audible failed sotto voce leaks:
‘It sounds interesting.’ Thus, the carefully crafted legal criteria are
supplanted by human curiosity, and the poor girl spends half an hour being
wrongly and unnecessarily humiliated under cross-examination by a bullish
defence solicitor.

And today is not unusual. It reflects, I’m afraid, common experience of
the magistrates’ court. On another day, when I’m prosecuting a trial, one of
the wingers on the bench interrupts three questions into my opponent’s
cross-examination. ‘That,’ he says sternly, ‘was a leading question.’ The
defence solicitor and I look at each other, and then to the legal advisor, who
very gently reminds the magistrate that cross-examination is, since time
immemorial, a series of leading questions. On a separate occasion, a
defendant who turns up five minutes late to his trial due to rail delays is,
entirely unlawfully, refused entry to the courtroom, forced to sit outside as
he is convicted in his absence.

Magistrates would say that they are entitled to better service from their
legal advisors or the lawyers in court. They may further point out that such
errors in law as do occur can, if they lead to wrongful convictions or
acquittals, be appealed to the High Court, and that statistically very few
cases are successfully appealed. But the latter point overlooks that a route
of appeal is only meaningful if you are aware of it; many unrepresented
defendants are not even aware of the errors, let alone the means of redress.
Often, because of the way in which cases are rushed through – which we
shall turn to shortly – errors are missed by the lawyers too.

And while it is no doubt right that legal advisors, solicitors and barristers
will on occasion be responsible for magistrates wandering off the beaten
legal path, often they receive the right advice, but fail to apply it. And I
understand – law is complicated. But that is the point. Like science or
medicine, a comprehensive grounding in law is not something that you can



absorb on a crash course. Many magistrates are talented and brilliant people
in their individual fields; a friend once told me in chambers that after he had
sat bemoaning the ineptness of his mags while they were out deliberating,
the legal advisor had taken him aside and told him that the chair of the
bench was a neurosurgeon, admonishing, ‘Bet you feel pretty silly now.’
But that misses the point. No doubt that gentleman’s next patient would find
little comfort in looking up on the operating table to see me brandishing a
scalpel and cooing, ‘It’s fine, I’m a barrister. But I’ve done a weekend
residential in Troon and there’s a junior doctor in the corner whose advice I
might listen to.’

The comparison, although flippant, bears consideration. In what other
area of public life do we allow amateurs to carry out the functions of
qualified and regulated professionals? No one sensibly suggests that we
keep education cheap by using volunteer teachers. We don’t allow have-a-
go anaesthetists working in PFI hospitals, the cost of which has been
helpfully suppressed by contracting DIY architects and someone who read
the ‘Engineering’ page on Wikipedia.

But when it comes to criminal justice, we are happy to subcontract
laypeople to perform a strictly legal function. What is more, experience
suggests that the filtering and training process places insufficient emphasis
on broader, but equally vital, skills of logical and critical reasoning.

Officially, the criteria that the Local Advisory Committees – the body of
magistrates responsible for recruiting magistrates – are supposed to apply
are listed as ‘good character; commitment and reliability; social awareness;
sound judgement; understanding and communication; maturity and sound
temperament’. But there is no critical reasoning test, as is now common in
most professional or managerial job applications, and those who have been
through the process have commented that there is a fixation on how much
‘voluntary work in the community’ you’ve done. A criminal solicitor
colleague who applied was rejected on the grounds that, due to her eighty-
hour professional workload, she had not done enough ‘non-legal voluntary
work’ in her non-existent free time.

Inevitably, when you have a recruitment system which prizes whether
you ran a tombola over your capacity for legal analysis and critical
thinking, you will end up with a disproportionate number of successful
candidates whose ability to make correct inferences, recognize assumptions,



make deductions, come to conclusions and interpret and evaluate arguments
is lacking, to say the least.

It’s an accepted, trite fact of criminal practice – if you spend a day before
a lay bench, you will come away with a sack full of logical fallacies,
streams of consciousness and contortions of rationality with which to regale
your colleagues in chambers that evening.

Which brings us back to Kyle, who is eventually bundled in to my court
to be dealt with. He pleads guilty to a charge of being carried in a vehicle
taken without consent, and after I briefly outline the facts to the bench,
Kyle’s solicitor stands to mitigate. The submissions are frank: Kyle wants
to go to prison. He has tried his best on his existing community order, but
has fallen short. He doesn’t feel he has the discipline to cooperate with
probation and do unpaid work. He’s the broken product of a broken society
for whom there is no hope. He invites the court to send him to a Young
Offender Institution.

The screaming subtext to those in the know is that, to Kyle, sitting
around listlessly with his mates in a YOI for a few weeks appears far less
onerous than dragging himself out of bed and getting the bus to the
Probation Office to meet his supervisor twice a week for the next six
months. The immediate horror of first-time prison would disabuse him of
this, but having never tasted custody before, Kyle is sure that it’s a doddle.

The magistrates, though, seemingly cottoning on to Kyle’s masterplan,
are not so quick to dismiss Kyle’s pessimism in his own capabilities. ‘Listen
here,’ the chair of the bench addresses Kyle directly, ‘we don’t want to lock
you up. You’re a young lad with a bad past, but we’ve read a lot about you
in your previous probation reports, and we think you’ve got prospects.
You’re bright. You’re intuitive. If you put the same level of commitment
into bettering yourself as you do relieving motor vehicles of their satnavs,
you could make something of your life. So we’re going to ask you – please
Kyle, say you’ll accept Probation’s help, do the unpaid work and we’ll let
this community order continue.’

Kyle is unpersuaded. He responds in person. ‘I can’t do it.’ Not just
won’t – can’t. It’s beyond him.

‘Nonsense, young man. Your probation officer in this report says . . . in
fact, can we get the officer to court?’ A relay of messages to the court
Probation Office confirms that Kyle’s supervisor can get here within the
hour. The case is stood down for us to crack on with another trial. An hour



later, the probation officer is in the witness box, joining hands with the
mags as they all vainly coax Kyle into agreeing to do the work. But to no
avail.

The mags are not to be defeated. Thinking on their feet, they yank out the
big guns. Is your mum with you at court today, Kyle? Of course she isn’t.
The parents of the Kyles of this world never are. But could she get here, if
we stood the case down for another hour?

Two hours later, Kyle’s mother arrives in her pyjama bottoms. She is
swiftly commandeered by the bench for their cause, and joins the chorus of
pleas to her recalcitrant son. You’re a good boy at heart. Don’t be like your
dad and your brothers. Make something of yourself. Come on, Kyle, they
evangelize. We believe in you. We believe. We. Believe.

At 6 p.m., some four hours after the hearing started, Kyle’s resolve slips.
A ‘maybe’ quickly tumbles into a ‘yes’, and, to general astonishment, this
truculent bulldog of a youth appears to transform into the scared, weeping,
bruised child that the bench had seen hiding deep inside. ‘I do want help,’
he sobs. ‘I don’t want to spend my life in and out of prison. You’re right,
mum. You’re right, your majesty [the best distortion of a magistrate’s
honorific that I’ve ever heard]. I’ll do it. I’ll do the work.’

The bench smile at each other. They smile at Kyle. Kyle smiles at mum,
who smiles at the probation officer, who smiles at the solicitor. Had I a
dancing partner, I’d smile at them too. This is what summary justice is
about. Rolling up sleeves, solving problems and improving lives. ‘We have
to formally “retire” to consider our decision,’ the chair winks at Kyle with a
grandfatherly twinkle, ‘and we’ll be back in a moment.’

I still do not know, all these years later, what happened in that retiring
room. Nor do any of us in court, least of all the incredulous legal advisor
who had to get the chair to repeat twice what he was saying. But they return
stony-faced and send Kyle down for nine weeks.

This was a particularly incomprehensible decision with which few
magistrates reading would agree, which is why Kyle’s case has stuck with
me through a myriad of the merely semi-bizarre. But a much bigger,
recurring problem relates to the most basic fundament of the criminal trial –
the burden and standard of proof. The prosecution must prove their case
(burden of proof) beyond reasonable doubt (standard of proof). They must
make the fact-finders sure of guilt. Juries are directed that anything less
than sure means they must acquit. This is hammered home remorselessly in



every criminal trial, by every advocate and every judge; in every speech, in
every summing up. Its centrality and pervasiveness cannot be
overemphasized. If you think the defendant might have done it, the defence
barrister hams it up for the jury, he’s not guilty. If you think he probably did
it, he’s not guilty. If you’re almost sure he did it, he’s not guilty. Only sure
will suffice for a guilty verdict, ladies and gentlemen.

Magistrates, unlike juries, are required to give reasons for their verdicts.
And these reasons are instructive in observing how the magistrates’ cogs
are whirring as they grapple with this straightforward, unassailable
principle of British justice.

The standard formulation you hear intoned by the chair upon a guilty
verdict, which for its ubiquity I can only assume is instilled at gunpoint
during training, is the classic: ‘We preferred the evidence of the prosecution
witness[es] to the evidence of the defendant.’

This I have never liked, ‘preferring’ being to my mind some distance
short of ‘being sure of’. But its vagueness at least disguises the cognitive
rot that might be lying beneath. Unlike this candid descent into tautology:
‘We preferred the evidence of the complainant, because she is the
complainant.’

Or this departure from orthodoxy, from a friend’s trial: ‘We weren’t sure
whether to believe the defendant or the complainant. We find the defendant
guilty.’

And, my personal favourite, which I took home with me from the heart of
rural Wales and will treasure forever: ‘Well, we’ve had a think about it, and
we reckon you probably did it. You did, didn’t you? Go on. No? Well we
think you did.’

The quality of magistrates’ court justice cannot, however, be attributed
solely to the figures on the bench. They are but three of many players on a
stage without director, script or functioning sound and light, blindly dancing
to an increasingly shrill imperative that they must process more cases, more
quickly, with far fewer resources. Between 2010 and 2016, the politically
unimportant Ministry of Justice was required to implement budget cuts of
over one third, the hardest-cut department second only to the Department of
Work and Pensions.24 As it slashed court staff and closed magistrates’
courts with gay abandon – reducing the number of magistrates’ courts from
330 to around 15025 – the only clear route through has been to stack cases



even higher, and sell ’em even cheaper. Court listing officers cram trials
into the list with apparent disregard for the immutability of time and space,
and with what can be most charitably characterized as dazzling optimism as
to the speed of the magistrates. Because every decision has to be taken
collectively by the three magistrates, the most straightforward, which a
judge would make on the spot – such as calculating a fine using the
Sentencing Guidelines – is subject to the same protracted choreography; the
mags listen politely to the counsel of their legal advisor, rise, shuffle out to
their retiring room, enjoy a cuppa, summon the legal advisor to remind
them of what they’ve already heard, discuss their decision, summon the
legal advisor to remind them how to fill in the relevant form and shuffle
back into court any time between ten minutes and two hours later to hand
down their decree. In 2011, an MoJ-commissioned report found that District
Judges get through cases an average of 43 per cent quicker than lay
benches; in the field, the discrepancy often feels much greater.26

It is not uncommon for trial lists to therefore contain twice or even three
times as much work as can physically be accomplished, leaving only three
possible conclusions. Some trials will ‘naturally’ resolve, through late
guilty pleas or prosecutions collapsing for want of evidence/witness
problems. The bulk of the remainder will be hurried through at breakneck
speed, often regardless of whether the parties are ready. And those that
simply can’t be accommodated before the security staff go home to bed
(I’ve been at magistrates’ courts until 9 p.m. waiting for verdicts) will be
adjourned, the witnesses sent home and commanded to return some months
into the future, when the lottery starts afresh. If a trial goes part-heard – if it
is started but not completed in a single day – it will be adjourned to resume
not on the next day, as happens with Crown Court trials, but on the next day
convenient to the magistrates and the court. Rather than insist that their
assumed public function requires mags, like juries, judges and lawyers, to
work around their personal or professional commitments, a lengthy
diarising process ensues in which the court identifies a suitable date to
reconvene. This date can be weeks, if not months, into the future, by which
time basic science tells us that memories of the evidence heard on that first
day will have faded or been corrupted.

The overloading of court lists contributes to the way in which many
summary trials are prosecuted, as evidenced by my day with Kyle and the
dreaded ‘prosecution list’. This staple of the baby barrister diet involves



being instructed by the CPS as an agent to prosecute their magistrates’
caseload (which is usually handled by in-house staff) when they are short
on numbers, or where they spot an iceberg looming in a case and wish to
affix a non-CPS face to the bow as the ship dips beneath the waves. For
reasons I have never understood, and can only attribute to resourcing, the
files are only delivered to the agent on the night before or the morning of
the big day. Whether on paper (as when I first started) or emailed (as now),
they are guaranteed to be incomplete, disordered and missing the latest vital
information, such as the letter sent a month ago by the defence solicitors
informing the CPS that the defendant will be changing his plea to guilty, or
the last-minute case review from a CPS lawyer decreeing that the case
should be terminated. Now, a couple of badly prepared trials, you have a
hope of rescuing. But if listing have shoved seven of the little bastards in
your courtroom, that is seven lots of incomplete, incomprehensible and
disordered bundles of evidence (at anything up to 200 pages each) that you
have to re-order, interpret and somehow prepare for trial.

And those seven will not be your lot; once at court, cases will be
swapped between courtrooms without notice, and unplanned hearings –
such as a youth who has been arrested that morning for breaching the terms
of his bail, or the sentence hearing that the CPS advocate can’t do because
they work condensed hours and have to leave early – will be dropped on
you throughout the day. The magistrates’ court is the accident and
emergency department of criminal justice: any moment, a problem will
walk through the door and the prosecutor will have to deal with it blind.
Much prosecuting in the magistrates’ court takes the form of someone
getting to their feet and presenting a case they have never set eyes on
before. The Director of Public Prosecutions rejected this claim when it was
put to her by the House of Commons Justice Select Committee, stating that
it had not been her experience,27 but I can promise you that it happens
every single day.

And while in the Crown Court we barristers commonly boast about our
ability to rapidly master the facts of a spontaneously apparating case, and
pulling an all-nighter to prepare a late-returned trial is standard fare, the
notion of preparing seven at the drop of a hat – interposed with half a dozen
impromptu hearings like Kyle’s – would confound even the more senior in
our number. Yet for those baby juniors learning their trade in the lower
courts, it’s entirely unexceptional. And, it goes without saying, dangerous.



You’ve been punched outside your house when confronting an irksome
street punk? Got a black eye and soreness? That’s assault by beating and
suitable for magistrates’ trial. That’s one of the seven cases which, if it’s in
my prosecution list, I’ll receive at, if I’m lucky, a few hours’ notice, and to
which I might get to devote a whole fifteen minutes’ reading, preparing and
sorting for trial. How confident are you that I’ll know the ins and outs of the
proceedings that have dominated your personal and professional life for the
last year? Are you happy that, in between my relay of phone calls to
faceless, office-based CPS lawyers and police officers to track down the
missing evidence in my other six trials, I’ll have crafted the exquisite cross-
examination required to shred the credibility of that lying defendant who
alleges that you hit him first? Are you satisfied that, while I’m darting to
and from the witness suite and the courtroom, juggling the questions and
demands of the fifteen witnesses who have attended and chasing the half-
dozen who haven’t, I’ll have ensured that all the witness statements
volunteered by you, your family and your neighbours have found their way
into my brief, and have not been misfiled or lost by the police? As I glance
through my list of seven trials, and mentally note the headlines – a youth
court trial for sexual assault involving child witnesses; a burglary where the
defendant is in custody; an affray with three defendants that has already had
two aborted trial dates; a careless driving trial with a heavily pregnant
witness who has just announced that she has to leave at lunch to pick up her
son from nursery – where do you think your case is going to rank in
importance in my list? And where do you think it is going to rank in the
corresponding defence solicitor’s trial list of one? In my best Dirty Harry
voice, I invite you to ask yourself one question.

And if the trial is not properly prepared, if key witnesses haven’t been
warned to attend or vital evidence hasn’t been properly obtained, don’t
think for one moment that the court is going to happily grant the
opportunity to put it in order. The past few years have overseen a
procession of well-meaning initiatives with comforting management-speak
titles – ‘Criminal Justice: Simply, Speedy, Summary’; ‘Stop Delaying
Justice’; ‘Transforming Summary Justice’; ‘Better Case Management’ –
aimed at streamlining summary justice. The emphasis, magistrates have
been commanded from on high, is on reducing the number of unnecessary
hearings and ‘doing it right first time’. No more sluttishly adjourning trials
simply because one of the sides bats their eyelashes at you. Firm and robust



judicial case management at the first appearance, and cultivating a culture
of individual responsibility for cases in which both sides adhere to the
Criminal Procedure Rules, should mean that a legitimate request for an
adjournment on the day of trial is a rare bird.

No issue can be taken with that ethos. But the predicted output is false;
the reasons for cases requiring additional hearings and parties seeking
adjournments will not and cannot all be judicially managed away. Much of
the cause, on the prosecution side, is resource-led. Evidence is often not
served and disclosure not made because the CPS is hideously under-staffed
after shedding a third of its staff.28 Witnesses sometimes don’t turn up for
trial because the Witness Care Unit has given them the wrong date, or
because they notified the CPS months ago that they would be out of the
country on the week of the trial. Or, most frequently, because of the
inherent chaos and complexity of the lives of most of the damaged
protagonists and antagonists in criminal cases: the twisted dynamics exerted
in violent relationships that make securing the attendance of the victim a
messy, difficult task; the defendant’s exhausted benefits meaning he can’t
afford the bus to court – essentially the near-impossibility of imposing order
on the fucked up, timeless existences of society’s most disordered. These
are complexities that you don’t solve by drilling magistrates to simply
refuse adjournments.

For me as a baby prosecutor, the most difficult cases in this regard were
always allegations of domestic violence. You’d open up the file to read a
history of a battered, vulnerable woman making weekly 999 calls, none of
which made it as far as a formal complaint until now. Having summoned
the courage to provide a witness statement to the police, her nerve would
then falter on the day of trial and, at the suspected behest of her brutish
beloved, she would disappear underground. Domestic abusers know this
routine; they bank on it by holding on to a not guilty plea until trial. If she
shows up, they’ll throw their hand in and admit guilt; if not, they’ll rely on
the court losing patience with the prosecution and kicking the case out.
Sometimes I’d find that magistrates would permit the prosecution a chance
to track the complainant down, but many times that single failure would
signal game over. The ‘no adjournments’ ethos was stretched to absurd
cruelty in a case in late 2017, in which a District Judge hearing a sexual
assault trial was informed that five members of the complainant’s family
had been killed overnight in an accident and the complainant was,



unsurprisingly, unable to attend court. The prosecution application to
adjourn was refused.29

And it by no means only affects the prosecution; defendants often suffer
worse. I have lost count of the times that material that we had been
demanding from the prosecution for months was insolently dropped on me
on the morning of trial: giant, four-inch-thick chunks of potentially crucial
medical records or mobile phone data. I’d beg the magistrates for an
adjournment so that I could properly take instructions from my client on
this late disclosure, entirely the fault of the prosecution. Invariably the
response was an offer of ‘fifteen minutes, and then we’re starting the trial’.
Once I was drafted in to defend a man of good character accused of
harassing an alleged love rival after the solicitor defending collapsed
minutes before the trial was due to start. Faced with a thick bundle of
evidence I had never read, and a non-English speaking client I had never
met, I applied in these exceptional circumstances to adjourn the trial to
another date. ‘You have fifteen minutes,’ the chair tutted, as if the defendant
was somehow to blame for his solicitor’s incapacitation. Fortunately, after
three long days of evidence, the man was acquitted, but others are not so
lucky.

The bottom line is that there may well be fewer, quicker hearings. There
may well be fewer adjourned trials. But to my mind, what is happening in
these courts is not justice. It is not, as the Criminal Procedure Rules proudly
proclaim to be their ‘overriding objective’, acquitting the innocent and
convicting the guilty. It’s getting numbers through the door and out again,
as inexpensively and swiftly as possible. It’s roulette framed as justice,
where if the case does go the right way, its debt is to fate; occurring not
because of the build of the system but in spite of it. And it is in these
conditions that 94 per cent of our criminal justice is taking place.

Troublingly, far from asking whether it is right, in a modern, twenty-first-
century democracy, to invest the unrivalled power to determine law, facts
and sentence in unqualified, unrepresentative volunteers – to make lay
magistrates judge, jury and executioner – and to embed a bargain basement
retail model of summary justice, the establishment is planning a future
where magistrates play an even greater role.

The mission creep is being achieved in three ways. Firstly, more either-
way cases are being blocked from being tried in the Crown Court.



Magistrates are now encouraged by official allocation guidelines to keep
hold of more either-way offences, by deeming as suitable for summary trial
serious cases that they previously would have sent to the Crown Court.30

The second arm of the pincer, if Sir Brian Leveson’s 2015 Review of
Efficiency in Criminal Proceedings is implemented in full, will be that
defendants lose the historic right to elect jury trial; the decision as to trial
venue will be solely the court’s. To cope with the increase in the volume of
serious cases that would now be kept in the magistrates’ courts, the bottom
end of summary justice – criminal offences including rail fare evasion,
motoring offences and fly-tipping – is being squeezed out of the courtroom
and onto the internet. Defendants will log in to an automated system, view
the evidence against them and click to plead guilty and generate their
‘sentence’.31 Justice, and a criminal conviction, will be served not just
behind closed courtroom doors but behind closed bedroom doors, without
any public scrutiny or independent judicial oversight at all. The ‘Single
Justice Procedure’, whereby magistrates can now sit alone in private to deal
with minor uncontested matters, is a new development with strong echoes
of the eighteenth-century Petty Sessions convened in JPs’ living rooms.

Secondly, and complementarily, magistrates’ powers of sentence will be
doubled to twelve months’ imprisonment for a single offence. This change
has been lying dormant on the statute book for fifteen years,32 just waiting
for an obliging government to accede to magistrates’ pleas to bring it into
force. When it does, an avalanche of either-way cases will suddenly be
capable of being tried by magistrates, who will duly exercise their powers
to send more people to prison for longer.

Thirdly, the right to appeal the decisions of magistrates is under threat.
Presently, in all magistrates’ cases there is an automatic right of appeal to
the Crown Court, where a defendant’s trial and/or sentence will be heard
anew by a Crown Court judge sitting with two magistrates. Where the
ground of appeal is solely a question of law, such as whether evidence was
correctly admitted or whether a legal test was correctly interpreted, there is
also an alternative route of appeal to the High Court, but this is only
meaningful if you understand the law, or have access to someone who does.
Many defendants in the magistrates’ courts do not qualify for legal
representation, and the automatic right to a rehearing at the Crown Court is
vital for those defendants, who may not appreciate that they have a legally
nuanced ground of appeal. In the Crown Court, I have prosecuted many



appeals from the magistrates’ court against unrepresented defendants, and
have lost count of the number of cases where there has been a conviction
that is completely wrong in law, or completely wrong on the evidence, the
fact of which only emerges upon close inspection of the papers. The
automatic right of appeal to a professional Crown Court judge is the last
bulwark against the anarchy of the a-professional lower courts. But the
Leveson Review would have it removed.

The net result of these reforms should terrify: an enormous influx of
serious criminal cases subjected to the second-class treatment of the
magistrates’ courts, hammered through the sausage factory of summary
justice by our jolly, willing amateurs, and with enormous restrictions on the
right to appeal. House burglaries, assaults causing grievous bodily harm,
semi-complex frauds and sexual assaults presently deemed too serious to be
dealt with summarily will routinely be the stuff of magistrates’ lists.
Prosecutions warehoused and unprocessed until tardily dumped on agent
prosecutors the night before trial; defendants – innocent men and women –
wrongly convicted due to failures to review cases or complete statutory
disclosure. For the latter, no guarantee of a re-hearing. And, for the vast
majority of all concerned, no hope of a qualified judge overseeing the case
to spot the errors and put things right.

Magistrates, and the quality of justice that their courts engender, are very
much The Future. This hangover of thirteenth-century parochial peace-
keeping, far from being gently put out to pasture, is re-engineered as our
turbocharged, armoured vehicle of justice for the new millennium. And, try
as I might, I cannot accept that the arguments in favour withstand the
slightest scrutiny. Why is our focus in summary proceedings not on the
quality of justice or the fairness of the trial procedure, but trained
remorselessly on turnover of cases? Why is ours the only legal system in
the world that empowers volunteers to send their fellow citizens to prison?
Why do we not only accept but prize the resolution of pure matters of law
by non-lawyers? I accept that in straitened times – even in good times – we
probably can’t afford to universally apply the Crown Court model of a
legally qualified judge directing a lay jury; but the next best thing surely
isn’t to have a self-selecting, homogeneous lay jury one quarter of the size
and give them the judge’s function of deciding complex arguments of law.
Rather, should we not just concede the facade of lay participation and
wholly professionalize summary justice, either by hiring District Judges for



all cases, or, alternatively, enlisting trained, professional lay assessors,
selected for their tested and proven skills of critical analysis and logical
reasoning rather than their public spirit?

The answer, I fear, is because 800 years ago the state wanted low-level
trouble and strife dealt with quickly and cheaply. It mattered not at that
time, when individual rights and the presumption of innocence were half a
millennium away from public consciousness, whether justice was being
administered fairly, so long as it was being administered. In the twenty-first
century, when no government worth its political salt will voluntarily pledge
expenditure on something as headline-unworthy as the lowest criminal
courts, the same attitude persists. It’s just the underclasses who are affected.
Except, of course, it isn’t. It’s anyone who is accused of a criminal offence.
Anyone who witnesses an offence. Anyone who is a victim. And anyone
who values liberty.

On liberty, it would be easy to assume that such weighty determinations
only kick in after the formalities of a trial and a guilty verdict; but that
would be mistaken. Whether your criminal case remains with the
magistrates or is destined for the comparative luxury of the Crown Court,
the issue of bail – of your immediate freedom – will often be addressed at
that very first appearance before the magistrates, in those same conditions
of maniacal disorder.

Let’s look at how we deal with the decision of whether you spend the
months awaiting trial in your own bed, or bunking up with a new friend in
one of Her Majesty’s festering prisons. Let’s take a quick peek at
applications for bail.



3. Imprisoning the Innocent: Remand and
Bail

‘Those on remand . . . are not inside for long enough for [work and education] programmes to
make a difference – but they are there long enough to lose their jobs, their family relationships,
and even their homes. This can push someone off the straight and narrow for good.’

Home Secretary David Blunkett,
Observer, 3 February 20021

The first question fired at you as you enter the yellow-stained cells in the
bowels of the magistrates’ court to meet a seasoned client for his first
appearance is invariably the same: am I getting bail? That this is often the
opening gambit ahead of any protestation of innocence is an indicator of the
premium placed upon this decision by veteran defendants. And for good
reason. Whether you spend the 182 nights preceding your trial in the
comfort of your own bed, or count them locked in a bottom bunk with your
head next to an open steel toilet blocked with the shit of the top bunk’s
incumbent is a meaningful dichotomy no matter how many times you’ve
suffered a remand in custody before.

Of course, not all defendants are produced via the cells for their first
appearance. Most arrive under their own steam, having been charged and
bailed at the police station or summonsed by post to attend, and will in all
likelihood leave through the same door at the end of the morning, bail
notice in paw commanding their voluntary surrender at the next hearing.
But, as a general rule, if the police thought the allegations serious enough to
detain you at the station overnight pending your first court appearance, they,
and the Crown Prosecution Service, are probably going to be asking the
magistrates that you be escorted from court in handcuffs to await your fate
at one of Her Majesty’s less opulent guesthouses.



The decision on whether to grant bail will initially be taken by
magistrates at the end of the first appearance, which will usually be held
within a few weeks of being charged, unless the police remand you in
custody post-charge in which case your first appearance will take place the
following day. Often the prosecution will assent to bail, either
unconditionally or on agreed conditions, and the court is merely rubber-
stamping. If bail is opposed, the prosecutor stands up and regales the bench
with their grave misgivings over bailing this dangerous flight risk of a man
with an appalling record and evidence against him strong enough to suplex
a blue whale. And the defence solicitor or barrister then humbly submits
that the prosecution’s concerns are entirely ill-founded, or, alternatively, can
be assuaged by the imposition of ‘stringent bail conditions’ (a stock legal
phrase – bail conditions are always stringent, in the same way that any
lawyer in the news is always a ‘top lawyer’).

The magistrates then huddle together to discuss in stage whispers to what
extent the accused – who, we must remember, is at this stage innocent –
should have his liberty infringed. Will he be one of the 70,000-odd people
remanded in custody each year, at an estimated cost of £429 million?2 Or
will he be bailed with a curfew, electronically tagged and monitored, on the
condition that he report thrice-weekly to his local nick, in order that his
good behaviour and continued presence in the jurisdiction be maintained? If
he’s unhappy with the magistrates’ decision, he can appeal to a Crown
Court judge,3 but if the Crown Court judge says nay, then barring a
significant change in circumstances he’s staying in prison until trial. This
period can be up to seventy days if a magistrates’ trial4 or 182 days – six
months – if a Crown Court trial, and can be extended further in certain
circumstances.

The concept of bail stretches back to the Middle Ages, the word being
derived from the old French for ‘custody’ or ‘jurisdiction’, and the verb
bailler – to take charge of. The presumption in law today is that a defendant
will be bailed. Our venerated tradition of habeas corpus – Latin for ‘you
may have the body’ – ensures, through permitting individuals to challenge
in court the legality of their detention by the state, that liberty is only
deprived in accordance with the law. Notwithstanding the efforts of various
monarchic rogues to insist that the say-so of the king was sufficient cause
for detaining those falling out of his favour, Parliament acted to prohibit,
through a succession of landmark legislation – notably the Habeas Corpus



Acts of 1640 and 1679, and the Bill of Rights 1689 – the arbitrary detention
of people accused of crimes. Although not reasoned as such at the time (the
presumption of innocence being an articulation of the late eighteenth
century), this principle dovetails neatly with our modern golden rule that
the accused is innocent until guilt is proven. Innocent people should only be
locked away where it is justified – which put loosely is where a court finds
substantial grounds for believing they will fail to attend court, re-offend or
interfere with prosecution witnesses. The importance of bail decisions is
easy to underestimate in the abstract; in the flesh and blood of criminal
cases, its significance can become horribly tangible.

One of the very first defendants I met when training as a pupil was Rio. I
was in my second week of my ‘first six’, the first half of pupillage in which
you obediently follow your pupil supervisor like a duckling, greedily
absorbing knowledge and experience from their daily court grind. Alan, my
pupilmaster (as he, a weathered refusenik to anything that might be
perceived as political correctness, insisted on being called), had a
conference at the local prison with a new client. ‘Conference’ is the
industry term for a meeting. By referring to it as a conference (or ‘con’ for
short), we succeed in our twin aims of linguistically alienating outsiders and
making what we do sound more impressive than it actually is. It was thus
that, in the blustery October twilight following a fruitless day at court
waiting in vain for Alan’s trial to be called on, I had the pleasure of meeting
Rio.

Rio was charged with multiple counts of rape, alleged to have been
committed against his long-term partner, Lori, over a period of several
years. She had fled their dysfunctional, alcohol-sustained relationship with
their infant son the previous spring, and, upon finding refuge at a friend’s
home, had recounted in lurid detail the variety of physical and sexual abuse
she had suffered at Rio’s hands. Following charge, Rio had been refused
bail, both by the magistrates and, upon appeal, by a Crown Court judge, and
this, along with a series of other perceived slights, lay behind his decision to
dispense with his previously instructed counsel and direct his solicitor to
‘find me some other cunt’. Alan, with me as his willing lackey, was that
cunt.

Perhaps surprisingly to the uninitiated, Rio would not have known
exactly what happened at his Crown Court bail application. He would have
been present at the magistrates’ court, watching forlornly from the dock as



the magistrates, having sent his case to the Crown Court, took all of ten
seconds to consider his solicitor’s submissions and refuse bail, but a bail
appeal to the Crown Court usually takes place in private, without the
defendant. As a barrister, this represents most of my involvement with bail
applications. Occasionally, if there’s an important client with a juicy-
looking Crown Court case who’s up for his first appearance, the solicitors
will ask that the barrister go along to the mags to make a good impression,
but mostly I am prosecuting or defending applications before a Crown
Court Circuit Judge, in his or her chambers. ‘Chambers’, in the judicial
context, refers to a judge’s private room where he robes and reads his
papers. At one time the bail application would actually take place in those
quarters, but nowadays the court clerk simply announces, ‘Court as
chambers,’ which means the court is cleared of everyone save the advocates
and the judge, who then all take off our wigs and pretend that we’re not in
court at all. If there were a less strange way to explain this, I promise I’d do
so.

The absence of the defendant from his own hearing has a strange effect.
On the one hand, it makes your job a little easier when defending. Unlike in
the magistrates’ court, where you may be trying to persuade an unimpressed
bench of your client’s bailability, punctuated by helpful yelps from the dock
(‘Tell ’em I’ll go on tag. I’ll do fucking anything!’), no such distractions
prevail here. The judge is forced to imagine how unappealing your client is,
rather than have the proof of the pudding shouting racial epithets from the
back of court.

But it also means that the defendant is shielded from the reality of the
cursory treatment that his bail application may receive. An observer might
suppose that bail apps carry the lowest consequence in the court list: up to
half a dozen hearings are squeezed into the top of the daily list, to be rattled
through in succession at 10 a.m. before the court starts its proper,
meaningful business. Although they can take hours to prepare, the hearings
are usually short, sometimes no more than a few minutes a pop – often
rightly so, because of the straightforwardness of the argument, occasionally
less rightly, because of a trigger-happy judge shooting from the hip or an
advocate implicitly (or explicitly) conceding his client’s cause. The fees are
low (£46.50 plus VAT if you’re prosecuting, slightly more if defending),
meaning that the barristers involved will need to take on several bail apps –



or other types of case – if they’re going to turn a profit that day, diluting
further the significance of a given application.

And this all contributes to a feeling of remoteness, of insubstantiality,
which, I sometimes think, can make it easy to forget the importance of what
we’re dealing with. I am guilty of it. I know from experience that others are.
Often, particularly when prosecuting, you will be instructed to appear on
the bail application alone, and will never see the case again. The defendant
is just a transient name, never to be matched to a face. Our submissions, our
pleas on his behalf or against his right to liberty, are delivered in the
formulaic legal standard – ‘grave concerns’ tutted by the prosecutor,
‘stringent bail conditions’ proffered by the defence – from the comfort of an
oak-panelled courtroom many miles from the crumbling Victorian prison in
which the subject being discussed is bricked up, waiting desperately for the
screws to tell him when the fateful fax from the Crown Court has landed.
His destiny is determined by the application of abstract concepts in an
academic analysis of ‘competing interests’, by strangers cloaked in black,
noses in their weighty textbooks or against the screens of their iPads.

It’s easy to understand how alienation and frustration can set in. It had for
Rio. He had been remanded for nearly five months by the time Alan and I
pulled through the prison gates in Alan’s ‘vintage’ Vauxhall Vectra, and he
would serve another month or so until trial. The grounds for the court
refusing bail appeared, to my barely trained eye, reasonable enough. Rio’s
previous record made for concerning reading. Domestic violence was his
stock in trade. He had not only been convicted of assaulting two previous
partners, but had in each case gone on to breach the restraining order that
the court had imposed. In unrelated criminal proceedings, he had failed to
surrender to bail on three occasions. Having regard to this background, and
the double-figure prison sentence that Rio was looking at if convicted of the
rapes, the court had little trouble in finding substantial grounds for
believing that if bailed Rio would either interfere with witnesses – by
tracking down and exerting his toxic influence upon Lori – or fail to
surrender to court for his trial.

As for the recent allegations, they were all lies, I had learned from Rio’s
written instructions in Alan’s brief. He never forced Lori into sex. He
wouldn’t. He didn’t need to; he got all the action he wanted, from all
manner of local lovers. (Upon meeting Rio, his missing teeth and
impressive, two-seat encompassing girth cast this strand of his instructions



into dubious relief, but I suppose the heart wants what it wants.) In fact, it
was one of these lovers, and specifically her presence in Rio’s bed when
Lori returned home early, that lay behind the outpouring of false allegations
from the conniving, scorned complainant, well aware that Rio’s
disreputable history would bolster the credibility of her false allegations.

As we were escorted across the various levels of prison security –
passports scrutinized, fingerprints recorded, outer clothing removed and
bodies frisked – and trudged through a succession of giant, steel-wrapped
locked doors, leading ultimately to the meeting cubicle, I prepared myself
to hear Rio repeat these denials ad nauseum and in detail. After all, I
thought, that’s what I would do in his shoes when meeting my new barrister.

But that wasn’t what Rio wanted to talk about. Instead, he wanted to use
his permitted forty-five minutes to talk – and at times shout and scream and
bang emphatically on the screwed-down table – about his life outside. And
of the unjustness of being sequestered away from it for something he hadn’t
done ‘this time’. He wanted to tell Alan about his new girlfriend, Jade, who,
aside from the three-month overlap with his relationship with Lori, had
pointed him towards the straight and narrow. Because of her strict edicts
about drugs around her three kids, Rio had packed in the Colombian
marching powder, and cut back significantly on his drinking, and had
unsurprisingly found that the familiar sudden urge to violence at the
slightest provocation was dimming. Plus, he hadn’t grafted (stolen) the
whole time he’d been with her. Most importantly, she had stood by him
through the allegations, through the lies, because she knew that, whatever
his faults, he would not do the things that Lori claimed. She believed in
him.

And he was worried because, although Jade had visited him every week
for the first three months, the visits had lately become irregular. When she
did come, she appeared distant. And he had become paranoid, and she
resistant at his suspicious questioning, and round and round they span. And
he was terrified that she was losing interest; losing faith. And he missed her.
And he missed his three-year-old son, who he hadn’t seen for months, ’cos
he was in the care of that lying bitch Lori – ‘Christ knows what she is
telling him about me; about where I am, what I’ve done.’ He wanted to talk
about his job, running deliveries for a mate’s building supplies company. It
wasn’t much, but it was work. Work that he hadn’t been able to do for most
of the year. Work that had probably now gone to somebody else.



And as Rio vented, and as Alan, and the solicitor, Denise, listened,
nodded, ummed and awwed in the right places, it struck me – and still
strikes today, as an uncomfortable, welcome reminder whenever I picture
Rio and his earnest, angry indignation – just how inestimable the impact of
losing your liberty on remand can be. Everything you have built over the
course of a lifetime – your relationships, your family, your employment,
your income, your home – is suddenly, without notice, snatched away from
you and placed on a high shelf beyond your reach. There’s usually no time
to get your affairs in order. If you have been on bail before conviction, you
will at least have been able to plan for your impending incarceration.
Detention in remand effectively starts the moment you are arrested, when
the police turn up unexpectedly one idle Tuesday afternoon while you’re
midway through hanging up the washing, or as you arrive home from a
double shift. From that moment, your freedom is the property of the state.
You can be detained at the police station overnight, taken to court from the
police cells and then formally remanded until trial. It could be months, if
not years, before you are returned to normality.

And every day that passes is another day that your life is continuing
without you in it. Your partner going about their business. Your job still
needing to be done. Your children hitting their developmental milestones.
Rent accumulating and bills piling up, and the consequences of their neglect
– dismissal, eviction, repossession, disconnection – awaiting you upon your
release, or, more painfully, exacted upon your loved ones as you watch their
suffering helplessly through the prison bars.

For the guilty, it is easy to dismiss this as the unpleasant, but not
undeserved, consequence of committing a criminal offence. And, if you are
convicted, any time spent remanded in custody will automatically count as
time served on your ultimate sentence,5 so you haven’t lost anything. In
fact, in such cases, you may have gained, as the privileges regime in prison
is more favourable for remand prisoners than for the convicted, so you will
have spent part of your sentence in more hospitable surroundings than had
you been bailed and then required to serve your full sentence as a serving
prisoner.

But for the not guilty, for the innocent forcibly removed from their homes
and families and locked in a fetid cell for twenty-three hours a day for
months, if not years, of their lives, there is nothing. No compensation. No
assistance in piecing together, or even sweeping up, the fragments of your



shattered existence. Not even an apology. The jury return with their not
guilty verdict, your barrister asks the judge to discharge you from the dock
and you are released into the big wide world without so much as a ‘sorry
about that, old bean’. You can’t even, as some enterprising defendant
argued before the Court of Appeal, ask a court to order that those wasted
months count towards a prison sentence for a future offence.6 Those six
months of hell, and the consequent, irreparable destruction wrought on the
lives of you and your beloved, are written off as the price we – you – pay as
a citizen living in our justice system. If the procedure that led to your
remand was correctly followed, then your substantive innocence is
immaterial.

This is the position in which roughly one in seven remanded defendants –
over 67,000 people in 2016 – find themselves.7 Nearly 15 per cent of
remand prisoners are acquitted or not proceeded against. And, among this
number, as it happened, was Rio. He was acquitted. The jury did not accept
Lori’s claims, and Rio was found not guilty on every count. The time spent
on remand was something he was just expected to accept, forgive and
forget.

To me, this cannot be right. It can’t be fair, on the most fundamental
level, that the state can sweep in, turn your life upside down and waltz out
again, like a remorseless, localized tornado, without so much as an apology.
Not even a recognition, post facto, in depersonalized bureaucrat-speak that
The State Regrets That You Were Imprisoned. I think of this when I meet
those clients, like Rio, who are court regulars, livid at the world, spilling
over with molten hate for the police, for the courts, for civil society. Their
collected grievances and protestations of injustice are not always simply
bywords for reflexive frustration at being caught, or a rootless, ingrained
Fuck You, I Won’t Do What You Tell Me. Part of their rage against the
machine will be the – I think justified – sense of persecution inculcated by
the regular, uncompensated loss of time, of liberty, in police cells, or on
remand, for things they didn’t actually do. And for many it’s an increasingly
vicious circle, because once you’ve had bail refused the first time, it’s likely
to be refused the next occasion you are accused. And the next.

The same argument pertains to the many more innocents subject to
conditional bail prior to acquittal, whose liberty is curtailed by other means,
such as a restrictive curfew preventing them from leaving the house every
evening, or visiting friends or family at long distance, or going on holiday.



Or those who are excluded from entering parts of their home town. Or who
suffer the social embarrassment and physical discomfort of having a chunky
electronic monitoring tag on their ankle visibly branding them a person of
suspicion. No apology follows the not guilty verdict. No compensation. Just
be grateful you weren’t convicted, and be on your way, ma’am.

And if the state is unwilling to contemplate the notion of apology or
compensation, arrogant in the assumption that those hit hardest are those for
whom public sympathy will never register on opinion polls, it should at the
very least ensure that the procedure by which bail decisions should be made
is properly respected. I think we must accept that a properly working
system will still inevitably result in the remand of some people who will be
acquitted, but our focus should be on maximizing, as best we can, the
quality of bail decisions, to minimize the risk of incarcerating the innocent
who pose no significant risk, and directing limited prosecutorial, prison and
police resources towards restricting the liberty of those defendants who are
genuinely likely to upset the course of justice by abusing bail.

And yet, despite there being, for all concerned, an obvious imperative in
ensuring that determinations of bail are treated with rigour and care, the
courtroom reality reveals something markedly, shockingly different.

Before looking at the theory, the first imported misapprehension to dispel is
that bail rarely has anything to do with money. We are not, contrary to what
a client of mine ostentatiously whipping out his chequebook in court once
assumed, concerned with a question of ‘posting bail’ American-style by
handing over large wads of cash. In the Middle Ages that was very much
the done thing, and much parliamentary effort was expended on stopping
judges maliciously detaining suspects by deliberately setting the bail bond
at an unaffordable level (a practice ultimately outlawed in the Bill of
Rights).8 Today, while the court still has the power to order as a condition
of bail that a forfeitable security (money paid into court by a defendant) or
surety (money paid into court by a third party) be paid, financial means are
rarely determinative of a grant of bail.

Instead, the legal starting point is that every accused person has a general
right to bail.9 From there, the legislation lays down the process by which
the court may disapply the presumption. For one, the right to bail doesn’t
apply if you’re charged with murder, or are a convicted manslaughterer or
rapist accused of a further, similar offence. In those cases, the law considers



you something of a potential menace, and the onus is on you to persuade the
court that you should, exceptionally, be granted bail.

For the remaining dishes on the criminal offence buffet, the right to bail
is engaged unless certain exceptions apply. And it is argument over the
applicability of these exemptions that forms the subject of most contested
bail applications. The exact test varies depending on whether the alleged
offence is indictable (triable at the Crown Court) or summary (only triable
at the magistrates’ court), but as an overview, if you are charged with an
imprisonable offence and meet any of the following criteria, the court is
generally entitled to withhold bail:

(a) Where there are substantial grounds for believing that the defendant, if bailed, would:
— Fail to surrender to custody
— Commit an offence while on bail
— Interfere with witnesses or otherwise obstruct the course of justice
— Cause injury or fear of injury to an ‘associated person’ (usually a partner in a domestic

violence case)
(b) Where the defendant was already on bail at the date of (allegedly) committing the offence
(c) Where the defendant has already been granted bail in these proceedings and has failed to

surrender or has breached his bail conditions
(d) Where the court is satisfied that the defendant should be kept in custody for his own protection
(e) Where the defendant is already a serving prisoner
(f) Where there has been insufficient time to obtain the information needed to make a decision on

bail

When making an assessment under (a) above, the court can have regard
(non-exhaustively) to the following:

— The nature and seriousness of the alleged offence (in Rio’s case, plainly very serious)
— The likely sentence (for Rio, a prison sentence well into double figures)
— Character, including previous convictions and community ties (Rio was no stranger to the

courts)
— The strength of the evidence (on its face, a credible account provided by Lori)
— The defendant’s previous record of being granted bail (Rio had failed to surrender when

granted bail on several previous occasions)
— The risk that the defendant will engage in conduct likely to cause injury (the prosecution

submitted that Rio may seek to intimidate Lori into retracting her complaint)

Finally, if we are still pre-trial and there is ‘no real prospect’ of a
custodial sentence upon conviction – i.e. if the offence is really not that
serious – then (a), (b) and (c) do not apply.

If, as mentioned previously, the magistrates’ court refuses bail and an
appeal is made to the Crown Court, the exact same framework applies again



from scratch.
I set out the law in some detail to overwork the following point: the

withholding of bail is a deliberately involved process. The use of remand is
tightly regulated, and there is a statutory duty10 upon the court to fully
record the reasons why bail is refused, and why the various bail conditions
provided for in the legislation – such as an electronically monitored curfew;
‘signing on’ at a police station X times a week; non-contact with
prosecution witnesses; surrendering passports; paying a surety or security –
can’t allay the court’s concerns. This deference to liberty is reflected in the
careful drafting of the Bail Act, the associated Criminal Procedure Rules,
centuries of High Court judgments, European Union law and the
jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights.

It’s a shame it’s not reflected in practice.

The problems start in the magistrates’ court at the first appearance. In
keeping with the established theme of this venue, applications are made and
decisions taken at speed on the basis of incomplete, and sometimes wholly
inaccurate, information.

Despite the fact that the police will have obtained enough evidence to
support a charge – i.e. sufficient evidence to establish ‘a realistic prospect
of conviction’ – this available evidence will rarely be given to the defence
at the first appearance. The rules instead require only that the prosecution
supply the defence with a summary of the facts of the alleged offence, and a
copy of the defendant’s previous convictions.11 This summary, known as an
MG5, is prepared by the police. The first thing you are taught as a pupil is
not to believe what the MG5 says. Because while it is generally accurate,
quite often it is not. This is not through malice; rather it is usually an
inevitable knock-on of the pressures of time and resources under which
under-staffed police forces operate. Nevertheless, a close reading of the
witness statements upon which the MG5 is based will often reveal a
different composition from that painted by the police. Those witness
statements, however, are rarely available at the first appearance.

A 2016 research report into pre-trial detention also found that lists of
previous convictions provided were out of date, and in some cases the
defence were not even given a charge sheet setting out exactly what offence
the defendant faced. The defence solicitor discussing the case meaningfully
with the prosecutor was often not an option due to the workload – up to



thirty-five cases in a court day – placing ‘a premium on speed rather than
thoroughness, both in terms of preparation and court time’.12

So the Bail Act specifically requires the court to consider the strength of
the prosecution evidence when assessing whether the prosecution’s
objections to bail are justified. But if the court has not seen the evidence,
and is instead reliant solely on a police summary of dubious accuracy, it is
impossible for this properly to be done. What happens instead, one finds, is
that the magistrates’ inherent pro-prosecution disposition kicks in, and they
not only accept the accuracy of what the prosecution assert, but, particularly
in cases involving serious allegations, turn the presumption in favour of bail
on its head, and require the defence to convince the court why the defendant
should have bail. Terrified, it seems, of being the ones to release a
dangerous lunatic onto the streets, the very mention of a charge involving
serious violence, drugs or sex is usually enough for the mags to render the
law redundant. In the 2016 study, even a former prosecutor ruefully opined
on the pro-prosecution attitudes that prevail at bail applications.13

It is perhaps unsurprising therefore that magistrates often fail to comply
with their duty to give proper reasons for refusing bail. More times than my
breaking heart can sustain have I heard the phrase, ‘We refuse bail because
this is a serious offence,’ or ‘We think there is a strong case against you,’
both of which may be true, but neither of which suffices as a reason for
withholding bail. The findings of the report conclude that, in failing to give
adequate reasons for their decisions, magistrates ‘routinely breached’ the
standards of the European Convention on Human Rights.14

Against this backdrop, if the case involves a serious allegation and is
being sent to the Crown Court, some defence solicitors don’t even bother
making representations in the mags, saving their breath for an application to
a Crown Court judge in chambers, by which time further, meaningful
material may have emerged from the prosecution file.

I use ‘may’ with caution. In the Crown Court, while judges are usually,
and quite properly, much more demanding of the prosecution, the problems
with getting hold of prosecutorial information persist. When I am instructed
to prosecute a Crown Court bail application and receive the brief (nowadays
electronic, in the olden days you’d pick up the file at court), it is pot luck
whether there is anything included beyond the defence’s written
application. And even that isn’t guaranteed.



Because applications are made early on in proceedings, for obvious
reasons – everyone wants bail as soon as possible – the evidence available
is often little more than what the parties had at the magistrates’ court, and
submissions are still often largely premised on the assumed veracity of the
MG5. If it later emerges that the evidence paints a different picture, you
might, if lucky, be able to persuade a judge that there has been a ‘change of
circumstances’ that permits you to make a renewed bail application, but that
is entirely in the lap of the judge.

However, the most tired refrain, in both courts, laments the inexplicable
blockages in the channels of communication between the CPS and the
police. Bail applications in the Crown Court are usually made at twenty-
four hours’ notice, one of the purposes being to allow the police and CPS an
opportunity to verify assertions made in the written bail application, such as
proposed bail addresses. Often, a defendant cannot be bailed to his home
address, as he shares it with the girlfriend who’s saying that he beat her, or
it’s a hop, skip and jump from the pub he allegedly torched, and so the
application will offer up a suitable bail address many miles away where he
can patiently await trial in the law-abiding fashion to which he is
accustomed.

The police will probe the availability and suitability of the proposed
address with a good old-fashioned knock on. The bobbies go round, speak
to the owner, check it’s not a crack den crammed with malleable
prosecution witnesses, and come back to the CPS with an aye or nay.

It is obviously vital that this be done, even if the police think there’s no
way on earth that the defendant is getting out on bail, because, if the judge
grants bail in principle, the court will rightly expect the prosecution to
immediately voice any objections to the proposed conditions and bail
address. The court is mightily disappointed by the prosecutor standing there
bleating, ‘Your Honour, I am afraid I don’t have that information available.’

But disappointed the court often is. An enormous proportion of bail
applications that I prosecute start and end with me standing wordlessly,
mouth agape like some nattily dressed pilchard as the judge intones the five
words that comprise the bulk of every prosecutor’s auditory diet – Why
Hasn’t This Been Done? The answer is rarely available, and even more
rarely satisfactory. Sometimes the CPS don’t notify the police of the bail
application. Sometimes the police don’t notify the CPS of the outcome of
their enquiries. Sometimes they try to, but the computer system is down, or



the fax is broken. Sometimes the police don’t have the resources to carry
out an address check at twenty-four hours’ notice. Sometimes the occupant
will have been out at work when the police called, and the officers haven’t
had the time to go back.

And while judges typically allow one, sometimes even two short
adjournments for these checks to be completed, they will eventually lose
patience with prosecutorial blunders, and one of two things will happen.
The more proprosecution judges will find a way to blame the defence, and
bail will be refused through no fault at all of the defendant. Or the more
exasperated judges will simply grant bail on the defence’s terms.

Which can be problematic. Because while most solicitors wouldn’t dream
of misleading the courts, some of their clients make a tidy living from it. A
bail application putting up the defendant’s old mum as a willing innkeeper
does so on the defendant’s instructions. If mum is unwilling to open the
door to her errant, estranged offspring, or if she died five years ago and the
address is now a Chicken Cottage, you have a defendant at large, who may
be none too easy to locate.

A few years back, I prosecuted some bail applications brought by a
roaming group of youthful Albanians. They had been apprehended by a
train guard for not having tickets, when he noticed that all of their tracksuit
bottoms were taped around the ankles and bulging alarmingly. The
explanation became plain when the police arrived, and recovered sixty
phones, belonging to sixty dozing train passengers, from within the boys’
trousers. A contemporary Fagin’s gang, although the profit margins on sixty
iPhones is obviously in wild excess of the Artful Dodger’s most improbable
fantasies.

Being, the youths claimed, ordinarily resident at the other end of the
country, they wished to offer a bail address in that far-away city. The
address hadn’t been checked by the time the application first came before
the Crown Court. Nor the second time. In the face of this unexplained
prosecution slovenliness, the exasperated judge was urged by the defence to
grant bail to the proposed address. The judge ummed and aahhed and
appeared set to accede, before looking pitifully at my pathetic, plaintiff face
and grudgingly adjourning for yet another Last Chance.

And it’s a good thing he did. Because hours before the third hearing was
due to be called on, police officers belatedly knocked at the proffered
address, only to be turned away by an irate elderly lady, who had no



knowledge of or connection to any Albanian street gangs, but a despairing
familiarity with her address being given by their members to unwitting
courts. But for the judge’s largesse in allowing us a final opportunity to do
what we should have done months earlier, the defendants would have been
bailed, no doubt never to be seen again, and a little old lady would have had
to spend yet another evening explaining to G4S security staff why they
couldn’t install electronic monitoring equipment in her bungalow. We got
lucky. It is not always so. Other judges would have lost patience, and
rightly so. Too often, it seems, these are ‘just’ bail apps. In an age of
straitened police resources, they’re simply not a priority.

Notwithstanding the chaotic, slapdash handling of bail applications by the
prosecuting authorities at the outset of proceedings, an entirely different
mentality kicks in once a defendant has been safely remanded into custody.
The one occurrence above all others guaranteed to trigger CPS internal
inquiry and managerial recriminations is the Custody Time Limit Failure.
All trials are listed within the Custody Time Limits (182 days in the Crown
Court). If the trial, for whatever reason, has to be adjourned to a date
beyond those limits, the prosecution must publicly apply to extend the
CTLs to ensure that the defendant remains remanded until the new trial
date. The legal test for extending the CTLs requires that the court be
satisfied that the prosecution has acted with ‘due diligence and expedition,
and that there is good and sufficient cause for [extending the limit].’15

So if the need to adjourn the trial is due to CPS error – let’s say they fail,
despite repeated requests, to disclose vital material undermining their case
until the eleventh hour and fifty-ninth minute – they are unlikely to satisfy
the judge of their due diligence and expedition, and you have a ‘CTL
failure’, resulting in the defendant being bailed and CPS heads rolling onto
serving platters. I use that particular example because that’s what happened
to Rio. His trial, at which he was acquitted, ultimately took place a year
after I first met him in that dank prison cubicle, all because vital material
that assisted his defence was sat on by the prosecution and not disclosed
until it was too late for Alan to do anything with it. So the judge granted
Alan’s application to adjourn the first trial. And refused the prosecution’s
pleas to extend the CTLs, observing darkly that this was a case ‘where the
statutory requirements are far from made out’. An ecstatically grateful Rio
could be freed; no Jade waiting for him, alas, the strain of his incarceration



too much for the long-distance relationship to withstand, but his liberty at
least restored, bailed to his mate’s flat to piece his life together again while
he awaited his eventual acquittal.

I was not privy to the fall-out at the CPS, but from experience in my own
cases, it would have been significant. A potentially dangerous rapist (as
they believed him to be) out on the streets. Enquiries would have been
made, reports generated and explanations brutishly extracted for this ugly
red blotch on their internal statistics. A far cry from the absence of fuss
where a remanded defendant is acquitted. Or where a lazy, borderline
application to remand is granted by obsequious magistrates in
circumstances that don’t come close to the statutory test. Or even where the
defendant gets bail, like my Albanian phone merchants, solely due to the
prosecution not doing its job.

This contrast – the slovenliness of the initial bail application against the
seismic import attached to custody time limits expiring – is difficult to
explain, but I imagine, as with so much modern CPS policy, it is media-
driven. Should a dangerous released suspect do something horrid, it is far
juicier a story if the CPS had the bad guy locked up and let him go than if
he was never remanded at all due to some woolly liberal judge.
Notwithstanding that you will often find, if you scrabble deep enough into
the origins of that woolly liberal decision, a prosecution failing lying at its
heart.

Rio’s face as he was granted bail will remain with me until the end of my
career. The unrestrained happiness, the rolling tears of relief at being free.
The high five he gave an awkward Alan after the hearing. A few months
later, I was in my ‘second six’ of pupillage, on my feet and doing my own
work, prosecuting bail applications in the Crown Court. On my first such
day, I bumped into a senior colleague from chambers, Matthew, in the
robing room, who politely asked me what I was up to. When I told him,
with an affected insouciance that I thought belied my inexperience (but
probably just made me come across as a twit), that it was ‘just a bail app’,
Matthew admonished me. Bail apps, he said with a schoolmasterly tone, are
the most undervalued hearings in the criminal process. There is no such
thing as ‘just’ a bail app. Each is a determination on liberty that can have
life-changing consequences for the parties involved. And I thought back to



the day that Rio was released, to the intensity, the quality, of his joy at
winning his freedom, and I understood.

And I continue to think back to Rio’s smiling face from time to time. I
can’t profess that every one of my bail apps and CTL extensions is
conducted with the weight of his memory borne on my shoulders, his visage
looming in a cartoon thought-bubble above my head. But there are certain
occasions – certain factually similar cases, for example – that fleetingly
trigger a recollection of Rio leaving the courtroom. And of how that played
out.

Because, contrary to the prosecution’s fears, once released, Rio complied
with his bail condition not to contact the complainant. He obediently
attended his trial. And, contrary to their expectations, with Alan’s assistance
Rio was acquitted.

He only attended trial, though, because he was brought in a van. From
prison. Where he was a serving prisoner. Because, two weeks after being
granted bail, liberated from the moderating influence of the departed Jade,
Rio got high on a cocktail of ecstasy, crack and vodka. He took a kitchen
knife to the local pub, and plunged it thirty times into the chest, throat and
back of a random punter. He was, by the time of his adjourned rape trial,
serving life for murder.

As Matthew said, every decision affecting liberty matters. Life-changing
consequences follow. Ensuring that the test for withholding bail is properly
exercised is as crucial as ensuring that, once a dangerous individual has
been remanded, the prosecuting authorities act expeditiously to bring the
case to trial. The centrality of the prosecution obeying court orders and
complying with its obligations to timeously serve evidence and disclose
undermining material cannot be understated. Failure can have shattering
consequences.

Unfortunately, in our modern, cash-starved and understaffed prosecuting
authorities, failure does not start at the beginning of proceedings amid the
chaos of the first appearance and finish in the fog of ramshackle bail
applications. As serious cases progress to the Crown Court and start being
prepared for trial, a culture of error can take root. And, as we shall see,
when it does, the stakes can be devastatingly high.



4. Watching the Guilty Walk Free:
Prosecuting on the Cheap

‘The tipping point was reached in 2015, and it was one of the reasons why I decided that I
didn’t want to be part of the service, because I felt it was asking too much of the people that I
have so much respect for – the people I work with . . . You’re asking the more junior staff, less
experienced staff, to do more with substantially less in a climate where they’re constantly
under scrutiny.’

Nazir Afzal, Former Chief Crown
Prosecutor for the North-West, 20151

Amy Jackson was fourteen years old when she first met Rob McCulloch,
then a brooding twenty-something fresh out of prison, at the bus stop round
the back of her care home. She was fifteen years old when she moved in to
his squat; a few months older when Rob, to ‘break her in’ on her sweet
sixteenth, first injected her with heroin. She was sixteen years and one day
old when he first pinned her against the sofa and tore clumps of hair out of
her scalp – the penalty for her reluctance to have sex with Rob’s dealer as
part-payment for her birthday present. For her seventeenth birthday, she
received a diagnosis of hepatitis C; whether as a consequence of the needle-
sharing that had become her routine, or a souvenir of the many occasions
she was traded by Rob to sate their collective addiction, she couldn’t and
didn’t care to know; the only certainties lay in the knowledge that this, her
life with Rob – and importantly her obedience – was what it was to be
loved. And for every birthday thereafter, and most unbirthdays in between,
she would know what it was not to be loved; to disappoint Rob by not
pushing enough tenths (if it was crack or heroin that day), or grams (if it
was coke); or, most unforgivably, to betray his indiscretions by exposing
her mottled face and missing teeth to the world, and worse her mum, who,
on rare occasions of sobriety, would issue indignant threats to call the



police. And whether by dint of the rug of human hair that collected under
the broken lamp by the sofa, or the recognition that her dependencies, both
chemical and emotional, had no other means of satisfaction, Amy learned to
be grateful for her lot, to embrace the protection of Rob’s love – to remain
dumb when police officers attended the squat on a concerned neighbour’s
alert, or when a hospital trip for sutures could not be avoided, to shake her
head and mutely deny the undeniable – and accept the bruising of a good
day as preferable to the snapped arm of a bad one.

She was twenty-two when Rob really lost his shit. A careless retort
heralded a reign of punches, heavy thuds to the mouth that repeated for
whole minutes, until she couldn’t see or swallow for the blood. Dragged by
her hair like a ragdoll out of the house and tossed into the front garden,
lifting her head she could just make out the blurry figure of Rob taking a
run up towards her head, like taking a penalty kick. And then everything
went black.

Later she would learn that the intervention of a passing taxi driver had
saved her from what might have followed, chasing Rob away before
dialling for an ambulance. And when, lying prone in her hospital bed that
night, the police asked if she wanted to tell them what had happened, Amy
nodded. And then she did. The whole history. Half a lifetime of brutality
distilled and poured for the attending police officer, each revelation forged
with the acknowledgement that next time, in the absence of a good
samaritan, Rob would probably kill her.

Rob was arrested. He was interviewed by the police. He answered each
question about his involvement – from the soft-ball opener, ‘How do you
know Amy Jackson?’ through to the, one might think, eminently
answerable, ‘Have you ever assaulted her?’ – with a calm, ‘No comment.’
Rob was duly charged with inflicting grievous bodily harm with intent, the
most serious offence of violence short of attempted murder, punishable with
life imprisonment. His case was sent to the Crown Court, and I was the
barrister instructed to prosecute the trial.

The competent prosecution of criminal offences is a fundamental term of
our social contract. The power to investigate and prosecute alleged offences
is, in all but the rarest cases, removed from the private individual and
nationalized. The state investigates, arms the prosecutor, determines and
provides the venue for litigation and hands down sentence on the guilty. In



return, citizens are entitled to expect that criminal prosecutions are properly
financed and capably litigated. I have been raised as a true believer in that
arrangement – of ensuring that serious criminal allegations are
professionally and independently litigated based on their objective merits,
rather than, as in the past, on the wherewithal, whims or capital of the
individual complainant. When you see first-hand the desperate vulnerability
of so many victims of crime, predominantly drawn from the same poverty-
stricken estates as their tormentors, you quickly become convinced of the
advantages of forcibly subcontracting prosecutions to a competent,
impartial state agency.

As someone regularly instructed to prosecute on behalf of the state,
however, I find it difficult to constrain my anger at how frequently and
flagrantly that contract is breached; not for want of effort by the good men
and women who devote their working lives to the creaking Crown
Prosecution Service, but for a chronic lack of staff and funding abetted by
successive cynical governments.

Walk into any criminal court in the land, speak to any lawyer or ask any
judge, and you will be treated to uniform complaints of court deadlines
being repeatedly missed, cases arriving underprepared, evidence being lost,
disclosure not being made, victims being made to feel marginalized and
millions of pounds of public money being wasted. And, as a consequence,
every single day, provably guilty people walking free.

Before looking at my involvement with Rob McCulloch, it is worth
revisiting how prosecutions are supposed to be handled. As we saw earlier,
between 1880 and 1986 all prosecution decisions were made by the local
investigating police force, who took responsibility for both investigating
and prosecuting alleged crimes, until the creation of the CPS in 1985,
designed to ensure higher quality, consistent prosecution decisions
nationwide.

The past decade of budget cuts has seen an extensive handover of
charging decisions from the CPS back to the police, and over the years
various other public bodies have been vested with the power to initiate
prosecutions,2 such as local authorities, the Department of Work and
Pensions, the Environment Agency and the Health & Safety Executive.
There is also still a right for an individual to bring a private prosecution3 (as
is exercised by the RSPCA, for example, and as was used in the
unsuccessful prosecution of the killers of Stephen Lawrence in 1996). But



the overwhelming majority of prosecutions in England and Wales – 588,021
in 2016–174 – are brought by the CPS.

When someone, such as Rob McCulloch, is charged with an offence, the
typical life-cycle of the prosecutorial process should look something like
this:

— The police receive a complaint about a criminal offence and investigate all reasonable lines of
inquiry, including (usually) interviewing the suspect under caution. Investigative advice can be
sought from a twenty-four-hour ‘CPS Direct’ helpline.

— Having investigated, the police apply the two-stage test set out in the Code for Crown
Prosecutors5 – the ‘Full Code Test’.6 Firstly, does the evidence establish a ‘realistic prospect of
conviction’? Secondly, is it in the public interest to prosecute?

— If the police believe the Full Code Test is met, they can either charge the suspect themselves if the
allegation is a minor summary offence7 or, for more serious cases, such as Rob’s, the police must
refer to a CPS lawyer for a charging decision (applying the same test).

— The suspect is charged.
— The CPS receives the police file, reviews the case and prepares a file for the first hearing before

the magistrates’ court.
— If the case is sent to the Crown Court, it should have allocated (i) a CPS caseworker to deal with

the administrative aspect, to ensure that evidence is served, to liaise with the police and so forth;
(ii) a CPS lawyer to review the case and manage the legal side, such as disclosure (about which
more later) and drafting legal applications; (iii) a barrister or solicitor-advocate to advise on the
evidence and present the case in court.

— The evidence should be provided by the police to (i), (ii) and (iii) above, and the components of
this well-oiled machine should grind in harmony to ensure that everything is ready for trial.

— Finally we have a trial, at which all relevant evidence, which has been served on the defence in
good time, is put before the court, and a jury returns a fully informed verdict as to whether the
allegation is proved beyond reasonable doubt.

We’ve already looked at the climatic chaos of the magistrates’ court, but
glitches arise even before the first appearance.

For starters, the file that arrives in the magistrates’ court – nowadays a
digital file accessed by the CPS magistrates’ prosecutor on an electronic
‘Case Management System’ (CMS) – is often not only incomplete, but
sometimes hasn’t even been looked at prior to that first hearing. ‘Why does
this straightforward shoplifting of meat [it’s always meat, usually steaks as
these can be sold on down the pub for a few quid] also have a public order
charge attached?’ I’d be asked as an agent prosecutor juggling the list, and
my response would frequently be a wide-eyed shrug as I waved my empty
file at the bench and defence.

The Code for Crown Prosecutors and the Director’s Guidance on
Charging require that the CPS review all cases, in particular those where the
charging decision was taken by the police, before the first hearing in the



magistrates’ court. The reason is self-evident – the police are not lawyers,
and sometimes make mistakes in applying the law and the charging tests.
Under-pressure CPS charging lawyers can and will also make errors in
judgment that need nipping before some poor sod is standing up in court
being asked to justify why a defendant has been charged with the long-
repealed offence of assault with intent to stop the free passage of potatoes.8
And mistakes are often made – an inspection in 2015 found that nearly one
in five police charging decisions, and one in ten CPS lawyer charging
decisions, were wrong. These were not just a bit wrong, or technically
wrong on an esoteric application of complex legal principles – but
fundamentally wrong about basic points of law:

[S]ome failures related to very common offences, such as assaults, burglaries and robberies and a
number arose from failure to apply the law properly to identification evidence, forensic evidence,
self-defence and joint enterprise. These are offences and issues that lawyers deal with on a daily
basis and should rarely result in errors.9

A later report in 2017 found that nearly half of CPS precharging advices
sampled were still failing to fully meet expected standards, so that initial
post-charge review is vital. But around one in six cases were called on in
the magistrates’ courts – that is to say defendants were brought into court
and had criminal allegations put to them – without a CPS lawyer ever
having read the file or considered the charge. Where there had been an
initial review between charge and the first hearing, 39.4 per cent failed to
meet the required standards.10

In other words, if you are accused of a crime, there is roughly a 50 per
cent chance that the prosecution hasn’t fully prepared for the first court
hearing. And this sets the tone for what follows.

For years, many Crown Court cases didn’t have an allocated CPS
caseworker. The introduction of the digital case system in 2016, which
aimed to take all Crown Court cases online as part of long-overdue
efficiency reforms championed by Sir Brian Leveson, included a
requirement that CPS caseworkers and lawyers be identified. In most cases
this is observed, albeit the CPS Inspectorate notes ‘there is limited evidence
of true file ownership’.11 Prior to 2016, at the time when Rob McCulloch’s
case flew into my pigeonhole, it was seldom that any individual would be



identified as responsible, save for in particularly serious cases. So there was
no caseworker named on the brief in Rob McCulloch’s case.

A brief word about ‘briefs’. The brief in a case was traditionally a paper
bundle, wrapped in pretty ribbon (pink for defence briefs, white for
prosecution) and provided to a barrister by the solicitor instructing them –
in this case, the CPS lawyer. It should contain all the papers that the
barrister needs to advise on the case and prepare it for trial. Since 2016, we
receive briefs by email, with all the evidence in Crown Court cases
uploaded to the digital Case Management System.

When prosecuting, your brief should include, first and foremost, the
evidence – all the witness statements and exhibits that make the prosecution
case, including, for example, photographs, CCTV footage, medical notes,
transcripts of a defendant’s police interview, mobile phone records and bank
statements. It should contain the indictment – the official Crown Court
document setting out the charges against the defendant. It should contain
documentation from the police – including a summary of the allegations,
the charging decision, the charging CPS lawyer’s advice and views, and any
correspondence. It should have been reviewed following the magistrates’
court appearance, and the reviewing CPS lawyer’s views should be
included. There should be a Schedule of Unused Material – a document
listing all material generated in the investigation of the case which is not
relied on as prosecution evidence. The contents of the schedule should be
reviewed by a CPS ‘disclosure lawyer’ to see whether there is anything
there that might assist the defence or undermine the prosecution. If there is,
the defence are entitled in law to have it.

Finally, and, you might feel, quite importantly, the brief should include
instructions from the CPS lawyer, telling the barrister what the case is
about, what issues they’ve identified and are in need of addressing, what
evidence is still outstanding, what legal applications they anticipate we may
need to make to the court, whether there are any difficulties with the case
that may not be obvious – for example the police have learned that a
witness has gone missing – and whether there is anything in particular on
which the barrister’s advice is required.

I can’t speak for why no one had typed any instructions on my Rob
McCulloch brief, but if pushed I’d venture that it’s the same reason that
charging decisions aren’t reviewed: that evidence is served late in almost
every case; that in less than 25 per cent of cases do the police and CPS fully



comply with their statutory disclosure obligations (meaning that potentially
exculpatory material is not given to the defence);12 that court orders are
regularly not met; and that Rob McCulloch’s case would take the course it
ultimately did. And that is down to the simple fact that over the last eight
years, the CPS has lost almost a third of its workforce.13 One quarter of
prosecutors – many of them senior and experienced – have been sacrificed
through voluntary redundancy schemes, which themselves have reportedly
cost in excess of £50m,14 in an aim to meet expenditure cuts of 27 per cent
imposed since 2009–10.15

And this was far from an organization that ran like clockwork prior to
2010, nor some flabby public body from which giant globules of fat could
easily and painlessly be liposuctioned by HM Treasury. The Royal
Commission on Criminal Justice offered the observation:

We have been told . . . that because of budgetary constraints, the police may decide not to send
samples collected at the scene of a crime for scientific analysis . . . There are also complaints
about the quality of service provided by the Crown Prosecution Service. No one disputes that at
its inception the CPS was seriously under-resourced and even now individual prosecutors may be
required to undertake a heavier caseload than is consistent with the ability to prepare all cases
thoroughly.16

That was in 1993.
Anyway, Rob McCulloch. Ordinarily, faced with an absence of contact

details and instructions, and having learned from grim experience that the
CPS switchboard will either ring out or reroute you through nameless call-
handlers on a loop until you give up, I would either lazily ask my clerks to
ring around the CPS to find someone who was willing to take ownership of
the case and speak to me. Or I would call the caseworker whose direct dial I
have saved in my phone for such an emergency; someone who had nothing
to do with this case, but who I knew would obligingly take the time to do
some digging and find some answers for me.

So I rang Megan. Megan had been a caseworker in the CPS for about
fifteen years. She was undervalued, overworked and almost certainly
despicably underpaid for the quality and importance of what she did. We
had worked on many cases together over the years, and, however tight the
institutional manacles in which she was required to perform an increasingly
onerous and underappreciated task, she remained dedicated, warm and



professional. And she is far from alone. This is the paradox of the CPS, and
why, in spite of my railing, I still fervently believe there is hope.

For while it is possible to caricature the CPS institutionally as the Peter
Principle17 in action, below the executive and senior management hierarchy
there are many, many wonderful and hardworking men and women.
Lawyers, caseworkers and administrators who do give a damn. Who
recognize the constitutional magnitude of an operative prosecution service,
who aspire to make a difference and who despair at the vicious circle of
cuts and inefficiency that renders their working life a cruel pastiche of
Groundhog Day, only inverted so that they are Ned Ryerson and the
government is Bill Murray, punching them day after day after day in their
stupidly optimistic faces.

I work alongside them daily. The caseworker who, battling with IT
systems that don’t function, is required to be in literally four courtrooms at
once – each courtroom listed with several cases, each case marked with a
dozen problems – valiantly attending to the cries of four judges and a
gaggle of prosecuting barristers demanding answers to questions that should
have been on the brief, which has been left blank by some other caseworker
in the office with their own corresponding abomination of a workload. I’ve
seen these good public servants break down in tears at court at the
Sisyphean trials of their thankless job. I have shuffled through the grey CPS
offices for conferences with lawyers and inhaled the sprawling, groaning
misery piling up on the hot-desks of talented professionals who find
themselves dumped with two new cases for every one they manage to clear.

I’ve seen some of the best people leave, seizing their golden ticket to
another civil service post where there’s a fighting chance of managing their
caseload, without the stress of trying to realize the impossible dream of
running a national prosecuting agency for less than it costs to give free
television licences to pensioners.18 And, inevitably, I’ve seen a few who are
simply past caring. If it’s not possible to do the job well, why bother trying?

Fortunately, Megan had not yet joined the queue for the door, although it
is surely only a matter of time until she realizes how talented – and how
wasted – she is. And she could see on the Case Management System that,
while there hadn’t yet been a caseworker or a lawyer allocated to Rob
McCulloch’s file, there were some notes providing a little case history that
she could send me.



The history was somewhat tortured. I had suspected that this was one of
those cases that might have spent a little time with the CPS in-house before
they decided to instruct independent counsel, and so it proved. R v
McCulloch – ‘R’ standing for ‘Regina’, as standard for all cases prosecuted
in the Crown’s name – had been bounced between the CPS’s employed
advocates over two pre-trial hearings already, and the defendant still hadn’t
even been arraigned (asked to plead guilty or not guilty). Presumably the
CPS had hoped that the evident difficulties would dissipate and they might
manage to squeeze a guilty plea out of a seemingly guilty defendant, before
realizing how much trouble the case was in and frantically briefing it out to
independent counsel; for muggins here to step into the breach with a tin hat
foisted atop my wig, a paper captain to go down with this breached,
doomed ship.

Why was this case in trouble? Well, for the prosecution to prove an
allegation of inflicting grievous bodily harm with intent (to cause grievous
bodily harm), three elements are required. Firstly, that the defendant
unlawfully (i.e., not in self-defence) assaulted the complainant. Secondly,
that the defendant caused grievous bodily harm – explained to juries as
‘really serious harm’. And thirdly, that the defendant intended to cause
really serious harm; that is to say he didn’t, for example, throw a punch
intending to cause minor harm, perhaps a black eye, and accidentally shatter
the victim’s jaw. And to prove these types of cases, you need, as the bare
minimum, two types of evidence.

One, you require evidence that the defendant assaulted the complainant.
This would usually be a witness statement from the complainant, but it
might alternatively or additionally include statements from others who
witnessed the attack, or sometimes CCTV footage. In this case, Amy was
the only witness to the assault, the taxi driver having fled, untraceable,
when the ambulance arrived. And two, you need medical evidence from a
doctor setting out the injuries that were sustained.

Amy had sustained a multiplicity of injuries in the course of the assault.
She had suffered a fracture to the left wrist, a fractured eye-socket, a broken
jaw and extensive bruising and grazing where she had been dragged
through the flat and out to the front garden. And she had given her account
of what had happened to the police.

But I know this – and the details of the assault and Amy’s history as set
out at the beginning of the chapter – only because it all appeared on my



brief in the MG5. This is the document we encountered earlier, composed
by the police and (theoretically) containing a precis of what the evidence
shows.

The problem was that the actual evidence itself – the statement
presumably taken from Amy and the medical records from the hospital –
was nowhere to be found on my brief. Now, evidence not appearing on a
prosecution brief is far from unusual. Often it will exist on the CPS
computer and will just have been missed off the brief. Other times it will
still be in the possession of the police, who upon prompting will forward it
to the CPS to pass to the barrister. But it became apparent upon reading the
notes of the previous hearings by the in-house CPS advocates that, in this
case, the evidence had simply . . . gone. It had never been served on the
defence. It had never even reached the CPS.

And the Crown Court, or to be more precise two Crown Court judges,
had granted the prosecution successive extensions of time for this evidence
to be served on the defence. Twice the case had been listed for Rob to be
arraigned (to enter his plea of guilty or not guilty), and twice it had been
adjourned because the rudimentary evidence wasn’t available. Christ knows
where it had gone, or alternatively why it hadn’t been obtained. Clearly
Amy had given a lengthy account to someone, as the details appeared on the
MG5. Likewise, someone somewhere – either the officer completing the
MG5 or the person feeding that officer the information – had seen the
medical records, or taken a statement from the hospital staff. Similarly, the
MG3 – the document completed by the charging CPS lawyer – referred to
the same material; although again, it was unclear whether the CPS lawyer
had actually seen the evidence, or had simply assumed that the contents of
the MG5 were correct. This stuff, I ranted to an entirely blameless Megan,
doesn’t just spontaneously appear.

So this evidence was available. It had to be. And this is presumably why
judges had given the CPS several chances to get hold of it. Even though
courts are nowadays required to resist indulging prosecution errors, in a
serious case like Rob’s, where it should simply be a matter of finding out
who has a few documents, Crown Court judges will generally allow the
Crown a little latitude. But tracing the history of the case through the
hearing notes, it was clear that there was a blockage somewhere. It was
suggested, in an internal email that Megan dug out and forwarded to me,
that the police had in fact never taken a formal statement from Amy; that



what appeared in the MG5 reflected the account she had orally given an
officer from her hospital bed, but this had not been put into the form of an
admissible witness statement. To compound matters, it appeared that the
police pocket notebook (PNB) in which this first account had been recorded
had gone missing.

Nevertheless, this should have been surmountable. All the police needed
to do was allocate an officer to go to Amy’s address and take a statement
from her. And then, on their way back to the station, pop into the hospital
and grab a copy of her medical records. And finally, scan those documents
onto the police electronic ‘tree’, and ping them across to the CPS to serve
on the defence.

Indeed, the notes suggested that the CPS advocate at the conclusion of
each of the earlier hearings had sent reminders to (unidentified)
caseworkers with clear instructions to tell the police to do just this. Yet, on
each following occasion, the advocate had had to stand up in court and tell
the judge that it had not been done. On the most recent occasion, the
defence had indicated, at the invitation of the exasperated judge, that at the
next hearing they would be making an application to dismiss the charges.

An application to dismiss can be made by a defendant at an early stage in
proceedings, after the prosecution have served their evidence, and before
the defendant has been arraigned – asked whether he pleads guilty or not
guilty – to the indictment (the Crown Court charge sheet). If it appears to
the judge that the evidence against the defendant would not be sufficient for
him to be properly (i.e. safely) convicted, then the judge must dismiss the
charges, and the case is over.19 Theoretically, applications to dismiss should
rarely succeed if the CPS has properly applied the evidential test when
charging. It’s worse than an acquittal after trial, where a jury may well feel
there was a good case against the defendant, but not quite enough to make
them sure beyond reasonable doubt. It’s worse than a judge stopping a trial
at the end of the prosecution case having found that there is ‘no case to
answer’, where the prosecution can at least tell themselves that the problem
lay with the live witness evidence. A judge ruling against the CPS on a
dismissal is saying, ‘Your evidence is on its face so weak that I’m not
letting you take this case any further.’ It is the courtroom equivalent of your
boss not merely criticizing that report you submitted, but setting it on fire in
public and taking a crowbar to your fingers to ensure you don’t try to do it
again.



It’s for that reason that, I understand, successful applications to dismiss
are viewed particularly dimly by CPS statisticians. And the fear of a
dismissal in Rob’s case is why, I assumed, the CPS had given up juggling
this hot potato and batted it out to independent counsel to either find the
solution or take the fall.

Here, as is common, the threat of an application to dismiss had been
brandished by the judge as a cattle prod to spark the CPS into life. If you
don’t get the evidence, the judge was saying, I’ll have no choice but to put
this case in a rock-filled bag and toss it in the river. The judge had known
that often the words ‘possible application to dismiss’ on the CPS record
sheet have a miraculous stimulant effect on the internal whirrings of the
prosecution engine, and had listed the case for the hearing of such an
application, although the date of this hearing was missing from my brief.

‘When,’ I asked Megan, now the de facto caseworker and patiently
picking up my third call of the afternoon, ‘is this application to dismiss?’

‘One moment,’ as she scrolled through the CPS record sheets. Each court
hearing is supposed to be attended by a caseworker to complete a record
sheet of any court directions, dates of future hearings and other relevant
information, which are uploaded to the CPS’s case management system.
Due to the current, financially mandated practice of allocating lone
caseworkers to multiple courtrooms, commonly a caseworker will not in
fact be in court to hear the case take place, and will be reliant on second-
hand information from the advocate as to what directions have been made.

After twenty minutes of grappling with the system, Megan was able to
discern that the hearing was in three days’ time, and that a memorandum
had been sent to the police. The copy memorandum on the system was
blank – CMS is a temperamental beast – but something at least had been
sent to the police, hopefully enjoining them to obtain the evidence.

I thanked Megan sincerely, and for completeness bashed out a short,
direct email for Megan to forward directly to the police officer in charge of
the case (OIC). We need, I curtly advised, by Monday: (i) a witness
statement from Amy Jackson, setting out the details of the assault; and (ii)
her medical records detailing her injuries, with a statement from a doctor
explaining what the records show. I’d be grateful if the OIC rang me on the
below number to discuss.

Email sent, there was little to do but wait for the OIC’s call and see what
Monday would bring. The call never came, so I arrived early at court on



Monday and, having robed, headed to the CPS room at court. The CPS
room is a dark, windowless box in which a row of paper-strewn desks host
a trail of power sockets for caseworkers to plug their laptops into. A
photocopier/printer sits at one end, a Blu-tacked A4 sheet cautioning
against using tray 2 permanently affixed to the front. Next to it stands a fax
machine, which a few years ago deputized as a printer for a week, when the
photocopier jammed and the contractor couldn’t send an engineer for seven
days. For an entire working week, any documents that needed printing –
including jury bundles for trials, which can stretch to dozens of pages – had
to be printed at the central CPS HQ and faxed, page by page, to the CPS
room at court. They were lucky. Another CPS room I once visited was
deprived for a fortnight of working lights, and the damned inhabitants were
forced to rely on tiny desk lamps brought from home to illuminate their
underground cavern.

As I entered, a frazzled caseworker handed me an MG6 – a memo from
the police. I exhaled with relief. Prematurely, it emerged. The memo read:
‘PC Roberts attended AP [‘aggrieved person’ – shorthand for complainant]
address. She is still willing to give evidence and is happy for hospital to
release medical records.’

I read it twice. And then looked at the caseworker. ‘And the
complainant’s witness statement? And the actual hospital records?’

He shrugged. ‘Don’t know, I’m afraid, I was just asked to hand you that.
It’s not my court; it’s Aaron’s but he’s part-heard in the trial in Court 5 and
is down in the witness suite dealing with that.’

A further interrogation of the system confirmed that this futile document
was the only new material received from the police. The caseworker kindly
took time out of his own morass of work to ring the central police hub to try
to track down the OIC so that I could get some answers, but, fifteen minutes
later, was informed that he, and the aforementioned PC Roberts, were
working nights this week and were unavailable.

‘In which case,’ I mused, choosing my words delicately, ‘I think we’re
fucked. I’ll apply to adjourn this application to allow us yet another chance,
but the judge is going to say that three tries is more than enough.’ The case
was going to be kicked before Amy got within a mile of the courtroom; the
evidence that she was seemingly eager to give would go unheard.

The judge, as expected, did indeed say that three tries were more than
enough for the prosecution to get evidence that should have been available



three months ago. He did shout at me for my inability to provide any
explanation as to why I still had nothing from Amy or the hospital. He did
ridicule the pathetic memo I was forced to read to the court – So the officer
visited the complainant, asked if she would give a statement, and when the
complainant said yes, the officer just left? Is that what you’re telling me?
He did indeed say that the CPS did not deserve an adjournment. And he did
indeed say that the defence was entitled, as they naturally did, to urge the
court to deal with the application today and dismiss the prosecution case.

But, perhaps because, like I, he had read the MG5 and been hit with that
visceral, abdominal instinct you develop over time that the description of
what had taken place was, in the criminal hack vernacular, a true bill. And
maybe because he had seen Rob’s previous convictions, page after page of
violence – usually against women – and had heard from me, probably
naughtily, of the history of police call-outs to Amy’s address where officers
had found her crying, bruised and insistent that she had walked into a door;
and because he knew that, whatever the failings of the state, this was a
vulnerable woman in desperate need of protection, who, having finally
turned to the state for help, shouldn’t be required to suffer God-knows-what
fate as payment for our institutional incompetence. Or perhaps for some
other reason altogether, he acceded to my speculative, hopeless application
to adjourn.

‘You have seven days,’ he intoned. ‘If you appear this time next week
without evidence, I will dismiss the case. Last chance. There is a willing
complainant here. The police know where she is. This is not rocket science.
Seven days.’

When I got back to chambers later that afternoon, I composed a further,
entirely repetitive, advice to the CPS, setting out the history of the case, and
the overriding importance of securing this bloody evidence. With Megan
away, and the generic CPS email address printed on the brief containing the
usual imperceptible error that means that all emails immediately bounce
back as undeliverable, my best hope was to address the email to the duty
caseworker and the duty lawyer. The duty lawyer’s phone number rang out
with no voicemail facility, and so I took on trust the ‘read’ receipt that
dropped into my email account as assurance that my advice had been
received, and was in the system. All I could do now was wait.

At this point I could take you through the minutiae of the next seven
days. Of the reminder emails I sent when nothing had arrived by Thursday.



Of the panicked calls I put in on the Friday when the evidence still hadn’t
appeared in my pigeonhole. Of the unshakeable foreboding when I walked
into the CPS room that following Monday. Of what the caseworker told me,
of the documents I wasn’t handed, of the disgust on the face of the judge
when I told him.

But you know where this is going. And you could probably replicate the
judge’s comments as he dismissed the charges, and capture the vitriol in his
ruling as he surmised how, had the evidence been obtained, it might have
provided a compelling case. How the prosecution had provided no good
reason for failing, time and time again, to get the basics in place.

There was nothing. No evidence arrived. No explanation. And with the
giant medical-and-complainant-shaped hole in the Crown’s case, there was
ruled to be no case against Rob McCulloch. He was free to go. An innocent
man. And of course, he is. No case has been proven against him, and he is
entitled to be treated as if no criminal act had taken place against Amy
Jackson. If, however, he had been tried by a jury, who had heard Amy’s
evidence and found themselves unconvinced, and returned a verdict of not
guilty, that would be one thing. The course of justice would have run. But
for the trial to not even take place, due to unexplained state error, is not
justice. Or rather, it is the type of justice you get if you stop caring about the
quality of justice.

I still to this day do not know what happened in that case. To an extent, I
am blindsided. I can only recount what I see from my ivory tower and cast
partial judgment based on incomplete information. I don’t know where the
fault truly lay. Whether it was with the police or with the CPS. Whether
there’s another explanation entirely. I just know that something,
somewhere, went very, very wrong. In a way that should never happen, but
does. And not just as one-offs, but regularly, in cases just like McCulloch’s,
in cases far less serious, and in cases even more so.

The next week, I was defending a lady, Laura, accused of stealing money
from an old man in her care. She had emptied his bank account of his life
savings – close to £20,000 – and told police in interview the slightly
unlikely tale that she had done so at the man’s behest, to pay for his day-to-
day pocket money. Unfortunately, in the complainant’s video interview
statement, the police had forgotten to elicit the vital evidence that the
gentleman had not given Laura permission. Clearly something had been



said to suggest he hadn’t, as otherwise there wouldn’t have been a criminal
complaint. But the police had forgotten to actually get him to say it in
evidence. Easily fixable though – you just re-interview him and ask him,
Did you give her permission to empty your bank account? But no one did.
When, after an inexplicable delay of three years, the case appeared in the
Crown Court, the prosecution was afforded repeated opportunities to re-
interview the complainant. And they did nothing. This time, I was the one
making the application to dismiss, watching my poor colleague get a
judicial thrashing for the failings of those instructing him as another viable
case collapsed.

As I say, it is not news to those who see it every day. This happens. We
all know it. And defendants know it, too. Practised criminals know that,
even if the evidence against them appears strong, there is always the chance
that the prosecution case will spin off the rails en route to trial and smash
open an escape tunnel. One of the reasons that many defendants plead
guilty only on the day of trial is that they will bide their time, hopeful that a
prosecution error or a key witness losing their resolve – a crushingly
prevalent problem in allegations of domestic violence – will free them at
the last. Only when it is clear that the prosecution’s house is in order will
these practised criminals – usually the violent, predatory Robs of our world
who try to exploit their malign hold over their victim to thwart her
cooperation with the authorities – admit their guilt.

It is easy, seeing this every day, for the police, caseworkers, prosecutors,
barristers and judges to become case-hardened; to see the collapse of viable
prosecutions as inevitable collateral damage when resources are straitened.
The humanity of a vulnerable, shaking, bleeding person howling impotently
for rescue can be reduced to an unfavourable icon on a database, another
disappointing statistic to be diluted in a sea of thousands. Or for us at the
Bar, another cracked trial to add to the list, bill and forget.

But some, like Amy, jolt us back into reality. Her case stays with me
because, as far as I knew, this was a woman we should have been able to
help. I never met her, but I share in the shame; the unshakeable niggle of
guilt at having no satisfactory explanation for what went wrong.

I have my theory, of course. For, while the clichéd woe of the public
service professional decrying government cuts is quickly dismissible as
self-serving protectionism, there can be no organization in any field that,
from a starting position of being underfunded, then loses a third of its



workforce and has its budget reduced by a quarter and still performs as it
should.

When that organization depends on the investigative prowess of a
national police force which, over the same period, has lost nearly 20,000
officers – a fall of 13 per cent – and has sustained budget cuts of 20 per
cent, the window for error is opened even wider.20

And I wonder how CPS employees feel whenever the Director of Public
Prosecutions, in whichever incarnation, has the evidence, statistical or
anecdotal, put to them on the rare occasions the media take an interest, and
they shake their head at the impossible naivety of the question, at the
inquisitor’s ignorance of the CPS’s strategic objectives and quality
standards and performance delivery systems, and how they don’t recognize
that description of the CPS or don’t recognize those statistics. This, instead
of admitting the struggle – the implausibility – of delivering justice at
barely two pence per day per capita,21 and telling Parliament, the media and
the public, when asked, that the Crown Prosecution Service and local police
forces are on their knees.

Digitization Will Save Us, the shout goes out. And it will make a
difference; it already has in many positive ways. Things are better than they
were only a few years ago at the time of Rob McCulloch. But it is not a
panacea. Evidence and disclosure still need to be reviewed; documents still
need to be obtained and uploaded; cases still need to be properly managed.
Moving criminal cases online does not change their inherent nature. They
are complex organisms that need careful attention if they are not to wither
on the vine. This requires people. And money.

Notwithstanding the optimism of the CPS’s senior management, HM
Crown Prosecution Service Inspectorate, the CPS watchdog, concluded in
its most recent five-year review that:

The continuing reduction in resources has led to prosecutors handling increasing caseloads. This
is undoubtedly making it more difficult to maintain effective oversight of cases as they progress to
trial.22

CPS employees put it more bluntly:

There will be miscarriages of justice down the road from here because there are some cases that
are going through the system and people have not looked at disclosure properly and have not
looked at what is going on behind the scenes. Things we simply would not have had ten years
ago.23



Meanwhile, reviewing the CPS’s specialist Rape and Serious Sexual
Offences (RASSO) units in 2016, the Inspectorate warned darkly: ‘The
model has shown that the CPS is under-resourced for the current volume of
work and even more so for anticipated future increases.’24

This is the iceberg ahead. For, while it is true that the overall number of
cases processed by the criminal courts is falling, those coming before the
Crown Court increasingly involve allegations of sexual offending, often
historic, which are the most complex and time-consuming to prepare. It is
estimated that more than half of cases before the Crown Courts now involve
sexual allegations,25 and the Criminal Bar Association warned in 2017 of a
further ‘tsunami of highly sensitive sex cases’.26 The work involved is
substantial: the complainants are often particularly vulnerable and require
significant support; the law governing alleged sexual offences that occurred
pre-2003 is inexplicably complicated and ridden with pitfalls for unwary
prosecutors; the disclosure process can involve procuring and reviewing
decades’ worth of faded, handwritten Social Services and medical records;
the trials, because of their nature, can take weeks, if not months; and the
stakes, for victims, for the wrongly accused and for the public, could not be
higher.

I don’t know what happened to Amy. I was never instructed to prosecute
Rob McCulloch again. I hope this is because, recognizing his incredible
good fortune, he regarded Amy Jackson as a bullet dodged and kept his
head down. I hope he didn’t track her down, as perpetrators of domestic
violence are wont to do, to seek reconciliation. Or revenge. I hope that the
women’s refuge helped resettle her somewhere far, far away, where she
might have a hope of escaping a life of Rob McCullochs. And I hope that
someone took the time to apologize. Because if Amy had, to use the ugly
argot, cultural capital – if she had a good support network and family and
friends and an education and wasn’t hooked on heroin and wasn’t fatally
vulnerable to the violent charms of vicious, brutal men – she would have
demanded answers, instead of settling, as I fear she may have, for the self-
told assurance that this is just how the state treats people like her.

The mistreatment of victims in the criminal justice system is not,
however, solely down to prosecution error. Amy’s case is an example of
how victims can be failed by mistakes at an early stage in the pre-trial



process, but we will now look at how, as cases proceed towards trial, the
criminal process can often feel as if it’s designed to accommodate the needs
of everybody but the person most directly affected by the (alleged) criminal
offence. It is this perception that draws us to the siren calls of the politicians
pledging to Put Victims First.

And crashes us straight onto the rocks.



5. The Devil’s Greatest Trick: Putting the
Victim First

‘Victims must have more help navigating a confusing and often intimidating Criminal Justice
System. Too often they tell us they feel they are treated as an afterthought or that the “system”
made their already horrific experience worse . . . This total revamp of the Victims Code has
been one of my main priorities and I have heard from victims just how important getting this
right is . . . It is one of many measures I am introducing to make sure the “system” starts to put
victims first.’

Helen Grant, Victims’ Minister,
29 March 20131

The witness box is a pulpit of human despair. From within this enclosed
square metre of panelled oak, witness after witness, and victim after victim,
has for centuries told a jury of strangers, seated opposite, their true-life
stories of barely imaginable misery and suffering.

It is the witness box that plays centre stage in the theatre of the
courtroom as captured in television and cinema. As the alleged victim gives
evidence on oath of the wrong perpetrated against them, truths are revealed,
lies are exposed, tears spill, hopes rise and fade and credibility crumbles.

The routine for each victim is usually the same. Having given their
witness statement to the police, they wait months, if not years, to unburden
themselves of the grievance that has plagued their every waking moment.
They will be kept informed – or, depending on your viewpoint, at arm’s
length – by the Witness Care Unit, who provide piecemeal updates as the
case preparation progresses behind closed office doors. The lucky may be
treated to a ‘court familiarization day’ and a tour of the courtroom in
advance, but for most the first trip to court will be on the day of trial. The
victim arrives at court through a side entrance and into the arms of the
volunteers staffing the court Witness Service. They enjoy a hot drink while



the prosecutor makes introductions and brings a copy of their witness
statement to read over, and then it’s show time. The complainant blinkingly
enters the bright stage lights of the courtroom and steps tentatively into the
witness box to be sworn. Nerves occasionally cause them to stumble over
the wording – although notably not as often as do jurors with their oath –
and they glance around at their surroundings; purple judge sitting high to
their left, jury straight ahead, be-wigged barristers to their right.

If it is my witness, I will start with the same scripted prompt – ‘I know
this will feel a bit strange, but even though the questions are coming from
me over here, please direct all your answers to the jury over there.’ And I
point demonstratively. ‘It’s important that the members of the jury and Her
Honour hear everything you say, so please keep your voice nice and loud’ –
and then we’re away.

Not today, though. The witness box is empty. The courtroom, in fact, is
empty. Closed, locked, bolted. The complainant, Matthew, is sitting in the
witness suite buried in the bowels of the court, politely nodding and
crunching his way through his fifteenth digestive of the day as I, the
prosecutor, remove my wig and apologetically explain that his six-hour wait
at court today has been in vain: no courtroom has become available to hear
our trial, and the case is being adjourned off.

The jurors – and there are plenty of them, also sitting around in waiting
rooms with equally unexciting biscuits passing the time until a court
becomes free – will have to wait to hear the evidence of his mugging; the
brief but terrifying grab from behind in the alleyway next to Matthew’s
gym, the freezing coldness of the blade pressed against his face and the
draining feeling of helplessness – inexplicably shame – as his hooded
assailant rummaged until he found what he came for, and ran away into the
autumn mist, iPhone in paw.

No jury will ever hear it. Matthew will return in eight months for the re-
fixed trial date, and will play out the same day in replica: the same biscuits,
the same wait, the same denouement. By now it is some two years after the
original offence, and Matthew is desperate to give evidence against the
defendant who, caught red-handed with the stolen iPhone, is running the
laughable, and easily disprovable, defence that Matthew voluntarily gave it
to him, a complete stranger. But again, the case will not reach the front of
the queue. It will be adjourned for lack of court time encore, and at the third
time of asking, Matthew will lose heart, he will disappear, and I will be



informing the court on the next occasion that the prosecution is throwing its
hand in.

Matthew’s experience is not unusual. Another week in another court, I’m
defending, imagining my opponent in the witness suite. She’s having to
explain to a complainant in a knifepoint sexual assault case that the
prosecution has failed to secure the attendance of the other witnesses who,
unlike the blindsided complainant, were able to positively identify the
defendant as her attacker. Without them, there is no case against this
defendant, and the prosecution is being aborted at the eleventh hour.

It is such common recurrences that cause criminal lawyers to greet the
repeated political sloganeering to Put Victims First with a scathing snort.
Not because victims are unimportant or undeserving of consideration; to the
contrary, they occupy a uniquely important and invidious position in our
system. Having suffered the indignity of a criminal violation, their redress
is subject to a hostile takeover by the state, which will determine if, and
how, they shall receive justice for their suffering, but the victim is still
expected to man the barricades and sacrifice their time and emotional
resilience to the prosecution cause. If our criminal justice system doesn’t
adequately protect victims of crime – if it fails to provide due process and
respect for those reliant on it, and if it loses their and public trust – it is
failing its first principles. Without the victim’s goodwill, there is rarely a
viable prosecution case. Protecting the victim’s interests is both a matter of
practical sense and a moral duty.

Rather, my scepticism towards the Put Victims First manifesto arises
because we see the institutional callousness with which victims are treated
in practice. Notwithstanding that we now have a Victims’ Code (formerly
Victim’s Charter), Victims’ Minister, Victims’ Commissioner (succeeding
the Victims’ Champion), Victims’ Taskforce (recommending the
implementation of a Victims’ Law enforcing the Victims’ Code, as
promised by all three main political parties at the 2015 General Election),
Victims’ Information Service, Victims’ Contact Scheme, Witness Charter,
Victim Support, Ministry of Justice’s Commitment to Victims, CPS
Victims’ Right to Review Scheme, National Police Chiefs Council Victim
Right to Review Scheme, a Victims’ Services Commissioning Framework,
Victim Liaison Units, Victim Personal Statements and the Victim
Surcharge, one bald statistic stands out above all: only 55 per cent of people



who have been a victim or a witness in criminal proceedings would be
prepared to go through it again.2

It bears repeated emphasis. Nearly half of all witnesses surveyed said that
they would not be willing to take part in criminal proceedings on a future
occasion. If they witnessed your daughter being mugged, they would not
assist in bringing her assailant to justice. If you were falsely accused of
assault, they would not come forward to say that they saw you acting in
self-defence. If they were themselves a victim, they would not entrust the
justice of that crime to the state, preferring, one infers, that the miscreant go
unpunished, or be subject to a more immediate, possibly divine, form of
retribution.

This is raw failure on the most fundamental plane. And it’s no secret.
Politicians, at least, are well versed in the unhappy lot of the witness, their
inboxes no doubt overflowing with irate correspondence from constituents
appalled at their brush with the criminal courts. But the solution, universal
across the political spectrum, remains the same zygotic slogan: Put Victims
First.

That is not to say that victims’ rights initiatives are not worthy; they are
absolutely vital. Much of the misery I encounter when meeting witnesses at
court is born of a lack of meaningful information provided by the
prosecution agencies, or an absence of support with practicalities – such as
arranging childcare during the court hearing – and pledges to improve such
basic services should be realized.

But many of the reasons lying behind that devastating statistic – 55 per
cent – are those not solved by a well-intended charter. Rather, the roots of
victims’ suffering – of their perceived re-victimization at the hands of the
system – are multifaceted and deeply embedded, often visible only to those
plunged into the process. Too frequently the simplest reason is the under-
resourcing and under-staffing of the court system, but this lurks in the
ministerial and media blind spot. For me, these deeper problems are rarely
honestly addressed; forsaken instead for another rousing rendition of Put
Victims First.

Just as often, other truths are too hard, too politically ugly, for all except
despised defence lawyers to voice: that in many aspects of the criminal
process, the inevitable clash, and necessary compromise, between victim
and defendant rights, and the guiding principle of not convicting the
innocent, mean that the victim can’t – and shouldn’t – be put first.



I think we desperately need an analysis of brutal honesty. Victims, for all
the talk, are not put first. Their rights are presently, in my view, subjugated
threefold: to the interests of the court; the interests of the prosecution; and
the interests of the defendant. Let’s have a look at what this means for
victims in practice.

Victims v the Court

For many witnesses I meet, like Matthew our mugging victim, criminal
proceedings must feel like a near-permanent suspension of time. They wait
months for the police to investigate. They wait for a charging decision.
They wait for the trial to be listed. They wait for the trial date to come
around. They wait all day at court only for the trial to be adjourned. And
they are then sent home to wait again until the next date. And repeat.
Entering the criminal justice system as a victim will test your patience,
often to destruction and beyond repair, as you stumble into a vortex of ‘poor
performance, delays [and] inefficiencies’.3

Identifying a major cause is not difficult. Between 2010 and 2016,
spending on the criminal justice system as a whole fell by 26 per cent, with
a further 15 per cent cut to take effect by 2020.4 The courts, Her Majesty’s
Courts and Tribunal Service, have borne a 35 per cent cut in real terms, and
more is to come.5 By 2020, there will have been a further 40 per cent cut in
the court staffing budget.6

Although as of 2016 slightly fewer cases were entering the system, the
new cases were more complex and resourceintensive, due largely to the
sudden increase in allegations of historical sexual offences, the legacy of
Jimmy Savile et al. At the same time, in order to comply with the
Treasury’s diktats, the Ministry of Justice cut the number of days that courts
could sit.7 You can walk into any major city Crown Court complex and
gaze in wonderment at how many gleaming, fresh-out-the-box courtrooms,
festooned with hi-tech electronics and lovingly carved to ergonomic
perfection, lie locked and unused. And it’s not for want of cases to fill them;
the inevitable effect of 35 per cent budget cuts and a concurrent increase in
the complexity and length of criminal trials has been a soaring backlog of
serious criminal cases.



The National Audit Office reported in 2016 that the backlog in Crown
Court had soared to 52,000 cases, an increase of 34 per cent in two years,
with roughly 100,000 cases passing through the Crown Courts each year. It
has since dipped back down to just under 40,000.8 The average waiting time
between first appearance in the magistrates’ court and trial at the Crown
Court is 123 days, an increase of 23 per cent since 2010, and this does not
factor in the delay between reporting a crime and the first appearance,
which can be months, if not years.9

To tackle the backlog in the Crown Court, court listing officers have
taken to shovelling more and more trials into courtrooms in the hope that
some might ‘crack’ (resolve, in normal language), prioritizing listing
‘targets’ above all else. In essence, it is replicating the model of the
magistrates’ court. And it means that a victim turns up at court for what
they have been told is the trial date, only to be informed by the prosecution
barrister or the friendly volunteers at the Witness Service that their trial is
fourth in a list of ‘floating’ trials, and holds as much prospect of realization
as an email from a beneficent Nigerian prince.

The ‘floating trial’, for the uninitiated, is the official term for a trial listed
in a Crown Court centre but not allocated to a specific courtroom. Instead,
as the name suggests, it floats ethereally around the building in the hope
that one of the other trials listed in court ‘cracks’, and a trial slot opens up.
When no slot appears, the trial is adjourned, either to a date far, far away,
or, at certain sadistic court centres, to return the following day as a ‘priority
floating trial’.

The rationale behind floating trials and ‘warned lists’ – where a working
week, rather than a day, is identified and the parties are expected to be
available to begin any day that week – is theoretically sound: it is wasteful
to have a courtroom sitting empty, and a judge, jury, clerk, usher and
security staff twiddling their thumbs at a cost of £1,900 a day, if a listed
trial does not go ahead. The need for back-up trials ready-to-go is obvious.
But the number of trials listed as floaters in a single building, where it is
clear that most of them have no hope of finding a home, is a victory for
listing statistics over basic human decency. I have seen seven floating trials
listed in a single day, meaning that seven lots of witnesses and victims will
be dutifully rearranging their lives around that sacred date only for most to
be sent away empty-handed at the eleventh hour. This is treating human
beings, many of whom have been victims of the most foul, dignity-stripping



crimes, as chattels of the court, to be distributed and warehoused as the
court sees fit.

When I prosecute, it is notable how little warning victims and witnesses
are given of the realities of the day ahead. They are usually oblivious to the
fact that their trial is floating and what this means, and unprepared for the
likelihood of waiting all day for the slinkiest chance that they might get the
ordeal of giving evidence over with. If I have a floating trial, I will explain
the position to the (often astonished and angry) witnesses at the start of the
day, and thereafter return to the witness suite as often as I can with any
updates, but usually I’m in the dark as much as they are. The best I might
get is a whisper in the robing room that the trial in Court 3 might be
cracking, or that the listing officer is considering admitting defeat at
lunchtime and arranging for all floaters to be adjourned off, but transmitting
speculation and false hope is, I judge, worse than an informational void.

If the witnesses are particularly unlucky, they may be bounced out of the
building altogether and nonchalantly advised that the trial will now be heard
at another court centre. Sometimes in another city. Again, no regard will be
given to the practicalities involved, or the inconvenience caused. The
witnesses, like the advocates, are just expected to lump it. To make their
way there somehow. The police might help out with transporting witnesses
if there’s an officer at court. I’ve even been asked when prosecuting if I
could drive a complainant to a freshly allocated court (not having a car with
me exculpated me from this awkward conversation). Otherwise, in the
absence of their own wheels, the witness is pointed towards the local train
station and expected to fork out for a ticket (reclaimable at a later date) for
the privilege of travelling to another court.

One such case I prosecuted involved a nasty robbery of a grocery store
where the young female shopkeeper, Hana, had been threatened with a rusty
screwdriver by a balaclava’d heroin addict. Having closed her shop for the
day to attend court, at significant (and non-refundable) personal expense,
she waited at court from 9.30 a.m. to 3 p.m. to be told that her trial had
floated to another court centre fourteen miles away. She spent £30 of her
own money on a taxi to the station, a return train ticket and a taxi to court
on the other side, and arrived breathless at our new home shortly before 4
p.m. Meanwhile, in court, the judge took one look at the file, assessed that
the trial was likely to run longer than the court could accommodate, and
promptly adjourned the case off to the next available slot in eight months.



If you were a criminal mastermind trying to design a system to deter
victims of crime from engaging with the authorities, you would struggle to
devise something better.

Although ‘lack of court time’, as we politely call this failure to properly
resource the system, is the primary cause of ineffective trials, it is by no
means the only. If your trial does find a courtroom, there is still a Wacky
Warehouse full of obstacles primed to stop the trial going ahead. Two thirds
of Crown Court trials do not progress as planned. In some areas of the
country, the proportion of ineffective trials is as high as four in five.10

Sometimes this is for ‘good’ reasons – namely that a defendant, told by his
barrister that the prosecution witnesses have all turned up, agrees that the
game is up and pleads guilty. But mainly it is for other reasons: the case
being adjourned, or thrown out, because the prosecution barrister instructed
the night before has realized that key evidence hasn’t been gathered, or
because witnesses haven’t shown up; defendants on bail failing to
surrender, or defence witnesses not attending; the trial being adjourned
because crucial undermining material has not been disclosed by the
prosecution to the defence; defendants in custody not being brought to court
by private contractors – a problem that plagues every court in the land every
single day of the year; technology not working, such as a DVD of CCTV
being in the ‘wrong’ format for the court system; or a broken video-link
preventing a witness appearing virtually in the courtroom.

Or, a particular favourite of lawyers and judges, the interpreter for a non-
English speaking defendant or witness may not be present. Up until 2012,
courts would book interpreters directly, using an approved register of
qualified translators. Then the Ministry of Justice put out to tender all
justice-related interpretation services, and the contract was awarded to a
small company, Applied Language Solutions, who, before the contract had
kicked in, were purchased by Capita Translation and Interpreting.
Immediately 66 per cent of qualified interpreters refused to work under the
contract due to the derisory pay rates and conditions. Those who were
prepared to work were, to put it mildly, a mixed bag. Some had no training
in court procedure, and so could not translate basic terms of law (in one
case, an interpreter did not know the difference between murder and
manslaughter). Some were entirely unqualified in the language they
claimed to interpret.11 A serious rape trial in 2016 had to be stopped after a
week when it emerged that the interpreter was mistranslating the



evidence.12 A 2015 trial at the Old Bailey into alleged war crimes had to be
stopped for want of a qualified interpreter.13 An independent quality review
in 2014 found that less than half of Capita’s interpreters were properly
qualified.14 But the most common problem is that interpreters simply don’t
turn up. Over the life of the ALS/Capita contract, 2,500 trials were
adjourned due to lack of interpreters.15 Capita was made subject to
numerous orders for wasted costs by livid judges, and thousands of
complaints per year. Surprisingly enough, Capita declined to bid for the
new contracts starting in late 2016, but problems persist.

Now, some of the variables above, attributable to the disordered lives of
troubled defendants and witnesses, are difficult to control. But many of
them patently are not. They are within the power of mankind to minimize.
Some progress is (slowly) being made through Sir Brian Leveson’s 2016
efficiency reforms, which place heavy emphasis on the importance of
proper case management, by judges and parties, to reduce last-minute
hiccups or changes of plea. The belated introduction of modern information
technology into the criminal courts in 2016 is likewise making it easier to
identify problems with cases earlier. But to bang again on this rusty,
perforated drum, the primary cause that is identified by every person in the
system, every parliamentary report and every purse-lipped auditor remains
lack of proper funding. Each bereft component of the system – the courts,
the prosecution and the defence – has its own inefficiencies compounded by
those of the others, a clanging vicious circle which cannot be tidily
managed away for free. At best, those inefficiencies can be disguised from
public view by shuttling high volumes of cases through the system as
swiftly as possible, as we see currently in the magistrates’ courts, and as, I
fear, we are moving towards in the Crown Courts, where even more serious
offences, and the scope for even graver injustice, lurk. Given the choice
between doing it quick ’n’ cheap and doing it right, the laws of political
attraction will always favour the former.

And so, notwithstanding the curdling screams of the victims that it
pretends are put first, the executive ploughs on with further cuts to the
courts, blithely insisting that the forthcoming Digital Age will be the cure-
all, each transient minister safe in the knowledge that his or her
accountability for those pledges will never be tested.

Which means, for example, that despite Her Majesty’s Crown
Prosecution Service Inspectorate making plain that the CPS’s Rape and



Serious Sexual Offences units are ‘under-resourced for the current volume
of work and even more so for anticipated future increases’,16 and that this
feeds into the CPS failing to follow their victim policies in one third of sex
cases,17 there will be no money made available to plug the gap. No funding
to address the fact that, in two thirds of cases where the victim has alleged
serious sexual abuse, the CPS can’t even afford to send a proper Victim
Letter of adequate ‘quality, content and tone’.18

Victim Letters may not sound important, but to a victim they can be vital.
One of the hardest conversations I’ve ever had at court was with a man who
had received a Victim Letter informing him that the thug who had violently
entered his home and stolen his treasured family heirlooms had pleaded
guilty. The victim had turned up at court for the sentence hearing hoping
that the burglar might reveal the whereabouts of the stolen goods, which
included materially worthless but invaluable personal documents,
certificates and photographs. I had to inform him that, to the contrary, the
man for sentence today was a burglar in an entirely different case. My
further enquiries then revealed that the CPS had in fact discontinued this
victim’s case for want of evidence without telling him, compounding the
misery by sending out the wrong pro forma Victim Letter.

By itself, this minor bureaucratic error sounds minimal. But for this man,
it was everything. He asked me to repeat myself as he struggled with tears
in his eyes to compute how such a thing might happen – why would you tell
me that my crime is solved? He visibly crumpled as the realization dawned
that he was going home empty handed, to explain to his wife that their
burglar remained at large, and her irreplaceable professional qualification
certificates, hastily gathered as she fled her war-torn homeland, would not
be found. Standing there, functionally useless in my ridiculous courtwear, I
apologized over and over, my vicarious guilt multiplied by the man’s
downright decency. I recommended that he raise a formal complaint, and
promised that I would do likewise on his behalf. But it’s not enough. He
shouldn’t be an afterthought.

But victims often are. Not by the people on the ground, and certainly not
by the kind souls who volunteer their time to victims’ charities or to
offering comfort and support in the Witness Service at courts. But by those
running the system. As HMCTS merrily continues its spree of widespread
court sell-offs, it inverts the principle of locally rooted criminal justice and
renders it harder, more time-consuming and more expensive for victims to



get to court. ‘There will still be a court within an hour’s travel for 97
percent of people’,19 the Ministry disingenuously insists, ignorant of or
uncaring about the practical needs of those without their own car and in
rural areas poorly served by public transport. And so it is that I find myself
in witness rooms asking teenage boys who have been attacked in the street
by hardened thugs to re-attend their ‘local’ Crown Court, a four-hour round
trip on public transport, for an adjourned trial smack bang in the middle of
their school exam period. Knowing that such requests are reinforced with
the implicit threat of a court order to compel their attendance, it is difficult
to convince myself, on such occasions, that I am on the side of good.
Whose interests are being served by a justice system that treats its most
vulnerable as dots and digits on a spreadsheet?

Where there is a clash between short-term fiscal policy and the welfare of
victims, the former always wins out. Free pro-victim slogans, inexpensive
talking shops and circular expressions of intent will triumph over costly
extra court sitting days, a better quality of private contractor or a properly
resourced prosecution service. I do not pretend that in a reality of finite
resources, the solution is easy; but it is at least obvious. Practical
improvements of the victim’s treatment in the courts are identifiable.
Unlock the empty courtrooms. Pay for more judges or recorders (part-time
judges) to sit and deal with the backlog. Resource the police, CPS and the
Witness Care Unit so that proper attention can be given to cases and errors
can be minimized. Hold private contractors to their obligations, and enforce
sanctions for the delay and suffering that is caused when they take four
hours to drive a prisoner four miles to court. These should be the basics.

Victims v the Prosecution

‘So let me get this straight,’ the judge growled at me, head in his hands. I
exchanged wide eyes with my opponent perched at the opposite end of the
desk. He grinned, leant back in his chair and leisurely surveyed the environs
of the judge’s chambers. He, and I, knew what was coming.

Going into a judge’s chambers is a curious experience. It’s like going
backstage at the theatre. The actors all take off their wigs, the formality is
dialled down – the judge becomes ‘Judge’ rather than ‘Your Honour’ – and
matters can be discussed more freely. Some judges only invite counsel into



chambers under strictly limited and formal conditions, when the barristers
need to tell the judge about a confidential matter that can’t be spoken in
open court – such as where a convicted defendant has turned police
informant and wants the judge to know this before sentencing. Other judges
habitually summon barristers for a gossip, post-match analysis, or, as in this
case, where they want to bash heads together.

‘The defendant has already pleaded guilty to two serious offences of
violence. We’re here today simply for trial on a minor allegation that,
around the same time as breaking one man’s jaw and injuring another’s arm
– both of which the defendant admits – he also bit someone’s hand in the
scuffle, and caused a tiny scratch that I can’t even see on these damn
photos.’ The judge looked up to toss the offending images across the desk
towards me.

That was the measure of it. The defendant, Ryan, had a distinguished
history of expressing himself with wordless violence when he saw other
men talking to his girlfriend. One such man was a twenty-two-year-old
called Samuel, who made this error one night in a local bar. Two uppercuts
and three kicks later, Samuel was cradling a shattered jaw, and his buddy,
and brave intervener, Colin, was lying on the floor with an immobile arm.
Sensibly, Ryan had pleaded guilty at an early stage to battery and inflicting
grievous bodily harm. What he wouldn’t admit, however, and the reason for
our presence at trial that day, was that, as the melee spilled out onto the
street and into the gutter, Ryan had deliberately bitten Colin’s hand and
caused a tiny, 1cm cut, charged optimistically in a separate count as actual
bodily harm.

The judicial monologue continued.
‘Now you tell me that the aforementioned bite-ee has attended court

today oblivious to the fact that the defendant has even been charged with
biting him.’ I nodded – Yes, judge. He came because he’d been mistakenly
told that the defendant was denying breaking the other complainant’s jaw.
The judge waved away my interjection. ‘And this witness has said firstly
that he’s not sure that the bite was even intentional.’ Another nod from me.
‘And secondly, he has expressly told you that he has no interest in pursuing
this trivial, inconsequential, unprovable bite to trial.’ Yup. ‘And your
instructions from the Crown Prosecution Service are to nevertheless insist
that this man go into the witness box and that we have a three-day trial, at
the cost of several thousand pounds to the taxpayer, litigating something



which will not make a blind bit of difference to the overall sentence?’ I
nodded and twirled my wig in my hands.

What I could not say out loud, but had tried to hint to the judge through
coy smiles, nods and ‘uh-huhs’ during his soliloquy, was that I had given
this exact advice, on three occasions including today, to the CPS Divisional
Prosecutor.

Hauling seven civilian witnesses and three police officers to court for a
three-day ABH Crown Court trial where the evidence of actual bodily harm
is limited, and where the defendant has already pleaded guilty to inflicting
grievous bodily harm such that, even if convicted of the bite, it would not
make a difference to his sentence, does not appear to be in the public
interest.

I had set out the Sentencing Guidelines to show how little difference the
‘bite’ would make to Ryan’s sentence even if we won, which of course was
by no means guaranteed. I suggested that the CPS speak to Colin, explain
the position and seek his views. In response to my lovingly crafted five-
page advice – gratis, I don’t get paid for these things – I received a two-line
memo from the Divisional Prosecutor saying simply, ‘This must proceed to
trial.’ When I tried again, re-formulating my advice and politely asking
whether I’d missed anything in my application of the public interest test, I
got an equally sphinx-faced reply: ‘I disagree with your advice. Proceed to
trial.’

When Samuel and Colin arrived at court and realized that Ryan had
already admitted breaking their respective jaw and arm, they immediately
stated that they both wanted nothing more to do with proceedings. Colin’s
response when I explained that the trial was over the bite was a thoughtful,
‘Bite? Oh yeah. Y’know, I don’t think he actually meant it.’

I spoke to my nemesis on the phone and tried for a third time. His
response was candid, if nothing else: ‘We’re not dropping this. I’ve read
your advices, and if the witnesses are there, you’re pressing on.’ I explained
– doing my level best to minimize the passive aggression in my tone – that
not only were the witnesses reluctant, but Colin was effectively agreeing the
defence case that the bite was not so much wilful mouth-to-hand as
accidental hand-in-mouth. I really have to advise, I said, in the strongest
terms, that we knock this on the head.

His barked reply disclosed the root of our stalemate: ‘What about our
statistics?’



I am not privy to the mysterious workings of CPS statistics, but a lawyer
once told me that taking a decision not to proceed on the day of trial sets off
all sorts of alarm bells, triggers and internal reviews. Therefore, even if a
case is doomed, if it has nevertheless limped to the door of trial, the senior
decision-makers will insist you push it through and force the jury, or the
judge at the end of the prosecution case, to acquit.

And so we found ourselves in the judge’s chambers at an impasse, no one
at court, least of all the victim, thinking that a trial was a sensible idea, but
our hands tied by an office-bound civil servant craven to his statistics. The
judge’s expletive-filled reaction when I mentioned that the word ‘statistics’
had arisen in my discussions with the CPS was most unjudicial, but entirely
apt.

And this illustrates the irreconcilable tension that can arise between the
state prosecutor and the victim whose complaint it litigates. While the
desires of the state and complainant often converge – both, for example,
will usually want a conviction – the state has its own multiplex of
competing interests to manage, some of which will sit at odds with the
desires of the complainant.

Finite resources, for instance, will inevitably dictate that only cases
where there is sufficient evidence to realistically support a conviction will
be pursued to trial; to do otherwise would result in a disservice to not only
the taxpayer but other complainants with more meritorious cases lingering
in the blocked court system. It is also of fundamental fairness to the accused
that the state does not abuse its might by launching speculative prosecutions
based on negligible or inherently unreliable evidence, no matter how sure a
complainant professes to be of a defendant’s guilt. Moreover, public policy
will require that some prosecutions, where there is evidence to support a
charge, nevertheless ought not to be brought – for instance, in certain
heartbreaking cases of assisted dying, or cases where a defendant is so
infirm that a prosecution would be oppressive.

Those considerations are properly reflected in the Code for Crown
Prosecutors, which we looked at earlier, setting out the test for whether to
prosecute: is there a realistic prospect of conviction? And is it in the public
interest, considering among other things the interests and wishes of the
complainant?

Interests and wishes, it should be noted, are not synonymous. Domestic
violence cases expose the distinction; often the prosecution will proceed



notwithstanding the best efforts of the complainant, with her (for it is
usually her) manipulative other half pulling her strings from the wings, to
retract her truthful allegations. Securing the best interests of these
vulnerable, repeat victims of abuse may require compelling them to
cooperate with a trial process they profess no desire to enter.

But on other occasions, such as with Colin, it is difficult to see how the
Code for Crown Prosecutors is being satisfied. What about our statistics?
reverberates in my head several years on, a quasi-state secret let slip by an
immovable bureaucrat in a flash of frustration.

Because we see, both in the ordinary cases that make up my daily fare
and in macrocosm splashed across the newspapers, this third, uncodified
consideration slip into prosecutorial decisions: the prosecutor’s interest test.
What makes life more straightforward for the CPS in a culture of
hypercritical reflexive media reporting and centralized targets? And while
cases such as Colin’s are not a new phenomenon, the growing influence of
extraneous considerations has in recent years been demonstrated most
forcefully by the surge of prosecutions for allegations of historical sexual
offences.

It is easy to understand how we got here. Taking allegations seriously,
investigating them fully and prosecuting where the code is met are pillars of
the prosecution covenant; too often in the twentieth century, we have
belatedly learned, these were disregarded. Complainants – many potentially
victims of the most horrific sexual crimes alleged against high-profile
public figures – were failed. A correction was plainly required. Part of the
recalibration has taken the form of the CPS Victims’ Right to Review
Scheme, whereby as of 2013 a complainant has a right to seek a formal
review of a prosecution decision to not bring charges or to terminate
proceedings. A corresponding scheme exists in respect of police decisions
not to refer cases to the CPS. This is clearly a good thing. As the person
most affected by the state’s decision not to litigate a complaint, it stands to
reason that the complainant has the right to request a review by a second
CPS lawyer.

But while conscious decisions not to prosecute are now rightly made
answerable, slipping under the radar are cases which are being prosecuted
where they don’t meet the code. Under-resourced and terrified of letting slip
another Jimmy Savile, CPS Rape and Serious Sexual Offences (RASSO)
units, set up in 2013 to provide a specialist prosecuting service for sexual



allegations, have been overcompensating for historic wrongs by pursuing
cases where the evidence simply isn’t there. A review in 2016 concluded
that RASSO units were misapplying the evidential test even more
frequently than general CPS lawyers. Cases where there was no realistic
prospect of conviction were being erroneously charged and erroneously
reviewed. It was observed, from interviews with judges, police and
barristers, that there was a perception of ‘considerable pressure on the CPS
to improve on success rates and to prosecute more cases, which may lead to
some cases being pursued even though there is little chance of obtaining a
conviction after a trial.’20 A case study charted the tale, all too familiar to
practitioners, of a weak case being wrongly charged, and subsequent
reviewing lawyers feeling unable to take a sensible decision to discontinue
the case. In other instances, ‘decisions on cases are rushed to achieve
timeliness targets and then subsequently dropped when more thought is
given to the detail of the case.’

I have genuine sympathy. The pressure on the CPS, it must be
recognized, is enormous. The media squall surrounding Greville Janner in
2014 is instructive. When the Director of Public Prosecutions decided that it
was not in the public interest to prosecute the eighty-seven-year-old
demented Labour peer on charges of historical sexual abuse, the media
reaction was venomous. And wrongly so. While serious errors had been
made in the 1990s and 2000s, when Janner wrongly, in the view of an
independent report,21 escaped prosecution, the position in 2014 was
markedly different. Stricken with dementia and agreed by four psychiatrists
to be ‘unfit to plead’ in law, Janner could not be tried in the ordinary sense.
He could certainly not, as a matter of law, be convicted; all that could
happen was a ‘trial of the facts’ in which the ultimate outcome could only
have been an ‘absolute discharge’ – i.e. nothing. The DPP thus concluded
that it would not be in the public interest to engage in a resource-intensive
show trial of a seriously unwell octogenarian, putting complainants through
the strain of criminal proceedings.22 In response, campaigners and
commentators, few of whom had acquainted themselves with the law or
facts, clamoured for the DPP’s resignation for ‘failing the victims’ until the
decision was overturned (only to be ultimately thwarted by Janner
inconsiderately dying shortly afterwards).

Now, imagine you’re a CPS lawyer who saw first-hand the abuse that the
DPP received for taking a difficult decision, which could not be sensibly



characterized as unreasonable, not to prosecute a high-profile sex case. And
you have on your desk, awaiting review, an allegation of historical sexual
abuse, which doesn’t quite satisfy the evidential test. With all that swirling
in the mix, do you stick your head above the parapet and put your name to a
decision to terminate proceedings? Do you rigorously apply the code and
risk sparking a firestorm? Or do you perhaps loosen the strictures and think
that, well, the case is probably going nowhere, but . . . we could stick it in
front of the jury and see? Let them make the decision.

Many CPS lawyers I’ve worked with would do the first. They are brave
and principled and cognizant of the compelling reasons why the code exists.
But others, as the statistics in the report show, would follow the second
course. Keep the complainant happy. Avoid any media fallout. Don’t spook
the internal CPS statistics. Plus, you never know – a jury may even convict.

I understand the human temptation. When I take off my wig and sit down
with a witness at court to break the news that their case has collapsed, it is
indescribably horrid. Being faced with the weeping flesh-and-blood cost of
the system’s failings and having to find the words to say, ‘Sorry, no justice
for you,’ is one of the hardest parts of what we do. I at least am usually able
to truthfully – weaselly – exculpate myself from personal blame by pointing
to a decision of the judge or jury, or an evidential cock-up by a faceless,
nameless police officer. I am fortunate enough not to have ever had to look
a complainant in the eye and say, ‘I see your pain. I hear your story. And,
like the many professionals before me in whom you trusted, I am taking the
decision to do nothing about it.’ That daily burden on CPS prosecutors must
be at times unbearable.

But the harm caused by pursuing weak cases is real, and acute. It is
horribly difficult prosecuting sex cases. They are often compounds of the
most combustible elements in the prosecutorial spectrum: extremely serious
and distressing allegations; usually limited evidence beyond the word of the
complainant; the complainant themselves may well be vulnerable and
damaged and may have a personal, criminal or medical history which
impinges upon their credibility. These cases usually invite media attention,
plus there is the historical weight of state failure to act in previous such
cases, and there is enormous public pressure to improve upon conviction
rates perceived as historically paltry.

For all those reasons, it is imperative that only viable prosecutions are
pursued to trial. Giving a complainant ‘their day in court’ is not an abstract



administrative process. It means dragging a potential victim of child sexual
abuse through the years of interminable delays of the court process. It
means compelling them to re-live, in public, freshly uprooted agonies that
they thought were buried. It means subjecting them, in full view of their
loved ones, to hostile cross-examination into the most intimate spaces of
their personal and sexual lives. It means tearing through families, forcing
parents and grandparents and children to take sides in traumatic
adversarialism from which there is no hope of reunion. It means risking the
burning anguish of a not guilty verdict which, no matter how many times
you reassure them otherwise, they will forever carry as ‘proof’ that they
were not believed.

Doing that is only justifiable, as a matter of fundamental morality as
much as policy, if there is a realistic prospect that the state will secure a
conviction. Any consideration that dilutes or interferes with the primacy of
that assessment is bogus. It is to appropriate the complainant as an
instrument in pursuit of another aim for which the criminal courts are
neither intended, nor suited.

The criminal courts are not, for example, about catharsis, or giving a
victim their day in court, or providing closure. If those emerge as fortuitous
by-products of the trial process, so much the better, but the likelihood, from
experience, is that the overriding emotion at the conclusion of a
complainant giving evidence will be relief or regret, not celebration.
Counsel are not counsellors. Cross-examination is not therapy.

Nor is the court designed as a tool for engineering statistics pleasing to
CPS senior managers, or the politicians and special interests who bring their
own agendas to bear on the independence of the prosecution. It should not
be filled with unfeasible cases to virtue-signal to an inherently anti-
defendant media Just How Seriously We Treat This Type of Thing. Not
least as the one thing guaranteed to wash out conviction rates is a flood of
weak cases.

The court’s ultimate function is unitary. It is to test state accusations of
guilt. That’s all the apparatus is set up to do. It tests the credibility of the
evidence that the state brings in support of its case, and it asks the tribunal
of fact one single question: are you sure of guilt? If the prosecution does not
consider that it has a realistic prospect of succeeding, or that it is not in the
public interest to prosecute, that must trump all else.



And although I don’t for a moment expect those truths to be delivered by
prosecutors to complainants in such stark terms, I do think it right that they,
particularly those setting policy, internalize and act on those basic truths,
instead of compromising. Being a prosecutor, as a wise colleague once told
me, isn’t about being popular. Less still, in the words of an even wiser
judge, is it about bloody civil service targets.

The judge’s solution to our impasse was ingenious. He directed that the
CPS District Prosecutor attend court to explain his decision in person. Sure
enough, no sooner had those words left my lips and whizzed down the
receiver did the curt reply spring forth: ‘Look, just offer no evidence.
Goodbye.’ After months of head-thumping wrangling, sensible instructions
were finally forthcoming. But it took the threat of having to leave the snug
confines of his office, enter the den of the criminal courts and publicly
justify his decision, to make that jobsworth apply his mind to the genuine
interests of the victims and the public. This is far from an exceptional tale.
And, I would come to learn, far from an exceptional course taken by the
judge.

Not long after, a colleague was prosecuting an allegation of racially
aggravated common assault. The defendant had already been convicted of a
spree of violent armed robberies and was awaiting sentence, which couldn’t
go ahead until this new matter was concluded. In between relieving
jewellers of tens of thousands of pounds’ worth of bling, he had slapped his
girlfriend and called her a ‘white bitch’. He admitted the assault. He would
not admit using those words. Racially aggravated offences being of
particular importance to CPS statisticians (notwithstanding the nil effect it
would have on sentence in light of the armed robberies), there was no way,
my friend was told, this could be dropped. Not even if the complainant
agreed.

As in Ryan’s case, when the apoplectic judge was informed of the
Crown’s position, he demanded an inperson explanation from the regional
CPS bigwig. And, again, no sooner had the request been communicated
than, strangely enough, an ‘ad hoc review’ immediately concluded that
maybe, just maybe, proceeding to trial wasn’t in the public interest after all.

Victims v Defendants



The filthy little secret that we hide from victims is that the aspects of the
criminal process that often trigger the greatest distress are those that arise
not by accident, but by design of the adversarial trial system that pits state
against defendant. And this dynamic is worth considering further. Because
amid the thud-thud of the Victims First march, there will be vulnerable
people believing that the source of this trauma can easily be moderated.
And crowd-pleasing snake oil politicians emptily indulging those
misapprehensions, or worse, seeking to crudely realize them, with little
understanding of the damage that they thereby do.

The difficulty begins when the state appropriates what is to an individual
an essentially private dispute. From that moment, the fate of the victim and
the state are tightly bound – although as we have seen above, it is far from
an equal relationship. The victim is formally stripped out of the litigation;
the indictment is headed ‘Regina v Jones’, not ‘Smith v Jones’. The state
determines whether to initiate proceedings, the parameters of any litigation
and whether, at any stage, to silently discharge two bullets into the case and
bury it at sea. The victim is no longer a victim; she is, in the properly
neutral language of the court, a complainant. The existence and extent of
her suffering will be doubted, the subject of debate and analysis by
strangers; her agonies reduced to writing and legally pasteurized into
admissible, artificial evidence. Her involvement is both peripheral and
central; she is not represented – the prosecution barrister is not ‘her
barrister’; she will not be permitted to watch any of the pre-trial
proceedings nor the trial itself until she has given evidence; and her views
on what should happen at sentence are immaterial. Yet she will personally
carry the success or failure of the proceedings. Her evidence will usually be
crucial; she will be compelled under pain of imprisonment to attend court to
deliver it. And, if the verdict is not guilty, she will feel responsible. No
matter how many times I or any other prosecuting advocate assures her that
a not guilty verdict does not mean that a jury has disbelieved her – often the
verdict is a reflection of other weaknesses or inconsistencies in the
prosecution’s case – I will see in her eyes, as I see in the eyes of hundreds
of others, that she doesn’t believe me.

‘The threshold for a guilty verdict is so very high,’ I try to console a
complainant after her alleged stalker is acquitted. ‘It’s not a reflection on
you; it’s a reflection on us, the prosecution.’ But as the formula falls from
my lips, it is plain she is not buying it. My entreaties cannot and will not



help her find peace, or help her sleep. I’m just the wigged babbling fool
who failed to catch her tormentor.

But more than that, being bound to the state also means that the victim is
forced to play by the state’s rules, which hold at their heart a fundamental
commitment to individual liberty. The state retains the power upon
conviction to deprive a defendant of his freedom for any period up to and
including his whole life. The greatest risk in this litigation is therefore borne
by the accused; hence the centrality of the burden and standard of proof.
Unlike in civil proceedings where only money is at stake and the burden is
on the claimant to prove their case ‘on the balance of probabilities’, the
potential for loss of liberty demands that a higher standard be imposed on a
criminal prosecutor. They must prove their – and the complainant’s – case
beyond reasonable doubt. The defendant has to prove nothing. We agree
that guilty people should walk free rather than the innocent be convicted.
That is why, if we know one of two people did the deed but cannot be sure
which one, we let both go free, rather than locking up both knowing that it
guarantees we get the right man.

The complainant has to share that burden, and its consequences, in
deference to our first principles. It regrettably follows that genuine victims
will exit the process feeling that justice has been denied. That the verdict
was wrong. But, save for the cases where the case has not been prosecuted
competently, the only way to improve this state of affairs for the
complainant would necessitate an incursion into the rights of the accused.
Which would mean more innocent people are convicted.

The same zero-sum equation applies to the adversarial trial process. The
defence advocate, instructed that his client is innocent, will at every turn be
trying to undermine the credibility of the prosecution evidence, and
therefore the complainant. Her honesty, accuracy and integrity will be
questioned. If her evidence contrasts to the slightest degree with other
evidence in the case, she will be accused of unreliability, or lying. If her
evidence is wholly consistent with the others, it will be because she has
connived with her fellow witnesses. If she mis-speaks, or contradicts
herself, it will be held up to the jury as proof positive of her inherent
uselessness as a witness of truth. If she breaks down in sobs, these are
crocodile tears; a cynical performance for the jury.

It is this part of the process that understandably holds the greatest fear for
witnesses. And it is the part that is guaranteed to see a defence barrister’s



face plastered across the tabloids when her guilty client is convicted and her
earlier cross-examination of the distraught complainant is held up as the
cynical effort of her client to evade justice for his sick acts. But while often
the witness will be truthful, and the defendant a lying guilty scoundrel, on
occasion the witness will be lying. Or genuinely mistaken. Improving the
experience of the witness by softening the edges of the adversarial process
may mean that those lies or mistakes go unexposed. And that innocent
people are locked up.

There are of course proper limits on the way in which witnesses, and in
particular complainants, may be challenged in court. Questions must be
relevant. Advocates are barred, both by law and professional ethics, from
pursuing lines of questioning or adopting demeanours designed to
intimidate or humiliate witnesses. Vulnerable witnesses are eligible for
‘special measures’, allowing them to give evidence in court from behind a
screen, or in certain cases over a video-link, to improve the quality of their
evidence. Defendants cannot themselves cross-examine complainants in sex
cases; if they are self-representing, a lawyer will be appointed by the court
to act for them for that purpose.

But where we stray beyond that and interfere with the ability of the
defendant to properly challenge the complainant’s evidence, we are
impeding him from challenging the prosecution. It sounds like a
circumlocutory way to make a simple point, but I fear this self-evident truth
has been relegated, if not forgotten completely, in the stampede to Put
Victims First. Testing a witness’ evidence can sometimes not be done
without robust challenge by the defence barrister. It is in those testy
courtroom exchanges, as the sweaty witness becomes panicked, tied up in
their own lies, that the jury sees the glint of truth escaping.

If, as we often hear suggested, certain lines of relevant questioning were
prohibited in sensitive cases to spare the complainant’s distress, the
defendant would be deprived of challenging the prosecution evidence with
the same vigour as he will no doubt be challenged by the prosecution
barrister. Imbalance would result, and vital defence points, key to an
acquittal, may not emerge in the evidence.

An illustration of this clash of interests made front pages in 2016, in the
case of the professional footballer Ched Evans. His original conviction for
rape was quashed on appeal after fresh evidence emerged relating to
previous sexual behaviour of the complainant, and with the assistance of



this evidence he was acquitted at his retrial. Questions about a
complainant’s sexual history are only allowed in tightly controlled
circumstances following a change in the law in 1999,23 and only where to
not allow the evidence would result in the jury reaching an ‘unsafe
conclusion’. The Court of Appeal ruled that, in the exceptional
circumstances of the case, the evidence and questions should be permitted.
The reaction, from media, commentators and politicians, was as fevered as
it was uninformed. This decision was falsely, but repeatedly, cited as
establishing a dangerous precedent that women could be gratuitously asked
about irrelevant matters of sexual history solely to discredit them in the
eyes of the jury. The complaints were made almost entirely by people who
didn’t understand how the law operated, or why it was applied in the way it
was in this particular case, and who didn’t seem to care. Rather, they
perceived a victim who had suffered an (undoubtedly) unpleasant and
invasive experience in a sex trial, and decreed that Something Must Be
Done. This Something, in the mind of Labour MP Harriet Harman,
amounted to preventing defendants from ever applying to rely on evidence
of a complainant’s previous sexual history, a measure proposed as an
amendment to a Bill in 2017.24 It hadn’t occurred to her to ask why the law
allows such evidence in exceptional circumstances. She hadn’t paused to
consider, for example, that some of the grimmest cases involve sexual
allegations made by very young children who have previously been abused.
When, say, a troubled, confused seven-year-old girl makes a complaint
against her teacher in the horrific detail that can only be gleaned from direct
sexual experience, the prosecution will suggest to the jury that the
allegation must be true; how else would a child so young know so much?
But if the child was appallingly abused by her uncle at the age of five, this
would provide the innocent teacher with an answer. Harman’s Law however
would strip him of this vital evidence. The complainant’s comfort would be
paramount. The impact upon the fairness of proceedings to the defendant,
and the real risk of an unsafe conviction, would simply not matter.

And I fear that this captures the spirit of the times. Much of what has
developed in recent years to accommodate witnesses – particularly the
toolkits and training provided to advocates questioning child witnesses or
witnesses with learning needs – is sensible, humane and proportionate. But
when Putting Victims First means rebalancing adversarialism in the
complainant’s favour, and tilting the scales away from the defence, I worry.



The test I think, in all such cases, is to put yourself in the shoes of the
falsely accused. What restrictions on your ability to mount your defence are
you content to accept to permit your accuser an easier ride? But as with so
much when it comes to these debates, the underlying assumption is that it
will never be me.



6. Defenceless and Indefensible

‘To be an effective criminal defence counsel, an attorney must be prepared to be demanding,
outrageous, irreverent, blasphemous, a rogue, a renegade, and a hated, isolated, and lonely
person – few love a spokesman for the despised and the damned.’1

Clarence Darrow (1857–1938)

The Bar, and the criminal Bar in particular, invests its members with the
glorious illusion of self-importance and gritty, doughty glamour. The role of
the trial lawyer evokes the romantic myth of those historical and literary
crusaders for justice whose swashbuckling advocacy and fearless derring-
do capture the imagination of every popular retelling of a criminal case.
Being a defence barrister satisfies that needy compulsion to take centre
stage, to play the action hero in the story of somebody else’s life. To be a
defence barrister is to let the taste of the improbable acquittal linger
coquettishly on the senses, before turning to your grateful, innocent client in
the dock with the wink that says, Told You It’d Be Fine. It is to be greeted
outside the swinging courtroom door by the ecstasy of vindicated relatives,
patting you vigorously on the back and telling you that your voice, your
genius, alone was the difference between the service of justice and its
miscarriage. It is to tip your wig, and wryly reply to raucous, dizzy
laughter: In the nicest possible way, I hope I don’t see any of you ever
again; and sweep into the embers of sundown with the misattributed words
of Clarence Darrow playing against the swell of a John Williams
soundtrack.

The daily reality is obviously nothing of the sort. You’re more likely to
be sitting in a urine-soaked cell with a career burglar demanding to know
why his fucking co-defendant got unpaid work while he got three years, and
listening politely at how the last fucking brief he had would’ve fucking got
him off and what do you fucking mean there’s no chance on a fucking



appeal? But that is the story we spin for ourselves. We justify the neglect of
our families and the ruin of our social lives with the soothing reassurances
to our ego, bolstered by pop culture, that we Rumpoles, and what we do –
trial advocacy – are what justice is all about.

Except, of course, it’s not. Not remotely. Because the vast bulk of the
work in most criminal cases will be done not by the advocate creaming the
credit at the end of the trial, but by the litigator. The solicitor. If you are
charged with a criminal offence, your solicitor will be your guiding light
from dawn until dusk.

Their existence is critical to ensuring that the adversarial system
functions as it should. And they are often underappreciated as much by the
Bar as by the public. I couldn’t do what criminal solicitors do. I am
fortunate to operate at several degrees of separation from the flesh and
blood of my subject; by the time the brief reaches the barrister, the
immediate horror of the allegations has been sanitized and packaged into a
neat, dehumanized index of typed statements and two-dimensional
photographs. The client will have had a few weeks to process his situation
before he meets me; while he may still be distressed, the white-hot emotion
of his visceral response to his predicament, often fizzing through the
transcript of his police interview, has had time to cool. In that regard, much
as I’d like to pretend otherwise, my services cannot really be described as
front line. Whereas solicitors, like the police, very much are. They are the
ones figuratively and literally rooting around in the dankest corners of the
lives of those involved. It will be the solicitor who is roused at 3.30 a.m. to
scurry to the police station to attend to the foaming, screaming crack addict
caked in his girlfriend’s warm blood; to inhale the foul mingling of bodily
fluids and take those first harrowing instructions as to what manner of
depravity he acted out upon her and exactly how he delivered the fatal blow.
It will be the solicitor parking her car on the city’s toughest estate as she
trawls the neighbours for potential defence witnesses and returning to find
her windows bricked in. She will be the one fielding hourly calls from the
defendant’s traumatized family bellicosely demanding answers that she
cannot provide. Not me. I just read about her efforts in dispatches.

When defence solicitors are able to do their often grim and thankless job
properly, it makes us all safer. The chances of the innocent being convicted,
perhaps while the real culprit remains at large, are decreased. Good defence
litigators keep the prosecution honest. And they keep the system honest.



A good example of this relates to one of the central planks of the grand
efficiency reforms that kicked in in 2016: the drive to increase early guilty
pleas.

As we saw earlier, one of the causes of scheduled trials not going ahead
is defendants changing their pleas from ‘not guilty’ to ‘guilty’ at the last
minute, often once they’ve learned that the prosecution witnesses have
turned up for trial and conceded that the game is up. Tweaking the system
to encourage such defendants to admit their guilt earlier, and spare the
prosecution, courts and witnesses the cost of the matter proceeding to trial,
is an ostensibly sensible way of smoothing those inefficiencies.

To achieve this, courts require a defendant to indicate his plea – guilty or
not guilty – at the earliest stage in the proceedings before the magistrates,
and penalize those who delay entering a guilty plea beyond that date.
Again, on its face not an objectionable course: pragmatic sentencing policy
has long rewarded those who admit their crimes with a ‘discount’ of up to
one third off their sentence, and incentivizing this to occur at the earliest
stage of the criminal process should generate the greatest savings.

But. But but but. We saw when discussing bail how little information is
available to the defence at the first appearance. It often takes place within
days of the alleged offence, while the prosecution case is still being built.
The evidence against the defendant – the witness statements, photographs,
medical reports and so forth – will often not have been passed to the CPS.
All that the prosecution is required to provide at the first appearance is the
often inaccurate MG5 police summary of the allegation; it is within the
CPS’s discretion as to whether other evidence is ‘relevant to plea’ and
should therefore be handed over. And all the observations made when
discussing bail apply here, only instead of a temporary restriction of liberty,
the solicitor is expected to advise on the potentially life-changing issue of
plea.

The justification is the tired mantra of the magistrates (and, increasingly,
as a result of the ‘efficiency reforms’, judges) fired at the defence lawyer:
‘Your client knows whether he’s done it.’ Which in straightforward cases
may be correct (‘Did you steal that apple, Dougal?’ ‘Yes ma’am, I did.’) but
in others will be a fallacy. Sometimes, it will simply not be possible to
advise a client on whether the prosecution case is made out in law, without
seeing the evidence supporting the charges. Saying ‘a defendant knows
what he’s done’ is like saying to a man in a GP’s office: ‘You know what’s



wrong with you.’ He may know that his knee hurts, but how is he to say
whether it is bruising, swelling, cartilage damage, pulled ligaments, a tear,
sprain, twist, tweak or fracture without expert input? Now imagine the
expert is asked to advise and diagnose without examining the knee. And
then confidently recommend a life-changing course of action. That’s what
solicitors are being asked to do every day.

Let’s take an example. A drunk yahoo on an adjacent barstool shouts
something threatening in your direction and moves as if he’s about to swing
for you. You instinctively and pre-emptively hit him once to the face. He
falls and thwangs his head on the floor. He later tells the police that he’s
suffered a fractured jaw, and you are charged with inflicting grievous bodily
harm, carrying a prison sentence of up to five years. At the first appearance,
your solicitor only has your instructions – which amount to, ‘It all moved so
fast, I thought he was going to hit me and I lashed out’ – and the police
MG5 summary based on the complainant’s witness statement.

The issue here is whether you were acting in reasonable self-defence.
The key word is ‘reasonable’: if a court finds that you were honestly acting
in self-defence, but went beyond what is reasonable, you would be guilty.
Cue your question: what is reasonable? The assessment of ‘reasonableness’
is the type of intangible value judgement on which a legal expert’s opinion
would be really quite useful. It would be invaluable, you might think, for a
hardened veteran of such cases to advise on whether a court is likely to find
for you or against you, before you admit guilt to a serious criminal offence.

If it were me advising, I would be enormously uncomfortable
recommending a plea based on the MG5 and your hazy, speculative
recollection. I would want to see the complainant’s statement in full. I
would want the statements of the other witnesses in the bar. I would want
statements from your friends and family who saw what happened. I’d want
the CCTV from the pub. I’d want to know a bit more about the complainant
– let’s see if he’s the kind of brooding brute who would reasonably inspire
terror, or if he’s a five-foot, eight-stone string bean. I would want every
perspective on that split-second flashpoint before I advised you on whether,
in my professional opinion, you are likely to succeed running self-defence,
or whether you are best off by pleading guilty on the basis that you intended
self-defence but went a bit far, and thereby maximizing your discount on
your sentence. I’d also want, for good measure, the medical evidence
supporting the yahoo’s claim of a fractured mandible, because if he’s being



untruthful and it’s simply bad bruising, that ain’t grievous bodily harm,
sunshine.

But here’s the rub – if I want that extra material, we’re going to need an
adjournment. And the new orthodoxy, as we saw when discussing
magistrates, is No Adjournments. While we have already illustrated how
this can operate against the prosecution, it operates equally as viciously
against the defence. Whereas in the past a measure of judicial common
sense was encouraged, and you could persuade a court to adjourn without
indicating your plea to allow for that further, crucial evidence, now you will
be forced to pin your colours to the mast. Plead guilty immediately, and get
the lightest sentence. Or plead not guilty now, and then if you change your
plea to guilty once the evidence has been served, take your punishment in
the form of reduced credit on your sentence.2

The consequence of strong-arming defendants into early decisions is that
people who may not be guilty of the charge – or of any charge – may feel
pressured into pleading guilty. It is not merely a theoretical risk: the Court
of Appeal has had to overturn convictions arising out of ‘early guilty pleas’
when the evidence has subsequently emerged and been shown to contradict
the prosecution allegation.3 And the only discernible explanation for the
inflexibility of the policy is to save the court and prosecution costs involved
in producing the evidence. Early guilty pleas equal cheap guilty pleas. It
does not follow, of course, that early guilty pleas equal correct guilty pleas.
The forsaking of the latter maxim in favour of the former is, in my view,
repugnant. The courts, and the senior judiciary tasked with bringing in the
new age of reform, trumpet an increase in guilty pleas as a self-evident
good. I wonder whether they ever ask themselves how many guilty pleas
would be too many.

But this all emphasizes the importance of good solicitors. Because
solicitors have been central to challenging the operation of this policy, both
at a higher level and at the coalface standing up to intransigent magistrates.
Despite extreme pressure from courts to force solicitors to extract early
pleas from their clients – for example, one London magistrates’ court in
2016 operated a policy whereby any solicitor who wanted to apply for an
adjournment would be made to wait all day until the end of the court list –
good solicitors have stood firm and made plain, in person and through their
professional bodies, that they will not collaborate in this parody of justice.4
They have been relentless in resisting the state’s efforts to save costs by



diminishing the core principles of our justice system. They defy the
prevailing judicial orthodoxy that more convictions and more guilty pleas,
rather than the quality of justice, are the benchmarks by which our system
should be appraised. And they are succeeding in winning incremental
changes to the procedural rules that permit the present imbalance.

The importance of good, brave defence solicitors is further manifested at
each stage of the criminal process. They take your instructions, apply for
your legal aid, advise on the evidence, instruct the right barrister, instruct
expert witnesses, take witness statements, visit you in custody if you’re not
on bail, chase the CPS endlessly for vital disclosure and handle an ever-
growing Everest of paperwork on your behalf. And they do their damnedest
to gather evidence to persuade the prosecution to discontinue. One of my
solicitors visited fourteen houses to obtain fourteen witness statements from
punters who confirmed that, contrary to what two police officers had
claimed, my client Nathan, the landlord of The Old Goat, had in fact been
in a different room of the pub entirely when the violence at the bar broke
out, and far from being the instigator was trying to keep his old mum out of
harm’s way. The mistaken identification by the police officers was accepted
by the CPS, who dropped the case before trial. Without his solicitor’s
efforts, there might have been a very different outcome. He was a
magistrates’ bench away from wrongful conviction, revocation of licence,
and loss of home and livelihood. Such what-ifs often give me serious pause
for thought.

However. There is an iceberg ahead.
The ability of publicly funded defence solicitors to do their job is under

increasing peril. Prosecutorial and systemic inefficiencies and the
correctives devised to address them together conspire to load resource-
sapping burdens onto the plates of small and medium firms. In a sinister
pincer, the relentless slashing of legal aid rates renders it near-impossible
for many solicitors to remain financially viable. Meanwhile, their client
base is under threat from a particular breed of unscrupulous vulture solicitor
lurking in the shadows of the system. These crooks care not a jot for
professional reputation nor the welfare of the defendant; they are parasites.
They are the minority whose contempt for ethical and moral norms
regrettably often defines the public perception of criminal defence lawyers.
These firms poach unwitting clients with empty promises of guaranteed
acquittals, cash payments and gifts. Once the client is signed up, they sit



and wait to cash the legal aid certificate without doing any work on the
case, either forcing the defendant to plead guilty or leaving him to swing in
the breeze at trial. Their business model is stack ’em high and sell ’em
cheap, maximizing the number of cases and minimizing the work actually
done – a repugnant, but hideously rational, consequence of meagre fixed
legal aid rates.

While presently this rabble is in the minority, if good local firms, caught
between an indifferent system and unregulated pirates, find themselves
unable to stay afloat, a lacuna will emerge which may be filled by exactly
the wrong type of outfits. The unwary first-time defendant reliant on
publicly funded criminal defence will be in very real danger.

Let’s look at how the unsustainable pressures on defence solicitors are
operating in practice.

Doing the Prosecution’s Job

We’ve already visited the inefficiencies of the system in earlier chapters,
and seen their impact upon the prosecution, courts and witnesses. But what
we have not yet explored is how over recent years these have been
reimagined not as the problem of the prosecution, nor of the court, but of
the defence.

Walk into any case management hearing – where pretrial issues are
thrashed out – in any criminal courtroom, and you will usually observe two
phenomena. First, the prosecution being castigated for failing to serve or
disclose crucial material many months ago, in repeat defiance of multiple
iterations of court directions. And second, the exasperated judge or
magistrates, having listened to the prosecutor’s predictable homilies (‘It’s a
regrettable oversight, Your Honour’; ‘I’m afraid I don’t have a satisfactory
explanation to put before the court’; ‘Your Honour is aware of the straitened
resources under which the Crown is operating’), recalibrating their artillery
to take aim at the defence advocate and demanding to know what the
defence have done to fix the problem.

Why so, you ask? The prosecution brings the proceedings against the
defendant; if it can’t get its act together and comply with basics such as
serving the evidence on which the case relies, what concern is it of the
defendant? Why does he not just silently sit back and, if the prosecution’s



house is in disarray on the day of trial, take advantage by escaping lithely
through a window? Why should he be under any obligation to mop up the
Crown’s spillages?

The answer lies in a cultural shift that has taken place over the last fifteen
years or so, which has been codified in the Criminal Procedure Rules that
since 2005 reign over criminal proceedings. Back in the mid- to late
twentieth century, the burden of proof was not merely sacrosanct but
absolute. The prosecution had to prove its case. The defendant was entitled
to say nothing, do nothing, and simply wait until trial to see if there was a
chink in the prosecution chainmail through which a cunning solicitor or
barrister could fire a silver bullet. Often, the silver bullet would be a highly
obscure and technical point of law; other times, it would be a point so
crashingly obvious that the prosecution had assumed it was agreed and so
had not adduced any evidence on it. Most commonly, these ‘ambush
defences’ were deployed in the magistrates’ courts, often in trials of
motoring offences, where the general lack of order and scrutiny proved
fertile ground for such tactics to thrive.

In the post-Criminal Procedure Rules world, things are very different.
The ‘overriding objective’ of the Rules is that cases be dealt with ‘justly’, a
proposition that includes:

Acquitting the innocent and convicting the guilty, dealing with the prosecution and the defence
fairly, respecting the interests of witnesses, dealing with the case efficiently and expeditiously,
and also [. . .] dealing with the case in a way that takes into account the gravity of the offence, the
complexity of what is in issue, the severity of the consequences to the defendant and others
affected and the needs of other cases.5

Additionally, both prosecution and defence are now under a duty to
actively assist the court in that objective. A key component of this is that,
after centuries of not being so required, the defence must clearly identify
the disputed issues at the outset of proceedings. In a series of High Court
decisions from 2006 onwards, cherished totems of the cunning defence
lawyer were demolished one by one, held to be contrary to the spirit and
letter of the New World Order. Defence lawyers were sternly warned:

Criminal trials are no longer to be treated as a game, in which each move is final and any
omission by the prosecution leads to its failure. It is the duty of the defence to make its defence
and the issues it raises clear to the prosecution and to the court at an early stage.6



And so, at the first appearance before the magistrates, the defence will be
expected to specify what is disputed: the correctness of an identification, or
the accuracy of scientific evidence, self-defence, the drugs weren’t mine
and so forth. Attempting to obscure the issues, or raising an issue at the last
minute in a nostalgic ambush, will attract not just censure but cost penalties
against the lawyers. Plus the prosecution will be given the opportunity to
reopen their case and fill the gap you’ve so cleverly spotted, so you gain no
advantage whatsoever. If you fail to identify the issues in a Defence
Statement in Crown Court proceedings, the jury can be told that they can
hold that against the defendant when considering the issue of his guilt.
Defence engagement is now key.

There are conflicting schools of thought among professionals and
academics. Traditionalists would argue, and have argued (normally
unsuccessfully before the High Court), that this sea change offends basic
founding principles of adversarialism, such as the burden of proof and the
right to silence. No one chooses to be prosecuted; why should a defendant
‘identify the issues’ and give the prosecution a chance to build a stronger
case against him?

For my part, I’m a little less militant (or less principled, depending on
your view). While recognizing the eminence of the burden of proof, I see no
offence in trying to ensure that cases are determined on their evidential
merits, rather than on the sharpness of the lawyer. If the prosecution
evidence is weak, or if, despite multiple opportunities, the Crown has
omitted to address holes in its case, a defendant should plainly be entitled to
the benefit of the state’s failure. But where gamesmanship is deployed to
catch the prosecution off-guard on a technical point of procedure, I struggle
to accept that this is just part and parcel of the adversarial procedure. I think
that the old way of operating was premised on a conception of justice as
requiring solely the avoidance of the conviction of the innocent. Whereas I
would submit, perhaps to howls of anguish from purists, that while that
must be the most important principle, it is not the only one. As the Criminal
Procedure Rules, and first principles, provide, the conviction of the guilty is
of obvious secondary importance. And while I would never advocate a
system that prioritized that over the acquittal of the innocent (for that way
tyranny lies), requiring that the ‘game’ – even a game to which one
participant is dragged rather than invited – be played by common rules
designed to ensure a just outcome seems to me to be right. Rules that allow



the court and the parties to engage with the real issues, and ensure that the
proceedings are played cleanly by both sides, appear to be a proportionate
means of achieving it. And if, as the Bar Code of Conduct tells me, my duty
is to assist the court in the administration of justice, identifying the issues
for trial does not strike me as anathema.

The rub comes when we look at how that principle has evolved in the
courtroom. Because in practice, the defence are expected to do far more
than simply identify the issues. Many solicitors would reflect that they are
often expected to do the CPS’s job for them. ‘Assisting the court in
fulfilling the overriding objective of the Rules’ means that, if the court has
directed that the CPS serve key evidence or a legal application (say an
application to rely on the defendant’s previous convictions) by a given date
and the CPS has defaulted, the defence should be chasing the CPS to
remind them to serve the incriminating evidence against their client. Rather
than assume that the CPS’s indolence will be their downfall, defence
solicitors must in the spirit of the Rules chivvy the prosecution along and
bring its failure timeously to the court’s attention. Chasing the CPS has
always comprised a thankless portion of the defence solicitor’s diet. As we
have seen, the disclosure of material in the prosecutor’s possession that
might reasonably assist the defence or undermine the prosecution and
which the Crown are legally obliged to provide to the defence has long been
abominable in both magistrates’ and Crown Courts, and it is not uncommon
for dozens of requests to be faxed, emailed and deposited on CPS
answering machines, never to be addressed. But that, although
unacceptable, can at least be chalked up as a job foreseeably within the
remit of the defence representatives. When the same effort again has to be
expended chasing material that doesn’t assist your client but assists the
prosecutor, solicitors are carrying a burden which, aside from the obvious
objection from principle, has a cumulative consequence on defence
resources. Put simply, the more time a firm spends chasing the CPS, the less
time it has to prepare its clients’ defences. And as the CPS budget has
decreased, and its inefficiencies have increased, the volume of additional
unpaid chasing that the defence are expected to undertake is going up and
up and up.

I slipped in the word ‘unpaid’ advisedly. Because here lies the kicker. In
police stations, magistrates’ courts and ‘volume’ Crown Court cases (the
bulk of the Crown Court’s everyday work, excluding the super-serious or



important cases), which make up the bulk of solicitors’ work, and where the
prosecution disorder is greatest, solicitors are paid a fixed fee per case. This
system has been in place in the magistrates’ court since 1993, and as of the
latest round of ‘reform efficiencies’ in 2016, this has been extended so that
litigators are now paid a modest fixed fee for police station, magistrates’
court and Crown Court cases involving up to 500 pages of evidence (i.e.
most Crown Court work). The fixed fee is intended to reduce spending on
legal aid, but often does not reflect work actually done. If the idiosyncrasies
of a case – the vulnerabilities of the defendant or the complexity and
volume of the evidence – render it more time-consuming, much of the
solicitor’s work is unpaid. Or, if you like, all of it is paid, but at an
economically unviable rate.

This may surprise you. The stereotype holds that lawyers are fabulously
well off. You may well know a lawyer, or of a friend of a friend who’s a
lawyer, who is fabulously well off. If so, I offer you an iron-clad guarantee
that they are not a criminal lawyer. We’ll look a little more at the myths of
barristers’ earnings later, but suffice to say that the rates that your defence
solicitor will be paid on legal aid can be astonishingly low.

What is Your Solicitor Being Paid?

Let’s take a worked example, from police station through to trial. To borrow
from a case I once defended: let’s imagine that your marriage sadly
dissolves, and you leave the family home to live elsewhere whilst the
acrimonious legal process takes its course. On the eve of an important
business trip, you realize in a panic that your passport is in a drawer in the
study of your former abode. Your spouse is herself away on holiday and the
house is locked and empty. Fortunately, you know that by jimmying a
screwdriver in the conservatory back door, you can spring the mechanism,
let yourself in, retrieve your passport and skip away into the starlight, with
no harm or damage caused. Unfortunately, a nosy neighbour, knowing the
occupiers to be in Spain, spies you fiddling with the rear door and calls the
police, who arrive in a blaze of sirens moments later. When the police
telephone your vengeful spouse in Malaga, she throws her weight behind a
tactical prosecution, claiming that your true purpose in breaking in was to



help yourself to certain valuable trinkets that were the subject of dispute in
the divorce proceedings.

Your explanation cuts little ice with the uniformed officers, and you are
arrested on suspicion of burglary and escorted to your local police station,
arriving shortly before midnight. At this point, your solicitor kicks into
action. They will clamber out of bed and head across town to join you.
They will advise you during your police interview, which can last,
depending on the seriousness of the allegation and the skill of the
interviewer, up to several hours. In an ideal world, your explanation would
suffice for the police to take no further action. But given what the police are
inclined to believe in this case, they persist. You are bailed pending further
enquiries, and, a month later, are charged with burglary.

That sounds like a straightforward enough process, but in that period
between arrest and charge your solicitor will be beavering away for hours,
if not days, trying to head off the prosecution. They will be writing letters to
the police custody sergeant trying to relax that ridiculous condition on your
police bail that prevents you from seeing your children. They will be
liaising with your divorce solicitor to obtain any paperwork from those
proceedings that might help in proving your bona fides to the police. If you
had been required to attend an identification procedure at the police station,
they would accompany you, scrutinize the procedure to ensure its
lawfulness and deal with the paperwork, which might take close to a full
day. If further evidence emerges and the police wish to interview you again,
back you and the solicitor go. You may have two years’ worth of
confrontational emails and social media correspondence with your
estranged spouse, which your solicitor will read to ascertain whether
anything might help you. There will be phone calls with you and written
correspondence and every effort made to put together enough to dissuade
the police from charging you.

For all that work, the solicitor will be paid a single fixed ‘police station
attendance’ fee of roughly £170. If that sounds a low gross figure for what
might amount to twenty hours’ work, it’s because it is. In the words of a
solicitor I know, every police station attendance is now considered a loss-
leader. Solicitors do it because they hope firstly that they will succeed in
heading off a prosecution, and you will recommend the firm to your less
fortunate friends, and, secondly, if you are charged, that you instruct them
to represent you for the court proceedings, which may pay slightly better.



Not always, though.
Having been charged, you are now facing trial for burglary, an either-way

offence that can be heard either before the magistrates or a jury. Let’s say
you qualify for legal aid and instruct the same solicitor’s firm to prepare
your defence for trial. Now a litigator might typically carry out the
following work:

— Read and analyse the evidence (one hour)
— Examine the prosecution Schedule of Unused Material and assess what unused prosecution

material might be of help to your case (thirty minutes)
— Hold a conference with you to take your instructions (two hours)
— Prepare your Defence Case Statement to serve on the court (one hour)
— Draft your ‘proof of evidence’ (your witness statement, which is not served on the court or

prosecution, but is used by your advocate when examining you in evidence to ensure that all
relevant questions are asked) (one hour)

— Attend case management hearings at court (anything between half a day to a full day)
— Contact and take statements from your two defence witnesses (two hours)
— Accompany you to a conference with your trial advocate (two hours)
— Arrange the instruction of a defence expert to challenge the prosecution expert fingerprint

evidence (two hours)
— Obtain the tapes of your police interview and check the accuracy of the prosecution transcript

(three hours)
— Respond to your queries over telephone and email (two hours)
— Correspond with the prosecution in writing and over the phone regarding disclosure requests (one

and a half hours)
— Attend court for a two-day trial (either as your advocate in the magistrates’ court, or to support

you and the advocate in the Crown Court)

On this rough calculation, we’re looking at about twenty-two hours’
preparation pre-trial, and then two days at court – so sixteen hours – for the
trial itself. Now let’s look at what, on current fixed legal aid rates, the
litigator would expect to be paid.

In the magistrates’ court, depending on geographical location the fee
would be between £650 and £720. So between £17.10 and £18.95 an hour.
In the Crown Court, it’s even lower: the same case would attract a fixed
litigator’s fee of £352.72, giving a gross hourly rate of £9.28. The London
living wage is £9.75 an hour. Even if we forgo the attendance at Crown
Court, which for obvious reasons many solicitors nowadays do, the hourly
rate lingers around £16. That is gross – out of that, the firm must pay staff
salaries, National Insurance contributions, pension contributions, rent, rates,
administrative costs, practising certificates for each solicitor, training costs,
insurance and tax. Regardless of size, firms must employ a Compliance
Officer for Legal Practice and a Compliance Officer for Finance and



Administration. They must also pay to hold a quality mark authorizing them
to carry out criminal legal aid work, and for IT costs to work on the court
digital platform.

Imagine the quality of tradesman you would get offering that net rate. If
on the day of trial the defendant pleads guilty, or the prosecution drops the
case, the solicitor’s fee will plummet to £233. Studies of the similar fixed
fee regime in Scotland showed that, following its introduction, lawyers
dramatically increased the number of cases they undertook, and
correspondingly significantly reduced the time they spent preparing each
one.7 Such behaviour, while terrifying if yours is one of those cases, is the
only rational response to such fee models. Although not the time for special
barrister’s pleading, this is perhaps an appropriate place to remark that, if
you have elected a Crown Court trial – i.e. if the magistrates deem your
case suitable for summary trial, but you sensibly prefer your chances in
front of a jury – and you end up pleading guilty on the day of trial – perhaps
because the prosecution make an offer that you can’t refuse (let’s say they
offer to drop the burglary if you plead guilty to causing £15 worth of
criminal damage to the conservatory door) – your barrister will be paid a
flat fee of £194 for all her efforts on the case. All her appearances at court,
all her trial preparation, all her conferences with you. The gross hourly
figure, if it bears calculation, can be less than £3. Again, consider the
perverse incentives deliberately engineered by the system which shouldn’t,
but which may, be influencing how much time your barrister decides to
devote to preparing your case, or what advice they may give you when the
prosecution dangle an offer in front of you. I will say, hand on heart, that
my perennial ‘impostor syndrome’ and terror of looking foolish propels me
to put as much effort into my cases as the laws of time and space allow; but
I know several barristers who, faced with the prospect of making a loss on a
case – of literally paying to work – will wing it and hope for the best.

If you are wondering how we came to a position where our betters
decided that criminal defence representation was worthy of an hourly rate
one tenth of an electrician’s,8 you will as ever find the answer embedded in
a morass of institutional incompetence and botched money-saving. The
Ministry of Justice’s grand plan announced in 2013 was to slash the number
of criminal legal aid firms by two thirds, from around 1,600 to 527, through
a complex contracting scheme.9 In short, only 527 firms would be
contracted to carry out police station work, thereby excluding the remaining



1,100 from a valuable source of clients. The theory was that this would
force a ‘market consolidation’ – i.e. the financial collapse of hundreds of
small- and medium-sized businesses – which would result in fewer, larger
criminal firms handling far more work. The economies of scale that it was
assumed would follow would allow the MoJ to cut solicitors’ fees, which
had already been significantly reduced in real terms by inflation since their
last adjustment in 2007, by a further average of 17.5 per cent, split into two
staggered reductions of 8.75 per cent. It was another cheerful hurrah for the
‘stack ’em high and sell ’em cheap’ model beloved in the mags’ courts,
with no regard for quality of or access to justice. The fact that, for example,
the contracting model would result in ‘deserts’ in rural areas, with a lack of
local firms forcing defendants to travel several hours just to see a solicitor,
was not germane to the MoJ’s contemplations.

Nor, it transpired, was a grasp of economics. Because the base
assumption of the model – that criminal firms could, through consolidation,
absorb further significant cuts to legal aid rates – was false. The precarious
finances of most criminal firms, even big firms, meant that very few could
sustain the cuts, nor could they afford the upfront cost of restructuring into
the larger organisms that the MoJ assumed would materialize. This was the
conclusion of an independent report10 that the MoJ itself commissioned in
conjunction with the Law Society to analyse its proposed reforms. Before
the government had acted on its proposals, the report warned that there
were serious problems with the MoJ’s modelling. It was noted that criminal
legal aid firms operated on a tiny net profit margin – an average of 5 per
cent – and their finances were ‘fragile’. The bigger firms, perhaps counter-
intuitively, reported the slimmest profit margins. Most did not have
significant cash reserves or high excess bank facilities. The report cited
research indicating that 50 per cent of solicitors’ firms were at medium or
high risk of financial difficulty, with their reliance on legal aid income a
relevant ‘risk factor’. Firms indicated that they had already made every cost
saving they could, and there was little scope to reduce overheads further.11

What’s more, the above calculations did not reflect a previous round of
legal aid cuts that took place in 2010, including a 37 per cent real-term cut
in Crown Court advocacy fees. Although this cut was aimed mainly at
barristers, many solicitors’ firms employ their own barristers or solicitor-
advocates to conduct Crown Court advocacy and rely on the advocacy fees
to cross-subsidize the lower-paid litigator rates. So the already gloomy



assessment was in fact unduly optimistic. With all this in mind, the report
implored the government not to implement any fee cuts with the market in
its present condition.

Within a month, on 20 March 2014, the government went ahead with the
first round of ‘average’ 8.75 per cent cuts to fees anyway, and the
imposition of fixed fees for the bulk of the Crown Court litigation work.

Fortunately, shortly after the second tranche of cuts came into force, and
following organized industrial action sparked by firms in the north-west
refusing to take on cases under the new scheme, then-new Justice Secretary
Michael Gove recognized his predecessor’s folly and quickly abandoned
the entire new contracting model in January 2016, reversing and suspending
the second cut in the process. Less fortunately, he elected to leave that first
8.75 per cent cut in place, which, for firms operating on a net profit margin
of 5 per cent, has not been easy to absorb. And that second cut remains
hanging in abeyance; a Damoclean threat as the MoJ seeks to negotiate
further cuts by other means.

And, of course, in the fixed fee model, each phone call made to the CPS
chasing evidence, each fax repeating a disclosure request, each letter
containing polite reminders to comply with court directions, each case
management hearing and each futile adjournment represents an added
expense for which the solicitor is not reimbursed. While streamlining
proceedings and reducing the number of unnecessary court hearings will in
the long term help to reduce the burden on defence firms, in the meantime it
is they who are expected to shoulder more and more of the problems caused
by the court and CPS inefficiencies.

This can’t be right. Recent ministerial announcements appear to consider
publicly funded law as a virtue; as something that can be done below cost
or pro bono, subsidized by a firm’s lucrative commercial law practice.12 But
aside from the offensive assumption that there is no value in criminal
specialists, that this tortuous, complex legal behemoth can be tamed and
mastered in the spare time of a Savile Row-embossed mergers and
acquisitions associate, it cannot be right as a matter of principle that a
decision on liberty is viewed as a loss leader. If you were wrongly accused
of an offence, how confident would you be of the quality of your
representation if you knew that their hourly rate was below minimum
wage? Criminal cases should be paid properly in their own right. If they are



not, if solicitors are paid peanuts, we know what will be proverbially
swinging through the branches to defend you.

Fixers and Vultures

I first met Darius in the cells of the local Crown Court. The brief for his
preliminary hearing had been hurled at me by the senior clerk at 6.25 p.m.
the previous evening; an added bonus to my growing collection of ‘returns’
from senior, busier members of chambers. A ‘return’ is Bar lingo for
covering somebody else’s work; as court listings take little account of
barristers’ availability (and on the occasions that they do, the climate of
chaos, delay, trial overruns and adjournments often conspires to make you
unavailable), we frequently have diary clashes that prevent us from
appearing at hearings for one or more of our cases, and call upon a
colleague to step into the breach. A key part of the clerks’ jobs is to keep an
eye on the roving carousel and ensure that all hearings for the following day
are covered when the music stops; thus, when they get a phone call from a
ragged barrister at 5.05 p.m. reporting that her three-day trial is going into
its fourth day, all hands leap to the pump to ensure that there is someone
else in chambers who can pick up whatever other hearings that barrister has
in her diary. As a junior paddling at the bottom of the food chain, returns
make up a significant chunk of your practice until you have developed
enough of a name that solicitors start instructing you in your own right. So
it was that I, as chief bottomfeeder, had Darius enter my life.

The brief, even for a preliminary hearing, was alarmingly lightweight to
the touch. While this, the first hearing in the Crown Court, was usually
conducted without the full prosecution papers, which would be served some
weeks later, the solicitors should have made efforts to scrape together more
than just the police summary. There should also be some basic instructions
from the solicitors, providing essentials such as the client’s instructions to
date, what he says about the allegations and any particular information that
the barrister might need to know before meeting the client.

Such as the fact that the client has severe, crippling learning difficulties.
That he is the abused product of a drinker (Mum) and a heroin addict (Dad),
and, like many such children falling through the systemic cracks has
disabling, belatedly diagnosed mental health problems. That, after Mum



walked out when he was three, he had been raised single-handedly by
ineffectual, addled Dad and had received no formal education, and was
barely able to communicate. That his was therefore a world of perpetual
silence and frustration, governed by a malign host of psychological,
behavioural and psychiatric disorders that had culminated, since the age of
fourteen, in a procession of Youth and magistrates’ court appearances for
the various petty offending – mostly criminal damage and public disorder –
in which his frustration was manifested. And that, as his condition
deteriorated, he had spent his nineteenth birthday in a secure unit, having
been sectioned under the Mental Health Act, until upon his recent release
returning to live with his dad.

All this I learned at court when, desperately searching for information
and thwarted by the solicitor’s refusal to pick up the phone, I resolved to
pester the court probation officer, Martin, to dig out an earlier pre-sentence
report from Darius’ last appearance before the courts. Combined with the
MG5, this enabled me to piece together the ghastly tableau of Darius’
existence.

The clue to the informational void on my brief lay in the name of the
solicitor typed unassumingly on the backsheet: Keres & Co. I use the term
‘solicitor’ loosely, because proper criminal solicitors are nothing like the
amoral charlatans pretending at law that Keres represented. It is difficult to
describe their malevolence without it reading like the character biography
for ‘Bad Lawyer 1’ in a treatment for a 1990s screenplay. Every aspect of
their existence – their modus operandi, the people they employ, the values
they embody – was unyieldingly foul. The one positive is that such firms
are fortunately a tiny minority, but nevertheless, exist they do, and for a
first-time entrant to the criminal courts, your unwariness is their gain.

Their model for getting clients through the door relied not on a reputation
for quality of service, but on ‘fixers’. While it would be naive to ignore the
reality that solicitors have to cultivate good relationships with the type of
people that most of us would rather pretend didn’t exist, the use of fixers is
a particularly ugly proposition. Fixers are themselves not qualified lawyers
– although they may occasionally brand themselves ‘legal associates’ or
some other such semantically null title – and are often far closer to the roots
of organized crime than a professional relationship should involve. They
know people who know people, and when there’s an arrest for a serious
offence, the fixer is the one dripping honeyed words into the ears of the



criminal community elders to secure the opportunity to tout the defendant’s
right to representation to the highest bidder. If, for example, there’s a giant
drugs bust that looks likely to lead to a lucrative trial, the fixers and the
Keres solicitors will be sniffing around the pubs, courts and prisons for an
opportunity to lure the defendants away from their instructed solicitors and
towards the brilliant wolfish smile of Mr Keres. The means of persuasion
are often material – new trainers, contraband cigs in prison, a nice cash
deposit in the girlfriend’s bank account – but just as frequently fall back on
the simple device of false advertising. Keres & Co. were peddling post-truth
back before it was popular. We guarantee to get you a not guilty, they ooze.
We’ll get you the best barrister – we have all the best barristers, they spin
like a poor Donald Trump parody. Sometimes they will indeed instruct very
good barristers – the individuals in my chambers whose returns I was
covering were excellent advocates. I don’t know how on a human level they
could bear to associate with Keres, but they seemingly accepted his
malignancy as the price to pay for work. Other times, however, the Keres of
this world will not instruct good counsel. They will keep the brief in-house,
and instruct their own, lowly paid and even lower-ability employed
advocates; barristers and solicitor-advocates tarnishing the brand with
Ratner-style recklessness. These advocates barely know the law. They
barely know the facts. When they know the facts, they think nothing of
lying outright – be it to the client, their opponent or the judge. On numerous
occasions, faced with one of these clowns as my opposite number, I have
had to correct something said to the judge which directly contradicted what
they had told me moments earlier. Everyone in the robing room and no
doubt everyone in the judges’ dining hall rolls their eyes at the mention of
these names.

Alternatively, they might instruct an ‘independent’ barrister whose
independent commitment to professional ethics is not a bar to him slipping
Keres a tasty percentage of his brief fee in return for his instructions.
Advocates’ fees are paid separately to litigators’ fees and directly to the
advocate, to avoid the market distortion and dirty race to the bottom that
would ensue if solicitors instructed barristers based not on ability but on
how much of the advocacy fee they were willing to shovel the solicitor’s
way. And the vast majority of solicitors and barristers observe this strict
separation. But every robing room will echo with whispers over that one
barrister whose steady influx of high-quality work from a single, Keres-



esque firm belies his modest talents, and in less-sober moments at
Christmas parties, confessions will slip from mulled lips as to the existence
of the informalized, forbidden referral fee lying at the heart of that
arrangement.

Once the client is snared and the legal aid certificate is transferred,
Keres’ work on the case ends. They may occasionally venture to court or to
prison for a quick PR visit with the client, but nothing constructive will be
done on the case. If a decent barrister has been instructed, she will usually
compensate for the solicitor’s dereliction of duty by effectively doing the
litigation herself. Otherwise, if it is a magistrates’ case handled by Mr
Keres himself, or a Crown Court case kept in-house or briefed on a referral
fee, Keres & Co. will force the client to plead guilty, or proceed to trial and
wing it. If the client is potted, they hope that he’s too vulnerable or dim to
identify their culpability. If he is acquitted, Mr Keres’ reputation is
enhanced. While I would usually say that the market in criminal litigation
operates effectively – heavyweight crims are usually sufficiently long in the
tooth to recognize a decent firm – the Keres buck the trend. Somehow, by
hook or, more aptly, crook, they manage to trap some repeat clients for
years.

Such as Darius, I would come to learn. As I stepped into the cell
conference room and squeezed myself behind the table into the screwed-
down seat closest to the wall (by the panic button, as my pupilmaster
always taught me, ‘Just in case the little bugger gets frisky’), I refreshed my
memory of the allegations from the single-page police summary.

One evening a few weeks previously, Darius had asked his dad for some
money to buy cigarettes. Dad said no. The argument escalated, and Darius
picked up a plastic tray and threw it towards Dad, missing him by a good
few feet. As Dad and Darius squared up to each other, Darius pushed Dad
onto the sofa, before grabbing a fiver from Dad’s wallet on the side and
running out. Dad called the police, and Darius was charged with robbery.

His first phone call at the police station, or rather the call placed on his
behalf, was to Keres & Co. Solicitors. And their craftsmanship was evident.
As Darius’ home address was his dad’s house, he was remanded into police
custody. The magistrates, with no alternative bail address sought by Mr
Keres, remanded him at the first appearance, where he had remained for the
best part of a month until I met him. I would learn that the bastard Keres
hadn’t bothered to visit Darius in prison, let alone tried to secure his



vulnerable young client a place at a bail hostel. He hadn’t spoken to the
CPS to try to persuade them against prosecuting in the very sad
circumstances. Darius, who had been advised to give a ‘no comment’
interview, had not been asked to give Keres any instructions as to what had
happened that evening. Nothing of relevance, such as psychiatric or medical
records, had been obtained. The prison had not been informed about Darius’
medications. No intermediary had been arranged to help Darius
communicate with me or the court. Keres had just left this boy to rot in his
world of perpetual silence.

The question I was restraining myself from asking as a red-eyed Darius
sloped into the seat opposite me was Why them? But more pressing matters
were at hand. Over the next hour, we fumbled through speech and gesture
as I learned about his life, taking what instructions I could. As I led him
through his previous convictions, the explanation for his dependency on
Keres started to transpire. He’d always gone with them, since they
approached his dad outside the Youth Court after one of his teenage
appearances and successfully peddled their snake oil. He trusted that nice
Mr Keres, who had always told Darius to plead guilty before the
magistrates, whether he’d done it or not, ‘as it’s better for everyone’. Keres
would never arrange for an intermediary at court – Darius would just rely
on Mr Keres telling him at the end of the hearing what had been said and
admitted in his name. The communication channels were obviously
imperfect: for an offence of criminal damage earlier this year, Darius had
been given a suspended sentence, of which he was now potentially in
breach. When I mentioned this to him, it came as a complete surprise.

As the cell staff started banging on the door to alert me to the frantic
loudspeaker announcements – All counsel to Court 4, immediately.
IMMEDIATELY. All counsel, IMMEDIATELY – it was plain that we were
not going to make any progress in court today. I, or rather instructed
counsel, needed a lengthy conference with Darius, with an intermediary and
the prosecution papers, before he could be properly advised on his plea. As
I tumbled into court, spitting my profuse apologies for keeping everybody
waiting, I tried to mentally formulate a form of wording that would not only
secure the adjournment, but would impress upon the judge just how
horrendously negligent Keres had been, in the hope that he would say
something – I don’t know what – that I might be able to feed back to Keres
in my furious attendance note. Sadly, the judge was disinclined to hear



Darius’ tale. As I started to set out the bail position, the judge cut me off: ‘I
see there is no intermediary. Presumably you want an adjournment?’ I
nodded, but before I could qualify my agreement with further detail, the
judge snapped up straight, said, ‘You can agree a date with the clerk,’ and
marched off, stage right.

I asked the CPS prosecutor if it was possible to get a copy of the papers
earlier than usual, explaining the position, and she was most helpful. Due to
the CPS’s photocopier being broken, she was unable to give me a copy at
court, but assured me that if my solicitors rang the office, a copy would be
posted or emailed to them.

Having arranged a new date for a fortnight later, which I assessed gave
plenty of time for trial counsel to have a conference with Darius and for
Keres to do something about his bail, I said my goodbyes down in the cells,
and set about drafting a lengthy, irritable attendance note, setting out in
bullet-point, moron-proof form what Keres had to do in the month between
now and the next hearing. Get the papers, visit your client, try to get the kid
bail, speak to the prison to make sure he’s got his meds, arrange for an
intermediary, have a proper conference with trial counsel. The fucking
basics. The phrasing was politer than that, but only slightly. I emailed a
copy to instructed counsel so that he could see the position, and suggested
that he start chasing Keres straight away.

That, I thought, was the end of my association with Darius. Two weeks
later, we were reunited. His instructed barrister again ended up being stuck
in a trial that overran, and again the case found its way into my diary. When
the clerks handed me the papers the night before, I noticed with a plunging
heart that they appeared as devoid of content as they had a fortnight earlier.
When I got to court early the next day, Darius was still in the cells. He still
hadn’t been visited. No one had applied for bail for him. He’d been off his
meds for a month now. There was no intermediary arranged. He still didn’t
really understand why he was in prison. There had to be another
adjournment. When I got back to chambers I kicked a wastepaper bin across
my room in boiling, impotent rage.

I later found out that instructed counsel had, following that adjournment
and my second, even less temperate note, bashed heads together and
persuaded the CPS to speak to Dad and reconsider the public interest in the
prosecution. And, a few weeks later, the proceedings were discontinued,
precipitating Darius’ release. But he had served close to two months in



custody in conditions of the utmost inhumanity – deprived of contact,
medication and information – as a direct consequence of the professional
negligence of his solicitors.

And while Darius’ was the first case to reduce me to tears – gulping
undignified sobs in a rusting cubicle in the court toilets for the sadistic
lottery of life that had bestowed the vampiric Keres upon this broken boy –
his was far from the only Keres special to cross my path. Every ‘brief’ that
entered chambers from this firm was predictably grim.

There was Adam, a gentleman I met on the day of trial who had spent
three months on remand in custody awaiting his magistrates’ trial for a
minor assault. Keres had poached him from another firm a month before
trial, but had not obtained any of the prosecution papers from the previous
firm, nor had Adam been visited in prison. Had Keres done so, he would
have learned that Adam suffered from severe psychiatric difficulties, as was
immediately plain when, upon seeing me in the cells, he accused me of
being a government apparatchik sent by the Labour Party to assassinate
him, before dispensing with my services.

There was the case of Elizabeth, a young college student who had never
been in trouble, accused by security staff of disorderly behaviour at a gig.
She swore blind that it was mistaken identity, and had told Keres the night
that she was arrested that the entire area was crawling with CCTV that
would exonerate her. Keres did nothing to obtain it. By the time I met her at
trial four months later, it was too late. The CCTV footage had long been
deleted. And, notwithstanding my protests to the magistrates about the
unfairness of a trial without such vital evidence, Elizabeth was convicted,
despite being quite probably innocent.

The list could become a litany. The inaction of Keres and the paucity of
his work was a running joke in chambers, although levity was far from
anyone’s mind. I told the clerks that I was refusing to do any further work
for Keres after Darius, and several similarly disillusioned juniors joined me.
But looking back, I see that I could, and should, have done more. I shouted
loud to the senior members of chambers, but I could have shouted louder.
After my very first Keres case, I should have recognized their service for
what it was – professional negligence – and reported them to the Solicitors
Regulation Authority. I could have confronted Keres directly, and told him
exactly what I thought of him and his squalid ensemble, and that I would
strongly advise all his clients to seek alternative representation.



I would like to think that now, with a few years under my belt, I would.
But back then, I did not. I was complicit in the conspiracy of silence that
allows the Keres of this world to prosper. I attribute it to naivety and
weakness rather than self-interest or financial preservation; one of the many
joys of working for Keres in magistrates’ trials was that you would never be
paid. Magistrates’ work, unlike Crown Court advocacy, is paid directly to
the solicitor for them to pass on to the advocate. Keres never did pass on the
fees to the juniors. He knew that our chambers was too dependent on the
big Crown Court work he sent in to kick up a fuss about baby barristers not
being paid for magistrates’ cases.

A few months after Darius’ case, as I was still wrestling with my
conscience over what to do, Keres went into liquidation. They went down
owing me close to £3,000 for the work I’d done over the years. As far as
I’m concerned, if that’s the price to pay for no more Dariuses, it is worth
every penny.

But the sorry affair highlights a significant problem in the regulation of
these firms. The Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) is often accused of
doing too little to step in to address the various misdeeds of Keres-style
outfits – for example, poaching – to the constant frustration of legitimate
firms.13 But, in fairness to the SRA, it can only act on reports. And all too
often, misbehaviour is unreported.

While forthright defendants are not shy to complain about perceived
failings by their solicitors and barristers, the most vulnerable clients may
lack the wherewithal to recognize incompetent representation. Judges,
tasked now with prioritizing ‘outcomes’ – i.e. guilty pleas – ahead of
process, are not required, and don’t have the time, to scrutinize the quality
of advice or service that a defendant has received. Solicitors may be
nervous about reporting a fellow professional. And it would be remiss not
to acknowledge our own fault, at the Bar. Too many of us look the other
way. Or find excuses. Some prize their income stream over their
professional duties. Some, like me, rely on youth and naivety as an excuse.
But we should do more. I, personally, should have done more.

It cannot be stated loudly enough that Keres & Co. are in the tiny minority
of publicly funded defence solicitors. Most firms are staffed by dedicated
professionals who fight unyieldingly to safeguard the interests of their
clients in the face of appalling systemic conditions. But the very real risk is



that in increasing their workloads and decreasing their derisory fees, the
good defence solicitors are going to fall by the wayside. I have seen more
solicitors than I can count flee criminal legal aid work for the financial
security of wills, probate and private civil law. Some of the best are still
clinging on, but only just. If they lose their grip and slip away into the
financial abyss, the figures lurking in the shadows will swoop in and sweep
up, relying on volume, and not quality or earned reputation. Unless they can
afford to pay for private legal representation, those accused of crimes who
depend on legal aid, including first-time entrants like you, or your partner,
or your child, will be at Keres’ mercy. Presently, I would say unhesitatingly
that the best legal aid firms provide, against all odds, a service equal to if
not better than that of their higher-remunerated private-client counterparts.
But if they fall and the Kereses rise, two-tiered justice will become an
embedded, accepted feature of our criminal system.

In fact, speaking of two-tiered justice is not quite right. Because presently
there is a third tier, squashed between the legally aided and privately
funded, representing one of the greatest hidden scandals of all. This is a
stratum of middle-income defendants who do not meet the criteria for legal
aid, and who cannot afford to pay privately. And who, as a result of a silent
but devastating government reform, find themselves victims of what I call
the innocence tax.



7. Legal Aid Myths and the Innocence Tax

‘Upon taking office [in 2010] we had the most generous legal aid system in the world; but
even after the spend and scope reductions we still have the most generous system in the world.
To give you a comparator, France and Germany spend about £5 per head on legal aid, whilst
we were spending £38 per head.’

Jonathan Djanogly MP, former Minister for Legal Aid and Courts,
Address to Cambridge Union, 16 March 20151

Something you may not have ever given any thought to is how you would
fund a criminal defence. But you should.

Anyone can be wrongly accused of a criminal offence. You’d be
surprised at how error or malice or awful, unthinkable twists of fate can
convince the police and the Crown Prosecution Service that you have
broken the law.

Perhaps you’re driving home from school having picked the children up
one idle Thursday afternoon. It’s late autumn, so the light is already ebbing
away at 3.30 p.m. and the conditions are blustery, wet leaves slapping
against your windscreen as you crawl through the throng of 4×4s clogging
your route. Although strapped in the back with an iPad for distraction, your
dynamic duo are squabbling over whose go it is to play Minion Rush. The
screams are wholly unbecoming, and so, while stationary, handbrake firmly
on, you turn to administer a firm verbal caution, and confiscate the divisive
device. Placing the iPad next to you on the front passenger seat, quietly
satisfied by your military skills of discipline, you resume.

You notice that although the road ahead is clear, the Range Rover
immediately in front has stopped, illegally, and put on its hazards,
obviously waiting for somebody. You check your mirrors, indicate and pull
out to go around. As you slide into second, the stiff gearstick causes you to
reflexively glance down to your left; only for the splittest of seconds, but



it’s enough. As the five-year-old boy sprints in front of you, you look up
only in time to see the blue flash of his cagoule. Your emergency stop
comes precious seconds too late.

The boy’s mother swears that you were fiddling with the iPad that the
police find nestled on the seat next to you. Another witness agrees, adding
that they recall that your car was still moving as you turned around to
admonish your children. A third heard the revving of your vehicle, and
assumed that you were impatiently accelerating around the motionless
Range Rover. Yes, says the grief-stricken mother. Your burst of speed was
wildly dangerous for the location and the conditions. Put together, the
police, and the Crown Prosecution Service, are satisfied that there is a case
to charge you with causing death by dangerous driving.

They’re wrong, of course. You did nothing that came even close to
‘dangerous’ – defined as driving to a standard ‘far below that of the careful
and competent driver’. The traumatized witnesses are, understandably,
wrong in their shaken recollections. The unbearable tragedy was caused by
the little boy, as little boys are wont to do, darting into the road without
looking. There is no moral or legal culpability; but the prosecution want to
find some, with a prison sentence of up to fourteen years the potential price
for you to pay.

You sensibly assess that you need legal representation for the court
proceedings that follow; however there’s a snag. Due to your family
income, you are informed that you are not eligible for legal aid. Not a
penny. And so you are compelled to beg, borrow and remortgage in order to
afford the private fees of a large firm that specializes in these cases, and the
private fees of the experienced barrister they recommend to you. Your total
bill, at these private commercial rates, runs well into six figures.

The case proceeds to trial eighteen months later, and, thankfully, the jury
accepts your evidence, aided by a vehicle accident reconstruction expert
who demonstrates that your speed was far lower than the witnesses
suggested. You are acquitted. The door to the dock is unlocked, and you
step outside the glimmering glass facade of the Crown Court savouring
your freedom. Your reputation saved and your liberty spared, you can begin
the process of rebuilding your life. Starting with reclaiming the tens or
hundreds of thousands of pounds paid out in successfully securing your
acquittal.



But there is a postscript. Because, even though you have been found not
guilty, and even though you had no choice but to instruct a privately paid
legal team, the state refuses to reimburse you. It will give you a modest
contribution towards your legal costs, but the rest you will have to foot
yourself. Take it out of your pension pot. Or your children’s inheritance. Or
sell your house and move into rented accommodation.

You’ve been hit by the Innocence Tax.
It bears repeating. You can be prosecuted by the state. You can be refused

legal aid and forced to pay privately. You can be found not guilty of any
criminal offence. And the life savings that you have exhausted in the
process of defending yourself will not be refunded.

The practical consequence of reforms snuck onto the statute book by
stealth in 2012 is to financially punish innocent people for the ‘crime’ of
being wrongly accused. When I explain this to non-lawyers, they assume
I’m joking, or exaggerating for effect. How, they ask, could such a base
affront to fairness come to pass without becoming headline news? Where
was the opposition when this came to be? Where was the fourth estate?
Where was the hue and cry from those caught in the snare? Even now, why
is redressing this wrong not a matter of priority for any political party with
a passing respect for the justice system?

To understand how we’ve arrived here, we need to first take a brief stroll
through the recent, tarnished history of legal aid and access to justice.
Because the way in which the government purchased cover for this reform
– and the reason you were probably unaware of it – lay in a sustained and
dishonest public campaign telling the public bare-faced lies about legal aid,
who it is for and what it costs. As is encapsulated beautifully in the
misleading quote from Jonathan Djangoly MP at the beginning of the
chapter.

So let’s deconstruct the myths, piece by piece.2

A Brief History of Legal Aid

As the state prosecution machinery professionalized in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, and prosecution counsel took over the reins from
citizen prosecutors, equality of arms demanded that a defendant be similarly
advised and armed for battle. And it still does. Even for a career criminal



who has long ago forfeited his right to public sympathy or patience, his
right to receive competent legal advice and representation is vital to the
system working. A common pub-bore suggestion I hear is that legal aid be
allowed ‘only for the first however many offences’, after which these dirty
lowlifes should be entitled to suckle on the public teat no longer. Which is
all well and good to the Disgusteds of Tunbridge Wells until the state
cottons on to how suddenly easy it is to cheaply improve conviction rates
by pinning unsolved burglaries capriciously on to known repeat offenders
who aren’t protected by those pesky defence lawyers poking around in the
prosecution’s business, rather than putting in the investigative graft to track
down the real villain who kicked your back door down. Defence legal aid,
and the effective adversarialism that it permits, doesn’t simply protect the
defendant; it protects the public by keeping the prosecution, and the court
system, honest. It also saves money. Any lawyer or judge will attest that the
one way to guarantee that a hearing or trial overruns is to take out a lawyer.
Special pleading and counter-intuitive though I accept it may sound,
lawyers, particularly in crime, keep costs lower. Litigants-in-person (LiPs)
– that is, defendants who are representing themselves – are untrained in law
and procedure, and will in every single case cause costs to spiral, as
witnesses are unnecessarily required to attend court, regular breaks are
taken to remind the LiP of the basics and his questioning of witnesses takes
ten times longer than would a lawyer’s. Furthermore, legal representation
for defendants avoids victims of serious crime being subjected to amateur,
degrading questioning in public by their tormentors. Universal criminal
legal aid therefore ensures that no one is denied justice – a fair trial and
competent legal advice – for lack of means, keeps proceedings shorter and
avoids the moral outrage of innocent people being out of pocket for having
defended themselves.

Publicly funded legal assistance for people accused of criminal offences
is a relatively modern concept. Up until the nineteenth century, whether a
defendant was permitted to be represented by counsel at all was a matter
within the discretion of the trial judge, and when the right to a defence
barrister was enshrined by the Trials for Felony Act 1836, the accused
needed either private funds or someone willing to act pro bono. In the early
twentieth century, discretionary judicial and statutory schemes provided for
payment to solicitors and counsel, but it was the Legal Aid and Advice Act
1949 that formally enshrined civil and criminal legal aid.



We’ll put civil legal aid – which has traditionally covered legal
proceedings concerning housing, welfare, debt, family law, clinical
negligence, employment, immigration, mental health and public law – to
one side for now, and focus on criminal legal aid. When criminal legal aid
became commonplace in the 1960s, it was subject to a dual testing system –
a means test and a merits-based ‘interests of justice’ test. From the 1970s
onwards, the percentage of criminal cases that were publicly funded soared,
and the introduction in 1984 and 1986 of statutory duty solicitor schemes
for the magistrates’ courts and police stations pushed the criminal legal aid
budget even higher.

By the 1990s the issue of the cost of legal aid was squarely on the
political map. Fee structures governing the work of solicitors and barristers
were revised, tweaked, torn up and re-engineered by successive
governments. Alternative models of legal provision were envisaged and
consulted upon. In 1999, a statutory cap on total legal aid expenditure was
introduced. But still the criminal costs kept creeping upwards, peaking in
2005/6 at just under £1.2 billion, where it hovered until dipping slightly
such that, by 2010, the annual cost of criminal legal sat at £1.12 billion,
with civil legal aid at a similar figure.

2010 was a significant year. With a new coalition government resolved to
address the national deficit through a campaign of austere spending cuts,
the Ministry of Justice, and in particular its juicy legal aid budget, was a
sitting duck. There was, in the eyes of the government, a mandate for a
radical re-imagining of the limits of publicly funded services, starting,
uncontroversially, with the legal system. What we have here, the public was
solemnly told by ministers, represents the most expensive and generous
legal aid system anywhere in the world. And it’s getting more and more
expensive. Fat-cat solicitors and swaggering ruddy-nosed barristers are
gorging on taxpayer cream, cackling as they speed away from court in their
open-top BMWs to quaff legally aided Dom Pérignon 1966 after a half-day
spent pulling the wool over a jury’s eyes in the service of some child rapist.
And it is only right, the ministers and their tame tabloid nodding lapdogs
echoed, that in straitened times, we take sensible steps to address this
imbalance by reducing expenditure while ensuring that those who need
legal aid still have access to it. This we can achieve by making those fat
cats squeal.



In 2011, the Ministry of Justice prepared for battle. Identifying legal aid
as a politically vulnerable target for some quick savings, it fumbled in its
knapsack and withdrew what would come to be its most potent weapon in
keeping the public onside against the inevitable wails from lawyers. From
that day forth, every single Ministry of Justice pronouncement was squired
by the same mantra: ‘We have the most expensive legal aid system in the
world.’ As the title quotation demonstrates, so potent was it that, long after
leaving ministerial office, MoJ alumni cannot help themselves from telling
anyone who will listen that the per capita cost of legal aid in the UK is the
highest in the world.

The only problem is that this claim was entirely, provably untrue.

The Most Expensive Legal Aid System in the World

So where did this claim come from?
It was first made in 2011, following the publication by the Ministry of

Justice of a report entitled ‘International comparison of publicly funded
legal services and justice systems’.3 This was a broad comparative report,
prepared in 2009 from data collated between 2001 and 2007, in which the
authors considered the costs of justice systems, with particular focus on
legal aid provision, in eight countries – England and Wales, France,
Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, Australia, New Zealand and Canada. You
may, if counting is your strong suit, have noticed that ‘eight’ falls
somewhere short of ‘all the countries in the world’. But in any event, the
comparison did indeed show that, per capita, England and Wales spend
considerably more on criminal legal aid (€33.50 per capita) than any of the
other seven countries.

Delighted at this headline figure, the MoJ proceeded to bury the deeply
dull, but vital, explanation behind it: the legal systems of the eight
candidate countries differed so vastly, they were almost impossible to
directly compare. The selection contained a mix of civil law and common
law jurisdictions. Some, such as France and the Netherlands, were
inquisitorial systems in which court-based adversarial proceedings were a
rarity. Some, such as Sweden and Australia, had an established ‘public
defender’ model, in which state-employed lawyers provided criminal
defence, leaving limited scope for legal aid payable to private providers.



The English and Welsh adversarial common law system results in the bulk
of the costs of criminal proceedings being borne by the protagonists – the
prosecution and defence – with far lower costs falling on the courts’ budget;
in the other jurisdictions, costs which are met here by legal aid are allocated
to different departmental accounts. Isolating and comparing legal aid in the
UK with legal aid in, say, France, is therefore not only misleading but
utterly pointless, for while our legal aid budget may be comparatively high,
our courts’ budget is comparatively minuscule. The report, or at least the
MoJ’s interpretation of it, did not compare like with like.

A true comparison, if a comparison is indeed helpful (and for reasons
we’ll come to, I’d suggest it probably isn’t), should therefore consider the
overall cost of criminal justice in the comparator nations. This exercise was,
as luck would have it, undertaken in a subsequent, but, for the MoJ, far less
enthusiastically greeted, report by the National Audit Office in 2012,
‘Comparing International Criminal Justice Systems’,4 which looked at the
total annual costs of the criminal justice systems of every country in
Europe. The report concluded that the average total annual public budget
allocated to all courts, prosecution and legal aid as a percentage of GDP per
capita was 0.33 per cent. The figure for England and Wales? 0.33 per cent.
Bang on average. More than Lithuania, but less than Monaco.

But in any event, the figures alone only tell a fraction of the story. The
per capita cost of criminal proceedings is driven, for example, by the
number of per capita prosecutions that a state brings. And if you assumed
that this will be broadly similar among developed nations, you would be
much mistaken. In that first 2009 report, one of the many statistics
suppressed by the MoJ was that per capita, England and Wales brought
twice as many prosecutions as any other country.

A further point to note is that the legal aid figures relied upon in both
reports, which were cited by the MoJ extensively as recently as 2014, only
included data up to 2007 and 2008 respectively. In 2007, there were
significant changes to legal aid fees paid to barristers, the effects of which
would not have been reflected in those statistics, and as of 2010, the number
of prosecutions started to decline. Indeed, by the time the government
announced in 2013 that it was introducing further reductions (such as the
cuts to solicitors’ fees that we considered earlier) in order to tackle the ‘out
of control’ legal aid budget, the spend had dropped by around £200 million,
from £1.17 billion in 2010/11 to £975 million in 2012/13, and was



forecasted by the MoJ to keep falling, even without further cuts. In the year
to March 2017, expenditure was down to £858 million.5 It should also be
kept in mind that the Treasury dictates that VAT is chargeable and payable
on all legal services, including legal aid. Therefore around one sixth of the
headline cost of legal aid is VAT being paid by one branch of government
(the MoJ) to another (the Treasury) via solicitors and barristers. The MoJ of
course knows this. But it still likes to include VAT in the headline
‘expenditure’ figures to bolster its tutting at how much of YOUR money is
pocketed by those vile CRIMINALS.

The ‘most expensive legal aid system’ memes are demonstrably, palpably
false. They are post-truths, engineered and spun before post-truth became
fashionable. But let’s say for argument’s sake that they were right. Does that
of itself establish the MoJ’s case? Is the ‘fact’ that we spend more on legal
aid than anyone else a justification for reducing it? If this were true, is this
not something we should celebrate? In its robust response to a government
consultation in 2014 setting out further proposed fee cuts, the Bar Council
made the following submission:

Statistics published by the World Bank state that in 2011 the United Kingdom spent 9.3 per cent
of its GDP on health, whereas Romania spent only 5.8 per cent. The government does not use
those statistics to argue that England and Wales must reduce its health spending to match that of
Romania. Rather, there is pride that an excellent health service is provided; there should be equal
pride in relation to the provision of excellent access to justice.6

Pursuing this line of argument exposes the barrenness of the comparative
exercise. Plainly, if we were outspending every developed nation on earth
by a statistically significant margin, that may be an indicator that our model
of criminal justice provision is inefficient, but as that premise is
demonstrably not correct, where does that leave us? Is 0.33 per cent of GDP
per capita for a criminal justice system too high or too low? Should we be
aiming to join Albania down at 0.2 per cent? Or chasing Slovenia and
busting the 0.4 per cent mark? Abstract percentages tell us little about the
efficiency of the system, and even less about its quality.

The key to the success of the government’s PR strategy is that by
focusing on raw, contextless figures, it successfully obscures what criminal
legal aid actually means to real people. The clichéd tabloid legal aid splash
will shriek that child murderers have ‘pocketed’ a six-figure sum in legal
aid – overlooking that this gross, VAT-inclusive figure, of which defendants



do not personally receive a penny, may represent a year’s work for a dozen
people – but fail to mention the individually modest sums that have saved
innocents from irredeemable injustice.

They don’t tell you, for example, of the £1,000 legal aid bill that meant
that my client of impeccable character, Marvin, was acquitted of a
damaging allegation of stealing iPads from his employer, a canard which
arose due to incompetent internal record-keeping. That gross figure,
representing over 100 hours of pre-trial preparation and a full week at the
Crown Court, would at private fee rates have been simply unaffordable for
him.

They don’t tell you of Jane, a police officer wrongly accused of harassing
a man she had never met, but who, having noticed her car on several
occasions passing through the small village in which they lived, became
convinced that she was stalking him. The few hundred quid in legal aid that
covered that – surprisingly complicated – magistrates’ court trial and
acquittal saved Jane’s entire career.

No space is ever made alongside the outrage for a balanced reminder of
our extended tradition of wrongful convictions that trip off the tongue – the
Birmingham Six, the Guildford Four, the Cardiff Three – which were only
overturned, and innocent people freed, thanks to the availability of legal
aid.

And, of course, no comment is ever offered by the itinerant minister of
the hour to explain that, where significant sums have been expended on
convicting a guilty child rapist who does not have the means to repay it, this
is still public money well spent, representing as it does the cost of ensuring
that a fair trial has been held, and that we are as sure as we can be that the
right man has been safely convicted.

This essential purpose of legal aid expenditure, to protect the innocent
and safely convict the guilty, is the truth that government tries to keep at
arm’s length from the public, no doubt out of fear at the swell of resistance
that would surface against cuts if legal aid’s true worth was honestly
discussed and made known. It is far politically smoother to obfuscate with
distorted figures and snappy ‘fat cat’ jibes than meet the subject on its
merits. Which brings us, neatly, to the next part of the myth.

Fat Cats and Skinny Kitties



Here, things get a little gauche. Because I’m afraid we need to consider the
grubby subject of what barristers get paid, due to the recurring implication
that the main driver of rising legal aid costs has been leeching lawyers.
Again, the facts debunk the spin.

While total expenditure on criminal legal aid did until the mid-2000s
continue to rise, peaking at £1.19 billion in 2004/5, this was largely
attributable to the surge in criminal prosecutions coming to court. Between
1997 and 2008, the Labour government created over 3,600 new criminal
offences – roughly a new offence every day.7 The complexity of criminal
law and proceedings increased staggeringly over that period, as the
government legislated reflexively in shameless obeisance to every distorted
tabloid commentary on ‘soft judges’ and ‘broken laws’. As proceedings
became more numerous, complicated and lengthy, both the legal aid and
Crown Prosecution Service budgets increased, the latter by more than the
former.8 In 2007, the House of Commons Constitutional Affairs Committee
heard evidence that the significant rise in Crown Court legal aid costs was
largely down to increase in volume of cases, propelled by the creation of
more criminal offences, and concluded that ‘the average cost per claim did
not and has not significantly increased’.9 Legal aid had therefore increased
not because of fat-cat lawyers exponentially milking the taxpayer, but
because the state was increasing the volume of cases.

And the figures, it has to be repeated, are always gross. They always
include a fat wodge of VAT and tax that is recycled back into public coffers.
Legal aid firms grossing millions of pounds a year are not pocketing that as
profit – they are using it to pay staff, rent and the everyday costs of running
a business. Those eye-popping numbers in the tabloids – where they print
pictures of QCs in their ceremonial wigs with accompanying tables of their
whopping incomes – usually represent several years’ worth of work, which,
due to the delays in criminal cases and the inefficiencies of the Legal Aid
Agency, can take years for payment to come through.

In fact, at the time the government was making its case for cuts in 2011,
the fat cats were to the contrary becoming rapidly scrawny. Which brings us
to the question: what do criminal barristers earn?

We should start with full disclosure: it would appear right to say that
back in the 1980s, criminal legal aid was a bit of a gravy train. I say ‘it
would appear’ as I cannot speak from first-hand experience, but senior
colleagues fight back tears as they reminisce over the old days when you



would bill by the hour, and assessors would wave through excessive
guesstimates like a bored teenage car park attendant. ‘Time was,’ my very
learned opponent in a trial once grumbled to me as he worked out his daily
fee, ‘that on a piddly little case like this, you’d pluck a number out of the
air, stick it on a bill and then go and buy a little terraced house somewhere
in the north to let out to students.’ He was not alone in sharing such fond
memories. While still the poor relations to commercial and civil brethren at
the Bar, crime did use to pay, and very well. To the extent that my forebears
milked, some might go as far as to say abused, the largesse of legal aid, the
legal profession is to blame for its reputation.

But criminal practice in the twenty-first century is vastly different.
Hourly rates have gone. As of 1997, the bulk of defence cases have been

paid on a reduced ‘graduated fees’ scheme, where the fee is worked out
using a complicated formula factoring the type of case, the number of pages
of evidence and the length of the trial in days. It is immaterial how much
work you actually do. So if you have a difficult or vulnerable client who
requires many hours of contact time before and after court sitting hours, or
if an esoteric point of law arises requiring days of research and many hours
spent drafting and honing written legal argument, that extra work is gratis.
And of course, as the law and procedure becomes more complex, the
volume of extra gratis work involved in straightforward cases increases. If
the court decides that it wants to suddenly hold an impromptu hearing
because the CPS hasn’t served a piece of evidence, I either attend court the
next day for free, giving up whatever other paid work I might have had in
my diary that day, or I pay a colleague to go in my stead. Some days,
therefore, we earn nothing. Other days, when our train ticket for a far-flung
case costs £200, we literally pay to work. I don’t say any of this expecting
sympathy – I chose this career with my eyes open, and others toil harder in
far more unpleasant conditions for even less reward – but I share a little of
the reality as a counterweight to the government line.

Of course some days pay better for relatively little work. And some
cases, serious, complex cases, pay very well. If you are, unlike me,
excellent at the job, you can still earn a very good living from crime. If, as a
society, we want to catch the biggest, slipperiest criminals, usually white
collar, complex tax frauds or international drug cartels, it is not cheap. The
evidence is usually voluminous; hundreds of thousands of pages. You need
very good lawyers to get to grips with the complexities of the case, and



present it to a jury. And equally good lawyers for the defence. And these,
the very best QCs and experienced juniors, will receive an attractive
headline figure for their experience and talent. A teensy fraction of the
incomes of their seven-figure-billing commercial law counterparts, but their
gross income will tip into the six figures. They, however, are the superstars.
For us mortals, who have seen an average real-terms cut in legal aid of 37
per cent between 2007 and 2013, we hover around a median annual net
income of £27,000.10 Which is not to be sniffed at. It’s more than the
national average. But, to give a little perspective, it’s less than the starting
salary for a graduate manager at Aldi, who, the job spec indicates, will be
working fewer than the 60 or 70 hours that goes into a barrister’s week.11

At entry level, pay can be brutally low. You start pupillage having racked
up debts of up to £75,000. You are dependent on doing magistrates’ trials
for £75 a day – including prep and travel – and the occasional glamorous
trip into the Crown Court to cover somebody else’s mention hearing. You
will put in a minimum of 60-hour weeks for what works out at around £5
per hour. A friend of mine calculated that in her first full year of qualified
practice, she would literally have been better off on benefits. For the first
few years, you will gross between £10k and £20k a year. For your peer at a
top commercial chambers or at a big City solicitors’ firm, you can add a
zero.

Again, it’s a lament that appears calculated to generate sympathy, but
that’s not what I’m seeking. Working on publicly funded cases provides a
genuine and lasting sense of reward, for the soul if not the purse. There is
very little that tops the satisfaction of securing an acquittal for a defendant
who, without legal aid, would not have been able to defend themselves.
Knowing that you are part of a system that extends these protections to the
most vulnerable, and often least sympathetic, people in society can reaffirm
one’s dwindling faith in our humanity, and society’s fidelity to our first
principles. That, I dare say, is the reason why, despite our constant raging
against the machine, so many of us stick with legal aid work.

So I don’t seek sympathy for my career choice, not a bit; rather, I raise
the issue of our sometimes-humble incomes to reinforce this simple point:
legal aid cuts were not necessary. We were not outspending every other
country. Fistfuls of fifties were not being stuffed down the gullets of fat-cat
lawyers. Legal aid was being spent on paying professionals a modest
income to do a lot of very unpleasant work that the state kept generating.



And, surprisingly, when the state stopped prosecuting as many people, the
spend started to fall.

But such pleas had no effect on the MoJ. Indeed, they welcomed them.
Because the louder we lawyers protested about legal aid myths, the greater
was the tumult under cover of which the government could open up its
second front. Whilst purring that ‘generous legal aid’ would still be
available for those in need of it, the Ministry set about removing it entirely
from certain classes of people.

Which brings us back to the Innocence Tax.

The Dawn of the Innocence Tax

If you had been charged with causing death by dangerous driving before 1
October 2012, you would have had two options. You could either have
availed yourself of legal aid, which was available to all defendants in
Crown Court cases. Or, if you didn’t like the look of what public funds gets
you (i.e. someone like me), you could have paid privately for a better class
of representation.

Depending on your income, you might have had to pay ‘contributions’
towards your legal aid bill, but you would recoup that money if you were
acquitted. Similarly, if you had paid privately and were acquitted, you were
entitled to a ‘Defendant’s Costs Order’ (DCO), by which the state would
pay costs ‘of such amount as the court considers reasonably sufficient to
compensate [the defendant] for any expenses properly incurred by him in
the proceedings’. In other words, your legal bill, or the vast bulk of it,
would be taken care of by the state, paid out of what was referred to as
‘Central Funds’. It was recognized that you hadn’t chosen to be prosecuted,
and as the winning party to the litigation, your reasonable costs would be
reimbursed. Pounds and pence would usually be thrashed out between the
solicitor and the Legal Services Commission (the predecessor to the Legal
Aid Agency), but as a rule, an acquitted defendant would not be out of
pocket for his suffering.

So what changed?
The public having been assured of the unsustainability and immorality of

the legal aid budget, the terrain was primed for the enactment in May of that
year of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act



(LASPO) 2012. The Act attracted attention at the time and afterwards for its
wholesale uprooting of civil legal aid. Hooting the same false claims over
the civil legal aid bill as per the criminal, the government removed legal aid
from swathes of areas of law where vulnerable people were most
desperately in need of access to justice, such as family law, welfare,
housing, immigration, medical negligence and debt. It was described by
Labour peer and shadow legal aid spokesman Lord Bach, himself an
experienced former criminal barrister, as ‘picking on people who can’t
defend themselves’ and ‘a bad day for British justice’.12 His comments
were by no means unique. Law centres across the country closed, legal aid
firms went to the wall and ordinary people found themselves without any
help in enforcing their basic rights. Abused women were forced to confront
their violent ex-partners alone in family proceedings.13 Vulnerable tenants
were at the mercy of rogue, unimpeachable landlords. Children were
expected to negotiate tortuous immigration proceedings by themselves.
Little surprise that in 2016 Amnesty International published a panicked
report warning that the cuts have ‘decimated access to justice’.14

But what also slipped in, under Schedule 7 of the Act, was a change to
Defendant’s Costs Orders. As of 1 October 2012, private-paying defendants
charged in criminal proceedings would no longer be able to recoup their
costs. Defendant’s Costs Orders in the Crown Court were abolished. The
rationale was that, as legal aid is universally available, the taxpayer should
not be required to meet the commercial-rate legal costs of those who choose
to go private. It’s like healthcare, the argument ran. You are not obliged to
use the NHS, but if you snub it for BUPA, you foot the bill.

This argument was prefigured by a rash of conveniently positioned
tabloid tales of celebrities, including footballer Steven Gerrard ‘pocketing’
over £300,000 on a Defendant’s Costs Order following his acquittal of a
charge of affray at Liverpool Crown Court.15 And it had a certain
superficial charm to it.

But tug at the theory and it unravels. Because, considering the health
analogy, the state by and large does not intentionally hospitalize its citizens.
If it did, and it started circumscribing the manner in which the people
whose limbs it had snapped could seek treatment, the injured might feel
slightly aggrieved. But perhaps more persuasively, there is an issue of
equality of arms here. Legal aid may not afford you representation of the
same calibre as the prosecution. Under legal aid, the presumption is that



you will be represented by a single junior barrister. For particularly
complex or serious cases, you can apply to a judge for a second junior
barrister to share the workload, or in the most serious cases for legal aid to
cover a QC. But there is no guarantee. The test for ‘extending the legal aid
certificate’ is strict, and over the last few years has become increasingly
restrictive, as judges have been repeatedly mithered by secondary
legislation to reduce the number of applications they grant. The fact that the
prosecution has instructed a QC, for example, does not mean that you as a
defendant are automatically entitled to one.

It may be, therefore, that, as a falsely accused defendant being prosecuted
by a vastly experienced silk, you would reasonably wish for someone
similarly excellent to defend you. And if legal aid won’t stretch to it, and
with no ‘top-up’ system permitted, you may find yourself with no choice
but to go private. And if you did, under this scheme, you would have been
left to pay the costs, whatever the outcome at trial. This was the fate visited
upon Conservative MP Nigel Evans in 2014, who, having chosen to pay
privately to successfully defend himself of allegations of sexual assault,
found himself £130,000 poorer due to the reforms poetically brought in by
his own party.16

Whatever the principled objections one might throw at this arrangement,
however, it at least had the advantage of ensuring that all those accused of
serious offences in the Crown Court had access to legal aid. Even if you
were rightly fearful that your quality of representation might be outmuscled
by the prosecution’s, you had the security of knowing that there was a
lawyer available to you, and that if your innocence was not impeached, it
would not cost you a thing.

Then, in January 2014, the government turned the screw. Determined to
squeeze every drop of blood from the budget, it introduced a means test in
the Crown Court. If you had a disposable household income – your
partner’s means were taken into account – of £37,500 or more, you were
excluded from legal aid. As a ‘balance’, it relaxed the ban on Defendant’s
Costs Orders in the Crown Court for people who applied for but were
refused legal aid and were subsequently acquitted. However, there was a
kicker: a Defendant’s Costs Order could only be claimed up to legal aid
rates. This aligned Crown Court proceedings with the regime that had
operated in the magistrates’ courts since 2012, where a disposable
household income of £22,325 shut you out of legal aid. So now, if you



qualified for legal aid, you would get it. But if you were above the
threshold, you were left at the mercy of the market, with the state making
only a token contribution to your costs if you were acquitted.17

As we have already seen, legal aid rates are significantly lower than
market rates, sometimes to the extent that the lawyers involved are
operating at a loss. So paying on the open market, at the rate that you once
would have claimed in full under a Defendant’s Costs Order, will invariably
cost you more than you can ever hope to recover. Private fees can be as
much as ten times legal aid rates, leaving an acquitted defendant tens, even
hundreds, of thousands of pounds out of pocket. And before claims of
extortion are levelled at the lawyers, it is worth remembering what the fees
payable from Central Funds under an old-school DCO actually represented.
These were not blank cheques. They provided for fees proximate to market
rates for legal professionals, but were still the subject of close scrutiny by
costs assessors. The test that was applied by the Legal Services
Commission and costs judges was whether the fees claimed under a DCO
were ‘reasonably sufficient’ and ‘properly incurred’. By cutting DCOs, by
definition the government has deemed that ‘reasonably sufficient’ and
‘properly incurred’ legal expenses sustained by a formally not guilty citizen
should not be paid.

At this point, it should also be pointed out that legal aid fees are officially
considered to be not a ‘proper professional fee’ by the Bar Council.
According to the Bar Code of Conduct, one of the limited occasions on
which barristers can ignore the ‘cab rank’ rule and refuse a case is where
there is no ‘proper’ fee. So low has the rate fallen through cuts and
inflation, that criminal legal aid cases have, since 2003, been expressly
identified by the Bar Council as ones where a barrister can refuse to act.18

Tying this together, we now have a situation where the government has
abolished legal aid for those with a notimmodest joint disposable annual
income of £37,500, and deemed that if you, the innocent, incur proper and
reasonable private costs in securing your acquittal, the state will only
contribute at a rate which by definition is not a ‘proper professional fee’.

In June 2010, the High Court responded to the previous Labour
government’s attempt to introduce a similar cap to DCOs:

. . . A defendant ought not to have to pay towards the cost of defending himself against what
might in some cases be wholly false accusations, provided he incurs no greater expenditure than is
reasonable and proper to secure his defence. Any change in that principle is one of some



constitutional moment. It means that a defendant falsely accused by the state will have to pay
from his own pocket to establish his innocence.19

Ruling the government’s regulations unlawful, the High Court was highly
critical of the attempt to achieve such a ‘decisive departure from past
principles’ through unscrutinized secondary legislation. The coalition
government in 2012 and 2014 learned from this and, by smuggling the
Innocence Tax into an Act of Parliament, ensured that when a legal
challenge inevitably came, parliamentary supremacy meant that the
Innocence Tax could not be said to be unlawful.20

It may be lawful. But it is abhorrent. Retreating to my favoured health
analogy, this is the government deliberately breaking your legs, and telling
you that you must go private, but that they will only contribute NHS rates.
Or, otherwise, you feel free to treat yourself. See how that works for you,
pal.

For those who can afford the financial hit, the position is repellent
enough; but the greater peril faces those who can’t – the families who meet
the government’s threshold for cutting off legal aid, but who have no means
to pay up-front for private solicitors, private barristers and private expert
witnesses. For these innocents, the Innocence Tax inflicts a Sophie’s Choice
between their family’s financial security and their liberty. Some will be
compelled to gamble on the latter. I cast my mind back to the acquittals I
secured on legal aid pre-2014 for defendants from middle-income families,
and wonder for their fates in these new times. What on earth would they
have done?

As a final, desultory boot in the genitals of justice, it is illuminating to
consider private prosecution fees. Because the imperative to find
‘efficiencies’ in criminal justice has not extended to private prosecutors.
While CPS prosecutions are funded from CPS coffers, private prosecutors
have the right to apply to Central Funds for the costs of bringing a
prosecution, even where the prosecution loses.21 And the fees claimable are
significantly higher than legal aid rates. The test, in fact, is evocative. The
court may ‘order the payment out of Central Funds of such amount as the
court considers reasonably sufficient to compensate the prosecutor for any
expenses reasonably incurred by him in the proceedings’. The Lord Chief
Justice has gone so far as to suggest that there should be a presumption in
favour of awarding these prosecution costs, unless there is ‘good reason for



not doing so, for example, where proceedings have been instituted or
continued without good cause’.22

We thus have the theoretical pantomime of a private prosecutor falsely
accusing an innocent person of a crime, bringing a case to trial, losing and
walking away financially restituted, while the innocent, victorious
defendant is forced to sell his home to pay the costs of his acquittal.

It is morally and philosophically indefensible that we have allowed our
justice system to degrade such that this scenario is possible. We have a
system which forces a wrongly accused person from a middle-class family
to choose between financial destitution and the fool’s gamble of self-
representing in criminal proceedings. The Innocence Tax’s philosophical
underpinning can only be read one of two ways: either as an inversion of
the presumption of innocence, a sly wink to our worse selves that an
accused is always in some way responsible for his being corralled into the
justice system. Or it is a concession that though accused people may well be
genuinely innocent, so little does the average voter understand or care about
the criminal courts that rampant butchery of the rule of law can be gotten
away with unscrutinized.

The consequences of the Innocence Tax are exhaustively threefold: the
cost of justice will fall; more innocent people will be financially ruined;
more innocent people, forced to self-represent, will be convicted. There is
nothing else. These reforms, like so many others, care nothing for quality.
There is no pretence that this will improve the standard of justice; to the
contrary, its diminution is tacitly accepted as a price worth paying for
knocking a few million off the legal aid bill.

We could – no, we should – have legal aid available to everyone accused
of a criminal offence; repayable by the convicted who have the means; for
those without, it should be written off as the baseline cost of a civilized
society that prizes the value of justice done properly. But through our
silence, we accept the government’s lesser alternative, and the perverse,
grotesque results that follow. The numbers of self-representing defendants
are rising. I see it in the Crown Courts. The government has conducted
research on the number of self-representing defendants, but has refused to
publish the results, no doubt through shame of what they will show.23

Although no official figures are kept in the magistrates’ court, anecdotal
evidence and common reason holds that unrepresented defendants are more
common there too. Ordinary people are expected to do courtroom combat



with seasoned legal professionals, without knowing the first thing about the
law. People stepping onto the battlefield armed with a paper hat and a
wooden spoon.

We see, on a daily basis, the appalling spectacle of

. . . unrepresented defendants not understanding what they were charged with, pleading guilty
when they would have been advised not to, and vice versa, messing up the cross-examination of
witnesses, and getting tougher sentences because they did not know how to mitigate.24

As previously discussed, and as every lawyer will tell you, it is the falsest
of economies. A litigant-in-person, unacquainted with the rules of evidence
or procedure, is guaranteed to lengthen proceedings, add layers of
confusion and complexity and run up far higher costs in added court time
than would ever be expended on having a hack like me defend him on legal
aid rates. But it sounds cheaper. So it ticks the ministry’s box.

A grim report by charity Transform Justice included a case study in
which a man wrongly accused of an offence of criminal damage ended up
paying more to be acquitted than he would have paid by way of a fine had
he simply pleaded guilty.25 Again, such instances are not accidents, they are
designs of our system. And they exist because no one gets elected
promising a better justice system. Just a cheaper one. Other things matter
more.

On 19 March 2014, two months after the Innocence Tax took its current
form, the government in the Budget proudly announced a 1p cut to duty on
a pint of beer, and a freeze to duty on cider and spirits. The cost to the
taxpayer of this largesse was estimated at £300 million per year.26 The
figure that had to be cut from criminal legal aid, that could not be avoided,
that meant it was necessary to punish the wrongly accused and increase the
risk of innocent people going to prison, was £220 million per year.

As I say, it’s a matter of priorities.



8. Trial on Trial: Part I – The Case Against

‘An advocate, by the sacred duty which he owes his clients, knows in the discharge of that
office but one person in the world, that client and none other. To save that client by all
expedient means, to protect that client at all hazards and costs, to all others, and among others
to himself, it is the highest and most unquestioned of his duties; and he must not regard the
alarm, the suffering, the torment, the destruction which he may bring upon any other.’

Henry Brougham, defence counsel at the trial before parliament of Queen Caroline, 1820

There is a near-tangible buzz that descends upon the courtroom and
reverberates off the walls as the panel of prospective jurors files into court.
It fizzes as the final twelve are randomly selected, sworn and formally
welcomed by a judge exuding something on the scale between
grandfatherly bonhomie and bubbling misanthropy. And, as the prosecutor
at the judge’s invitation takes to their feet to deliver the opening speech, the
buzz soars, whizzes furiously and then, as the first word falls, it drops and
settles, but never disappears. It gently underscores everything that follows;
a steady, incidental hum unobtrusively heightening the significance of each
spoken word, each nervous pause and each fidgety physical tell. For it is
from this, the oral presentation of evidence and its professional, adversarial
deconstruction, that the jury will divine their verdict, and justice will be
delivered.

And so we return to the illustration, first sketched with Mr Tuttle, which
perhaps best depicts our conception of criminal justice. In reality, it displays
only the tip of the iceberg, the less than 1 per cent of criminal prosecutions
that are determined by Crown Court trial, but the image remains totemic.
And its familiarity subtly reinforces our faith in its worth. There is an
instinctive cultural trust in the adversarial trial process as a guarantor of
justice; a true belief that the denouement of each trial will match the justice
of the final act of Twelve Angry Men.



That, after all, is the premise on which I base the observations and
criticisms in the preceding chapters. In the opening pages, I boldly
proclaimed that ‘our adversarial system, when it works, is the greatest
guarantor of individual liberty there is.’ The problem, as I characterize it, is
the acts or omissions by others – normally the state – which by negligence,
recklessness or specific intent impede the smooth running of an intrinsically
good system. If the case has negotiated its way successfully through the
pre-trial labyrinth to the swearing of a jury – if the evidence has been
gathered and not lost, if the witnesses have attended, if the interpreter is
present, if the defendant has been produced from custody, if the court can
actually accommodate a trial – the hard part, surely, is over? The trial itself
will by mere virtue of its internationally celebrated configuration – part
evolution, part intelligent design – give the ‘right’ result. The prosecution
will deliver a fair and balanced opening speech. Its witnesses will each give
oral evidence of what they know; initially prompted by non-leading, open
questioning from the prosecution advocate, before being tested by closed,
leading questions in cross-examination from the defence. Following the
prosecution case, assuming the judge is satisfied that there is sufficient
evidence for the matter to continue, the defence will have its turn, calling
the defendant to give evidence (if he so chooses) and any defence
witnesses. The advocates will then with equal aplomb each present their
closing arguments to the jury, before the judge fairly sums up the evidence
and directs the jury on the applicable law. When the jury returns, it will
present us with a neatly wrapped verdict of no more than two words, which,
whatever it may be, we can be satisfied represents Justice.

And it is that faith in process as justice that explains and justifies my role
as an advocate. It is what permits me to bat away with ease the inevitable
dinner party questions – How do you defend someone you believe is guilty?
Have you ever prosecuted someone you think is innocent? – with a
nonchalance that belies the gravity of the argument. I am just a cog in the
machine. Impersonally carrying out my role is key to ensuring that the
delicate justice ecosystem remains in symbiosis. Once the advocate allows
personal sentiment to usurp cold professional judgment, the whole
adversarial system is jolted out of whack. I would be trespassing on the role
of the jury. I am not here to form views or share feelings. I am here to
promote my client’s cause, without fear or favour, to the best of my ability.



That is my function; a footsoldier for justice, marching to the adversarial
beat.

If in so doing, I help to secure the acquittal of someone who is in fact
guilty, or the conviction of someone who may be innocent, that is frankly
not my professional concern. The jury had the evidence, fairly and lawfully
presented and scrutinized. It was for those twelve neutrals, not me, to
decide whether the state had made them sure of guilt. I am but a vessel.

If, in order to secure that result for my client, it was necessary to
persuade the judge, properly and lawfully, to hide some relevant evidence
from the jury, for fear that it was unduly prejudicial, or because of its
dubious probity, or the unfair circumstances in which the police obtained it,
that would have been not only within the rules of the game, but my duty as
his counsel.

If, as a consequence of my fierce cross-examination and scornful,
blustering closing speech, a genuine victim of an unspeakable crime has –
to channel Lord Brougham – their suffering, their torment, their destruction
multiplied, that must regrettably be filed under ‘collateral damage’ in the
noble battle to protect individual liberty, and to ensure that only where the
state’s evidence proves guilt beyond doubt will a man’s freedom be
curtailed. As I haughtily declared earlier when considering the clash
between the rights of victims and the rights of defendants, the former just
have to accept that they will ultimately be subjugated to the latter, because
the proper functioning of adversarialism requires it.

But such glib, smug homilies, delivered with the self-assured and clinical
complacency of someone who has had such lofty abstract ideals implanted
since the first year of law school, allow me to avoid critical examination of
the awkward, deeper assumptions that underlie not only our mode of
justice, but my very (professional) existence. Such as whether adversarial
criminal justice is all it is cracked up to be. Whether too much – truth,
dignity – is sacrificed on its altar. Whether a system that does not have as its
stated aim the pursuit of truth, but instead rewards the best game player in a
winner-takes-all contest, can really be said to deliver ‘justice’ in a sense
understood by anyone outside of legal circles. And whether, if we have
abandoned – or never even prized – truth as a guiding principle of our trials,
we are doing gross injury to Enlightenment principles, with the result that
all of us – defendant, victim and society – are wronged.

I try to avoid those questions. Because more inevitably follow.



Am I a morally neutral officer of justice, faithfully playing my allocated
role in the production line? Or am I, and thousands like me, complicit in a
warped, harmful model of criminal inquiry, only semi-conscious of the real,
irremediable devastation that we wreak? When I mount my high horse and
decry government violence to fundamental pillars of justice, am I a first-
class passenger complaining about the limited buffet options on the Titanic?
Is the lesson that I should be taking from the things that I see in the
courtroom not that our criminal justice system is broken for the trivial
reasons upon which I and my colleagues fixate, but that its very premise is
inherently, immorally flawed?

We need to talk about adversarialism.

Jay’s case is one that will stay with me until I retire. Not because of the
nature of the allegations against him; their horror is sadly matched by their
ubiquity in the Crown Courts. Nor because he was the first acquitted client
whose protestations of innocence I found, on that deeper, forbidden,
personal level, difficult to accept. But rather because the circumstances of
his case, and of my role in it, taken together probably summon up to a
layperson a flesh-and-blood illustration of a system not working. Of
adversarialism as an impediment, rather than a conduit, to justice.

Broken down to its bare essentials, on the basis of everything I saw in
that case, and everything I heard at trial, I think Jay repeatedly raped his
children from school age to adulthood. And my efforts helped secure his
acquittal.

To restate some of the professional and ethical basics: I of course didn’t
know that Jay was guilty. He never admitted as such; indeed, his
instructions remained a firm ‘Not Guilty’ from the moment he strolled into
the conference room, reeking of stale cigarettes and Brut, and wedged his
giant rolls of belly awkwardly into the chair at the opposite end of the table.
Had he ever admitted to me, or to the senior barrister leading me, that his
two daughters were truthful when, aged twenty-four and nineteen, they
attended a quiet suburban police station to calmly report that their father
had raped and sexually abused them from the age of five, I would not have
been able to defend him in the same way.

My duties are strictly set out in the Bar Code of Conduct: if a client tells
me that they did something, I cannot positively assert in court that they did
not. Contrary to popular conception of defence lawyers as lying slyly in



cahoots with their clients, privy to the details of their guilt but dishonestly
presenting a picture of positive innocence to the trusting jury, professional
ethics are clear. My overriding duty is to the court. While the client enjoys
legal privilege – and so I won’t reveal it to the court if he confesses his guilt
to me – I cannot present a positive case that I know not to be true. Were I to
do so, I could be hauled before a disciplinary hearing and disbarred.

Therefore, where a client confessed, the only way I could continue to act
would be if he decided to plead guilty, or if he maintained his not guilty
plea but instructed me to ‘test the reliability of the evidence’ without
advancing a positive case that he was innocent. This would mean that I was
in effect defending him with an arm tied behind my back. I could gently
probe the evidence of the witnesses by drawing out inconsistencies and
asking the jury, ‘Are you sure of guilt?’ But I couldn’t suggest to a witness
that they were lying, or submit to the jury in my speech that my client did
not do the alleged act. If the client wished to nevertheless advance a
positive defence, I would be, in the jargon, ‘professionally embarrassed’. I
would have to withdraw, and he would have to find a new barrister to whom
he could give fresh instructions of innocence.

But where a client maintains his lack of guilt, in spite of what may be
overwhelming prosecution evidence, I am obliged, having robustly advised
him on the likelihood of conviction, to present his unlikely defence in as
persuasive and attractive a way as possible. This is in practice the day job.
Defending not just the indefensible, but the patently ludicrous. Inviting a
jury to consider that, maybe, black is not, as the prosecution so outlandishly
claim, black, but might instead be, if you squint hard enough, a shade of
something if not white, then at least not a million miles away from grey.
Maybe, as I in one of my earliest trials had to sincerely put to three
unimpressed magistrates, the six independent prosecution witnesses who
saw my client merrily carrying a stolen television to his car, had suffered a
collective onset of poor vision and faulty memory. And that the crystalline
high-resolution CCTV footage supporting the witnesses’ identical accounts
was not crystalline enough to make the court sure.

And this is key to adversarialism. The prosecution will be presenting
their case as persuasively as they can, whatever views the advocate might
privately hold about the witnesses’ credibility. Equality of arms requires
that the defendant has his case, irrespective of whether his advocate
believes it, put before the court with the same articulacy and force. That,



after all, is the legacy of the eighteenth-century barristers elbowing their
way into the trial process and incrementally enlarging their roles. The
accusatorial system, which involved the state – usually a citizen prosecutor
assisted by the investigating magistrates we met earlier – versus an
unrepresented defendant singing for his supper, gave way to
professionalized adversarial trials, with lawyers taking centre stage in their
presentation of the competing cases.

In practice, this exercise involves not simply the presentation of an
alternative case, but the demolition of your opponent’s. That is the core of
defence strategy. My pupilmaster would often say that prosecuting is
constructive and defending is destructive, and while not always true, the
proposition is generally sound. A defendant will often have a positive case
to advance (usually either ‘it wasn’t me’ or ‘it never happened’), and will
usually wish to give his own evidence and call defence witnesses in support
of his ‘case’, but there is no burden on him to prove anything. If his lawyers
can do enough damage to the prosecution case, that may be enough to
establish reasonable doubt in the jury’s mind and secure the precious Not
Guilty.

In Jay’s case, the nature of the allegations meant that destruction was our
primary strategy. Allegations of non-recent sexual offences make for
extremely difficult cases for many reasons. For the defence, a particular
hurdle is that, due to the passage of time, it is often impossible to recall
specifics of what one might have been doing on a given day, and thus to
meet the allegations head on. In some jurisdictions, there are statutes of
limitations which prevent criminal proceedings being brought after a certain
period of time, for this very reason. But in England and Wales, there is no
such bar. It is increasingly common to see defendants prosecuted for alleged
offences said to have occurred forty or even fifty years ago, even though it
presents an immediate difficulty when trying to ‘disprove’ the prosecution
allegations.

So when Jay’s eldest daughter, Mysha, claimed that back in the late
1980s her dad took to coming into her bedroom on the nights that her mum
was visiting relatives, removing Mysha’s nightie and engaging her in
progressively sinister ‘secret games’, all Jay could say was: that never
happened. This is not the type of case where appeals could be made for
defence witnesses, or even where Jay could point to a specific date and
provide an alibi to disprove Mysha’s account. When the younger daughter,



Tamara, made near-identical allegations of acts committed against her, the
problem only doubled. In such a case, attack is not just the best but the only
form of defence.

Which is where I came in. Being at this stage not sufficiently senior to be
doing cases of this gravity on my own, I was instructed as a ‘junior’
advocate to support the ‘leading’ barrister, George. The division of labour
was neat and crisp – George handled ‘the big picture’, namely strategy and
the advocacy, while I, apparently, was ‘the details monkey’. The reason that
the legal aid certificate was exceptionally extended to allow George the
privilege of my companionship was due to the volume of unused material
generated by the prosecution during the investigation, and which fell to be
disclosed to the defence as potentially helpful to our cause. My role was to
comb through the floor-to-ceiling boxes of mostly handwritten, yellowed
1980s/90s local authority records and dig out anything that might
conceivably help us at trial.

In historic sex cases, disclosure of local authority records is a necessary
but messy component. The sad reality of such cases is that the families have
often, for various reasons, previously come to the attention of local
authority social services or children’s support services. Jay’s wife, Farah,
had a long history of alcoholism, and the girls had spent their childhoods
bounced back and forth between the family’s squalid, unkempt home and a
sequence of foster carers. The history of Social Services’ involvement with
the family stretched over fifteen years, the official records of which lay in
local authority archives. One of the first jobs for the CPS is to obtain such
material and inspect it to see whether any of it either supports the
prosecution case, or might reasonably assist the defence.

Why are these records so important? For the prosecution, it’s because
they might contain evidence of contemporaneous complaint. They might
show, for example, that Mysha said something apparently innocuous to a
social worker in 1996, which in the light of what is now alleged is highly
significant. Or even, as is not uncommon, that she reported the allegations
years ago but was ignored or disbelieved in accordance with the zeitgeist.

For the defence, Social Services’ records can be helpful because they
contain something that undermines the complainants’ credibility. The
records might show that, at the time that they were supposedly being
abused, they not only made no complaint, but were recorded by eagle-eyed
social workers as behaving in a way entirely at odds to what one might



‘expect’ from an abused child. Or the records might point to a possible
defence witness. Or there might be reports of the complainants having been
compulsive liars. Or, the silver bullet for the defence, there might be reports
of the children having made similar, provably false complaints in the past.

Obtaining the material is not a straightforward process. Records might by
now be incomplete or missing. If, as was the case with Jay, the family
moved between a number of local authority areas, there will be paperwork
buried in the administrative webs of several different public bodies. Local
authorities may also have merged or restructured over time; children’s
homes may have closed, or private agencies may have provided some of the
services. Invariably, it will emerge from the records obtained that there
exists yet further relevant material, such as education, medical or
counselling records. Or documentation generated in the course of family
court proceedings, which has its own complex legal dimension. The
practicalities of gathering all relevant material can be fiendish. Once the
prosecution has unwrapped what they believe to be the last Russian doll in
the sequence, they could be staring at tens of thousands of pages of records.
If they are diligent in their duties, they will carefully examine the full extent
of the records, and be properly selective in what they disclose, dutifully
applying the disclosure test – i.e. whether the material is reasonably capable
of undermining the prosecution case or assisting the defence. In practice,
one finds that the prosecution tends to either disclose far too little, leading
to repetitive requests from the defence for documents which one can infer
are clearly relevant, or disclose far too much, lazily dumping all manner of
records, some of which might help the defence, but many of which are
neutral or irrelevant. In theory, with material of this type, the judge should
act as second filter to scrutinize the disclosure process. Sometimes, the less
motivated, or those lacking in time, will just reach for the rubber stamp.

Which was where we found ourselves with Jay. After a little early
constipation in the disclosure process, we – or I – were now looking at a
prosecution mega-dump. Every day, it seemed, a new box of unpaginated,
barely legible documentation landed in chambers, to the evident dismay of
the junior clerk who had to lug it up six flights of stairs to what George
grandiosely referred to as ‘the War Room’. It was in reality a cupboard with
a tiny desk now walled by seven-foot-high turrets of precariously stacked
boxes, where I would while away every moment that I was not in court for
the three months between my instruction and trial.



The brief was simple: identify, mine and polish every atom that would
help us show the jury that these two girls were lying fantasists. By
painstakingly scrutinizing every recorded interaction between the children
and the state over two decades, it was possible to piece together a
chronology of individual incidents which, taken together, could be refracted
in the courtroom as two lifetimes of dishonesty and unreliability.

Every time one of the girls had told a fib at school, or regaled a foster
carer with a tall tale, or denied being the one who pinched a biscuit from the
tin, or in any other way acted in a manner that could be spun as evidence of
untruthfulness, it went in my schedule. When it emerged that Mysha was
admitted to hospital at age seventeen with a severe psychiatric disorder,
every recorded instance of hallucination, confusion or inconsistency was
carefully tabbed and entered into the chronology. On another occasion, a
thirteen-year-old Tamara had climbed out of the bedroom window at her
foster carer’s house to spend a night drinking with an older man. The
missing child report containing the silly, false name she instinctively gave
to the police when they found her, before quickly admitting all, was duly
weaponized. No mis-step or human frailty was too small or too
insignificant. And there was a lot. Not all of this would ultimately go before
the jury – the judge has to be satisfied that ‘bad character’ evidence meets
the statutory tests – but much of it did.

There was dynamite lurking within the records, too. Each girl had made
previous allegations of sexual abuse against other men, some of which were
provably false. Mysha had told a primary school teacher about a fictional
neighbour who she said had touched her. Tamara had made repeated false
complaints of violence against her foster carers. Aged thirteen, she told a
school nurse that she was having sex with a nineteen-year-old, and then
denied it, and then repeated it to other friends. She had faked a pregnancy,
and then a miscarriage.

There are two interpretations, of course. One is that these were two
untrustworthy fantastists, habitual liars from a young age who would lie to
get their own way, or for attention, unable to see or care about the
consequences for others, and who had carried their propensity for
untruthfulness through childhood, adolescence and beyond. The second is
that they were damaged, abused children. All children tell fibs about taking
biscuits. And blame things on their siblings. And lie about going out when
they’re teenagers. If children are horrifically and gruesomely abused by



their father from a young age, they can break. They can act out for
attention, send out flares, lose their sense of self and their grip on the reality
of their nightmare. Each and every instance of their deviant or disordered
behaviour might be traced back to that original, unspeakable, ultimate
breach of trust. Every disprovable claim made against other men becomes,
under this light, a cipher for what was being done to that little girl by her
dad.

But the first is the tapestry that you weave when defending. That is the
essence of adversarialism. Each side has its ‘case theory’. Ours was that Jay
was a good dad doing his level best with a drunk wife and two demonical,
lying, fucked-up kids. And every strand of evidence has to be twisted and
threaded so as to fit in with that theory. You shine a fog light on each tiny
imperfection in the opponent’s case, and carefully deflect any weakness in
your own. For evidence which contradicts your case theory, you have two
options: destroy it in cross-examination, or try, lawfully, to hide it from the
jury.

Cross-examination

The true purpose of cross-examination, it is suggested in Archbold, the
leading criminal practitioner text, is ‘to elicit answers to matters of fact’.1 I
would respectfully suggest that this is only half the story: the main purpose
is to cause the witness to say what you, the advocate, want them to say.
And, in so doing, to improve your client’s case. Where your case is that this
particular witness is a lying hound, cross-examination serves a further
utility: to destroy that person’s credibility.

The order of witness examination goes like so. The party calling the
witness will conduct the examination-in-chief, asking open questions
designed to elicit all the relevant information contained in the witness
statement. No leading questions are allowed at this stage. No, ‘It’s correct
that this defendant robbed you, isn’t it? [WINK WINK]’ is permitted. No
one in an English court is going to actually say the word ‘objection’, but
your opponent will stand up with a concerned, furrowed frown and calmly
say, ‘Your Honour . . .’, prompting an immediate judicial reprimand for
your breach of protocol.



Cross-examination, by contrast, is the art of the closed, leading question.
While I do not hold myself up as an authority on the art, usually blustering
my way through trials while gawping enviously at the skills of my
opponent, I’m familiar with the theory. And the exercise is not about
extracting truth, or assisting the jury in having as much information as
possible before them. It is about leading the witness to the answer that you
think you can manipulate them into giving.

The tactics are drilled into you at law school. Keep questions short and
closed. Give the witness minimal room for manoeuvre or free-form speech.
You want a yes or no answer. Don’t ask a question if you don’t already
know what answer you’re going to get. The theoretically perfect cross-
examination is a series of short questions, the final of which forces the
witness to give only one answer – the answer you, the advocate, desire.

Undermining the credibility of a witness is rarely difficult. Trials are held
many months, sometimes years or decades, after the event. They will also
take place at least several months after the witness has given their first
account to the police in the form of their witness statement. The witness
statement is a delightful tool for chipping away at a witness’ credibility. It
does not stand by itself as evidence, as we insist in criminal trials on oral
evidence; a witness can refresh their memory from their statement, but all
their evidence must be given live. If a witness gives an answer in evidence
that differs in any way from something said in their witness statement, that
right there is your first easy example of how defective this witness has
proved herself to be. If the witness, confronted by the smirking advocate
brandishing her contrary statement, immediately corrects her evidence to fit
with the statement, she’s making it up as she goes along. If she suggests that
the police officer composing the statement must have made an error (as the
police occasionally do), the witness is theatrically guided to their signature
on each page of her statement, while the tutting advocate asks, wide-eyed
and pious, what else in her signed witness statement the witness didn’t
bother to check for accuracy.

Multiple witnesses offer multiple opportunities for inconsistencies, for
the simple reason that a group of honest witnesses giving an honest account
of something that happened will all naturally diverge in their perceptions
and recollections. There will always be something for the advocate to pluck
out as ‘proof’ of unreliability. Mysha and Tamara both said that they had
first discussed the abuse with each other two years ago, around six months



before they decided to go to the police. When, inevitably, the evidence of
these two poorly educated, psychologically vulnerable women diverged on
the exact words used and precise dates, times and movements of that day,
this, we crowed, shows that they’re making it up. When they differed in
their evidence, it was because they were tripping up in their own lies. When
they were eerily similar in what they said, it was because they were in
cahoots.

When you can add to your default armoury some concrete examples of
unreliability and lies, as we had in our schedule, you’ve got a day’s worth
of brickbats you can throw in as well. Particularly if, as with Tamara, you
get caught out lying in your evidence. She had told a counsellor, a few years
ago, that she was going to ‘get my own back big time’ on Jay. The context
was unclear, but it was established from the records, and the counsellor
himself, that Tamara had used those words. The prosecution agreed that this
was so. This fit neatly with our case theory of malicious complaint,
although in deploying it we were taking the risk that the prosecution would
spin it as the natural rage of a girl whose childhood was stolen by her
predatory father. Tamara though, rather than offering this context when
confronted with the comment in cross-examination, denied making it at all.
She lied. And, George was able to put to her – and to the jury in his closing
speech – this was the lie that gave the lie to everything else. It was but the
tip of the iceberg. One proven lie – a lie on oath, members of the jury – that
casts into question everything else she has told you. Remember, when you
consider her tear-streaked video interview that she gave to the police (that
being the way that evidence-in-chief is given in sex cases), and ponder the
hysterics she ‘convincingly’ exhibited when challenged on her evidence,
that this girl is a proven liar. And please, ladies and gentlemen, assess all of
her evidence with that in mind.

By the end of the witness’ evidence, if cross-examination has been
successful, the jury should be questioning everything about the witness
other than what you want them to accept. If enough damage has been done
to the inherent credibility of the witness, the jury may be distracted from
what, on its face, is an internally coherent and utterly compelling portrait of
a real-life event.

Excluding Evidence



Of course, you can altogether avoid having to challenge or cast a favourable
gloss over awkward prosecution evidence if that evidence doesn’t get
before the jury in the first place. One of the unique features distinguishing
common-law adversarialism from the Continental inquisitorial procedure is
how much energy goes into ensuring that the fact-finding tribunal is not in
possession of all the facts.

Rules of evidence in criminal proceedings are horrendously complex. As
with the adversarial format itself, rules of evidence emerged piecemeal
from the eighteenth century as barristers, restricted to assisting the courts on
‘matters of law’, enlarged their roles by finding ever new and exotic ways
to push the boundaries. At their heart, rules of evidence aim to confine what
is put before the jury (or magistrates) to that which is relevant to the issues.
Nothing is gained by taking up court time clouding the jury’s task with
irrelevant data. Further to that, though, the law has developed to act as a
‘quality filter’, and to excise evidence which may be relevant, but with
which it is deemed juries ought not to be trusted.

Some of these are designed to eliminate evidence that by its nature is of
lower quality, such as the rule against hearsay. Put simply, assertions made
out of court are not admissible as evidence of their truth except in tightly
defined circumstances. And so, if Joe tells a police officer that he saw Jim
stab Fred, Joe would have to come to court and give that evidence on oath.
Neither his witness statement, nor the evidence of the police officer as to
what Joe said, would be admissible instead. The rationale is that the source
of hearsay evidence cannot be directly challenged, and as ‘second hand’
evidence is inherently more likely to be unreliable. But it is not always so.
And the exclusionary rule means that evidence which is potentially
relevant, and which could be entirely reliable, might be withheld.

Other exclusionary rules are ostensibly aimed at avoiding undue
prejudice to the parties. An obvious example is the law on bad character.
The starting point is that evidence of a defendant’s previous ‘bad character’
– which doesn’t just include convictions, but any conduct of a
‘reprehensible’ nature – is inadmissible. The jury ordinarily will hear
nothing about it. A fun part of a trial arrives immediately following a guilty
verdict, when the prosecutor will rise to their feet and, in a theatrical display
of ‘Here’s What We Didn’t Tell You’, read out to the agape jury the
defendant’s impressive list of previous convictions. Again, the reason for
this appears sound: there is a risk that a jury may attach undue prominence



to someone’s previous roguery with the result that they fail to properly
scrutinize the evidence for the present allegation. The same applies to the
bad character of non-defendants. My schedule of Mysha and Tamara’s
historical misdeeds was not automatically admissible; much of my effort
went unrewarded, as the judge properly applied the strict legal test for
allowing the complainants to be cross-examined about their bad character,
and many instances of the more minor or unverifiable instances of
childhood misbehaviour were ruled out.

Other relevant evidence, which is neither hearsay nor bad character, may
be excluded at the judge’s discretion if it is deemed to ‘have such an
adverse effect on the fairness of proceedings’ that the court ought not to
allow it.2 Such applications are often made where, for example, there has
been a breach of the codes of practice that govern police investigations. If
an identification procedure does not comply with the applicable code of
practice, the positive identification of the suspect by an eyewitness may be
excluded. Partly this is to prevent low-quality or contaminated evidence
from polluting the purity of what the jury hear, partly public policy dictates
that it is important that there are meaningful consequences for the
prosecuting authorities breaking law and procedural codes.

And so, rather than placing all relevant evidence before the jury with
appropriate warnings and directions as to the caution with which they might
want to approach parts of it, we instead legally purify the evidence out of
what can only be a fundamental mistrust in the ability of juries to consume
the raw produce appropriately. This is a paradox at the heart of the jury
system. It is not for those twelve to decide whether evidence is reliable, or
whether it is fair to take it into account. We fear the jury’s human
weaknesses, while simultaneously lauding its innate and unimpeachable
sense of fairness. Is this tenable? Or does this all add up to a picture of
incomplete information being put before an admittedly irrational tribunal?

The filtration of evidence in adversarialism isn’t limited to what is
excluded. Because an application to exclude presumes that the relevant
evidence has been obtained. Often it hasn’t. The presentation of evidence is
for the parties, rather than the court, and anything that is not supplied
cannot be considered. The oath that jurors swear is to decide cases on the
evidence. They must not conduct extra-curricular research online, or
speculate about what other evidence might exist. Their tests must be
conducted using only the tools handed to them in the courtroom laboratory.



If the prosecution has missed or forgotten something, it remains forever
buried. When ploughing through the unused material, I noticed a social
worker’s notes from 1993, recording Mysha as suggesting that her dad was
doing things at home that made her uncomfortable. The prosecution had
missed this helpful evidence of contemporaneous complaint. They had not
spotted it, not pursued it, and not spoken to the social worker to get further
detail. And, it being not in the least helpful to our case, this valuable
comment, no doubt long-forgotten by Mysha, was never brought to the
jury’s attention.

Tactical manoeuvres by the parties further limit the jury’s access to
relevant information. A key question of an opposing witness may
deliberately not be asked by a seasoned pro, aware that her case is stronger
without Schrödinger’s cat’s welfare being confirmed. The evidence called
by each side is selective and partial. Neither side is going to knowingly call
a witness who will torpedo their own case. Sometimes, when defending,
this means not calling someone who the jury may be very keen to hear
from. Such as Jay’s wife, Farah. She, standing by her man, was keen to give
evidence in his defence, to say how she had seen no signs of abuse in the
family home, and what awful, mendacious children she had raised. But no
way was George or I putting her in the witness box and gifting the
prosecution the opportunity to demonstrate to the jury quite how ineffective
a protector the girls’ mother was. How easily she would have been
manipulated by Jay. How plentiful were the opportunities for him to do to
those children whatever he damn well pleased.

And sometimes tactics demand that the defendant himself exercise his
right to silence and not give evidence. Counter-intuitive though it may
sound, there are some trials – particularly where you fear a client may
blunder his way to convicting himself in the witness box – where you
advise that he remain silent and hope that enough damage has been done to
the prosecution case in cross-examination for the jury not to be sure of
guilt. Of course they’ll think he’s possibly or probably guilty. But if the
prosecution witnesses have been poor, it is possible to persuade a jury that,
even without the defendant’s account on oath, they cannot be sure beyond
reasonable doubt that he is guilty. The risk however is that the jurors, as
they are entitled to do, draw an inference that is adverse against your client
from his silence, and proceed to convict him. In such cases, it can be
difficult, I have found, to shake the feeling that you as the advising



advocate are in some way to blame. That, even if the advice you gave was
spot on, your client is being punished for your gamble. The narrative that
you fear – and to which they, if innocent, will forever cling – is of a
blameless person unjustly deprived of their freedom because they were
persuaded by their barrister to play the game and roll the dice, rather than
simply tell the truth.

Inquisitorialism: A Search for Truth?

The word ‘game’ hangs in the air. Because that is often what adversarialism
amounts to. It does not seek to take a cool, impartial look at all available
evidence. It does not calmly invite differing interpretations of a
comprehensive fact-gathering exercise. The police, conscious of the
political imperative to achieve convictions, investigate alone, under their
own steam. They pass what they find to the CPS, which selects the evidence
that points towards guilt. The defence try to exclude parts of that evidence,
throw in some of their own, equally partial, while lobbing smoke bombs
into the arena in the hope that some may damage the prosecution witnesses,
or at the very least distract the jury. Who, let us not forget, we cannot trust
in possession of the full facts, lest they misapply them or otherwise disgrace
themselves.

It is difficult to see how, in that framework, truth is ever supposed to
emerge. Particularly in contrast to the alternative, European model –
inquisitorialism. Which, whatever variant of system you alight upon, is
premised on and marketed as a neutral search for objective truth.

There are many and varied inquisitorial systems, but it is worth a
whistlestop tour of some of the main common features. The headline is that
rather than equip two adversaries with the means to present their own
partial evidence to an independent fact finder, all roles are vested in the
state.

Typically, the criminal investigation is carried out by judicial police
officers, under the supervision of the prosecutor, who decides whether to
pursue the matter to a trial. Evidence is gathered both for and against the
accused in a disinterested and objective manner, and the investigation and
its findings are documented in a file, or dossier. The prosecutor’s objective
is not to obtain a conviction – unlike the CPS, under political pressure to



deliver acceptable, although ever-undefined, conviction rates: – her public
duty is to search for and uncover the truth. In some jurisdictions, the
prosecutor is supplanted by an investigating magistrate who takes
responsibility for the investigation. Witnesses will be examined and their
testimony recorded in the investigative stage, with all evidence placed in
the dossier.

The defence will be entitled to inspect the dossier before trial and offer
representations on any further investigation that should be instigated. Once
the prosecutor or investigating magistrate is satisfied that all necessary
investigative measures have been exhausted, the completed dossier,
containing all the evidence, is put before the trial court. This is usually a
single judge, or a mixed panel of professional judges and laypersons.

Trial itself takes on a very different, almost anti-climactic feel. And there
will be a trial. Guilty pleas and plea bargains do not exist, capable as they
are of obscuring truth. While a defendant can admit his misdeeds in
evidence, the court must still establish exactly what took place. The trial is
judge-led. In most cases, the crucial decision is reached solely by reference
to the hundreds of pages of witness statements, expert reports and
photographs that comprise the dossier. While the witness evidence should
theoretically be repeated orally, the judge may dispense with the
requirement that witnesses attend. The role of the lawyers is therefore
marginalized. There is no hostile cross-examination for the edification of a
rapt jury; little cross-examination, in fact, at all. While there will be a
defence lawyer, their role is usually limited to handing in written
submissions on the law and evidence, and suggesting questions that the
judge might wish to ask of a witness. In jurisdictions where oral questioning
is allowed, it tends to be perfunctory and non-aggressive. No Garrows
enlarging their role and demolishing terrified witnesses in a verbal frenzy.
No Georges teasing out the inconsistencies in the evidence of first Mysha
and then Tamara, clobbering them relentlessly with a club of bad-character
evidence as they thrashed around on the video monitor, their eyes searching
desperately, fruitlessly for help. In some inquisitorial jurisdictions,
including Germany, Austria, Norway and Sweden, complainants are
permitted to assist the prosecutor as a ‘subsidiary prosecutor’. Rather than
being viewed as a powerless appendix to the prosecution case, served on a
plate to a salivating defence lawyer, a victim can assume a meaningful role



in their own right. Their dignity is preserved both by the manner of
questioning and the significance accorded to their status.

Crucially, exclusionary rules of evidence are anathema. The only test for
admissibility is relevance. Hearsay is a non-concept. The judge is trusted to
weigh up the evidence, distinguish between primary and secondary
accounts and attach appropriate significance to what appears in the dossier.
Previous convictions of the defendant are not only admissible but
considered important to the determination of guilt or innocence. If there is
any evidence which the court considers ought to have been obtained, further
inquiry can be ordered. Note the contrast to the jury, which, if it meekly
approaches the judge and asks for more evidence, is told firmly that,
‘You’ve had all the evidence there is,’ and ordered to get on with reaching a
verdict. In inquisitorialism, no relevant questions go tactically unasked. No
reasonable avenues of inquiry lie uncharted due to the awkwardness they
might portend to the parties. The finder of fact is not, as juries are here,
prosecuted and gaoled for undertaking extra-curricular research into the
case; it is encouraged to amass whatever information it feels it needs to get
to the bottom of the case.

When the court retires to consider whether guilt is proved to the standard
of intime conviction – roughly translated as ‘deeply and thoroughly
convinced’3 – it must provide not only a one- or two-word verdict, but
reasons for its conclusions.4 Whereas the sanctity of the jury’s verdict
renders it a criminal offence in England and Wales to ask for or disclose
details of a jury’s deliberations, leaving the Court of Appeal to speculate as
to what a jury might have been thinking, the truth, as the court finds it to be,
is clearly and publicly set out and justified.

If the court found the witnesses credible, but in light of the lack of
supporting evidence could not faithfully hold themselves out as sure to the
requisite standard, that crumb of comfort could be offered to the devastated
complainants as the not guilty verdict was returned. If the court was
satisfied that a complaint was malicious, they could set out on public record
the words that the acquitted defendant could forever embrace when faced
with the inevitable, ugly, no-smoke-without-fire whispers that are invited by
a blank, expressionless Not Guilty.

The adversarial model – or at least our version of it – eschews narrative
verdicts. Instead of the verdict being the conclusive answer, it is often the
catalyst for further questions that can never be resolved. Win or lose, that’s



your only certainty. And so, after George, with the aid of that damned
schedule, tossed grenade after grenade after grenade into the evidence of
the two girls – the word ‘liar’ bouncing around the courtroom on a loop as
he softly and politely tore each complainant apart – and after Jay went into
the witness box and gave a fumbling, evasive performance in his defence,
and after the jury returned with their verdicts, the foreman repeating ‘Not
Guilty’ seventeen times as we advocates maintained our poker faces, no one
could say where the truth lay; or even where it began.

All we had – and all we, for Jay, needed – was that inscrutable,
favourable answer to those seventeen binary questions. But that was far
from the truth. And that verdict and its obnoxious unknowability, although
satisfactory for our client, didn’t get to the truth of what had taken place
over the last twenty years.

Why do I say that I think Jay was guilty? Just a hunch. There was the
material in the Social Services’ records, none of it conclusive, but much of
it painting a clearer, darker picture than that achieved by the prosecution at
trial. There was the way Jay presented in his evidence; his lukewarm
denials contrasted to the raw hysteria of the complainants when challenged.
There was his demeanour in that very first conference. The way he said, as
we shook hands at the end, ‘Just get me off, yeah?’, delivered with the same
casual arrogance I’d seen a hundred times before in career burglars who
know they’re playing the game. There was the way he didn’t seem
burdened in the way that I imagine I would be burdened if my children –
my flesh and blood – accused me of those unspeakable, monstrous things.
There was his reaction on acquittal; not so much screaming blessed relief as
shrugging pleasant surprise. All those little tells.

They could be wrong, of course, and possibly speak louder to my own
prejudices than anything else. But something about the evidence, about him,
about them, made the acquittal feel, if not wrong, at least not right. As we
watched the victorious Jay drag a glazed Farah out through the front
revolving door of the court precinct and back to their cursed normality,
George turned to me.

‘He did it, didn’t he?’
I nodded. ‘I think so.’
George grimaced.
‘Those poor fucking girls.’



George’s practice was these cases. He did little else. When he spoke of
them normally in chambers, it was with the learned indifference and
gallows humour that sex barristers adopt out of self-preservation. He, like
so many of his call, was impervious to cloudy emotion. He was just a player
of the game. But as we dragged our suitcases in tandem over the cobbles
towards the station, he was oddly withdrawn. His jolly, polished, public-
school charm had slipped, replaced with a grimace of pursed reflection.

‘Have you ever before . . . ?’ I began.
He shook his head. And we walked on in silence. As we did, the

questions that we rarely confront, whether through training or simply lack
of time to give them proper thought, started percolating through my mind,
melding together in a sticky ball of inseparable, unanswerable
interrogations. Can we say that justice has been done in this case? What
will happen to those vulnerable, broken girls, disbelieved by their family
and now formally disbelieved by the state? What happens to the thousands
like them? The many genuine victims of abuse, punished repeatedly in a
vicious circle of institutional torture. Those children who are failed by the
state, are abused and damaged, and who act like children who are abused
and damaged, only to grow up and find that the justice system will use that
damaged behaviour as reason to disbelieve them. The agony of their cross-
examination, the final nails hammered into their remaining vestiges of
dignity – is this the way to establish the truth? Is any of this, any of what we
tacitly accept as Our Way of Justice, justifiable in the modern era, when
other countries find ways to dispense criminal justice without so much overt
public pain?

And today, as I look back over the arguments that speak for themselves,
if I were to ask myself whether I agree with the caustic observations of one
academic who scorns the notion of truth emerging through adversarialism –
opining that:

The adversary dynamic invited distortion and suppression of the evidence, by permitting abusive
and misleading cross-examination, the coaching of witnesses, and the concealment of
unfavourable evidence . . .5

– I would have to say yes. Professional ethics of course prohibit abusive
cross-examination and witness coaching, and concealment of evidence is a
bit value-laden for my taste, but the distortion and suppression of evidence
is undeniable. It is integral to the process. And, to me, it is impossible to



say, with a straight face, that our method is the best truth-seeker, or the best
guarantor of the dignity of witnesses. It isn’t. We prize a system that often
deliberately frustrates primary enlightenment principles and accepts the
obliteration of human dignity as its market price, with the consequence that
people who are probably guilty get away with it.

But does it follow that I would entertain replacing it with something akin
to inquisitorialism? Pulling down the scaffolding and starting construction
anew, with a collective focus on neutral and objective state truth-seeking?

My answer to those latter questions is, on balance, no. And the next
chapter sets out why.



9. Trial on Trial: Part II – The Case for the
Defence

‘It is of more importance . . . that innocence should be protected, than it is, that guilt should be
punished; for guilt and crimes are so frequent in the world, that all of them cannot be punished
. . . But when innocence itself, is brought to the bar and condemned, especially to die, the
subject will exclaim, “It is immaterial to me whether I behave well or ill, for virtue itself is no
security.” And if such a sentiment as this were to take hold in the mind of the subject, that
would be the end of all security whatsoever.’

Defence counsel John Adams’ closing address to the jury in the murder trial of British soldiers
following the Boston Massacre, 17701

The police officer’s eyes switched from me, to the Crown Prosecution
Service caseworker, and then back to me. He shot a glance to the door,
possibly measuring whether he could avoid answering my question with a
well-timed dart for freedom out of the police room, down the spiral
staircase and through the court lobby to the exit. I repeated the question:
‘You knew the defendant was mentally vulnerable, yet you interviewed her,
with no solicitor or appropriate adult, with no caution, in her own living
room, for three hours, before writing out a full confession, which you told
her she had to sign?’

Still nothing. Shaz, my caseworker, coughed awkwardly.
‘Well,’ I nodded slowly, ‘unless you tell me that I’m wrong in that

assessment, I’m going to have to make a call to the CPS lawyer and we’re
binning this case today. And it’s something that I expect will be raised
higher up, as well.’

The officer stared back, and silently nodded. For a breach of PACE –
shorthand for the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, which, with its
codes of practice, sets out strict rules for police investigations – this was
almost impressive in its scope. My officer, it had become apparent when I



picked up the brief for trial the night before and spoke to defence counsel
on the phone, had breached almost every rule in the book. The sole
evidence against Mary, a psychiatrically unwell young woman who was
well known to the police, was a confession that she had given to our officer.
Further enquiries revealed that the ‘confession’ amounted to Mary’s
signature at the bottom of a two-page monologue drafted by our officer,
who had attended Mary’s home and, instead of arresting her and taking her
to the police station for a recorded interview, had harangued Mary until she
agreed to sign the offending document. She was not cautioned, she was not
told of her right to legal advice, there was no appropriate adult present (a
requirement in all interviews with a mentally vulnerable defendant) and no
record was made of what Mary had said during the three-hour ‘interview’.

As the enormity of his conduct was repeated back to him for a final time,
the officer looked ready to cry. He couldn’t have been more than twenty-
five. His first Crown Court trial, he’d proudly told me when I entered the
police room. And it was a sure-fire winner. Before the trial was even due to
be called on at 10.30 a.m., I had authorization to bring the prosecution to an
abrupt end.

Any system of criminal justice which in the name of truth-seeking entrusts
investigation, presentation of evidence, witness interrogation, adjudication
and sentence exclusively to the state does so on two principal assumptions:
that the state is competent to find the truth, and that its neutrality in seeking
it is unimpeachable. These are the twin assumptions that underlie
inquisitorialism. And both are dangerously untenable.

Mary stands as an example which was thankfully caught before serious
harm was done. Warren Blackwell was not so lucky.2 On 31 December
1998, he was seeing in the New Year at a social club in his local village in
Northamptonshire, with his wife of six years. Over the course of the
evening, he was introduced to a woman, Susan, and as alcohol flowed they
played a game of pool. After the clock chimed midnight, Susan took a break
from the revelry and wandered outside to catch some fresh air. As she
stepped outside, she heard a familiar male voice behind her. ‘Happy New
Year,’ the man said.

Susan recognized the voice, but before she could turn around, the man
took hold of her. She felt the metallic sting of a knife pressed against her
left thigh, and froze in fear as she was grabbed roughly by the arm and



dragged down an alleyway, away from the club and towards a grassy area.
Although dark, Susan could see in the amber glare of the streetlight that this
was the man from the club; the man she had played pool with. It was
Warren.

He grabbed her breast and tried to kiss her. When she didn’t respond, he
became angry and punched her in the face four times. He then pushed her to
the ground, sat on her legs and placed something cold and metallic on her
bare stomach. Looking down, Susan saw that it was a blunt object that
looked a bit like a file, approximately nine inches long and an inch wide.
The man tugged her trousers down to her knees. He took the metal object
and pushed it between her legs, into her vagina, causing agonizing pain.
When he had finished, he punched her once more to the face, hard enough
to knock her unconscious.

When Susan awoke, she was surrounded by concerned locals, who had
found her outside on the ground. The assault was reported to the police.
There was no forensic scientific evidence – such as DNA – to link any
specific individual to the attack, but when inspected by doctors, Susan was
found to have bruising on her arm, scratches to her thigh and lacerations on
her genitals, which appeared consistent with her account. She attended an
identification procedure on 19 January 1999, and picked out Warren
Blackwell as her attacker.

This was how the prosecution opened its case at Warren Blackwell’s trial
for indecent assault at Northampton Crown Court in October 1999. Warren
Blackwell denied that he had done any such thing. He told police when
arrested, and the jury at trial, that he had been at the club that night and had
played pool with Susan, but knew nothing of what had happened to her
outside. This, it was said on his behalf, was a terrible case of mistaken
identity. She had seen him that night at the club and must have confused
him for her attacker.

And that was how the judge summed up the case to the jury. It was never
suggested for a moment, by anyone at trial, that the attack had not
happened. Nothing had been disclosed to the defence by the prosecution to
suggest that Susan might not be truthful.

The jury returned on 7 October 1999 with the majority verdict of guilty
that precipitated the imposition of a three-year sentence of imprisonment,
and the state entered on its official records the indisputable finding of fact



that Susan had been violently and sexually assaulted, and that the man
responsible was Warren Blackwell.

Except, it transpired, he wasn’t. The entire story, the Court of Appeal
later heard, was a fiction. And what was more, the police had suspected as
much the entire time.

The truth did not emerge, however, until after Warren Blackwell had
served his prison sentence. And not just the three-year sentence imposed by
the trial judge; the sentence was referred to the Court of Appeal by the
Attorney General as ‘unduly lenient’ given the viciousness of the assault.
The Court of Appeal agreed that three years was insufficient, and on 22
March 2001, the same day that it refused his renewed application for leave
to appeal against his conviction, the Court increased his sentence to five
years. He served two thirds of that sentence – three years and four months –
before being released.

Innocent, wrongly convicted and then kicked one final time by the Court
of Appeal, Warren Blackwell sought help in the last refuge available to him
– the Criminal Cases Review Commission. The CCRC is a statutory body
established in 1995 to investigate alleged miscarriages of justice. Once an
appeal has been refused by the Court of Appeal, the only route to having a
conviction reconsidered is if the CCRC investigates and concludes that, due
to some new evidence or new legal argument, there is a real possibility that
the Court of Appeal will quash the conviction. In that scenario, the CCRC
will refer the case to the Court of Appeal, which will consider the new
grounds of appeal and decide whether the conviction is unsafe.

Warren Blackwell applied to the CCRC on 14 October 2002. The
Commission investigated, drawing in part on enquiries conducted by a
private investigator hired by the Blackwell family while Warren was in
prison. Due to the number of applications received and its limited resources,
it can take some time for the CCRC to investigate. But by the time it had
finished, its findings were astounding.

Susan was well known to the police. Not only did she have a record of
previous convictions for offences of dishonesty, which were not disclosed
to the defence at trial, but she had developed a reputation as something of a
serial complainant. Between October 1998 and June 2001, Susan made a
succession of allegations, some involving her being grabbed at night, from
behind, by strange men who led her to secluded areas, forced her to lie
down, pulled her trousers down to her knees and brutalized her. Many



complaints were accompanied with apparently corroborative injuries. But
medical and other evidence showed that the injuries had been self-inflicted,
or pre-existed the alleged incident.

In each instance, the relevant police force investigated and concluded that
Susan’s allegations were fabrications, and the injuries self-inflicted. This
interpretation was supported by psychiatric and medical records obtained by
the CCRC, which were in the possession of the CPS during Warren
Blackwell’s trial but not disclosed to the defence.

The CCRC gathered evidence from numerous other witnesses who knew
Susan well – including Susan’s former husband, mother, daughter and
former boyfriends (including her fiancé at the time of the New Year’s Day
incident) – all of whom confirmed that Susan was a prolific and convincing
liar. Susan’s daughter referred to a specific incident in 1999 in which she
had witnessed her mother harming herself and then claiming that she had
been attacked.

Putting this all together, the CCRC referred the case to the Court of
Appeal: ‘There is evidence that was not adduced at trial that, when
considered as a whole, provides a strong case to support the conclusion that
[the complainant] was NOT the victim of any assault and that her injuries
were self-inflicted.’

The prosecution could not sensibly and did not oppose the appeal,
conceding the above ground of appeal, and expressly invited the Court of
Appeal to find that the conviction was unsafe. On 12 September 2006,
nearly seven years after his trial, Warren Blackwell’s conviction was
quashed, with the Court of Appeal expressing its grave concerns over the
prospect of further Warren Blackwells being snared by Susan and her lies.

The matter didn’t end there though. There was a second ground of
appeal, which in the end was not determined by the Court of Appeal (as the
appeal was successful on the first ground). This related to averred
disclosure failings by the prosecution during the trial. We’ve already
considered disclosure – the prosecution’s legal obligation to provide the
defence with material that might reasonably assist the defence or undermine
the prosecution case – earlier. Here, while some of the fresh evidence arose
out of events post-dating the 1999 trial, Susan’s previous convictions and
psychiatric and medical records were known to the prosecution but
consciously not disclosed. Furthermore, there was a wealth of information
that Northamptonshire Police were given about Susan before, during and



shortly after the trial, which, had it been disclosed, may well have resulted
in the wrongful conviction being overturned early enough for it to have
spared the innocent appellant from serving his full prison sentence. Warren
Blackwell therefore complained to the Independent Police Complaints
Commission. The report concluded that this case had been riddled with
serious disclosure failings throughout.

Publishing its investigative findings in June 2010, the IPCC announced:

Warren Blackwell was subject to a terrible miscarriage of justice . . . On top of weaknesses in the
original police investigation, a detective failed to disclose to senior officers, the CPS or the
defence, crucial information about the credibility of the complainant, all factors which contributed
to the wrongful conviction.3

The investigation found that an officer from another force had expressed
concerns to a Northamptonshire detective over Susan’s reliability, both
before and after Warren Blackwell was charged. This officer, who knew
Susan from her participation as a witness in another trial, said that she
‘appeared to enjoy police attention’, and that there were concerns over her
honesty. The Northamptonshire detective, agreeing that Susan appeared
‘unreliable’ and ‘unstable’, did not think to pass this vital information to his
colleagues or to the CPS. The IPCC further found that there were numerous
discrepancies in Susan’s account that were not properly challenged during
the police investigation. There were also two eyewitnesses who told police
that they had walked past the scene of the alleged attack at the time that
Susan claimed she was being assaulted, and had seen nothing of the sort;
two eyewitnesses from whom no witness statements were ever taken. Post-
conviction, while Warren Blackwell was locked in a prison cell, a
Northamptonshire detective received information of the false complaints
made by Susan in 2000 and 2001, which bore striking similarities to the
1999 case. The detective did not bring this information to the attention of
senior officers or the CPS.

To top off its numerous findings of misconduct, the IPCC expressed its
‘dismay’ at the unexplained delay in Northamptonshire Police issuing a
formal apology to Warren Blackwell; noted with disgust that a culpable
detective constable whom the IPCC determined should have faced a full
misconduct hearing had avoided it by swiftly retiring, and observed that, in
a final jaw-dropping exhibition of institutional chutzpah, the Chief



Constable of Northamptonshire had not withdrawn the commendation given
to the detective constable for his fine work in the original investigation.

I make no apology for the level of detail, because this case demonstrates,
in glorious, terrifying technicolour, the danger of assuming, as
inquisitorialism does, that if you are falsely accused of a crime, the state is
capable of pulling together all the relevant information that you will need to
secure your acquittal. And while it may be argued that Warren Blackwell’s
is an extreme example, it only stands as such because its failings were
ultimately exposed on the grandest stage of all.

The Myth of State Competence

The first thing to state clearly, for the avoidance of doubt, is that instances
of malicious sexual allegations are rare. Exact figures are obviously
unknowable, but at the last estimate, there were roughly only twenty
prosecutions of malicious rape complaints per year,4 while there are
approximately 7,000 annual complaints of rape made to the police.5 Under-
reporting of sexual offences is widely accepted to be numerically far more
prevalent than malicious complaints.6 Popular misconceptions abound in
this field, largely due to misunderstandings as to what the burden of proof,
and an acquittal, actually means. Where there is no conviction after a
defendant is charged, as occurs in 42.1 per cent of rape cases, it does not
automatically follow that the complaint was false. Many sex cases come
down to a grainy issue of consent, or reasonable belief in consent, or
identification, where a not guilty means just that – the jury was not sure of
guilt, rather than sure of innocence. An acquittal should not be mistaken for
a finding that a complainant was untruthful. Susan is in the minority.

However, I use Warren Blackwell’s case as a stark illustration of the
serious consequences that can flow when the state machinery is assumed to
be competent, particularly in the error-strewn field of disclosure.

For, like Warren Blackwell, hundreds of thousands of other defendants
find themselves victims of prosecution disclosure failings every year. For
many, especially the guilty, little will turn on these errors. But for the
innocent, there may be an Aladdin’s cave of disclosable material, relevant
to your case, which the police and CPS have failed to obtain or reveal.
Every morning of every trial I defend is spent chasing the prosecutor for



disclosable material that my solicitors have repeatedly requested to no avail.
Rarely is the Schedule of Unused Material – which should contain a list of
everything relevant to the investigation generated by the police in the
investigation, with each item reviewed and marked either ‘disclosable’ or
‘not disclosable’ – complete. Sometimes the overworked CPS lawyer who
is supposed to have assessed the material will admit to not having seen it,
but having rubber stamped the police’s assessment.

Many failures are fortuitously caught in the act; but the margins are often
so fine as to leave me with a lasting feeling of physical sickness.

A colleague in chambers once grabbed me and, pallid-faced, told me of
his case that morning in which his client, who had been remanded for six
months awaiting trial for a serious kidnapping, had been freed at beyond the
eleventh hour after the prosecutor casually disclosed mobile phone and cell-
site evidence that proved the alibi that the defendant had pleaded all along.
After much pressure from the judge, the prosecution agreed to drop the case
just as the jury were about to be empanelled.

A few years ago I defended a serious allegation of violence. A week into
the trial itself, after my client, David, had been told something by a friend
of a friend of a friend who had seen something on Facebook, we badgered
the prosecution to investigate, and it was disclosed that the complainant had
the previous month been convicted of an offence of violence. The
complainant, who David maintained was a violent liar, had recently been
tried at Crown Court, and had given evidence in his defence on oath, and a
jury had been sure that he was both violent and lying. Compelling, relevant
and admissible evidence which ultimately helped to secure David’s
acquittal. But for these six degrees of social media separation, it would
never have emerged.

A 2017 joint report into disclosure by HM Crown Prosecution Service
Inspectorate and HM Inspectorate of Constabulary made for terrifying
reading. The police and CPS, whether due to poor training or lack of
resources, were failing time and time again to comply with their obligations
in run-of-the-mill (‘volume’) Crown Court cases. The Schedules of Unused
Material that were supposed to be drawn up by the police were ‘wholly
inadequate’ in 22 per cent of cases. The CPS was failing to pull the police
up on these obvious failures, and 33 per cent of CPS files examined by the
inspectors were marked ‘poor’. In over half of cases, CPS lawyers provided
no explanation for their decisions as to what should and should not be



disclosed to the defence. Audit trails of the disclosure process were
unsatisfactory in 87 per cent of cases. The Chief Inspector, Kevin McGinty,
said with apparent weary familiarity:

The findings of this inspection will surprise no one who works within the criminal justice system
as there appears to be a culture of defeated acceptance that issues of disclosure will often only be
dealt with at the last moment, if at all. If the police and CPS are ever going to comply with what
the law requires of them by way of disclosure, then there needs to be a determined cultural
change. This is too important to be allowed to continue to fail.7

Serious Crown Court cases offer hardly greater comfort. Although the
CPS’s dedicated Rape and Serious Sexual Offences (RASSO) units perform
their disclosure obligations to a higher standard than we see in the CPS’s
general knockabout caseload, a ‘good’ rating of just over 51 per cent8 is
hardly cause for celebration. It means that in nearly half of serious sex cases
– cases such as Warren Blackwell’s – the CPS is struggling to carry out its
statutory duties of disclosure. And this, bear in mind, only represents the
known failings – the errors or delays that are spotted and recorded.
Miscarriages of justice like Warren Blackwell do not show up in official
reports. They lie dormant, until, or unless, discovered.

Disclosure failure is not new. It is a problem that has been identified in
report after report after report. And such levels of inadequacy persist
notwithstanding our adversarial system; the defence solicitors and barristers
actively needling the prosecution to do its job, to investigate further and to
reconsider its analysis of what material might be relevant. I shudder to think
what an inquisitorial system, which envisages no meaningful role for the
defence in the investigative procedure or in the compilation of the dossier
for the judge, would miss. Can it really sensibly be suggested, given what is
known about the performance of the prosecuting authorities, that the state
would organize its affairs better without an adversarial counterweight
correcting its omissions? Given how the CPS struggles to manage its
existing functions, are we ready to surrender the role played by defence
lawyers to the exclusive competence of the state? Or in so doing, would we
simply be increasing the number of Warren Blackwells in our prisons?

A further relevant example worth mentioning at this stage is the state of
forensic scientific evidence in the criminal courtrooms. Scientific evidence
plays an increasingly central role in criminal trials. Experience teaches that



it is particularly persuasive with juries, who are prone to falling spellbound
to scientific claims of infallibility from the witness box. In some cases, it is
literally the only evidence: a DNA profile match alone, with nothing further
to link a suspect to the scene of a crime, is sufficient for a court to safely
convict.9

The assumption of the infallibility of scientific evidence has led to some
of the most appalling miscarriages of justice in history, including the rash of
mothers wrongly convicted of killing their babies on the basis of evidence
given by discredited paediatrician, and prosecution expert, Roy Meadow.
‘Meadow’s Law’ – his hypothesis that one sudden infant death is a tragedy,
two is suspicious and three is murder – was backed by fallacious statistical
analysis and was relied upon in the 1990s to convict a series of women
insisting that their children had died of natural causes. While the Court of
Appeal quashed a number of these high-profile convictions in the 2000s,
the damage done to some of these women was irreversible. Sally Clark, a
solicitor convicted in 1999 of killing her two infant sons, succeeded in her
appeal in 2003, but died in tragic circumstances four years later, having
never recovered from the effects of this most awful miscarriage of justice.10

Given its power over prosecutors and juries, the importance of accuracy
in scientific evidence is plain. But the quality of forensic scientific services
is in severe decline. In a money-saving exercise in 2012, the government’s
Forensic Science Service was closed, and forensic scientific analysis and
pathology have since been subcontracted to private firms or carried out at
police laboratories. The Forensic Science Regulator exposed the predictable
false economies in 2017 in a withering report. The tendering system had
resulted in a high turnover of providers, with work constantly changing
hands and a consequent ‘increase in quality failures and a loss of skills’.11

There was a lack of standardization in scientific approach, and the
interpretation of results varied across providers. Few organizations in 2017
were on course to secure accreditation and meet basic standards of
competence.

Terrifyingly, the regulator noted instances of contamination, where
extraneous material was inadvertently introduced into analysis. These risks
were notably prevalent in Sexual Assault Referral Centres (SARCs) and
police custody, where ‘a number of concerning contamination-related
issues’ were identified in the medical examination of complainants and
suspects.12 In one example, DNA recovered from one complainant



examined at a SARC was detected on intimate swabs from another
complainant in an entirely different case, who was examined in the same
facility. In another, the same medical practitioner was asked to examine
both the suspect and the complainant in the same case. Had the suspect’s
DNA been found on the complainant’s intimate swabs, this would have
presented prima facie compelling evidence that sexual activity took place,
but the actions of the forensic medical examiner would have entirely
compromised any such finding. There would have been no way of knowing
whether the DNA was transferred by direct contact between the
complainant and suspect, or indirectly by the examiner. If it was the latter,
and the contamination hadn’t been identified or disclosed, there would have
been utterly compelling – but potentially utterly wrong – scientific evidence
on which a jury could convict.

The Myth of State Impartiality

Competence is of course only half the story. The other assumption
underpinning inquisitorialism is that the state’s motives are pure beyond
reproach.

And while Hanlon’s Razor holds that one should never attribute to malice
that which is adequately explained by neglect, the history of British
criminal justice shows that bad faith on the part of the prosecuting
authorities is more than just the fantasy of the green ink brigade.

Indeed, Warren Blackwell only received a second bite at the appellate
cherry thanks to the Criminal Cases Review Commission, which was
established in 1995 following perhaps the most famous miscarriages of
justice in our legal history – the series of wrongful convictions in the 1970s
arising out of bombing campaigns attributed to the Provisional Irish
Republican Army (IRA).

The collective labels – Guildford Four, Birmingham Six, Maguire Seven
– are marked in the history books as monuments to prosecutions gone
rogue. A web of misconduct, including false confessions, non-disclosure
and patently unreliable expert scientific evidence, was only exposed
decades after innocent men and women had been imprisoned for offences
including murder.



I have enormous respect for police officers, and see every day how they
risk their lives to serve and protect the public with a dedication to duty that
many of us take for granted. It is impossible to successfully prosecute
criminal cases without the graft and ingenuity of police officers who I will
not hesitate to say rarely get the public recognition or gratitude that their
sacrifices richly merit.

But they are not all perfect. Some are very far from perfect. Some lie,
cheat, dissemble and break the rules in the same ways as their quarry on the
other side of the thin blue line. Often, the lies – or mistakes, as no doubt
they would wish the errors to be characterized with a charity they would not
for a moment extend to a defendant – appear minor. But that doesn’t lessen
their seriousness.

There’s the CCTV that displays the smart, uniformed plod standing
before the jury losing his temper in the custody suite and smashing the
suspect’s head gratuitously into the wall. Or you’ll discover the search log
that shows that the drugs allegedly found in the defendant’s bedroom were
in fact retrieved from the far less incriminating communal hallway. We
might see several versions of police witness statements, which allow us to
track the sequential amendments that have been made, in the days after the
event, to ensure that the officers’ evidence all tallies, and that any
inconvenient inconsistencies are ironed out before the final versions are
served on the defence. The solicitor might discover by happenchance a
witness helpful to the defence whose existence was notably withheld by the
constable the witness spoke to at the scene.

These do not happen in every case. But they happen. And usually it’s
because the police know they’ve got the right person. Like in the TV
procedural shows, the difficult part is over once the mystery is solved, the
bad guy has been identified and an arrest has been made. Proving it in a
court of law is just red tape. An irritation. If rules need to be bent to get the
right result, so be it. Like with Mary, at the chapter’s beginning. The officer
knew she’d done it. So that was OK.

Such cases demonstrate the fallacy of assuming the state is able to
neutrally ‘seek’ truth, as opposed to alighting on its own theory and
embarking on ex post facto buttressing of that narrative. And this is a
criticism often levelled at inquisitorial systems by those who work within:
notwithstanding their oxymoronic designation as ‘neutral’ prosecutors, the



prosecutor and police may bow to natural inclinations to take a partisan
position against the suspect and construct a case against him.

The flaw runs deeper than the motivations of individual investigators,
however: inquisitorialism is compromised by the inherent susceptibility of
the state machinery to political influence. Not at the level of high
conspiracy, but the subtler pressures that governments bring to bear on the
administration of criminal justice. The ubiquitous ministerial intuition that
cost savings can be made without public outcry by shearing the justice
budget, cutting a few corners here and there, has been demonstrated at
length. You do not need to be modelling a tinfoil hat to recognize that
politicians incrementally dispense with systemic safeguards, increasing the
incidence of wrongful convictions, to bank transitory credit for being Tough
On Crime; often as a reflex to media campaigns to ‘improve’ conviction
rates for particular offences.

The vulnerability of impartial state investigators to political influence has
been exposed in recent years by the ruinous way in which the authorities
have treated complainants and defendants in cases involving child sexual
exploitation.

So gruesomely ubiquitous have become reports of vulnerable children
preyed upon by monstrous men, many known to but not pursued at the time
by the authorities, that the single-word appellations have become common
shorthand. Yewtree. Savile. Rochdale. Rotherham. Aylesbury. Oxford.
Bristol. Newcastle. All cases where men abusing positions of power –
whether achieved instantly by celebrity or incrementally by organized,
gang-based grooming – evaded justice for years due in part to institutional
attitudes that not only undermined but flew in the face of official
investigative and prosecution policy.

In each instance, the criminal justice system only creaked into action
many years after the offences were committed, despite the distress flares
sent up by victims – and, famously, in the Rochdale grooming case, by
social workers – at the time. The reasons for this gross betrayal are
multifaceted and still not fully known, to be considered no doubt by the
ongoing Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse (IICSA), but some
trends have already been identified. The police had been told to focus
instead on other offences to hit important government targets.13 There was
reportedly an irrational disinclination to intervene in some cases on grounds
of cultural sensitivity due to the racial profile of some of the offenders.14 A



fear of investigating a name as big as Savile conferred immunity to
offend.15

A correction was required. No more, it was rightly said, would someone
alleging serious sexual abuse against a person of influence find their
accusations surreptitiously buried amidst institutionalized disbelief or
backscratching in smoke-filled masonic lodges. But the pendulum, for so
long jammed against the interests of victims, swung violently to the other
extreme.

When, in 2014, a man known as ‘Nick’ approached the police with a
chilling tale of 1970s murder and paedophilia that stretched to the highest
echelons of the establishment, officers listened, captivated. Nick described
how he and other young boys were ritually abused from the age of seven by
a ring of Cabinet ministers, army generals, heads of MI5 and MI6 and a
former prime minister. Nick was raped by one of the politicians, who was
only stopped from dismembering Nick with a penknife due to the
intervention of the prime minister. Nick was allowed to keep the penknife
as a memento of this incident. Two other boys were murdered in front of
Nick in a vile sex game, while another was run over by a car to instil terror
into the other victims of abuse.16

If this sounds like a warped nightmare, that’s because it was utter fantasy.
There was no evidence at all to substantiate Nick’s claims, and ultimately,
in 2016, he was investigated for attempting to pervert the course of justice.

But faced with this ostensibly ludicrous story in 2014, what did the police
do?

We should perhaps start with what they should have done.
Notwithstanding our adversarial settlement, the police are required by law
to investigate allegations of criminal offences fully and impartially. The
rationale is obvious: the police have unrivalled resources and legal powers
to effect criminal investigations; they have powers to enter premises, arrest
people, search addresses, seize evidence, conduct scientific tests and so
forth. However thoroughly defence legal representatives may conduct
investigations on an accused’s behalf, they cannot realistically compete.

A binding Code of Practice17 sets out in detail the steps that the police
must take when a crime is reported. Chief among these is the duty to
establish whether a crime has in fact been committed.18 If the investigation
leads the police to suppose that a crime has or may have been committed,
their duty to investigate is explicitly broad, and they are obligated to



investigate all reasonable lines of inquiry, including those that point away
from the suspect’s guilt.19 If the police, having investigated fully, consider
that there is sufficient evidence to support a prosecution against a suspect,
the matter will usually be referred to the CPS for advice and a decision on
whether to charge. Even post-charge, the police are required to maintain an
open, enquiring mind and exercise neutrality in the disclosure process, as
described earlier, to ensure that the CPS and the defence are provided with
anything that might help the suspect.

Behind this set-up lies the presumption of innocence. Whatever the
evidence might suggest, the suspect is innocent until proven otherwise, and
the impartiality of the police, even in adversarialism, is integral to that
principle.

But in late 2014, faced with Nick’s account, the police took a different
approach. They instantly believed it. At the launching of Operation Midland
in December 2014, Detective Sergeant Kenny McDonald told a press
conference: ‘[My colleagues] and I believe what Nick is saying is credible
and true.’

The police did not merely say, as they would have been right to say, that
they were treating grave allegations seriously and investigating thoroughly.
Instead they started from the position that the men accused, whose names
were flung around the media and whose lives were publicly upended, their
homes searched and their reputations obliterated, were guilty.

The fire took hold. Politicians boarded the bandwagon, with MPs lining
up to repeat the accusations against the wrongly accused, elderly men. Tom
Watson, who would later become deputy leader of the Labour Party, met
Nick in person and publicly denounced one of the innocent men as ‘close to
evil’. Zac Goldsmith made similar allegations against the same individual.
John Mann jubilantly tweeted that the apprehension of one of the accused
was ‘the first of many’.20

Fortunately, no charges were ultimately brought, as Nick’s credibility
unwound beyond restoration, and sixteen months and £2.5 million later the
investigation was closed. But the damage to the lives of the accused men
and their families had been done. The post-mortem into Operation Midland,
conducted by retired High Court Judge Sir Richard Henriques, was brutal.

Why had the police been so quick to believe Nick, and to find him
‘credible and true’? The answer, it emerged, was because they had been told
to. Since 2002, the College of Policing’s strategy had been expressed thus:



‘It is the policy of the [police] to accept allegations made by the victim in
the first instance as being truthful. An allegation will only be considered as
falling short of a substantiated allegation after a full and thorough
investigation.’21

A 2014 report on police crime-reporting by HM Inspectorate of
Constabulary went further, recommending that: ‘The presumption that the
victim should always be believed should be institutionalized.’22

The use of the word ‘victim’ as a substitute for the neutral, court-
approved term ‘complainant’ was conscious. Under the strategy, any
complainant immediately inherited the established status of ‘victim’.23 To
do otherwise, the police claimed, would have a ‘significant detrimental
effect on the trust victims now have in authorities’.24

This overcorrection to the unforgivable failings of the past is politically
entirely understandable. But in practical, legal and philosophical terms, it is
unspeakably dangerous. That the policy passed under the radar at the time
of its adoption without attracting greater attention is a failing that falls
partly on us in the system. For it shamelessly inverts the burden of proof.
Stage one of the investigative process – has a crime been committed? – is
rendered redundant. Whereas for the children of Rochdale or Savile, the
default conclusion of the police was always ‘No’, the equally unsatisfactory
default under this model is ‘Yes’. The box is already ticked, no questions
asked. Only if the police are satisfied of the opposite will it ever be
unticked.

I can do no better than directly quote Sir Richard: this policy ‘perverts
our system of justice and attempts to impose upon a thinking investigator an
artificial and false state of mind’.25 It ‘has and will generate miscarriages of
justice on a considerable scale’.26

The report on Operation Midland laid bare the toxic consequences of the
Met’s approach. In the culture of belief, nonsensical allegations are not
properly challenged or tested until far too late. Conspiracy-laden ramblings
are treated as immutable, protected from the same rigorous examination as
the police apply to the denials of guilt by the falsely accused. Evidence
tending to contradict the truth of a complaint gets underplayed,
confirmation bias prioritizing that which might support what the police
have been mandated to believe.



And, as sure as night follows day, the culture of belief led to the police in
Operation Midland bending the rules. Sir Richard found an extraordinary
forty-three separate failings in the investigation. Police officers misled a
judge in order to secure the search warrants that permitted them to make
highly publicized ‘raids’ on the addresses of elderly, frail suspects, despite
there being ‘no reasonable grounds to believe an indictable offence had
been committed’. Officers helped Nick complete claims for
compensation.27 Partiality superseded logic and rationality, causing the
investigation – and the pain to the accused – to be dragged out for far longer
than was justified. As a result of the report’s findings, four detectives and a
deputy assistant commissioner were referred to the IPCC.

I repeat the earlier caveat: my reliance on Nick and Susan must not be
misconstrued as suggesting that most, or a significant proportion, of sexual
complaints are malicious. But some are. And the uncomfortable question
follows: how many Nicks, or Susans, presented to the police in those
fourteen years where the culture of belief prevailed and found themselves
not respectfully challenged on the oddities of their stories, but immediately
confirmed as survivors of atrocious abuse?

How narrowed was the scope of those investigations? How many leads
were not chased up? How many concerns about a complainant’s credibility
were suppressed? How many disclosable documents went unscheduled, or
undiscovered, due to their apparent irrelevance to the certainty invested in
the complainant’s word? And how many innocents are now locked up and
branded, like Warren Blackwell, sexual predators of the foulest kind, due to
the displacement of cool, legally imposed investigative neutrality with
political doctrine?

And if there are – and we must concede the possibility – innocent people
deprived of their liberty due to this culture of belief, this was a culture not
of the law’s making, but of politics’. And while adversarialism is of course
no panacea to this problem, inquisitorialism’s vulnerabilities to unchecked
political influence are cast into stark relief. Loading the entirety of the
evidence-gathering process onto a state agency so readily impregnable by
dogma antithetical to fairness, truth-seeking and even the letter of the law,
to my mind stores up more scope for injustice than can be tolerated. Under
adversarialism, at least the fancies of false accusers, or the malfeasance of
the police, are guaranteed the energetic challenge at trial, under cross-
examination, that the politics of the investigator may lay asunder.



For me, the lesson of history is that the state alone cannot be trusted to find
the truth. Whether it’s incompetence or politics, stumbling blocks spring up.
And if that concession is permitted, it strikes me that the only meaningful
safeguard is an independent, non-state actor to put forward the defence
case, with the same force, skill and dedication as the prosecution, and to
challenge the prosecution’s assumptions with equal vigour. And for the
parties to invite an independent tribunal to consider whether the allegation
is proved to the necessarily high criminal standard. Which brings us round
to some form of adversarialism.

And from that, the rest falls into place. It follows, I think, that there
should be quality controls on the evidence that goes before the independent
finder of fact, whether it’s a jury or professional judge. Relevance cannot be
the sole litmus; a realistic and humane system must recognize inherent
human weaknesses and cognitive biases, and shield the tribunal of fact from
material which is likely to distract from, rather than assist, its assessment of
the evidence. Knowing that the defendant accused of stealing a bike was
once convicted of flashing at schoolgirls may well be interesting, and may
well say something about his general character; but does it really offend the
object of justice to withhold this information from a jury? Or does it ensure
fairness by making sure his guilt isn’t determined by prejudicial, irrelevant
details unrelated to the evidence?

If a confession is obtained by oppression or in circumstances where its
reliability is compromised, surely it is right that the state not be rewarded
for the abuse of its power, and that the prejudicial evidence be kept out of
the evidential ‘pot’? If Nick had been able to bolster his fantastical
allegations by adducing evidence from someone to say, ‘I heard tell of
similar stories back in the day,’ would striking that hearsay out of the
evidential matrix be wrong, or in so doing would we be maximizing the
calibre of evidence that the tribunal will take into account, avoiding unfairly
boosting a weak prosecution case? Given what is known about the proven
and inherent unreliability of identification evidence, and of the countless
miscarriages of justice that have arisen due to honest, convincing and
mistaken witness identifications, is it not only proper to ensure that, where
such evidence is allowed, the tribunal is directed – as juries are – to
examine it carefully and to be alert to the weaknesses?

The answers to those questions, for me, justify the principle of
exclusionary rules of evidence, and the corollary rules that govern the use to



which evidence can be put, and which set down guidance and warnings for
fact-finders. How and where the boundaries of such rules are drawn are
matters of debate for weightier, specialist texts, but the principle of filtering
evidence to remove impurities, and to minimize the likelihood of wrongful
convictions, is perhaps not as far from truth-seeking as might be asserted. It
could even, tentatively, be suggested that by so doing we are increasing the
chances of the fact-finder reaching a logical and reasoned decision.

Or, if I am overreaching in suggesting that exclusionary rules aid truth-
seeking, perhaps I can swivel in this way: truth-seeking, in the way that
advocates of inquisitorialism envision it, is not – and should not – be the
purpose of criminal justice systems in any event. It is too much. In many
cases, it cannot be done. This is not a lazy appeal to postmodernism; just
practical reality. There are too many variables, too many unknowns lying
outside the scope of reasonable and proportionate investigation, and too
many competing truths – such as two men each truly believing the other to
be the aggressor – for us to be able to assert with any confidence that we
have uncovered the singular ‘truth’ of a scenario.

How on earth, for example, can any investigator, however well
resourced, uncover the full truth of what happened twenty years ago, in the
darkened bedrooms of a three-bed suburban terrace, when Jay’s daughters
got ready for bed? How is a jury, decades on, expected to resolve every
question that would need to be resolved to arrive at a full exposition of that
family’s sad history? I don’t think it reasonably can be. I think the best we
can hope for is that the jury can determine enough from the evidence to
answer the question, on the evidence, are we sure that the defendant is
guilty of this criminal offence? To ask more than that of the criminal
process, to suggest that by reconfiguring the system and restacking the deck
in favour of the state we will more easily arrive at a neatly rounded,
objective truth, is beyond ambitious. It is a pretence.

This is perhaps why, in the evolution of our legal system, we have never
explicitly heralded truth as our guiding light. The progression from
confrontation trial, where a citizen prosecutor helped by Marian magistrates
was pitted against an unrepresented accused, to adversarial combat between
two legally qualified proxies, was never premised on improving the
likelihood of discovering the truth of a quarrel. Instead, each increment –
from the right to be represented by defence counsel for arguments of law, to
the right of counsel to examine witnesses and address the jury, to counsel-



led exclusionary rules of evidence, to the right to legal aid – had as its aim
the redressing of imbalance, tilting the scales away from the state and
towards the individual.

And while seeking universal truths is, for me, an ambition too far,
protecting individual liberty is something that I think our system, when it
operates correctly, has done quite well. In impliedly acknowledging the
limitations of criminal inquiry, and settling instead for a mechanical process
designed to spit out a verdict which, due to the agreed fairness of the
system, we are content to term justice, we display pragmatism, rather than
defeatism.

I do not suggest for a moment that the system in its present form is
beyond reproach. There is vast scope for improvement. The obsession with
witnesses giving oral evidence-in-chief, for example, is for me an
anachronism better suited to an age when a witness would not have to wait
months, if not years, for a trial date. In civil proceedings, witnesses give a
full witness statement, which stands as their evidence-in-chief, and attend
trial solely to be cross-examined on its contents. This, to me, appears an
uncontentious compromise, allowing the ‘freshest’ version of events to be
their primary evidence. Complainants in sex trials will usually have their
contemporaneous video interview with the police stand as their evidence-in-
chief; extending similar measures to all witnesses may avoid unfairness
arising from fading memories being exploited by either side.

Given a soapbox, I would also require juries to give reasons for their
verdicts; to set out clearly their findings of fact, with reasons in support of
those findings, and how the law applies to them. Magistrates and District
Judges already give reasons for verdicts, as do juries in inquests. In Spain,
juries deliver verdicts in five parts: a list of facts held to be established; a
list of facts held to be not established; a declaration of guilty or not guilty; a
succinct statement of reasons for the verdict, indicating the evidence on
which it is based and the reasons supporting the establishment (or not) of
relevant facts and a record of all events that took place during discussions,
avoiding any identification that might infringe the secrecy of the
deliberations.28 Not every issue would have to be decided; I would not be
insisting upon an inquisitorially delivered narrative of truth. Rather, as
currently directed, juries would continue to decide only the issues that they
consider necessary and relevant to reaching a verdict. But it would offer a
compromise; it would give all concerned – defendants, victims and public –



an insight, and an ability to pinpoint any flaws or errors in the jury’s
reasoning; rather than relying on the Court of Appeal to somehow divine
what the jurors were thinking.

And there are many other areas where I could, and would, propose
technical reform to the operation of the adversarial jury system. However,
remodelling it in the image of a doomed pursuit of an elusive, undefined
‘truth’ would not be in my manifesto.

So if I am content to abandon truth as a necessary component of justice,
then what of human dignity? What about the impact of adversarial trial
combat on witnesses? On complainants? On genuine victims? Those who
are victimized not once but repeatedly by the brutality of cross-
examination?

Again, after much consideration, I don’t think I can offer a solution.
Some of the misery can be mitigated; cross-examination can, and usually is,
delivered calmly and sensitively, with most advocates aware that it is often
easier to draw out inconsistencies and undermine credibility behind a
facade of softness. The image of an overbearing wigged professional
hounding a weeping witness is rarely attractive, and for tactical reasons I try
to avoid it. Judges are increasingly quick to stop advocates verbally
pummelling a witness once the point has been made. And the protections in
place for vulnerable categories of witness are being ever-expanded and
reformulated, as we considered earlier.

But there will be cases where there is simply no other approach than to
firmly and clearly put to a witness: you are lying. And to make them relive
every second of the events they describe so that you can clinically and
decisively shred every sentence they deliver, building to a closing speech
where you publicly implore a jury to reject the complainant as a liar.
Because where a defendant gives those instructions – this is a malicious
fantasy – it is not for the system, less still for the advocate, to proceed on
the assumption that the witness is telling the truth. To do so, to embrace the
philosophy of Operation Midland is to protect the Nicks and condemn the
Warren Blackwells. Had the defence advocate in Warren Blackwell’s trial
been given a sniff of the disclosure that demonstrated the complainant’s
proclivity for fantasy, no doubt that trial would have exhibited the robust
cross-examination of an ostensibly distraught ‘victim’. And that would, we
know in retrospect, have been only right and proper.



The problem, of course, is that it is impossible to predetermine the
genuine complaints from the Susans. Which leaves us with only two
options – err in favour of the defendant, and risk a guilty defendant evading
justice. Or err in favour of the complainant, and risk imprisoning an
innocent.

To the victim swallowing a not guilty verdict and watching their
tormentor walk free from court, the formulation of William Blackstone – It
is better that ten guilty persons escape than one innocent suffer – must ring
as the kind of vapid philosophical cliché that is easy to embrace when
you’ve never been the casualty of one of those ten. When I speak to sobbing
complainants and their families at court after an unsuccessful prosecution
trial, the idea that they would find comfort in me reminding them that their
pain is worth only one tenth of the wrongfully convicted is unthinkable.
How do you begin to quantify injustice?

But it perhaps, possibly, becomes clearer with distance. When we ask
what sort of society we want, can we tolerate imposing the ultimate
coercive sanction – permanent deprivation of liberty – upon people who we
agree may reasonably be entirely blameless? How much scope for abuse
would it give the state to create criminal offences carrying terms of life
imprisonment, knowing that any citizen can be convicted on the basis of
‘might have done it’ rather than ‘sure he done it’?

Criminal law, we must remember, is the ultimate sanction for alleged
wrongs; not the only. For victims denied justice in the criminal courts, other
– admittedly lesser – routes exist. Civil claims for unlawful harm caused,
where the standard of proof is lower and the remedy financial, may feel like
a lesser justice, but are nonetheless available. There is no alternative
remedy for the wrongly convicted.

The impact for humanity of not doing all that is reasonable to avoid the
conviction of the innocent and its direct, irreversible consequences is, for
me, captured by the sentiment of John Adams at the chapter’s outset. This is
why we venerate the presumption of innocence, and why, where there is an
irreconcilable clash of interests, the system must operate in the defendant’s
favour.

Which swings us, finally, back round to Jay. And why, in spite of
whatever personal views I might have held, and notwithstanding the impact
of the proceedings on his family, I believe justice was done. The process,
and the verdict, were right. Even if I had the right to judge him – and as his



counsel, I do not and should not – would I declare myself sure of his guilt
beyond reasonable doubt? I don’t think I would. Whatever standard of
certainty I am able to move myself to, it is not enough. And if it were me,
accused of the most heinous crimes, it would not help me sleep, as I slipped
into the top bunk of my cell, to know that twelve strangers, who knew
nothing about me beyond what they were told in a court of law, thought I
might have done, or probably did, what I was accused of doing. If there was
any doubt in their minds, I would want the benefit of it.

Yes, I found Jay’s daughters convincing. But I may well have found
Susan convincing, staring into the whites of her eyes across a courtroom as
she sobbed through her evidence. And the whole point of juries, their
essential function, their joy, is that we take decisions away from the tired
eyes of jaded legal professionals and entrust them to the collective wisdom
and life experience of twelve everymen and -women. Jay’s jury saw and
heard everything that the parties found and considered relevant, and were
not sure of his guilt. They didn’t – couldn’t – declare him innocent; but
where there was doubt, as I have to recognize there was, they properly
exercised it in his favour.

And whenever I vacillate in my view on whether, in essence, we are
doing things right in our system, one question springs back, boomerang-
style, and smashes against my synapses: what system would I want as the
falsely accused? Knowing what I already know after only a few years
exposed to the grimy coalface of the criminal justice system, would I have
faith in an inquisitorial jurisdiction where the state, with its variable
competence and political vulnerability, controlled my fate throughout? Or
would I trust the presentation of my case to an independent solicitor and
advocate, and hope that twelve ordinary people, shown evidence that is
relevant, reliable and fairly adduced, would find the prosecution insufficient
to convict me?

Every time the answer is the same.



10. The Big Sentencing Con

‘Nearly 80 per cent of Brits believe the country is soft on crime, a shock new survey has
found. The ComRes poll for the Mirror revealed there is a widespread view that criminals get
off too lightly and sentences are not tough enough. More than three-quarters of all those
quizzed said punishments did not match the crime. And four in five are not happy with the
justice system and believe offenders are treated much more leniently than in the past. The
findings come as the government promises to crack down on offenders.’

The Mirror, 21 June 20141

As the word ‘guilty’ tumbles from the foreman’s mouth and casts the ashen
defendant into a silent stasis, the question burning through the hearts of the
courtroom immediately self-extinguishes and reignites. ‘Did he do it?’
suddenly becomes ‘What’s he going to get?’ The twelve judges of fact in
the jury box enjoy the formality of the prosecutor reading out the
defendant’s previous convictions, and are then thanked for their civic duty
as their function ends and the defendant’s fate is formally transferred into
the hands of the judge of law.

The newly minted convict will have been advised by his lawyers of the
sentence he should expect upon conviction, but we always couch and
qualify and (in my case at least) try to avoid specific figures that can be
thrown angrily back in our faces in the cells with a globule of spit. Court of
Appeal sentencing case law, nowadays largely supplanted by formal
Sentencing Guidelines, allow both the prosecution and defence advocates to
make targeted submissions to the Crown Court as to roughly what the
correct sentence should be. But there are no guarantees.

Curiously, the reaction in court is usually the same, whatever the
sentence. If the judge delivers good news – anything other than immediate
imprisonment generally qualifies – the defendant will take it with poker-
faced stoicism. Sometimes family members in the public gallery will coo or



cheer, or the defendant might squawk a ‘thank you, Your Honour’ as the
dock is unlocked, but mostly proceedings conclude with a striking absence
of emotion.

Likewise, if the judge hands down bad news – and the judicial remark,
‘Your barrister has said everything that could be said,’ is the giveaway that
immediate prison is coming – it is normally greeted with a stiff upper lip in
the dock. Outbursts of emotion, even from first-time defendants facing a
lengthy prison sentence, are rare. On that front, special mention must go to
a defendant at Chelmsford Crown Court in August 2016, who, upon
receiving his eighteen-month sentence for racist abuse, told Judge Patricia
Lynch QC that she was ‘a bit of a cunt’. Her Honour’s reply – ‘You are a bit
of a cunt yourself’ – was a little naughty, but also, in many ways,
everything that could be said.2

Outside the courtroom – in the lobby or down in the court cells – the
emotional strictures are loosened, and tears of joy or sorrow flow more
easily. When I’m trooping downstairs to the cells, the natural inclination is
to try to find a positive to draw the sting of the immediate shock; although,
unless the sentence is so high as to potentially justify an appeal, my
soothing words often amount to little more than the impotent observation
that the sentence ‘could have been worse’. Aside from giving as much
inside information as I, someone who has never served a prison sentence,
can, and assuring the defendant, from a similar position of ignorance, that
the sentence will go quicker than he expects, there’s often nothing
constructive that I can say. He’ll go, stony-faced and perhaps red-eyed,
handcuffed to the white-shirted cell staff to wait for the van to take him to
an available prison, while I retreat back upstairs to normality.

The impact of sentence of course doesn’t end there. The aftershock is felt
outside the court walls. How the defendant is treated, and what sentence he
gets, is important also to the victim, sitting nervously in the public gallery
as justice is meted out to her abuser. And it matters to the public, who must
after all have confidence in the outcomes of our criminal justice system if it
is to maintain its legitimacy. This, it seems, is where we have a problem.
Because the tone of public debate over the way we sentence those who
break the law would suggest that we are getting things seriously wrong.

The old faithful that is revisited in the tabloids most weeks is the Out of
Touch Judge ‘letting off’ some foul, acne-scarred, daemonic hoodie with a
‘slap on the wrist’ for a capital offence. Presumably there’s an industry



template for such stories, as the formatting never wavers: there’ll be a photo
of the yobbo, fag in mouth, leaving court (ideally giving a middle-finger
salute to the goading cameras), juxtaposed with a portrait photograph of the
humourless-looking judge. The photo will usually show the judge in their
ceremonial, full-bottomed wig, which is never worn in court – judges on the
bench have since the 1840s worn a short frizzy horsehair wig, like a
barrister’s but with tighter, bubble-permed sides – but which successfully
emphasizes to the readership how old-worldy and disconnected this crusty
enemy of the people is.

And the angle is always the same. The lip will quiver but the outrage will
not quaver. We Are Going to Hell in a Handcart. Dangerous, remorseless
ASBO-fiends who would slaughter us in our beds are having their anarchic
urges indulged, worse encouraged, by lefty liberal elitist judges who defy
the public will and bend the rules to keep fiends out of prison. Those who
are sent to prison are sent to rudderless holiday camps where they get free
Sky TV and reacharounds paid for by YOU the taxpayer, and in any event
are not sent there for long enough. Considered conclusion: sentencing of
criminals is a con.

And, for what it’s worth, I agree. With the conclusion at least, if not the
diagnosis.

Sentencing of offenders often amounts to a giant confidence trick on the
general public. The law – decades of on-the-hoof populist legislating – is
impossible to understand. Sentences passed are often entirely out of kilter
with public expectations, and the same criminal behaviour can be dealt with
entirely differently in alike cases. Worst of all, there is an inherent
dishonesty in the presentation of criminal sentencing, arising out of a lack
of clarity as to what those setting policy want to achieve. Each new dawn
heralds a fresh ministerial vacillation over the purpose of sentencing;
contorting in the political winds. The public is treated to schizophrenic
episodes where a pledge to reduce prison numbers (achieved through
rehabilitation, investment in prisons and a sparing use of custodial
sentences) is entertained concurrently to vows of longer sentences, spartan
prison regimes3 and bans on prisoners receiving books.4 Meanwhile, the
only consistent narrative on which the public can depend is that 1990s
counsel of despair – ‘Prison Works’ – which is kept on life support in
tabloid editorials, their fatuous commentary generally left uncorrected by
pusillanimous politicians.



Sentencing, it seems clear to me, does not appear to achieve what the
public are led to believe it should. And it will remain a con as long as we
fail to be honest about what sentences mean, what we want from our
sentencing policy and how that might best be achieved.

Is It the Judges?

If you believe what you read, the problem is the judges; politicized and
activist, imposing their own political ideals on sentencing decisions. Thus
we end up with sentences that lack consistency and haemorrhage public
support.

And it would be foolish to deny the influence of personal factors in
judicial decisions, least of all sentencing. While the judicial oath binds
judges to do right to all manner of people after the laws and usages of this
realm, without fear or favour, affection or ill will, they remain susceptible to
the same human frailties and cognitive biases as the rest of us. No two
judges are the same, and two similar defendants might be sentenced entirely
differently depending on their tribunals. Who you get is often determinative
of what you get.

If there has been a trial, the same judge will usually pass sentence, but
where a defendant has pleaded guilty, it is normal for a judge to be
randomly allocated for the sentence hearing. Frequent flyers become well
acquainted with the judicial personalities in their local courts, and the
seasoned crim sitting opposite you can either break down in tears or dance
on the table with jubilation (I’ve seen both) when you tell them the identity
of their sentencing judge.

Given what is known about the social, educational and professional
backgrounds of judges, it’s difficult to entertain the tabloid conspiracy that
any criminal judges congregate on the far left of the anarcho-communist
spectrum, but it’s undeniable that some are more lenient than others. There
can sometimes be a rather unedifying scrabble when the barristers in a court
list get wind that another courtroom with a gentler judge has finished early
and is looking to take work, as a succession of pleading wigs jostle sotto
voce with the court clerk to be reserved a seat on the chopper out of Saigon.

Avoiding irritating the judge is also key to any hope of a lenient sentence.
And this applies just as much to your advocate. If the judge likes the



barrister or solicitor, they will be more disposed to taking a chance on a
borderline defendant. Being junior, particularly at the very beginning, I
found that pity was a strong card to inadvertently play. I have no doubt that
in several of my cases, the judge took one look at the baby gopher-on-ice
defending and passed a much more merciful sentence than was warranted.
On the other hand, I have watched as judges struggle to disguise their
contempt for the defence barrister, or the terrible points they are making in
ostensible mitigation, and where you can almost see the judge mentally
adding months onto the sentence the longer the plea in mitigation goes on.

A local legend concerned a (now-retired) judge who was once sentencing
a nasty domestic assault. At the hearing, the defendant’s wheelchair-bound
mother, for whom the defendant was said to have caring responsibilities and
whose tragic plight formed a central plank of his barrister’s mitigation, was
strategically seated on the front row of the public gallery, quietly sobbing
throughout. The judge handed down three years. He then called the
barristers into his chambers, took off his wig and said, ‘What do you
reckon, chaps? Bit harsh? I was going to give him two, but then he wheeled
his sympathy act in.’

It is not just personality. Environmental factors play their part. I can
assure you from anecdotal experience that if your sentence is moved over
lunch to a judge who had geared himself up for an afternoon off, it will not
end well, and disappointment as a driver of long sentences has some basis
in academic research. A working paper by two economists studying
juvenile court sentences in Louisiana between 1996 and 2012 reported
robust findings that longer sentences were imposed by alumni of Louisiana
State University following unexpected defeats for the Tigers, the LSU
football team.5 Other factors were controlled – the only explanation for the
disparity was that judges were carrying their disappointment into the
courtroom and visiting it upon the unlucky defendants.

Tiredness and hunger have also been shown to be relevant. An American
study published in Psychological Science in December 2016 suggested that
on ‘sleepy Monday’ – the day after the switch to daylight saving time –
sentences imposed by judges were 5 per cent higher than on any other day
of the year.6 An Israeli study of parole board decisions in 2011 showed that
a prisoner’s chances of release receded to near zero as the clock ticked
towards lunchtime, immediately after which the likelihood soared.7 Again,
this is borne out in practice, as any barrister who has shoehorned their



sentence hearing into the morning list at 12.58 and keeps the judge’s
stomach rumbling beyond 13.30 will attest. Quite literally, what the judge
had for breakfast may influence your sentence.

On a more sinister note, Ministry of Justice research published in 2016
purported to demonstrate an association between ethnicity and the
likelihood of a prison sentence in the Crown Court. Under ‘similar criminal
circumstances’, the odds of imprisonment for offenders self-reporting as
black, Asian and Chinese or other were higher than for offenders from self-
reported white backgrounds (53 per cent, 55 per cent and 81 per cent higher
respectively).8 These statistics should be treated with caution, as the
analysis suffered from significant limitations (particularly in its definition
of ‘similar criminal circumstances’);9 however I would not suggest that
such trends do not exist. There is a vast body of psychological research
demonstrating the prevalence and power of unconscious bias in human
decision-making, and how we are hard-wired to respond positively to those
we perceive as similar to us, and to react against those we perceive as
different.10 It would appear arguable as a matter of common sense that the
composition of a judiciary in which only 6 per cent identify as Black, Asian
or Minority Ethnic (BAME)11 might lead to overall sentencing outcomes
which reflect an unconscious preferential treatment of white defendants
compared to BAME defendants convicted of similar offences.

But while inconsistency in sentencing might be accounted for in part by
idiosyncratic judicial behaviour and cognitive bias, it is only a tiny piece of
the jigsaw. The main reason for incoherent sentencing outcomes and policy
isn’t capricious judges; it’s that incoherence is embedded in the sentencing
framework.

‘Hell is a Fair Description of These Sentencing Laws’

A sentencing hearing broadly takes three parts: one, the prosecutor outlines
the facts of what the defendant has done, and draws the court’s attention to
relevant law and guidelines – note, unlike in America, the prosecutor does
not actively call for the highest sentence possible, nor are neatly wrapped
‘plea bargains’ presented for a judge to green-light a sentence agreed
between the parties. Two, the defence advocate advances a ‘plea in
mitigation’, presenting the mitigating features of the offender and offence,



and persuading the judge to take the most lenient course. Three, the judge
passes sentence.

The third part sounds easy. It’s not. Sentencing a defendant is not simply
an exercise of a judge plucking a figure out of the air, whacking a non-
existent gavel and barking, ‘Take him down.’ The law and procedure is
hideously, unnecessarily complex.

To try to make sense of sentencing is to roam directionless in the
expansive dumping ground of the criminal law. Statutes are piled atop
statutes. Secondary legislation bearing titles unrelated to the amendments
they make to primary legislation and the half-baked, half-enacted and half-
revoked brainchildren of some of our dimmest politicians lie strewn across
the landscape, stretching out farther than the eye can see. The many
hundreds of legislative provisions exceed, at a conservative estimate, 1,300
pages.12 If one were seeking a totem to the despair caused by the work of
licentious, headline-chasing governments revelling in the ruin they wreak,
sentencing law would be it.

And this is only the structure; that page count does not include the
hundreds of sheets of Sentencing Guidelines and thousands of Court of
Appeal judgments that steer judges on the detail.

The burden of the sentencing exercise is therefore huge. There are a
range of sentences each with their own qualifying criteria, from discharges
and fines through community orders to custodial sentences, both immediate
and suspended. There are mandatory life sentences, automatic life sentences
(not the same thing), discretionary life sentences, extended sentences of
imprisonment (various iterations of which each carry their own special
complex provisions about prisoner release dates), special sentences for
‘offenders of particular concern’, hospital orders (with or without
restrictions) and mandatory minimum custodial sentences, to name a few.
And that’s before one considers the ancillary orders – some discretionary,
some mandatory – that attach to certain offences: driving disqualifications,
penalty points, endorsement of driving licence, extended driving retests,
restraining orders, Sexual Harm Prevention Orders, Serious Crime
Prevention Orders, compensation orders, ancillary financial orders,
confiscation orders (under no fewer than three different statutory regimes),
deprivation orders, forfeiture orders, dog destruction orders, criminal
behaviour orders, company director disqualification orders,
recommendations for deportation, credit for time spent on bail on a



qualifying curfew, mandatory statutory surcharges (of a dizzying array of
ever-changing figures depending on the sentence and the date of the
offence) and costs.13 And this is just adult offenders – youth sentencing
boasts its own panoply of (arguably even more confusing) overlapping
provisions.

The Law Commission, the independent statutory body charged with
researching and publishing recommendations for potential law reforms, put
it succinctly in 2015: ‘For a lay person to discover the law would be
practically impossible.’14

More times than I can recall have I watched a client’s eyes glaze over as I
try to explain, in as clear terms as I can, the possible sentence that he faces.
Given how much rides on sentence – the likelihood of getting a certain type
of sentence will often inform whether a defendant pleads guilty or not – it is
outrageous that the law appears deliberately incomprehensible to those who
need to understand it most.

And it’s not just the public. Lawyers and judges are often flummoxed. In
2012, the sentencing expert Robert Banks examined 262 randomly selected
Court of Appeal cases and found that in ninety-five – that is 36 per cent –
unlawful sentences had been passed by the Crown Court. That’s not simply
that the Court of Appeal thought that the sentences were too long; rather the
Crown Court judge had done something that they did not have the power to
do, or had not done something they were legally required to. These were not
all points advanced by the barristers drafting the grounds of appeal either;
many were missed and only spotted by the Court of Appeal’s own
lawyers.15

In a High Court case in 2010 concerning the release dates of a prisoner in
custody, Mr Justice Mitting was moved to observe:

[Explaining the effect of the sentence and the release date] is impossible. Indeed, so impossible is
it that it has taken from twelve noon until twelve minutes to five . . . to explain the relevant
statutory provisions to me, a professional judge. The position at which I have arrived . . . is one of
which I despair. It is simply unacceptable in a society governed by the rule of law for it to be
well-nigh impossible to discern from statutory provisions what a sentence means in practice.16

Lord Phillips in the Supreme Court went one further, stating: ‘Hell is a
fair description of the problem of statutory interpretation caused by [these
provisions].’17



It’s all very well requiring judges to give reasons for and to explain the
effect of sentences ‘in ordinary language,’18 but this is hampered if the
court itself is struggling to work out what is going on. And the confusion
defeats the founding precept of open justice. There is no point whatsoever
in throwing open the courtroom doors to the public if the law being
discussed is not even understood by the lawyers. Little surprise that,
whenever I ask a defendant or a victim after a sentence hearing whether
they were able to follow what was happening, the answer is, without fail, a
wide-eyed ‘No’.

Release dates of prisoners is a particularly egregious example of courts
failing to explain the effect of sentences, with serious consequences for
public confidence. Criminals not serving the sentence that is handed down
in court is a red flag to Middle England, and largely the anger arises
because the explanation behind early release, and the earliest date on which
a prisoner might be released, are never specified in court.

All defendants serving a standard determinate prison sentence are
automatically released on licence after serving half of their sentence. The
reasons are that this (a) helps to reintegrate the offender back into the
community while retaining a power to recall him to prison if he fouls up;
and (b) reduces prison numbers (about which more later). You may or may
not agree with those justifications, but there they are. That part is easy to
understand, if not accept. But that’s only half the story; for a variety of
reasons, ‘half way’ is rarely the actual point of release.

Some defendants will be released well in advance of half way, under
Home Detention Curfew (HDC)19 or Release on Temporary Licence
(ROTL), which includes Resettlement Day Release, Resettlement
Overnight Release, Childcare Resettlement Leave and Special Purpose
Licence. Days spent on remand in custody are automatically, and rightly,
counted as days already served. If a defendant has had a condition of an
onerous curfew (nine hours a day or more) whilst on bail, every two days so
spent count as a day towards sentence.

The problem is that the calculation of these dates and a defendant’s
eligibility is, as the High Court comments above demonstrate, often
impossible for a sentencing judge to work out and pronounce on the spot.
The calculation is usually made by the prison once the offender is processed
(and is usually subject to a further risk assessment closer to the release
date). So in court the date of release is left deliberately vague. The public



hear, ‘Three years in prison, of which you will serve up to half, minus days
spent on remand/subject to a qualifying curfew,’ and are then aghast when
they learn that the defendant has been released after only a few months of
that sentence. This, they fairly complain, is not what it said in the brochure.
No one tells us, the public – or the victim – that the headline numbers
rattled out in court bear little resemblance to time thenceforth served.

The fault for this confusion lies solely with the legislators who have
given us this system. When it comes to failing to explain reasons for
sentences, however, the legal profession must admit its culpability. Most
judges do a good job, but there are common traps. ‘Ordinary language’ to a
judge or barrister does not always accord with ‘ordinary language’ to
ordinary people. We legal professionals all slip too easily into the native
lingo of the criminal courts that carries little meaning to outsiders. ‘Totality’
is one example. This sentencing principle holds that where someone is
being sentenced for multiple offences, we do not adopt a US-style approach
of cumulating multiple consecutive terms resulting in whacking great
sentences of up to several hundred years; instead the court must consider
the offending in the round and pass an overall sentence that is just and
proportionate. So, for example, if John sells a small bag of cannabis to four
people and is sentenced for four counts of supplying a controlled drug of
Class B, the judge does not take the sentence that would be passed for one
such offence (roughly twelve months’ imprisonment) and multiply it by
four. She would instead pass an increased sentence, say eighteen months,
concurrent on each count. Sometimes consecutive sentences are
appropriate, such as when someone is being sentenced for two unrelated
offences, or where there are separate offences against separate victims; but
again, the judge will have regard to totality and will rarely pass for each
offence the sentence that would have been passed in isolation.

Again, you may not agree with that approach; your personal view may be
that we should have consecutive American-style sentences. Four offences of
selling cannabis are, you might argue, four times as serious as one, and the
equivalent of 4 four-and-half months for a single offence is insufficient. But
totality is the principle that judges are required by law to apply, and is
usually the reason why someone might be convicted of multiple offences
and receive a sentence that appears, in isolation, unexpectedly low.

Frequently though, rather than explaining this, the judge will simply say,
‘I have had regard to totality,’ a shorthand understood by the legal



professionals, but virtually meaningless to anyone else. Anyone
overhearing and wanting to look up ‘totality’ would not know in which of
the 1,300 pages of fragmentary sentencing legislation to start.20

The Law Commission is presently developing a new comprehensive
Sentencing Code for 2018, with the overdue aim of drawing all existing
sentencing law and procedure into a single streamlined document. However,
while a noble and vital endeavour, it would be naive to think that this alone
will mend the disconnect between the public and the law. Because
complexity aside, the rationale of sentencing policy can be difficult to
understand.

Guidelines and Statutory Maxima

It is hard to explain, for example, the sentencing ranges and starting points
prescribed by the Sentencing Guidelines, which are published by the
Sentencing Council (an independent non-departmental body of the Ministry
of Justice) and which judges are required by law to follow.21

Guidelines exist for a wide range of, although not all, offences, and
operate by way of convoluted flow charts and grids designed to assess
seriousness by reference to concepts of ‘harm’ and ‘culpability’. By feeding
the facts of a case into the guidelines, you should arrive at a ‘category’,
which provides for a sentence ‘starting point’ and a range. By then
considering a further list of potential aggravating and mitigating factors
(such as previous convictions), the judge can move the sentence up or down
the category range as appropriate, to arrive at the sentence (before any
deductions for guilty pleas).

The guidelines themselves are drafted by the Sentencing Council
following public consultation, but in some ways run counter to public
intuition. For a start, none of the sentencing ranges go up to the statutory
maximum sentence. In some cases, it is not even close. The guideline for
inflicting grievous bodily harm with intent, the most serious offence of
violence short of homicide carrying a maximum of life imprisonment,
provides for an offence range (i.e. from the bottom of the lowest category to
the top of the highest) of three to sixteen years’ imprisonment. Although the
court can sentence outside the offence range if it would be ‘contrary to the
interests of justice’ to sentence within it, what this means in practice is that



most offences carry an artificially low ceiling, well below the maximum
sentence set by Parliament.

So when I was defending a man, Michael, who on a night out had got
very drunk and, in a petty argument with a girl he was chatting to in a club,
had bitten a chunk out of her cheek leaving life-altering scars, even though
on paper he had been charged with an offence carrying a maximum of life
imprisonment, he, I and the courts knew that it was extremely unlikely that
he would be looking at a sentence beyond sixteen years.

For the victim this is often hard to understand. I’ve sat opposite
complainants in court witness rooms, who have been told by the police that
their violent ex-boyfriends have been charged with assault occasioning
actual bodily harm, an offence carrying up to five years’ imprisonment, and
have had to break it to them that, actually, the highest category on the
Sentencing Guidelines envisages a starting point of only eighteen months,
with a range not going beyond three years. When they shout and scream
and cry in frustration, I can’t help. I can’t explain why. I just sit there
nodding dumbly, another officious bearer of bad, irrational tidings.

The absence of a holistic or consistent philosophy underpinning
sentencing policy is laid bare when you compare guidelines for different
offences:

— Debbie, a thirty-eight-year-old prostitute, sells a wrap of cocaine to feed her addiction. The
starting point for sentence is four and a half years’ imprisonment.

— Charlie rapes a nineteen-year-old girl in her flat after being invited home. The starting point on the
Sexual Offences Guideline is five years’ imprisonment.

— Harris runs a nifty scam from his second-hand car business and cheats Her Majesty’s Revenue and
Customs of £2 million in VAT. He’s looking at an eight-year starting point.22

Accepting the ruinous social and individual impact of supplying Class A
drugs, and even ignoring the plain reality that its true devastation is rooted
in the implausibility of prohibition, it would take a bold anti-drugs
campaigner to submit that selling a wrap of coke is, on any assessment of
harm or culpability, broadly equivalent to a rape. And I doubt you’d find
anyone to agree that depriving the taxman of 0.0006 per cent of its revenue
is even worse.

The fault does not lie solely with the guidelines – their starting points and
ranges are anchored to (sometimes age-old) Court of Appeal cases, and
subject to statutory maxima set by Parliament. And some of these maxima
make no sense. A classic example is assault. If I punch you and chip your



tooth – assault occasioning actual bodily harm – the statutory maximum is
five years’ imprisonment. If I punch you and you fall, bang your head and
suffer irreversible paralysis – inflicting grievous bodily harm (without
intent) – the statutory max is the same. The guidelines provide for
marginally inflated starting points and ranges for the latter, but they are
dancing on the head of a pin.

These stand as but a handful of examples of the often-perverse operation
of the law and guidelines, many of which tie the judge’s hands in irrational
binds, and none of which are easily explicable to the watching public. But
they, like the unjustified complexity of the legislation and procedure, are
merely symptoms of a deeper malaise. The broader problem is that our
lawmakers in Parliament and government refuse to be honest, with the
public or with themselves, about what we are trying to achieve with
sentencing policy.

What Are We Trying to Achieve?

For me, this is the question that I avoid. Because, day to day, the criminal
justice system can feel like a numbers game. Get ’em charged, process them
as swiftly as possible through the courts, impose a sentence and wait and
see what happens. If they come back, hit reset and try the same damned
formula. As long as people are being convicted and sentenced, the system
must be working. Complicity in the aphorism defining insanity as repeating
the same thing and expecting different results can be difficult for us to
admit.

The official purposes of sentencing – and, by logical extension, the
criminal justice system – are set out in legislation:23

(a) The punishment of offenders
(b) The reduction of crime (including its reduction by deterrence)
(c) The reform and rehabilitation of offenders
(d) The protection of the public
(e) The making of reparation by offenders to persons affected by their offence

But balancing and reconciling these often-conflicting aims in practice is
not easy. Particularly given the demographic of the people most frequently
before the courts.



When I prosecute a twenty-three-year-old man with severe autism and
ADHD, who has the learning age of a thirteen-year-old and acts out his
frustrations through spontaneous bursts of increasingly serious violence
against his sixty-two-year-old mum, what should the court do? When
Darius, our mentally unwell youngster from earlier, inevitably comes before
the courts again for his inability to follow the rules of civilized society,
which of (a) to (e) do we prioritize?

When we see the victims of yesterday’s crimes – the abused daughters of
the guilty Jays, for example – descending into spirals of theft, drug abuse
and drug supply, bounced for years between prison and the streets, how do
the abstract principles above take practical effect? Some such delinquents
can be glued back together by the tireless efforts of the Probation Service
and substance abuse workers, but many can’t. Community orders or
suspended sentences with drug rehabilitation requirements have been tried a
dozen times, and a dozen times have failed. What next?

When I defend a young kid carrying knives for his gang leaders, the only
role models in his uneducated, unsupported shit bucket of a childhood, how
does anyone in the system persuade him to give up the only security he
knows, when his mates have all been shot or stabbed? How do you
persuade him to put down his arms, cut his associations and gamble his life
on a rigged roulette wheel for the prize of a law-abiding suburban existence
that he thinks people like him can never win?

While the courts do their best to wrestle sensitively with these
imponderables, the mood music outside the court buildings spun by media
and political DJs is one-note: prison. Prison for all.

That last example is a case in point. When statistics in 2015 indicated a
troubling rise in youths carrying knives, the analysis was blunt. Parliament
had no truck with the proposition that focusing on intensive community
rehabilitation and addressing the social attitudes that normalize knife-
carrying in certain subcultures might reduce crime and protect the public,
and could be combined with a non-custodial punishment that satisfied our
need for vengeance. Instead, they looked at the list, turned (a) up to eleven
and to tabloid joy introduced mandatory minimum sentences of six months’
imprisonment for repeat knife carriers.24

It didn’t matter that statistics demonstrate that short prison sentences
under six months are ineffective in preventing reoffending;25 it didn’t
matter that we would be introducing young people, who may not be



otherwise criminally sophisticated, into an environment with hardened
criminals who habitually carry weapons far more dangerous than knives. It
didn’t matter that the experienced judge hearing the case, who knows the
individual facts and is best placed to assess how to balance the competing
purposes of sentence, may have considered that a non-custodial sentence
best protected the public. Prison works. Repeat after me, children. Prison
works.

And I’ve seen these young people sucked in. We all have. The first
custodial sentence is rarely the last. And in their cases, as with so many
others, it can often feel as if the needle is stuck on retribution, at the cost of
all else.

Prison has become our cultural default; a synonym for justice. If
someone commits a crime, we expect them to be ‘locked up’. Those, such
as bankers, whose despised behaviour society wishes were criminal, should
be ‘behind bars’. A criminal conviction, that permanent, life-altering stigma
of one of society’s fallen angels, is never enough. Nor is it sufficient to pass
a sentence designed to promote reparation, such as a compensation order or
a community order comprising a form of restorative justice. Nor for a
prison sentence to be suspended, to hang the Damoclean sword over the
offender’s head as a bond of good behaviour.

Restrictions on liberty other than prison – such as curfews or several
hundred hours of unpaid work in the community – don’t count as
punishment. They are ‘soft’. Never mind that any practitioner can give you
a list of clients who have literally begged the judge to send them to prison
rather than do unpaid work – as with Kyle, the young man we met earlier in
the magistrates’ court. If it’s not custody, the defendant will ‘walk free from
court’. The judge will be a ‘woolly liberal’. The criminal will have been
given a ‘slap on the wrist’.

A depressing example did the rounds in late 2016, as a Conservative
MP’s Private Member’s Bill – the Awards for Valour (Protection) Bill –
gained the approval of the House of Commons Defence Select Committee
and took one step closer to the statute book. This Bill sought to criminalize
‘Walter Mitty’ characters who wore unearned medals or insignia awarded
for valour ‘with intent to deceive’. Note that this Bill was not aimed at those
who falsely wear honours to gain financial advantage, such as collecting for
a fake charity; fraud laws already cater for those. Rather the explicit target
of the Bill was people – usually tragic, deluded and mentally unwell old



men – who caused no harm other than the insult felt by the military. And, of
course, a conviction and the payment of a fine, or compensation order, was
not a sufficient maximum penalty; the Bill called for prison sentences of up
to six months.

I am guilty too. In this chapter I have embraced the same ingrained
assumptions. When I condemn Sentencing Guidelines and statutory maxima
for violent and sexual offences, I do so in broad, abstract, quantitative
terms. I ask whether the prison sentence in a hypothetical scenario is
‘enough’ or ‘too much’, as if the inquiry ends once our vengeance is sated
by the quotient of punishment. Those are the terms of our public debate.

And I should know better. I’ve been in the court prison cell when
mentally ill clients, who have just been imprisoned for serious, nasty
offences, have been smashing their heads against the cell walls, howling as
hordes of G4S officers rush in to tackle them to the ground ‘For Their Own
Safety’. It is clear that the only thing that their incarceration will do is
satisfy our need for punishment, when so much more is required.

Our national fetish has seen the England and Wales prison population
soar by 90 per cent since 1990, standing at 85,500.26 We imprison people at
a higher rate (146 per 100,000) than anywhere in Western Europe. Northern
Ireland, by comparison, has an imprisonment rate of 76 per 100,000.
Sweden’s figure is 57. Iceland’s is 38.27 Nearly 68,000 people were sent to
prison in 2016. 71 per cent had committed a non-violent offence. And our
sentences are getting longer. The average prison sentence for indictable
offences has increased by over 25 per cent in the last decade.28 We have
more prisoners sentenced to an indeterminate term of imprisonment than in
the other forty-six countries in the Council of Europe combined.29

I don’t for a moment suggest that prison isn’t ever the right sentence;
some offences are plainly so serious that justice can only be met by
prioritizing punishment and immediate public protection through a lengthy
custodial sentence. Often people who receive prison sentences have done
awful things. Something that never fails to surprise me in this job is the
capacity of human beings to hurt each other, in particular those they either
claim to love or barely know. Some days you have to self-numb to get
through some of the Victim Impact Statements given by those affected. A
young teacher describing how, following an unprovoked attack on her and
her husband outside a restaurant by two passing thugs, she had miscarried
their first child and, a year later, was still unable to leave the house and was



regularly self-harming, will never leave me. Sympathy for those who inflict
such wanton destruction is difficult to come by.

But many people in prison are not monsters. And even for those who are,
the limitations of prison as we currently do it are known and trite. Yes, it
punishes and temporarily incarcerates, but its utility beyond that is
negligible. Counter-intuitive though it may sound, there is no proven
causative link between higher prison numbers and lower crime rates; while
crime as measured by the British Crime Survey fell over the 1990s as
incarceration levels soared, they also fell in Western countries with
significantly lower imprisonment rates.30 A leaked memo from the
government’s strategy unit in 2006 suggested that 80 per cent of the
decrease in crime was attributable to economic factors, not the swollen
prison population.31 But even if that is wrong, and high rates of
incarceration can be shown to keep numbers down, it is plain that our
model has little to offer by way of rehabilitating or ‘improving’ the people
that we’re releasing onto the streets. 46 per cent of all prisoners re-offend
within a year of leaving prison. For those serving short sentences of less
than twelve months, this increases to 60 per cent.32 Prison as we presently
do it is an expensive way of making bad people worse. This is largely
because while our politicians and media talk tough about longer prison
sentences, they do not want to pay for them. Few votes and fewer clickbaits
are found in a More Money for Prisoners campaign. But, with a few notable
exceptions – such as Ken Clarke MP as Justice Secretary and former
Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg – there is a conspiracy of cowardice that
prevents politicians from treating the public like adults. The binary choice
that should be presented is simple: We can either keep rising numbers of
prisoners in humane prisons that serve a purpose beyond warehousing, for
which the Exchequer – ultimately you, the taxpayer – must pay through
higher taxation; or we can shift paradigms and explore evidence-based
policy from abroad that would see the use of prison radically reduced, and
non-custodial, restorative and rehabilitative alternatives envisaged not as a
‘get-out’ but as meaningful components of a working justice system.

Instead, recent administrations have opted to keep rattling the custodial
sabre, but not only have they not provided the additional funds that a rising
prison population requires, they have on the altar of austerity slashed the
prison budget by a quarter. Between 2010 and 2015, the National Offender
Management Service (NOMS), which, until 2017 (when it was reimagined



as HM Prison and Probation Service), was responsible for prisons in
England and Wales, had its budget cut by £900 million.33 In order to make
nearly £1 billion of savings, prison staffing levels were reduced by 30 per
cent. As of 2016, there were 13,720 fewer staff in the public prison estate
looking after 450 more people.34

In a drag race to the bottom, ‘benchmarking’ was introduced, in which
publicly run jails were required to peg their costs to the same level as the
‘most efficient’ – read ‘cheapest’ – in the private sector. One of the reasons
that private sector prisons were so ‘efficient’ is that for seventeen years they
have had higher rates of overcrowding than public sector prisons – shoving
more prisoners into tinier spaces.35 A quarter of the prison population is
overcrowded, with prisoners doubling up in cells designed for one person,36

in order to secure an arbitrary 20 per cent reduction in the cost of prison
places (now at £35,000 per year).37 Around the same time, Chris Grayling
MP, Secretary of State for Justice between 2012 and 2015, announced his
populist plans to make prisons, already hideous tombs of violence, death
and terror, ‘less lax’ and more ‘spartan’, introducing severe restrictions on
prisoners’ ‘privileges’ – which famously included an unlawful ban on
prisoners being sent books38 – and displaying a bizarrely prurient obsession
with stopping inmates having sex.39 It was not enough to deprive people of
their liberty; their lives had to be made extra intolerable to satisfy the
public’s perceived lust for blood.

The human cost has been horrific.
Stepping inside a prison will immediately quell any agreement you may

have with red-top caricatures of holiday camps. Prisoners are locked up for
up to twenty-three hours a day in filthy, dilapidated cells in which they eat
all their meals and use an unscreened lavatory in front of their cellmate.40

Cockroaches crunch underfoot, surrounded by broken glass, peeling
ceilings, broken fittings, graffiti and damaged floors.41 Giant rats’ nests add
infestation to the population.42 Drugs have flooded in as prison staff
struggle to maintain order. 43

The vast majority of prisons – 76 out of 117 as of May 2017 – are
overcrowded.44 Violence is off the scale. In the year to June 2017, there was
a record high of 41,103 incidents of self-harm and 27,193 assaults. The
violence is not just between prisoners; there were 7,437 assaults on prison
staff, a rise of 100 per cent in one year. Sexual assaults more than doubled



between 2011 and 2016.45 In February 2017, inspectors concluded that
‘there was not a single establishment that we inspected in England and
Wales in which it was safe to hold children and young people’.46 Prison
deaths are at record levels: 354 prisoners died in custody in 2016. Of these,
119 were suicides.47 And not surprising given what is known about prison
demographics.

Prisoners are largely drawn from the most damaged and dysfunctional
nooks of society. The majority have the literacy skills of an eleven-year-
old.48 An estimated 20–30 per cent have learning difficulties, although the
vague figure is a reflection of the damning failure of the prison system to
identify and support them.49 Over half of women prisoners and over a
quarter of men report being abused as children. Mental health problems
exhibiting symptoms of psychosis are reported by 26 per cent of female
prisoners and 16 per cent of men, compared to 4 per cent of the general
population.50 Drug and alcohol abuse feature for the majority51 and 15 per
cent are homeless.52

And how are these complex factors addressed? How do prisons begin the
sensitive, vital exercise of trying to delicately unstitch and repurpose the
damaged fabric of these lives? They don’t. They can’t. ‘Purposeful
activity’, which comprises education, work and other rehabilitative
programmes, is at record lows, with only a quarter of prisons marked as
‘good’ or ‘reasonably good’, an inevitable consequence of staffing levels
that mean prisoners are unable to leave their cells.53 Three-quarters of
educational facilities inspected by Ofsted were ‘inadequate’ or ‘requiring
improvement’.54 The overall performance of a quarter of prisons was
marked ‘of concern’ or ‘of serious concern’.55

In late 2016, as the violence swelled, and caged, mentally ill and
unsupported men killed themselves and each other, and prison staff
threatened industrial action,56 and prisoners rioted to an extent unknown
since the early 1990s, the government pledged to invest £1.3 billion over
four years to fund 10,000 new prison places, and to recruit 2,500 officers.
But even assuming that quality recruits will be attracted by the £9 per hour
rate and sufficiently equipped by a ten-week training scheme – which is the
shortest in any jurisdiction in the world57 – this will still not even restore
prisons to the under-resourced levels of 2010.58 And the government, with



an eye on the tabloid press, has publicly ruled out anything as sensible as
reducing the number of people our courts are imprisoning.59 Grown-up
debate and evidence-based policymaking remains as elusive in prison
policy as it does in our country’s infantile attitude to drug prohibition; a
revisitation of which would be one practical way of getting a lot of people
who pose no threat to society out of prison.

So we can look forward to the Big Sentencing Con continuing, with more
and more damaged people warehoused in fatally dangerous, squalid
conditions on the general happy agreement that this is what a successful
justice system looks like. The only concession to lowering numbers remains
the minor reductions carried out by sleight of hand post-sentence, in the
guise of those little-known, complex early release provisions understood by
no one. This valve may be opened to effect temporary pressure relief, but is
neither a sustainable solution to overcrowding, nor does its use for that
purpose command public confidence. Watching politicians surfing the
airwaves to boast about tougher sentences for the fiends du jour, only to
discover that said fiends are serving a fraction of that sentence because we
don’t have the resources to keep them imprisoned, starts to look like one of
the biggest public cons of all.

A final word should be said about honesty. Rail as I might against the
political bent of tabloid commentary, editors are of course free to pursue
whatever pro-prison agenda sells copy. I may not like it, I may think that it
perpetuates our regressive prison fetish, but a free press can and should
make whatever arguments it likes. Where I draw the line, however, is where
argument is supported by half-truth and misrepresentation. For while, as I
have accepted, some inaccurate reporting is a product of the complexity of
the law, quite often it is not. It is attributable to what is at best a reckless
disregard for the truth; at worst, bad faith.

In most cases, judges do explain, in accordance with their legal duty, the
effect of the sentence passed and the reasons for it. And usually there is a
cogent explanation for what might appear to be a light sentence. Reporters
present in court will know that the judge has read three psychiatric reports,
a probation Pre-Sentence Report and a catalogue of further medical
references, and has after much consideration concluded that, exceptionally,
this repeat burglar would be better off treated in the community, under a
suspended sentence with stringent punitive and rehabilitative requirements.



Sometimes the judge will explain that she is acting pragmatically. She may
see that, because of the time spent on remand by the defendant, the
custodial sentence she is required to pass on the guidelines would mean the
defendant has already served his sentence, and may therefore impose a
community order to ensure that the court retains a measure of control over
the defendant for the next few years. Or, on the other end of the scale, the
judge might loudly complain that she cannot, because of the guidelines or
maximum sentence available, impose a lengthier spell in prison, perhaps
following a prosecution decision to accept guilty pleas to less serious
offences that dramatically clip the judge’s sentencing wings.

But such context is frequently absent in the news reports. And it is
wholly dishonest. One case that I appeared in saw the judge open his
sentencing remarks with a lengthy diatribe against the inadequacy of his
sentencing powers as set by Parliament. ‘If I could give you more, I would,’
he told my smirking client as he handed him the maximum available. When
the sentence was reported by a national tabloid, the judge’s ‘lenient’
sentence was ‘outrageous’. ‘Something needs to be done about that judge,’
the pull quote read. The judge’s remarks were not reported.

The list of deadly sins continues. ‘Walk free’ is used to describe a
suspended sentence of imprisonment, with no explanation either of the
requirements – unpaid work, curfew, drug treatment – that the judge
attached, nor of the way in which suspended sentences work: namely, if you
reoffend or don’t do your requirements, you’re going inside. The judge will
have explained for the record why the sentence is suspended; this should be
reported.

We see a constant failure to explain that defendants who plead guilty –
thereby sparing the witnesses and public the ordeal and expense of a trial –
are entitled by law to a reduction in their sentence of up to a third. If this
concept offends you, you can view it another way: someone having a trial
gets a stiffer sentence. But failing to provide a reader with this vital context
renders whispers of soft sentence, soft sentence entirely mendacious.

The point is perhaps best made by the opening quotation from the
Mirror. As set out earlier, the figures show incontrovertibly that courts are
imprisoning more people and giving them longer sentences than ever
before. If 80 per cent of the public genuinely believe that offenders are
treated ‘more leniently than in the past’, they are certainly being conned.



But not by the system; rather by those from whose reporting the public are
deriving these distorted, unevidenced views.



11. The Courage of Our Convictions:
Appeal

‘It is to the glory and happiness of our excellent constitution, that to prevent injustice no man
is concluded by the first judgment; but that if he apprehends himself to be aggrieved, he has
another Court to which he can resort for relief; for this purpose the law furnishes him with
appeals, with writs of error and false judgment.’

Lord Pratt CJ, R v Cambridge University, ex parte Bentley (1723) 1 Str 5571

The impact of being imprisoned is difficult to estimate. The entire edifice of
a life crumbles. It’s not simply the immediate, day-to-day horror of prison
life; the squalor, the boredom, the omnipresent threat of bloody violence,
the nervously watching your schizophrenic cellmate crouching over a
radiator forging a shiv from a melted toothbrush and razor blades and
wondering into whose neck it will ultimately be plunged. That part, I have
been told, you learn to normalize. Or at least to self-inure. The killer is what
is happening outside the prison walls.

Your family and friends tell you on visits how they miss you, but while
you are sitting caged in stasis for twenty-three hours a day, their lives carry
on. And the absence of the daily minutiae of a free existence which we all
take for granted creates the spaces of darkest loneliness. Your children are
growing up and hitting their milestones, which you will enjoy second-hand
through teary retellings over a screwed-down table in a raucous visiting hall
flanked by guards. Your partner is going to work, and doing the weekly
shop, and going for drinks, and seeing friends, and attending parents’
evenings, and imbuing rich new experiences, and cultivating new
friendships, and maybe falling in love with someone able to offer more than
a weekly bulletin on prison nonliving. And day by day, they, your children
and your friends are adjusting to a life in which you are incrementally



shunted from centre stage to noises off. Some will wait for you; if your
sentence is short, the bonds may withstand the strain. But many won’t.
People move on. They had lives before you. They’ve survived life without
you. Even if they believe in your innocence and can withstand the stares,
the gossiping, the incredulous looks – she’s standing by him?! – and the
vicarious loss of reputation, the trauma of separation will ebb away at
resolve.

What I want to talk about in this chapter is what happens when the state
admits that it was wrong to wreak this devastation in the lives of one of its
citizens. Where a miscarriage of justice is identified by the Court of Appeal,
an unsafe conviction is quashed and a wrongly imprisoned parent, sibling,
spouse, child or friend walks out of the prison gate, what amends does our
society make? How do we begin to put things right for one among us who
has been so grievously wronged?

If Dostoevsky was right, and the degree of civilization in a society can by
judged by how it treats its prisoners – those who have been justly convicted
– an equally valid test is surely how it treats those who are wrongly
convicted, and have suffered manifest injustice at the hands of the state.

On this count, I fear, we do not acquit ourselves well.

On 13 December 2013, seventeen years after his prison cell door slammed
shut for the first time, Victor Nealon watched over a video link from HMP
Wakefield as the Court of Appeal considered his appeal against his
conviction.

This was not his first appeal. Having been convicted on 22 January 1997,
he had unsuccessfully appeared at the Court of Appeal in 1998. His
conviction was on that occasion deemed safe and upheld, as was the life
sentence imposed for the offence of attempted rape. He had now spent
6,169 nights sleeping in Wakefield prison, serving far longer than his seven-
year minimum term, his refusal to admit the offence scuppering any chance
of parole. Today, after his case had been picked up and referred by the
Criminal Cases Review Commission, was his very last chance.

The offence itself took place in August 1996. There was no doubt that an
offence was committed; the victim, Miss E, was attacked outside a
nightclub by a stranger, who had knocked her unconscious, unbuttoned her
blouse and groped her bra, and tugged at her knickers and tights, before she
fortuitously regained consciousness and fought him off. She had recognized



the attacker as a man she had noticed staring at her earlier in the night. She
recalled that he had a lump on his forehead and was wearing a distinctive
paisley shirt. Other witnesses had also seen this suspicious male. An e-fit
was created by the police based on Miss E’s description, and Mr Nealon
was arrested.

He told police that he had never been to the nightclub, and immediately
offered to undergo a DNA test. No test was carried out by the police.
Instead, the prosecution case at his trial relied largely upon the purported
identifications of those other eyewitnesses. Only one among many picked
out Mr Nealon during the identification procedure. Others were only able to
give descriptions of the man with a lump on his forehead and the paisley
shirt. Another was sure that the attacker had a strong Scottish accent. At
trial, there was no evidence that Mr Nealon had a lump on his forehead.
Neither, his partner confirmed, did he own a paisley shirt.2 And, it was clear
to the listening jurors, Mr Nealon was unmistakably Irish.

The jury nevertheless had accepted the somewhat vague and inconsistent
identification evidence, and found Victor Nealon guilty. The dismissal of
his first appeal in 1998 looked to have shut the door on any prospect of
challenge.

Then, in 2010, following a development in the law, Mr Nealon’s
solicitors were able to apply for scientific tests to be carried out on the
victim’s clothing. And the findings were significant. DNA testing indicated
the presence of saliva on her blouse and bra cups, where her attacker had
groped her. Critically, this saliva was not Mr Nealon’s. The clothes that the
victim had worn that night were new, and the DNA testing excluded the
possibility that the saliva had been deposited by her boyfriend, any of the
eight police officers involved in the investigation, any of the four men who
came to her aid at the scene of the attack and the scientists. In other words,
‘Every sensible inquiry that could be made to identify an innocent source of
the DNA [had] been made.’ The only reasonable explanation was that it had
been left by the attacker.3 Who could not have been Victor Nealon.

The three judges of the Court of Appeal, having heard this evidence, did
not take long to hand down their decision. The effect of this fresh evidence
upon the safety of the conviction was, they said, ‘substantial’. The
conviction was quashed. Later that day, Victor Nealon was released, a free
man. Seventeen years behind bars, wrongly branded a violent, dangerous
sex offender, were over.



The esoteric workings of the Court of Appeal (Criminal Division) rarely
flicker onto the public radar. To the media, appellate proceedings are a
confusing, befuddling addendum to Crown Court trials – even more
impenetrable and with even more loquacious judgments – and newsworthy
only in a minority of high-profile cases. For junior practitioners like me,
trips to the CACD are an exercise in regressing to the terror of a year seven
pupil on their first day at big school, desperate to simply make it out alive
and without anyone’s head being shoved down a U-bend. Even seasoned
hacks, such as my pupilmaster who prowled the Crown Courts for years
with a fearless territorialism that fell just short of marking the perimeters of
his favourite courtroom, admit that when they are beckoned through the
archway of the Royal Courts of Justice and into the lair of the Lord and
Lady Justices of Appeal, they’re not entirely sure what they’re doing.

But to the Victor Nealons stuck in our prisons, the Court of Appeal is
everything. It is the last vestige of hope. When the jury verdict has been
returned and the judge has sentenced, the only people who can unlock your
cell door and quash a wrongful conviction or reduce an excessive sentence
are the three4 monochrome figures towering over the benches in the first-
floor courtrooms at the Royal Courts of Justice on London’s Strand.

Between October 2015 and September 2016, ninety-four appellants
successfully appealed their convictions as ‘unsafe’, and 924 successfully
appealed their sentence as ‘manifestly excessive’ or ‘wrong in law or
principle’, the respective tests that apply. They are the fortunate few. You
can only appeal to the Court of Appeal with permission (or leave), either of
the Crown Court judge (which is, unsurprisingly, rare) or of the Court of
Appeal itself. If permission to appeal is refused, or if permission is granted
but your substantive appeal is dismissed, that is the end of the line (save for
the exceptional circumstances, such as with Warren Blackwell and Victor
Nealon, where something new emerges and the Criminal Cases Review
Commission agrees to refer a conviction back to the Court of Appeal).5

The statistics are not in your corner. Putting the numbers above into
perspective is a sobering exercise. Those ninety-four successful conviction
appeals in 2016 were drawn from a pool of 1,417 applications, giving a
success rate of 6.6 per cent. And that’s only applications lodged. Most
defendants do not even try to appeal their convictions, and if you consider
that roughly 70,000 Crown Court convictions were recorded over a similar
period,6 you can arrive at a (very unscientific) overall ‘quashing rate’ of



0.13 per cent.7 Put another way, 99.87 per cent of all convictions are
upheld. Which looks a little insurmountable.

Of course, in reality the raw data tells you very little. An ‘ideal’ appeal
rate is about as easily identifiable as an ‘ideal’ conviction rate. Short of the
facile observation that an appeal success rate of either zero per cent or 100
per cent suggests that something is seriously amiss, it is very difficult to
draw meaningful conclusions on whether our first instance or appellate
systems are working. 99.87 per cent of convictions remaining undisturbed
may be a sign of many things. It could be a reflection of a trial method that
reliably returns safe convictions in the overwhelming majority of cases. Or
it could be that there is a wave of miscarriages of justice being excluded by
unduly strict principles of appeal. Likewise, that only 6.6 per cent of
applications for leave to appeal result in successful appeals may appear
startlingly low, but there are possible explanations. Roughly 10 per cent of
applications will be lodged by unrepresented applicants who have been
advised by their trial lawyers that there is no merit in an appeal, and have
decided to chance their arm with a speculative appeal.8 Some counsel may
positively advise over-optimistically, with an eye on placating a difficult
client or generating further work. Frequently, errors in the trial process will
have been correctly identified by the lawyers, or fresh, relevant evidence
will have been found, but the Court will disagree that these are so serious as
to justify interfering with the conviction.

Academic criticism abounds over the operation of the Court of Appeal,
and the extent to which the Lord and Lady Justices of Appeal contrive to
justify upholding convictions in the face of what is said to be plain error
and injustice. In too many cases, the argument goes, do the Justices and
Lord and Lady Justices of Appeal find a way to minimize failings in the
trial process or explain away obvious flaws in the conviction with a judicial,
‘Yes, but . . .’. And certainly there are instances from history which rather
embarrass the Court of Appeal in this respect. Criminal law commentators
McConville and Marsh offer this unappealing summary:

There has been an official determination to uphold convictions in the face of abundant contrary
evidence . . . For example, in the Bridgewater case, three of the defendants (the fourth had died in
prison) wrongfully convicted in 1979 were not exonerated until 1997 after six separate police
inquiries and two earlier failed appeals; the Guildford Four, convicted in 1975, were not
exonerated until 1989, one of their number (Giuseppe Conlon) having died in prison; in the
related case of the Maguire Seven, their appeals did not finally succeed until 1991; Stefan Kiszco,
convicted in 1976 of a murder he could not have committed, had his appeal dismissed in 1978,



with Bridge (the trial judge at the Birmingham Six) stating that there were ‘no grounds whatever’
to allow the appeal with the result that Kiszco was not cleared until 1992 . . . and the Cardiff
Three convictions for murder in 1988 were not overturned until 1992 and the defendants not
exonerated until the real killer was convicted in 2003.9

However, not knowing personally the senior judiciary Class of 2018, I
am not going to assume their politics, least of all pin upon them the sins of
their predecessors, nor enter the debate over whether the Court of Appeal is
or is not inherently small-c conservative. Others have the space and
intellectual ability to do that issue far greater justice than I could hope to.
Instead, I want to focus on what takes place once an innocent victim of a
miscarriage of justice finally succeeds in persuading the Court of Appeal to
quash his conviction. After that judgment is handed down, how does the
state begin to make amends?

The tone is set by the conspicuous absence of fanfare that accompanies the
correction of state error. Save for the exceptional cases that catch the eye of
the press, the public hears nothing about unsafe convictions. Of the 625
unsafe convictions quashed by the Court of Appeal between October 2011
and September 2016,10 you can probably count on one hand the number
that received attention outside the law reports.

Of course, not every quashed conviction represents a finding of
innocence. Some of those successful appellants will have had retrials
ordered and gone on to be reconvicted. Some will be cases in which
prosecutorial or police misconduct, rather than insufficiency of evidence, lie
behind the quashing. But nevertheless, those 625 wrongful convictions –
roughly 100 a year – are remedied in the dark. While the Crown
Prosecution Service calls a press conference upon merely charging a
defendant in a high-profile case, no corresponding public acknowledgement
of failure comes forth from the system when it fouls up. No apology
escapes official mouths.

When in August 2016, the Attorney General’s office proudly boasted that
‘more than 100 offenders had their prison sentences lengthened’ by the
Court of Appeal under the Unduly Lenient Sentence scheme in 2015,11 the
government found no space to mention, for balance, that over roughly the
same period nearly ten times as many sentences (997) were reduced by the
Court of Appeal as manifestly excessive or unlawful.12



Perhaps this issue of presentation is a reflection of public attitudes. No
one wants to think that the system fails. We trust that the man behind bars
deserves to be there. It is far more comforting to focus on celebrating the
police rounding up the bad guys than to dwell on the occasions where the
wrong person suffers.

But the problem goes deeper than PR. How we substantively treat those
people – ordinary men and women – who have been fed into the justice
machine, mangled, battered, confined and, years later, spat back out onto
the streets, is inexcusable.

When justice is eventually restored, and the Court of Appeal clerk faxes
the order to the prison to confirm your release, you stand in the prison car
park, with the prison-standard £46 travel money in your pocket, a free man,
but one frozen in time. Ready to pick up where you left off, only to find that
your life has fast-forwarded without you in it. If years have passed,
joblessness, friendlessness and mental trauma may be the least of your
worries; finding somewhere to sleep on that first night of freedom is the
immediate battle.

In many respects, the released innocent is worse off than the released
convict, the latter of whom will at least have a measure of institutional
assistance with their reintegration. A probation officer will help those on
licence to access services for accommodation, or mental health support. Not
so for the wrongly imprisoned, awkwardly shuffled out of the building with
the minimum of fuss. Good luck rebuilding your life from scratch.

Victor Nealon knows the feeling. Upon his conviction being quashed, he
was taken from HMP Wakefield and dumped at a railway station with £46
in his pocket. He relied on the kindness of strangers, including a journalist
and his MP, to put him up while he tried to piece together his life.13

The final insult came when he tried to apply for compensation. Money
cannot possibly restitute seventeen years lost from a human life nor the
perennial mark of the wrongly convicted sex offender, but it would be
something. A gesture of goodwill by the state, to apologize for a plain
miscarriage of justice, is the least that should be offered. Unfortunately for
Mr Nealon, he became one of many victims of the government’s crushingly
tight grip on the reins of compensation for the wrongly convicted.

We are required by international law – article 14(6) of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966 – to provide a compensation
scheme for victims of miscarriages of justice. From 1976, when the ICCPR



entered into force, the UK operated a discretionary compensation system
for this purpose. In 1988, following pressure exerted on the UK to put the
compensation scheme on a statutory footing, Parliament enacted section
133 of the Criminal Justice Act 1988, which provided for payment of
compensation where a person’s ‘conviction has been reversed or he has
been pardoned on the ground that a new or newly discovered fact shows
beyond reasonable doubt that there has been a miscarriage of justice.’

The term ‘miscarriage of justice’ was not initially defined. Therefore the
courts, in a series of cases, were forced to step into the breach and offer
some guidance. After all, not all quashings of convictions necessarily
represent miscarriages of justice. But many will. To cut a long common law
story short, the position as of 2011 was that the courts had identified four
possible categories of quashed conviction:

(1) Where the fresh evidence shows clearly that the defendant is innocent of the crime of which
he has been convicted

(2) Where the fresh evidence so undermines the evidence against the defendant that no conviction
could possibly be based upon it

(3) Where the fresh evidence renders the conviction unsafe in that, had it been available at the
time of the trial, a reasonable jury might or might not have convicted the defendant

(4) Where something has gone seriously wrong in the investigation of the offence or the conduct
of the trial, resulting in the conviction of someone who should not have been convicted

The statutory scheme, the Supreme Court ruled by a majority in 2011,
should cover (1) and (2), but not (3) or (4).14 A narrow interpretation, one
might feel, but one which would offer compensation to those such as Victor
Nealon.

Not narrow enough though, for the Ministry of Justice presided over by
Chris Grayling. Despite the fact that payments under the compensation
scheme were already scant – out of forty to fifty applications each year,
around two or three are deemed eligible for compensation, and the
maximum payments have been restricted (no more than £500,000 for up to
ten years in prison, and no more than £1 million where over ten years) – it
was decided to make it tougher.15

‘Miscarriage of justice’ was redefined. A new subsection (1ZA) was
inserted into the legislation, which provided: ‘. . . there has been a
miscarriage of justice . . . if and only if the new or newly discovered fact
shows beyond reasonable doubt that the person did not commit the offence.’



Going back to our list of four, this restricts eligibility to Category 1.
Unless the ‘newly discovered fact’ proves beyond reasonable doubt that
you did not commit the offence, you will be excluded from the scheme.
Which is a frankly impossible standard to meet. You are asking people to
prove a negative. The DNA evidence in Mr Nealon’s case cannot prove
conclusively that he is innocent; theoretically he could have committed the
offence without depositing any DNA, and the unknown male’s DNA could
have been innocently deposited in highly suspicious places by some
convoluted method of third-party transfer. The DNA finding alone cannot
positively exclude anyone. It can’t exclude me. Or you. Either of us could
have attacked Miss E and been fortunate enough not to have left traceable
DNA. We didn’t, of course; but in the absence of an alibi we couldn’t prove
that. So if we were mistakenly identified, tried and convicted, and wanted
compensation for seventeen years of our lives wrongly spent in prison, we
would be left swinging in the breeze. Just like Victor Nealon was when the
MoJ refused to pay him a penny. And when, in 2016, the Court of Appeal
refused his challenge to the lawfulness of this nasty, spiteful non-
compensation scheme.16

In his legal challenge, Victor Nealon argued that the operation of the
scheme amounted to a perversion of the presumption of innocence
guaranteed by Article 6(2) of the European Convention on Human Rights.
The Court of Appeal disagreed, using (in my view) highly tenuous
reasoning, and Mr Nealon has since been granted permission to appeal to
the Supreme Court; but whether lawful or not, this state of affairs is morally
repugnant.

Our system operates so that unless you can prove to the highest legal
standard that you are innocent, no miscarriage of justice will be
acknowledged. It creates a legal fiction as to what constitutes a ‘miscarriage
of justice’, entirely at odds with our common understanding of the term.
This much was recognized as long ago as 1994, before the scheme was
further tightened, when Master of the Rolls Lord Bingham said of an
applicant:

He is entitled to be treated, for all purposes, as if he had never been convicted. Nor do I wish to
suggest Mr. Bateman is not the victim of what the man in the street would regard as a miscarriage
of justice. He has been imprisoned for three and a half years when he should not have been
convicted or imprisoned at all . . . But that is not, in my judgment, the question. The question is
whether the miscarriage of justice from which Mr. Bateman has suffered is one that has the



characteristics which the Act lays down as a pre-condition of the statutory right to demand
compensation.17

As a consequence, we now have a stratum of purgatory populated by the
dispossessed ‘nearly innocent’, whom we agree are victims of miscarriages
of justice as ‘the man on the street’ understands the term, but who are
expected to lump the consequences of their wrongful convictions as the
price to pay for membership of our enlightened democratic society. It is
difficult not to see this as an admission that, notwithstanding the traditions
by which we set so much stock, we still bend to the no-smoke-without-fire
whispers of our worse natures. Rather than accept and admit official
wrongdoing, we set unattainable standards for victims of miscarriages to
meet, and, when they inevitably fail, can reassure ourselves deep, deep
down that this person didn’t really suffer. There’s a shade of grey. The
system got the right person, we just couldn’t prove it in court. The state did
not fail. No injustice was caused. Move along please.

And this attitude, to me, strikes at the heart of the entire purpose of our
criminal justice system. It uproots what we all understand by innocence and
guilt, and erects artificial reconstructions of those terms for the sole purpose
of saving the government money. The state is told that, where the
conviction it has secured against one of us is so undermined that no
conviction could possibly be based upon it, it need not say sorry. The
deliberate ruination of entire lives, where the burden and standard of proof
that we cherish so noisily has been fatally compromised, can be shrugged
off as not even worthy of apology. And again, it is something the state has
given itself the power to do without anyone in the general public, save for
the unfortunate Victor Nealons of our society, becoming aware; the casual
cheapening and silent degradation of our most basic dignities.

In October 2016, reborn as Secretary of State for Transport, Chris Grayling
announced that he was introducing a new, more generous compensation
scheme for passengers whose trains were delayed by fifteen minutes. It was
only fair, he said, to ‘put passengers first’ and to ‘make sure that they
receive due compensation’ for inconvenient events outside their control.18



12. My Closing Speech

‘Justice? – you get justice in the next world, in this world you have the law.’

William Gaddis, A Frolic of His Own (1994)

James had it all. He was a junior doctor, recently turned thirty-three and
well on the way to exceeding the predictions of professional greatness that
had hovered over him since medical school. He was married to Nikki, a
thirty-two-year-old teacher, and having recently bought their first home in a
green-flecked suburb outside the big city, the two were making imminent
plans to fill its small rooms with a much yearned-for family.

For James’ thirty-third birthday, Nikki booked a spot at an achingly
hipster cocktail bar, where they could enjoy some ostentatiously expensive
gin concoctions before dinner. As Nikki nestled into their booth, James,
clean-shaven and wearing his red-chequered birthday shirt, wandered
towards the bar. Jostled by the throng of noisy bodies either side of him as
he waited, he eventually washed up at the counter. The multi-pierced
barman took James’ order, and set about mixing two sloe gin fizzes. Feeling
a sharp nudge to his right, James noticed that a worse-for-wear customer
had elbowed his way to the front, and had barged his hulking frame in front
of two women patiently queueing next to James. As he paid for his drinks
and thanked the barman, James pointed to the women to indicate that they
were next in line to be served.

What followed, James could not properly describe even by the time of his
trial. He knew that something was shouted as he walked away. He knew
that he felt a shove from behind, and that as he dropped to his knees, cutting
his hands on the glasses as they smashed, punches rained above him. As the
brawl took hold and spread like wildfire, James tried to crawl away from
the bar, intent on getting to Nikki to get her away to safety. Trampled by the



stampede and assuming that she must have made it safely outside, he
dragged himself to the exit.

As he stumbled into the rain, he saw Nikki standing by a lamp post and
breathed a sigh of relief. He walked over through the flashing sirens,
pressing his hands together to stem the bleeding, but before he could reach
her, a voice rang out. ‘That’s him – the one in the red shirt.’

Those words formed the strapline for the prosecution case. A baffled
James was arrested, handcuffed and taken away, only learning at the police
station the reason for his detention: the pushy man at the bar – Richard –
had been struck to the face repeatedly with a broken glass, and viciously
attacked while on the floor. The injuries, it would later transpire, were
horrific – loss of an eye, multiple facial fractures and bleeding to the brain
resulting in permanent damage. And what was agreed by the prosecution
witnesses was that the man responsible was wearing a distinctive red shirt.
Low-quality CCTV from above the bar showed an unidentifiable male in a
red shirt forcing a glass powerfully into Richard’s face, and kicking and
stamping on his head repeatedly as he fell to the floor. James was positively
identified by one patron as being ‘the guy in red’, although not by Richard,
who was unable to recall the face of his attacker.

The prosecution case relied upon the fact that the CCTV from above the
bar showed only one male in a red shirt at the bar at the time that it was
agreed James was there. The cuts to James’ hands were further evidence,
they said, that he had held the glass as it smashed into Richard’s face.
James’ insistence of non-involvement, of crawling away as the violence
unfurled, was dismissed as a desperate lie.

Notwithstanding the rather patchy evidence of identification, an
inexperienced CPS prosecutor, struggling to apply the Full Code Test and
conscious that Richard’s case was being championed by a local and vocal
MP angry about the scourge of alcohol-fuelled violence, decided that there
was a realistic prospect of conviction, and James was charged with
inflicting grievous bodily harm with intent. His disposable household
income being over the £37,500 threshold for Crown Court representation,
he did not qualify for legal aid and was forced to seek private legal
assistance. Private rates of hundreds of pounds per hour were beyond him –
he and Nikki were far from wealthy in any meaningful sense – and so he
was forced to shop around for a deal, eventually settling on one of the few
local solicitors’ firms not forced to close by the crippling legal aid cuts. He



stumbled across the glass-fronted offices of Keres & Co., whose private
rates, although steep, were comparably affordable. ‘The work starts here,’
the pin-striped, lime-tied Mr Keres beamed at James as he signed the five-
figure cheque for payment on account. But in truth the work stopped there.
Minimal preparation was done by Keres, or by the ethanol-scented barrister
instructed from a local chambers, favoured as he would tip Keres a tasty
portion of his legal aid advocacy fees in exchange for briefs beyond his
competence.

On the day of James’ first appearance at the magistrates’ court, he and
Nikki got up at 6 a.m. to embark on the two-hour drive to his nearest
combined court centre, the local magistrates’ courts all having been closed
and sold off as part of Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service’s ‘estate
optimization agenda’. They waited from 9.30 a.m. until 6 p.m. for James’
case to be called on and sent to the Crown Court.

By his first appearance at the Crown Court the next month – another all-
day wait at court – the CPS had served no papers, but with a resigned sigh
the judge fixed a date for trial and gave various directions that all present
knew were likely to be missed.

The evidence eventually landed, six weeks late, but disclosure was
something else altogether. Keres and the booze-hound barrister made little
effort to chase the prosecution; meanwhile, at the undermanned CPS
offices, the Schedule of Unused Material was left woefully incomplete and
only a fraction of the disclosable material was given to the defence. In the
absence of a defence team pressing the CPS, it somehow became accepted
that the exercise must have been completed and that nothing relevant fell to
be disclosed.

Had all relevant material been scheduled, reviewed and disclosed, the
defence would have been alerted to several key items. CCTV seized from
the other end of the bar showed, from a wider angle, the outline of a second
male in a red shirt, crawling on the floor away from the fracas at the
moment that the first red-shirted man was glassing Richard. A completed
schedule would also have alerted the defence to the existence of two
independent witnesses at the bar, each of whom described the culprit as
having heavy designer stubble. These accounts were recorded by two
attending police officers who never gave statements, and whose pocket
notebooks were never scheduled as unused material. Analysis of the glass
fragments found on Richard’s clothing, conducted but again not disclosed,



demonstrated that the type of glass was consistent with one of the bar’s pint
glasses; a different glass type to that used in the highball gin glasses that
James was carrying. None of this emerged.

When the trial date rolled around, the family attended in their Sunday
best and waited nervously on the wooden benches in the court lobby. The
trial was floating, and, as predicted by the barrister at 9.30 a.m., it floated
into the afternoon and into an adjournment eight months hence. Eight
months came; the adjournment this time was because a witness was in
Spain, having been given the wrong dates by the Witness Care Unit. At the
third time of asking, two years after James’ initial arrest, the trial went
ahead.

It would be easy to blame the lack of preparation by the half-cut defence
barrister for the result, but the CCTV played well with the jury. ‘The guy in
red’ could only be James, the prosecutor crowed, and based on the evidence
before the court, it was difficult to disagree. The guilty verdict was met by a
stunned silence, broken only by a shriek of despair from Nikki as she fled
the courtroom.

James bowed his head while sentence was passed. With his family and
friends listening, the judge told James, in words to be printed in every
national newspaper: ‘This was an unprovoked, sustained and wicked attack
with a weapon, which left an innocent member of the public with life-
changing disabilities. Notwithstanding your character references, this is an
appalling act of drunken violence which requires a deterrent sentence.’
Thirteen years’ imprisonment was severe but not appealable, the barrister
told James in the cells afterwards. An application for leave to appeal against
the conviction and sentence was lodged half-heartedly, knocked back by the
Court of Appeal, renewed and dismissed.

The private legal fees were substantial. Sniffing blood, the CPS had also
applied for their own five-figure costs, a sizeable chunk of which were
awarded. Their would-be-family home had to be sold. Nikki, forced to
move in with her parents, visited James as he was bounced from prison to
prison around the country, but time was cruel. The family they had put on
hold started to feel like it might never materialize. Some marriages survive
prison. James and Nikki’s, after four years of trying, did not.

Five years into his sentence, James in desperation approached the
Criminal Cases Review Commission. The curiosity of this mild-mannered
doctor having allegedly committed such wanton violence piqued interest,



and an investigation kicked into gear. After nine months, the full extent of
the disclosure failings at trial were finally uncovered. It was clear: it could
no longer be said with any certainty at all that James was the attacker. If
anything, the fresh evidence suggested strongly that he was not.

The prosecution had to admit that the conviction was unsafe when the
case was referred back to the Court of Appeal, and the Court agreed. The
conviction was quashed.

Aged forty-two, James’ liberty and reputation were finally restored, six
years after his conviction. The financial punishment, however, was ongoing.
Dismissed – fairly, in law – for gross misconduct upon his imprisonment
and struck off by the General Medical Council, he was forced to seek
private legal help to restart his career. While he could claim back some of
his legal fees, the Innocence Tax prevented full recovery of his six-figure
bill. As for the notion of compensation for the six lost years spent wrongly
locked in a cell, James’ application was rejected out of hand. The fresh
evidence did not prove beyond reasonable doubt that you are innocent, the
officious response informed James in terms. While your conviction may be
unsafe, and while you may have suffered a miscarriage of justice as the man
on the street would understand the term, the legal test is not satisfied.

You, James was told, are not guilty, but not quite innocent enough.

James’ story, unlike the cases in the preceding chapters, is not real. But it
could be. James could be your parent, your grandparent, your spouse, your
sibling, your best friend, your child. He could be you. Every twist of
systemic injustice is one that we see played out in the lives of ordinary
people every single day.

In isolation, or even paired, the failings might be overcome or disguised
on the road to a just outcome, but when they are not, or where multiple
flaws are compounded, and a miscarriage of justice occurs, the devastation
is quantified in human lives. This is the risk posed to the cast list in each of
the half-million criminal cases churned every year, and the loved ones of
those involved, and their loved ones, and theirs; all in some way affected.
Each of us is as reliant on a functioning system as the other. Each of us is
vulnerable to the flaws.

Equally plainly, each of these flaws is consciously enabled. Each is either
deliberately designed – such as the Innocence Tax, or the restriction of
compensation for miscarriages of justice – or is the product of populist,



tough-on-crime, anti-defendant posturing, or betrays warped spending
priorities whereby politicians persuade voters that 1p off a pint of lager is a
better investment than a working justice system.

And this book offers only a severely cropped snapshot. Problems in
criminal justice spill all over the margins. There has not been space to
consider the scandal of youth justice, viewed and funded as an afterthought
to the adult criminal courts, wherein vulnerable children accused of the
most serious violent and sexual offences are tried on the cheap by
magistrates, and prosecuted and defended even more inexpensively by often
inexperienced advocates treating the Youth Courts as a training ground for
the Big League.1

The list goes on. The tearing up of local probation service trusts in 2014
has been the disaster that was predicted. The supervision of low- and
medium-risk offenders in the community – those carrying out a court-
mandated community order and those released from prison on licence – was
contracted out to private ‘Community Rehabilitation Companies’ (CRCs)
who were paid by results, leaving a financially depleted public rump
(National Probation Service) to deal with the high-risk crims. There has
followed a stream of reports criticizing the woeful performance of many
CRCs, repeating recurring complaints from demoralized staff. Two thirds of
released prisoners did not receive sufficient help from their CRC in relation
to accommodation, employment or finances.2 Probation services at a CRC
in north London were condemned for having ‘unmanageable caseloads,
inexperienced officers, extremely poor oversight and a lack of senior
management focus and control’, which rendered the public ‘exposed unduly
to the risk of harm’.3 The Inspectorate of Probation even found that some
CRCs were instructing staff not to take any action against offenders who
breached their community orders, as under the ‘payment by results’ contract
a proven breach would incur a financial penalty.4

Meanwhile at the National Probation Service, inexperienced,
inadequately trained staff are monitoring ever-increasing caseloads of high-
risk offenders in the community. One employee reported that the target
culture had reduced him from seeing his offenders weekly for an hour to
holding appointments once a month for an average twenty minutes.5 These
are the institutions we entrust to supervise and rehabilitate the most



damaged and dangerous among us. At twenty fucking minutes once a
month.

Finally, it would be remiss not to spare a brief mention for the plight of
my own unloved species. The criminal Bar, loath though we may be to
publicly trumpet it and indecorous a boast as it may sound, is an
irreplaceable public resource. Put aside the pantomime dress and the
hangover Latin; distilled to its core principles, a cadre of independent, self-
employed, expert legal consultants and specialist advocates, available for
instruction to either prosecute or defend, without fear or favour, is a
national asset. But it is one which all signs indicate will not survive. Judges
have perceived a plunge in the quality of criminal advocacy in recent years,
and the criminal Bar is an ageing profession, with fewer young members
than in the past.6 The reduction of legal aid fees is pointedly cited as a
factor deterring the brightest graduates from entering publicly funded
crime, and there is no doubt that, once a tenant, the miserly starting pay –
£12,000 gross per year – forces many out of the job in the first five years. I
have seen it. I recognize that this may look like the most unattractive
special pleading in pinstripes, but the simple fact is that the same factors
that squeeze good solicitors out of publicly funded crime pertain to
barristers of today and of tomorrow. The old guard, who fattened
themselves on overly generous pre-1990s legal aid, scorching the earth and
public perceptions for those of us who followed, will die out in the next
decade or two. Those who will emerge from Bar school to fill their places
are likely to be mostly those with independent financial means to
supplement the gruel, unhelpfully reinforcing class stereotypes at the Bar,
or those unable to cut it in a more lucrative specialty. And I’ll repeat – if
you are wrongly accused of a crime, you want a good barrister to defend
you. If you are the victim of crime, you want a good barrister to prosecute
it.

And of course, you want your case in front of a good judge. If the quality
of criminal advocates and solicitors diminishes, the pool from which Crown
Court Circuit Judges are plucked dwindles. And so too the pool of Circuit
Judges from which High Court justices are picked, and Lord Justices of
Appeal and eventually Supreme Court Justices. We are already feeling the
pre-tremors as Crown Court and High Court vacancies lie unfilled due to, in
the words of the chair of the Judicial Appointments Commission, ‘a serious
shortfall of suitably qualified applicants’.7 The dip in competence won’t be



immediate. It may not even be perceptible. But the effects will be felt. The
senior judiciary are the people whose wisdom underpins our democracy.
Their judgments, in the High Court, Court of Appeal and Supreme Court,
have immediate, real-life effects, not only to the applicant or appellant in
front of them but to the defendants, victims and public in millions of
criminal cases in which precedent is applied. Our constitution relies upon
the judges to ensure that government acts in accordance with laws passed
by Parliament, and to intervene when the state overreaches to infringe our
freedoms. A diminution in quality among the judiciary ultimately
diminishes us all.

The race-to-the-bottom in criminal justice thus stretches all the way to
the top. Every component of the system is infiltrated to some degree by
negligent, reckless or malicious maladministration. Of itself, this is hardly
unique; professionals in every other area of public life could no doubt
regale at similar length legitimate complaints of underfunding and
managerial or ministerial incompetence. But where I fear law differs, to
return to my opening theme, is in how seldom the failings are echoed
outside our tiny professional bubble; and, on the rare occasions that a
scandal in justice is dragged into the spotlight, in how fleetingly and
superficially the scrutiny endures.

When photographs are released of patients lying on trolleys in hospital
corridors, the parlous finances of the NHS fill the front pages, double-
spreads, op-eds and vox pops, as commissioning editors scramble to
amplify the horror stories of real-life victims of our distorted political
priorities, seeking the counsel of professionals stuck in the system. Working
our way down the hierarchy of needs, near-comparable excitement is
whipped up by crowded classrooms, overworked teachers, social care
crises, immigration, transport strikes, welfare reform, pensions, low pay, the
merits or demerits of Brexit and footballers’ exploits.

Twenty thousand leagues under that we see the justice system.
Occasionally we might all swoon on the temporary intoxication of just and
righteous anger at a judge’s (usually misreported) comments when
imposing an insufficiently heavy sentence on some unlovely villain, or by
the decontextualized figures of legal aid expenditure, or, as in late 2017 and
early 2018, when disclosure errors are unmasked in rape cases involving
young, photogenic, middle-class defendants, but little else registers.
Coverage of high-profile criminal trials will come and go without anyone



pausing to notice the bodies of adjourned cases piling up in the court
corridors, or the regular denial of justice to victims of domestic violence, or
the indignities doled out to all – witnesses, defendants, jurors – who
involuntarily encounter the system and are expected to bend to its vicious
incompetence and caprice.

In an age where repetitive bursts of spontaneous public outrage are key to
feeding the twenty-four-hour news cycle, it feels like too much to ask that a
few more drops be squeezed out for our pet cause. But it shouldn’t be. The
public should be outraged. In every crumbling, decaying magistrates’ court
and leaking Crown Court in the land, we see every day the law’s equivalent
of untreated, neglected patients on hospital trolleys. And every day it is met
by a wall of silence.

It follows, inevitably, that if people are not aware of the problems, they
cannot be expected to meaningfully contribute to proposed solutions. And
herein greater dangers lie, for it is against this backdrop of apathy that far-
reaching reforms, such as the Innocence Tax, can be presented as the
answer to a misunderstood question and swiftly imposed to little opposition,
their true intended effects only becoming apparent after the event.

I don’t fool myself that universal engagement is possible, or even
desirable – complex justice reform is not the stuff of prime-time TV or viral
web sensations. But we must be able to do better than we presently are. It
must be possible, given the human interest lying at the core of the system
and flowing through the capillaries of every criminal case, to inspire a little
more interest in what’s going wrong, and what is being proposed to solve it.

So what is the blockage? Why is justice, its destruction and its purported
patching-up of so little consequence to so many of us?

For what it’s worth, I think the answer is threefold and interlinked.

Public Legal Education

Firstly, public legal education in our country has historically been appalling.
Upon arriving at university as a law undergraduate in the early 2000s, I
knew nothing about the justice system other than what I had erroneously
gleaned from American TV. Everyday social interactions reveal that I am
far from alone. A distressing number of my educated, professional friends
genuinely understand my day to involve strutting around a courtroom



barking ‘objection’ while spinning deliberate lies to a jury as a judge in a
full-bottomed wig twirls his gavel. Despite having the phrase ‘guilty
beyond reasonable doubt’ ingrained in our vocabularies from an early stage,
the notion that I might be defending someone who is genuinely innocent
rarely seems to be entertained in my conversations with non-lawyers. That
there may be serious faults with criminal justice is not even countenanced,
unless and until, of course, someone attends jury service, after which their
reforming zeal exceeds even my own.

The starting point is school education, and on this front, after many years
of justice campaigners thwacking their drum, progress is finally being
made. Citizenship classes on the national curriculum aim to teach young
people about the fundamentals of the law and operation of the justice
system. Legal representative bodies and charitable organizations work with
many schools to bring practitioners directly into classrooms, encouraging
participation in and developing critical thinking about the law. There is a
visible emphasis on justice education that was entirely absent from my
comprehensive education two decades ago.

However, school-level education is only the first, and probably easiest,
step. How to reach the wider public is the grander conundrum. While
charities and the legal profession run a series of community outreach
programmes, these will realistically touch only a tiny percentage of the
population. Institutional and cultural change is needed.

We could start with the law itself. Given that it is a fundamental requisite
of the rule of law that a citizen be able to know their legal rights and
obligations – ignorance of the law providing no defence to criminal liability
– it is correspondingly a fundamental defect that our law is
incomprehensible and inaccessible to swathes of the populace. Criminal law
statutes, many of which hark back to the Victorian age, are often
linguistically impenetrable. Non-stop political tinkering has left the general
criminal law piecemeal and incoherent, dotted throughout thousands of
statutes and statutory instruments. These are interpreted and refined by
many more thousands of common law court precedents, in the judgments of
which judges spool their unique form of English over scores of pages, never
failing to use a hundred words where one would suffice. How a person
charged with a simple criminal offence, such as theft, is expected to begin
to negotiate their way around the laws of evidence and procedure that will
govern their fate is a mystery.



In 1998, Lord Bingham, then Lord Chief Justice, echoed nineteenth-
century calls for a unified criminal code, drawing all criminal law and rules
of procedure together in a single document, as exists in Canada. Twenty
years later, there is no code; just even more mass-produced, disparate
criminal legislation. Even if a unified criminal code is too much to ask –
and it shouldn’t be – Parliament could at least help by decelerating the rate
of legislating and by ensuring that all future statutes and instruments
comply with the Office of Parliamentary Counsel’s ‘Good Law’ initiative,
which strives to keep new legislation as straightforward and plainly
expressed as possible, with a similar edict handed to judges when writing
their judgments.

And as a bare minimum, Parliament should ensure that the entirety of the
updated law of the land is freely and immediately available to its
constituents. The government’s free website www.legislation.gov.uk is
hopelessly, dangerously out of date. Resources are simply not made
available to update its contents as quickly as Parliament bashes out new law
and amends existing statutes – so many pages are marked with a disclaimer
that there are ‘outstanding changes not yet made by the editorial team’. At
the time of writing, basic criminal statutes were years out of date, including
those relating to matters as essential as the use of reasonable force in self-
defence8 and driving disqualifications.9

This has been an endemic problem not just for the public but for
practitioners and the courts. In a Court of Appeal case in 2008, barristers
had relied upon legislation downloaded from the official government
website, only for it to be spotted as the court was ready to give judgment
that the legislation was out of date and no longer applied. The court
condemned as ‘lamentable’ the position that ‘there is no comprehensive
statute law database with hyperlinks which would enable an intelligent
person, by using a search engine, to find out all the legislation on a
particular topic.’10 Over a decade on, up-to-date legislation remains out of
reach of the public, including those tossed outside the scope of legal aid and
forced to teach themselves.

When it comes to case law, the position is no better. Traditionally, the
state has made next to no effort at all to publicize judgments of the High
Court or Court of Appeal. If, representing yourself on a fraud charge, you
want to check what the Court of Appeal has said about the interpretation of
‘dishonesty’, for example, you are reliant either on expensive commercial

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/


providers, hard copies of the law reports in select libraries, or the charity of
the British and Irish Legal Information Institute (BAILII). While BAILII
does a wonderful job in bringing the online transcripts of many judgments
to the public, its limited means prevent it from providing a comprehensive
database of all judgments, and there is neither the search functionality of
commercial legal databases, nor the commentary that appears in
commercial law reports to assist the reader in quickly identifying the
significance (or not) of the court decision. While the MoJ has now
contracted BAILII to publish new judgments, BAILII is still dependent on
charitable donations to meet its modest £160,000 per annum running costs,
and there is no indication that the MoJ will furnish funds to ensure that all
judgments, present and historic, are uploaded and made available to search
with comparable ease to commercial providers. The MoJ is content to throw
crumbs at a charity in lieu of funding meaningful public access to the law,
an utterly embarrassing spectacle for a self-styled exporter of democracy
and the rule of law.

Political and Media Accuracy

In 2016, an overdue All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Public
Legal Education was founded. One would hope that it identifies making the
law available its top priority.

This APPG might also wish to consider whether its colleagues in the
House ought to be a little better-informed and more honest in their public
pronouncements. Pontificating on criminal law presents an easy and often
irresistible opportunity for lawmakers to register political credit, and many
views expressed often appear tailored to tickling party political G-spots,
rather than achieving any nobler aim.

There will always be a backbencher ready to denounce the ‘outrageous’
headline legal aid expenditure on a grisly case, implying to constituents that
the civic safeguard of determining guilt through a fair trial is just an
unnecessary inconvenience dreamed up to fill the boots of lawyers. When a
judge is crucified for passing a sentence, rarely does a politician have the
courage to step into the firing line and point out that the full facts are
unknown, and that most sentencing decisions are constrained by factors
outside a judge’s control. Far better for the constituency newsletter to pick



up its pitchfork and join the villagers on talk radio calling for judicial heads
to roll. Strengthening the hand of the prosecution in the name of victims’
rights is a cause to which most will happily sign their name. Publicly
campaigning for the rights of the accused is left to us, the legal aid leeches
pushing to put more paedophiles on the beat.

Dissembling about the law to gain support for amending it is a
particularly prevalent, if hardly new, sin. We looked earlier at Harriet
Harman MP’s proposal to outlaw all questioning and evidence of a
complainant’s sexual history. To push this agenda, Ms Harman gave quotes
to the press alleging that the present legal test for allowing sexual history
evidence to be admitted11 was ‘based on the notion that there are two sorts
of woman – a woman who is to be believed, who is virtuous, and a fallen
woman who has had previous sexual activity and is not to be believed.’
Furthermore, she suggested that the law allowed such evidence to be
admitted where ‘it is of no evidential value.’12

Now if true, Ms Harman’s campaign would be entirely proper. But it
wasn’t true. Not even a bit. Firstly, no evidence, sexual or otherwise, is ever
admissible in a courtroom unless it is relevant and of ‘evidential value’, and
sexual history evidence is only admissible where not admitting it might lead
to the jury reaching an unsafe conclusion. Secondly, more egregiously, the
entire purpose of the legislation Ms Harman was trying to change was to
eliminate from courts the very ‘notion’ that she attacks. If it appears to a
judge that the defence are applying to rely on sexual history evidence to
attack a complainant’s credibility – for example to evoke the myth that
‘unchaste women’ are less worthy of belief – the statute expressly disallows
it. If such things were indeed happening in criminal trials, the problem
would have been that the existing law was not being applied properly by the
courts. It was entirely fallacious to claim that the legislation permits such
things, and therefore had to be changed. Harman’s Law was a straw man
argument of jaw-dropping audacity, the known effect of which, as we saw
earlier, would have been serious miscarriages of justice.

Sometimes, our elected representatives will not even bother to lay the
groundwork; they will simply run straight to the Commons with a private
member’s bill drafted on a crisp packet seeking to vanquish whatever
chimera excites them today. In March 2016, the ‘Send Them All Back Bill’
– yes, really – proposed by Philip Hollobone MP13 aimed to provide for
automatic deportation for any foreign national convicted of a criminal



offence for which a prison sentence was theoretically available. This
includes, as one might imagine, a lot of criminal offences, most of which
never see anyone imprisoned. The upshot was that the Bill, which
fortunately foundered, would have automatically deported a foreign
national who had been living blamelessly in the UK for twenty years and
took their daughter out of school to go on holiday.14 Or someone who
kissed their partner in a public toilet.15 Or took a can of beer onto a coach
headed to a football match.16 Or tweeted an MP to tell him he was a
flipping ninny for devising probably the world’s stupidest law.17

How, we might reasonably ask, can the public be expected to have an
accurate understanding of criminal law when their MPs go to such lengths
to misunderstand, misrepresent and abuse it? Why would someone take the
time to acquaint themselves with the principles of a legal system which,
their representative assures them in the newspapers, is so plainly an ass?

And the subject cannot pass without a brief mention of those newspapers,
whose grasp of the law – from the nuance through to the basic facts –
appears looser each day. The financial strangulation of local journalism and
dedicated court reporters means that national news outlets frequently rely
on incomplete press releases from the police, or partial accounts from the
victims, or the mis-transcribed, unverified shorthand of a rushed cub
reporter. Throw in a choice quote from a conveniently outraged MP, and
you have a Twitter storm brewing before anyone has paused to double-
check the premise of the controversy.

Basic concepts – such as the distinction between ‘not guilty’ and
‘innocent’ – are misunderstood or wrongly parsed. No sub-editor will
intrude on their star columnist’s copy approval when she reacts to an
acquittal in a sex case by illogically calling for the prosecution of the
complainant as ‘a liar’. Sentencing remarks are rarely obtained in full
before an out-of-context quotation is used to whack a judge. Occam’s razor
is tossed out of the window, it being far easier to sensationally condemn on
limited information than to find a legal expert to offer a calmer, more
mundane explanation. ‘How was this person convicted/acquitted?’ readers
will be urged to scream, without the outlet having meaningfully reported the
evidence on which the jury based their decision.

Against this backdrop, the decline of public understanding becomes
clearer: if the law is inaccessible, and you depend for your information on
unreliable sources, confusion and disengagement are unavoidable.



It Will Never Be Me

But thirdly, and finally, I fear that we struggle to inspire passion for
criminal justice because of complacency. People do not feel invested
because they don’t think the system directly affects them. Try as I might to
elevate criminal justice alongside health and education, it’s a doomed
mission. We know our GPs, and visit our hospitals, and see teaching
standards reflected in our children’s school reports. With criminal justice,
for most people most of the time, we’re talking in the abstract. We may feel
empathy for battered victims on the news, tut loudly at the news that the
Metropolitan Police are only solving 6 in 100 burglaries,18 and gobble
Netflix documentaries on miscarriages of justice, but unless crime comes
for you, kicks down your door and howls in your face, there will always be
that thin layer of protective film between you and the system.

It is only ripped off, and the weeping sores exposed, at moments we dare
not dream of. We don’t want to think about being a witness to our husband’s
stabbing. Or supporting our wife through her rapist’s trial. Or receiving the
phone call reporting that our straight-A son’s exam celebrations got a bit
lairy and ended in him taking his mate’s dad’s Jag out for a spin, wrapping
it round a lamp post and killing his three passengers. Or our grandfather
being accused of sexually abusing young boys as a Scout leader in the
1950s. Such things don’t happen to people like us. The criminal courts are
not the place for people like us. Legal aid isn’t something that is ever going
to affect people like us.

But such things do. The criminal courts are. Legal aid is. There is
comfort in the popular tableau of criminal courts as a revolving door of
society’s most unlovely, and the statistics do not lie; most offences are
committed by established criminals. Much of my professional life is spent
flipping through conviction records of defendants with a lengthier
acquaintanceship with the courts than I will probably ever accrue. And
some of these will be nasty lags trying to game the system, and the thought
of public money that could be diverted towards schools or hospitals being
spent on proving their obvious guilt is instinctively galling.

To focus on this, though, is to fall twice over into the rhetorical trap of
those who have brought the criminal justice system to its knees. Firstly, the
fallacy demands that we ignore the many people – around 137,000 in 2016
– who each year enter the criminal justice system having never been in



trouble before.19 Some of these will be rum coves for whom this marks the
first rung on a career ladder leading to exponentially more serious
criminality and correspondingly longer prison sentences. Many, however,
will be good, imperfect people – our family, friends, neighbours and
workmates – who have made a mistake. People like us. Forgetting this is to
forget our roots; our common human interest in a system designed not as a
production line for damning the irretrievable, but as a means by which we
all deal with each other, fairly, justly and humanely, when one of us is
accused of falling short.

Secondly, it is that word – ‘accused’ – that we are also encouraged to
overlook. Many first-time entrants to the system will be innocent and will
emerge from the other side with their reputation intact. Also blameless will
be some of those aforementioned Obviously Guilty Lags, who have been
wrongly identified, assumed guilty by association or, in the worst cases,
fitted up by police officers taking a shortcut by pinning it on the usual
suspects. And their wrongful conviction matters not just as a point of
principle, but, if the case has to be made in less woolly terms, of
practicality. You do not want the police nabbing just a burglar when your
home is ransacked. The common play of burgling a house, waiting for the
contents to be replaced and then going back for seconds, means you want
the police to get the right one.

That we are all equally dependent on working justice, even if we do not
envisage ever having to directly engage it, is the message that I fear we
have lost somewhere along the way. We have allowed the dehumanization
and othering of ‘criminals’ to psychologically divorce us from something
we in fact own. We don’t grudgingly fixate on the cost to the NHS of
disease or injury sustained through lifestyle choice; we instead apply an
empathetic, or at least pragmatic, There But for the Grace of God. We want
better treatment and more resources for people we don’t know, however
unpleasant or undeserving they may be, for that very reason. Any health
secretary venturing that having ‘one of the most generous health systems in
the world’ was a self-evident justification for slashing the budget year-on-
year, closing hospitals and removing certain types of people from free
healthcare altogether, would not survive the day. The pain of others, we
would instinctively recognize, is our own.

My naive, hopeless hope is that we might one day reimagine functioning,
accessible criminal justice as a comparably vital policy of universal



insurance. That somehow, from somewhere, we will enjoy a collective
cognitive shift, in which we start viewing criminal justice, the courts and
legal aid as not just for bad people rightly accused, but good people
wrongly accused, bad people wrongly accused, good people rightly
accused, and everyone in between. Dreaming the improbable, it might be
that in such a utopia we contemplate diverting political attention and public
funds towards the criminal justice system, with the unabashed intention of
improving something the first principles of which we claim to proudly hold
central to our national identity. Maybe we could find ourselves even
growing to love it.

We should. For all that the preceding pages might reasonably be
interpreted as a counsel of despair, there is much that is fundamentally good
about our justice system. The underlying principles, accidental and
incoherent though their evolution may have been, have been exported
around the globe for good reason: the presumption of innocence and burden
of proof, the right to a fair trial, the right to independent legal
representation, equality of arms, an independent judiciary, non-partisan
tribunals of fact and the other fiercely debated, non-exhaustive aspects of
the rule of law on which our present settlement is premised, all stand as
self-evidently necessary to our instinctual conceptions of justice. And our
loyalty to those principles is often absolute, in theory if not in execution.

And there are the people. The brilliant, magnificent people. The police
officers risking their lives to protect those of us who snipe light years from
the front line; the CPS prosecutors and caseworkers persevering in the face
of critical under-resourcing and valiantly pushing those rocks up those hills;
the defence solicitors trekking to police stations at 11 p.m., and then again
at 4 a.m., and then to court at 9 a.m., and then the office at 5 p.m., and home
at 10 p.m. to start the cycle again in the thankless service of society’s
voiceless; the judges and magistrates, each day carrying the burden of
taking instantaneous life-changing decisions in the full glare of the public;
the forgotten, vital court staff chaperoning the wobbling mine train along
the rickety rails; the probation staff and prison officers doing their best to
save the unsaveable and in so doing keeping us all safer as we slumber; I
dare say even some of the barristers deserve a mention. All of these people,
and many more I have omitted to list, each morning step through the
crumbling portico and onto the wastelands to toil, under intolerable
restrictions to no clamour or acclaim, usually far beyond their obligated



hours, to preserve an edifice of a justice system. They do so with an
indefatigability, gallows humour and unremitting commitment to public
service that makes my job, for all its many frustrations, a privilege.

The building blocks are all there for something truly exceptional. And
perhaps, it occurs to me, this is why it is so difficult to raise excitement. The
superiority of the way we do criminal justice – not like those crazy
Americans – is culturally ingrained. If people learn one thing about our
justice system, it’s that it’s the Best in the World. Pushed to substantiate
they may well falter and gabble something about Magna Carta, but the
narrative at least is drummed home. Maybe these unexamined narratives
lead to false assumptions, and a failure to contemplate the disconnect
between what we tell ourselves about our legal system and our
understanding of how it operates in practice.

Ultimately this takes us back to the distinction, drawn by William Gaddis
at the chapter’s dawn, between law and justice. We have a legal system.
Properly tended, cherished and resourced, faithful to our celebrated core
principles, it is also a justice system. But the synchronicity is not
guaranteed. If principles of justice are neglected, you are left muttering
Gaddis’ opening line. A Frolic of His Own drew a bleak distinction between
a self-obsessed, avaricious legal profession out for itself, and shared,
neglected notions of justice. I have no standing to disagree with his taking
fire at 1990s US litigation culture; I would in fact agree that the law, both in
the US and in our country, has historically often found itself out of step with
justice, the fault lying as frequently with those within the system – the
lawyers and judges – as with the framework. But in 2018 England and
Wales, I would suggest that the disconnect between criminal law and justice
lies elsewhere. It is not the enemy within, betraying our ideals of justice;
instead we should beware the enemy outside. Today’s danger is not the
actors but the director; the state moving the pieces and pulling the strings,
in the haphazard choreography explored over these pages.

The end result, nevertheless, is the same. When we lose sight of justice, it
unfastens and floats away, leaving us with a nominal legal system; but not a
justice system.

Until we recognize and embrace this, it is hard to see how and from
where the impetus will arise for anything to improve. The record will be
stuck on repeat. The wrongful convictions, collapsing prosecutions,
investigative failings, underfunded defences, abiding delays, repetitive



adjournments, errors in disclosure and institutional insouciance will
continue to be bemoaned in robing rooms; analysed in legal and academic
echo chambers; ignored by those for whom the vagaries of fate have not yet
led to the courtroom door; and suffered in silent darkness by those the
system exists to protect.

In its own modest way, I hope that this book drags us a little further as we
bend and stretch towards the light.
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